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FOREWORD 

The central theme of the Home Office Research Unit's research on pro
bation has so far been an attempt to describe different forms of treatment 
and assess their effects on different groups of probationers. The research 
here reported. although also relevant to the present general interest in hostels; 
was undertaken as a part of this line of study. 

The report investigates the nature of probation hostel treatment and the 
way in which it is affected by intake, management structure and residential 
staff. . It examines questions relevant to typologies of treatment and of 
probationers and among its conclusions are that boys from satisfactory and 
unsatisfactory homes differ in their reactions to the transition from family 
to hostel. that some hostel regimes are more able than others to ensure low 
reconviction rates among their residents. and that some hostel wardens do 
better with one type of boy and others with another. Again in line with 
our other probation research, the report is much concerned with the impact 
of environmental factors on probationers. and its general trend is to under
line the importance of the current environment in both the diagnosis and 
the treatment of delinquents. it is hoped that the report will interest not 
only those concerned with the administration and running of hostels but also 
fieldworkers and others involved in the study or treatment of delinquency. 

T. S. LODGE. 
Director of Research and Statistics. 
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GENERAL PLAN OF THE PROBATION RESEARCH PROJECT 

The project has the central purpose of studying differences in outcome for 
different types of probationer who have beim dealt with in different ways on 
probation. The research plan can be divided into three parts; 
(1) Pilot Study: This was primarily an initial experiment in classifying 

treatment carried out in Middlesex. 
(2) National Study of Probation: This comprises several projects, all on 

a national scale. The principal one is concerned with male offenders 
aged 17 and under 21 who were put on probation in 1964 in eight large 
cities. 

(3) Supporting Research: . Several ancillary enquiries are in progress, or 
have been completed, concerned either with the evaluation of research 
methods or with investigation in detail of selected features of probation. 
They include studies on: methods of predicting reconviction; proba
tioners in their social environment; the use of group work in probation; 
probation hostels ; and the treatment relationships between officers and 
probationers. . 

Reports already published are listed at the end of this volume. Further 
reports will be published as the various parts of the research are completed. 

STEVEN FOLKARD. 
Senior Research Officer. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction: General outline of Research 
1.1 Introduction 

Many delinquents have bad homes and some are homeless. It seems 
natural, therefore, to try to provide them with some form of substitute 
family or, if this should prove impossible, with an institution which is as 
like a' family as possible and does not remove them from the community. 
Hostels for male probationers are a logical r.:onsequence of these ideas; 
fundamentally they represent a hypothesis about the environmental causes 
of delinquency and therefore about its correct cure. 

To the research worker, the hostels offer a good opportunity for testing 
the ideas about the relationship between environment and delinquency on 
which they are based. This report will provide data on the differences in 
the criminal behaviour of probationers in different hostels and also on 
the way in which the behaviour of probationers varies depending on whether 
they are in their own families or in a hostel. One of the report's themes is 
that both famiJies and hostels are capable of having a dramatic and immedi
ate effect on a probationer's behaviour and that they probably achieve these 
results in similar ways. 

Yet, although one general theme of the report is the effect of the environ
ment on deliquency, its focus is the probation hostels themselves, their 
organisatklll, the needs they serve, the problems of the staff and the con
sequences of the differences in their regimes. Unfortunately the hostels 
are little known and this is the tirst time they have been the subject of 
large-scale published research. It is best' to begin with a brief description 
of the hostels, the reasons for studying them, and the way in which the 
study was carried out. 

1.2 Probation Hostels 
The research dealt only with approved probation hostels for males. In 

July 1966 there were 23 of the hostels in England. All were in big towns 
or cities, often in residential districts where there are large Victorian houses. 
They were classified by the maximum number, age range and religion, of 
their residents. Most were intended for 19 or 20 probationers ; the smallest 
could take only 12 and the largest 24. The most common age groups were 
15-18 years (12 hostels) and 16-19 years (four hostels), but there were also 
hostels for the age groups 15-17, 17-19, 17-21 and 18-21 years. Three 
hostels were intended for Roman Catholics (practising or nominal) only. 

The central features of the hostels have not changed since the fieldwork 
for the research ended in August 1966. Each hostel is inspected by the 
Home Office, managed by a voluntary committee and run by a married 
couple who are helped by one or two assistants, a cook and some domestic 
staff. 

The probationers can be sent to the hostels by the courts for a period 
of up to 12 months. The period may be shorter than this, but it is generally 
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HOSTELS FOR PROBATIONERS 

understood that it must be long enough for the resident to benefit from his 
stay .. Almost invariably the court imposes a condition of residence for 12 
months. which may later be slightly reduced. A few boys. approximately 
two per cent. are sent on a supervision order. At the hostel. the boys are 
supervised by a local probation officer known as the liaison probation officer. 
They go out to work daily and hand over the money earned to the warden. 
who gives them pocket money. and divides the rest between their board and 
lodging, their savings. and certain other expenses. They can usually go out 
one weekday' evening and after lunch on Saturdays and Sundays. At other 
times they take part in a training programme which may include. for 
example. English, carpentry, or swimming. 

. Unless otherwise stated, the report refers to the situation existing in 
August 1966. As already explained, the main features of the hostels have 
not changed since that date. There have, however, been a number of im
portant developments of which the research worker has no direct experience. 
The principal ones are described in an appendix provided by the probation 
and after-care department of Ithe Home Office (Appendix 9) and this should 
be read carefully by anyone wishing to make a judgment on the present 
situation. 

1.3 Need for Research 
There is surprisingly little knowledge about probation hostels even among 

those who are concerned with them in their everyday work. Not all 
probation officers use them, and those; who do may know only one or two. 
Vacancies are hard to get, and lack of time and the distance involved make 
it hard for the officers to supplement their knowledge with informal visits. 
There have been interesting and useful studies of hostels, of which the most 
recent is that by Monger\ However, there has been no large-scale research 
and administrators and committees have had to take decisions over hostels 
on relatively little evidence. Two quotations can illustrate their difficulties. 

In 1962, the Morison Committee commented, "We have had here to rely 
on our subjective impressions and those of witnesses, because there has been 
no systematic research into the results achieved by probation hostels. 
Research is needed into their results and methods."2 In 1966, the report on 
probation hostels in Scotland faced similar problems: "Our Hostels Com
mittee told us they found the preparation of this report a most interesting 
but difficult task. Consideration of many problems to do with the use of 
hostels for probationers increased their awareness of the complexity of many 
of them and of the absence of information on which to make confident 
pronouncements as to desirable courses of action."s 

These considerations are, perhaps, a sufficient justification for this study, 
but the current interest of social administrators in hostels as " the answer to a 
variety of social ills"4 gives it a more general application and makes it 
especially relevant to current developments. New types of hostel tend to 
duplicate some of the features of probation hostels, for tlxample, the system 
of control through voluntary committees; and fndeed these features have 
been shared with diverse institutions suoh as approved schools and moral 
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welfare homes. These arrangements have their origins in English social 
history, but so far there has been little attempt to study their effectiveness or 
the problems they raise5• Probation hostels allow one to study these and 
to concentrate on a form of institution which is now particularly popular. 

Research into probation hostels should be of theoretical as well as 
practical relevance. As will be seen, it should interest penologists studying 
institutions and criminologists attempting to explain delinquency. Better 
still, it offers a solution to some of the more difficult problems of research 
method that they face. 

A penologist studies the treatment of offenders, normally those in 
institutions, and must try to describe the important aspects of any treatment 
and assess its effects. This assessment should be done statistically. So a 
penological study should, if possible. consider large numbers of offenders 
and a number of different institutionsG

• Only in this way can the effect of 
variations in the treatment be determined or its important aspects discovered. 
However, few studies meet the two requirements of detailed description and 
statistical relhibility. Thus Mannheim and Wilkins7 used a prediction equation 
to suggest differences in effectiveness between open and closed borstals but 
gave no analysis of the treatment which might explain their results. By 
contrast, PolskyS gave a brilliant and vivid account of one small institution,. 
"Cottage Six"> but there was no means of deciding how far his findings 
depended on the boys selected, the rules, the staff, or the larger institution 
of which the cottage was part. 

Probation hostels can supply the statistical requirements of penological 
research, and have the further advantage of comparative simplicity. Unlike 
the houses in approved schools and borstals, their study is not complicated 
by the need to consider the overall institution. Permissiveness in a proba
tion hostel can in a sense be studied on its own, whereas a permissive teacher 
will probably achieve different results in a permissive and an authoritarian 
school. If scientists should begin by studying the simplest systems in their 
field, there is a strqng argument for an approach to the study of approved 
schools and borstals through that of probation ,hostels or similar institutions. 

Criminologists are concerned to find out why delinquents get into trouble. 
Traditionally they have approached this problem through surveys. Offenders 
are compared with non-offenders, or delinquents who offend again with those 
who do not. Although th!se surveys have shown that certain types of 
home background are associated with delinquency, the exact nature of this 
relationship remains obscure. Does the boy from a poor home become 
delinquent because of his present uphappy life, or because of his previous 
poor upbringing, or because he has inherited his parents' difficult tempera
ment?O Does he himself produce the tense situation which apparently 
leads to his downfall? So with other findings on the influence of the 
environment in delinquency. Do some boys lead others astray? Or do birds 
of a feather flock- together? It is difficult to answer these questions through 
surveys. 

The study of hostels can help towards the solution of this problem in 
two ways. First, it provides an· opportunity to study groups of probationers 
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HOSTELS FOR PROBATIONERS 

who have been placed in different situations which are not of their choosing. 
This may make it possible to trace variations in the criminal behaviour of 
the groups to differences in the situation rather than between their personali
ties. Second, it provides a useful opportunity to study the period in which 
offences take place. If the environment plays a larger part in producing 
delinquency among some probationers than others, one may find the 
former to be relatively free of crime while in the hostel but not on their 
return to their previous environment. 

1.4 Development of Research Plan 

TIJe lack of previous research into probation hostels meant that the study 
was first approached with no closely formulated hypotheses or aims. In the 
event, the project developed progressively, each stage leading to new ques
tions and hence to the collection of further data. These different stages and 

·their associated questions were mainly determined by statistical findings, 
but the interpretation of the results depended as much on the qualitative 
data which were collected throughout the study. The research plan is best 
described chronologically as it developed. 

The study began with an examination of the documents most easily to 
hand. These were the monthly hostel returns to the Home Office (HI 
returns), which gave, among other things, details of the ages, courts of origin 
and reasons for leaving of boys taken into hostels from 1954 onwards. The 
first analyses showed remarkable variations between the hostels, or rather 
between the hostel regimes (" regime" is here used to describe the tenure 
or reign of one warden), in the proportion of boys leaving as the result of 
an absconding or offence, which varied from 13·5 per cent. to 78·5 per cent. 

This discovery determined the course of the research. The first step was 
to try to relate these variations in absconding and offences to factors in 
the hostel, such as size, age range and location. 

The next step was to collect background information on a large sample 
of hostel boys to determine whether the variations could be accounted for 
by differences in intake. 

The last step was to collect information on the attitude and methods of 
those running a small sample of 16 hostels and relate this to the absconding 
and offence rates. 

Each of these stages in'the research was marked off by the collection of 
different sets of statistical data. However, the research worker became 
convinced that many of the statistical findings could only properly be 
understood in the light of knowledge of the hostel system that was gained 
in less structured ways, and interviews with hostel staff and probation officers 
have had a great influence on the final shape of the report. 

The next section gives a more detailed account of the statistical and 
qualitative data used in the research. Each sample will be introduced more 
fully later, but it would be helpful to the reader if he could keep their names 
in mind. 
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1.5 Data and Research Instruments 
The following were the prinCipal sources of statistical data: 

1. Main Sample. Hostel monthly Hi retums10 were used to provide 
data on 4.449 boys who entered hostels between 1st. January 1954 
and 30th June 1963. (1954 was the first year ,for Whl0h the records. 
were available and the later date was chosen as it was necessary 
for all boys to have completoo their year in residence when ~he 
f>dmple was collected.) The sample i~cluded all proba!ioners entermg 
during this period, with the exceptIon Of. 92 boys tn. whose cases 
information was defective and boys entermg two partIcular hostels 
between 1959 and their closure in 1962. The data available on 
boys in the sample included age at entry, court of origin, lengt~ of 
condition of residence, details of absconding and reason for leavmg. 
The data were used to investigate differences in absconding and 
criminal behaviour between hostel regimes. The main sample was 
also used as a frame for samples on which more detailed information 
was sought. 

2. Background Sample. This sample included a1l boys in the main sample 
who entered hostels between 1st July 1960 and 30th June 1961. Recon
viction data were collected on all 429 boys from both the Metropolitan· 
Police Criminal Record Office and local probation offices. Usable 
background information in the form of probation officer rep~rts 
and similar documents was collected on 414 boys and coded usmg 

, nhe Background recording sheetll• The sample was used to descr!be 
- the char,acteristics of hostel residents and the reasons for placmg 
them in the hostel, to relate background characteristics to reco~
viction both within and outside the hostel, and to check the hypotheSIS 
that differences in selection policy might account for differences in 
delinquent behaviour between the various regimes. 

3. Intensive Sample. Sixteen regimes were studied more intensively. 
The wardens of these regimes were those who had been in post over 
the period July 1965 to August 1966. Information was collected on 
the attitudes of the warden and matron, as measured by the Jesness 
staff attitude qllestionnaire12

, the permissiveness of the ho~tel, as 
measured by the Rule permissiveness scaleJ3

, and the dellllquent 
behaviour of the boys. Differences in ~he attitudes of the wardens 
and in their rules were then related to differences in the incidence 
of delinquent be~aviour. 

The following subsidiary samples were also collected: 
1. Reconviction Sample. ReconvictiOIi information was obtained on 

344 boys who entered hostels for the age rang~s 16-19 and 17-21 
years between 1st July 1961 and 30th June 1963. :rhe dates were 
chosen to provide a rhree-yearfollow up at ti~e tlt~e the sample 
was collected and the main: purpose was to obtalll eVIdence releva?t 
to the hypothesis that one particular regime was able to affect Its 
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?~rS ~~ O~IY while they were in the· hostel,· but also after they had 
e '. e ata were ~lso used to .check certain findings relatin to 

boys who entered lodgIngs after leaving their hostel. g 

2. Failure Sample. Reconviction data were obtained on 408 bo 
entered hostels between 1954 and 1959 (records fo th. ys who 
more easil '1 bl r ' ese years were 

b I aval a e to the researcher) and left as the result of :::'t! soon Ing or .an offence. No more than 20 boys were taken 
any on~ regune, those selected being the first 20 failures to 

;~er th: re~unes that had taken more than 20 such and all the 
a ures m t e other regimes. The data were used to examine the 

effects of s.evere sentences for absconders on other boys in the hostel 
and ~o. gam .~ measure of the criminality of hostel "failures" by 
exammIng therr subsequent careers. 

3. ~~t Sa~npl~s'f Bac~ground information was collected on 372 boys 
o en ere. our dIfferent regimes. This information was us 

test finand. val~date the schedule used in the background survey eg~o 
one dIng IS reported from these studies. . y 

I 4. Assistant Warden Samples. Statistical information on age and turn 
over was collected on 139 assistant wardens . -

. satisfactoriness 133' . .. . , and ratmgs for 
into both sampl~~. assIstant wardens. Some assistant wardens fell 

The foHowing qualitative data have been used: 
1. Published Written Material A rt tu 

coverin th hi' '. I era re survey was carried out 
on th g ~h' stoTIcal d~velopment of hostels and the main writing; 

em. IS survey IS used as an introduction to the research. 
2. Recol'ds. The following records were used: 

(a) boProg~ess reco~ds describing important events relating to 372 
ys In fOur dIfferent hostels. 

(b) C~Hdren's department inspectors' reports on 46 d'ff 
regl~es over the period 1954-30th June 1963. Inspecto~s e~fs~~ 
the hostels gener~Ily at least once a year and their reports . 
among other thmgs, their impressions of the regime g~~~ 
accounts of recent events. . 

(c) MO~~hlY rep9rts by the warden to his managing committee A 
conSI e;able number of these were examined. The iv' 
.warden s account of the main events of.the past mont; g e the 

3. InterViews. Interviews were held with: 

(a) 33 pr.obation ~fficers attached to hostels, to ex lore the 
probation officer s experience of hostels and his view; of th 

(b) .2~ assdistah.nt wardens, to explore, the assistant's attitude to e;::~ 
JO an IS reasons· for undertaking it. 

(c) 16 wardens,mainly to gain factual information b I 
cover the warden's reactions to his job. ut a so to 

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL OU,TLINEOl" RESEA~CH 

(d) 16 matrons, to cover, the matron's reactions to her job. 
These four types of interviews followed structured patterns and were 
part of the research plan. Most wardens, however, were interviewed 
at least once more and further interviews were held with other 
wardens, members of the management committees, children's depart
ment inspectors and probation inspectors, and others unofficially 
connected with hostels. 

4. Informal Observation. The research worker made informal visits to a 
few hostels at which he knew the staff. and was able to observe the 
hostel programme at all hours of the day. He also chatted to the 
boys, but the impressions gained in this way were too fragmentary 
to be the basis of research. and, in any case, the conversations were 
mainly concentrated on the safe topics of sport. work, the local 
town and the boy's home town. rather than the staff and the hostel. 
The main advantage of the informal observation was that it gave 
the research worker some immediate familiarity with the hostels and 
hence a greater degree of confidence in handling the data. 

1.6 Plan of Report 

The report describes the effect of the administrative framework 011 the. 
warden and, through him, on the residents. 

Chapters 2-5 deal with the system as a whole. They cover the hostels' aims 
as interpreted in the literature and by the courts and staff, and the pressures 
that exist to see that these aims are carried out. 

Chapters 6-8 cover the strains placed by the system on the staff and the 
attitudes they develop in response to these strains. 

Chapters 9-12 deal with the wardens' difl'~ring solutions to the problems, 
and with the way in which ,these different solutions are associated with 
differ~nces in hostel results. Chapter 9 is a central chapter. It develops a 
measure of performance which is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
'wardens' varying methods. ' 

Chapter 13 discusses the overall reconviction rate of the system and uses 
the tendency of some groups of boys to be reconvicted during or after the 
hostel period to throw light on general faotors in hostel treatment over and 
above the wardens' attitudes. 

Chapter 14 brings together the main Tcsultsand discusses them. 
Diagram I sets out, the main steps in this argument and the chapters in 

which they are placed. 
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Diagram I 

Presentation of Report and Main Sources of Data 

Chapters 2-5 

Ir-------------rl __ A_i_m_s_OL1S_y_s_te_m ___ .-____ ~ __ 

Chapter 2 Chapter 3 . Chap 1 ter 4 ---=--rCh Aims and Methods AI'ms and Metllods A apter 5 ims and Methods C tIS in Theory as seen by Courts on ro ystem 
(Literature survey) (Background sample) ~~:fe~ iio~:~~~ss: (Qualitative data) 

, I (Intensiv, survey) 

I 
Chapters 6-9 

Stn"", oj"", b, Sy"om on St,ff 

1;-----· 1 
Chapter 6 Chapter 7 

Turnover and Quality Problems of 
of Assistant Staff Warden and Matron 

(Assistant Warden surveys) (Qualitative data) 
1 1 

I 

1 
Chapter 8 

Attitudes developed 
by Staff 

(Intensive survey) 
1 

Chapters 9-12 
Effoct of V,,,,';on 'n S"'1 R",tlo", 10 Ih"" SI",,, 

1 1 1 
Chapter 9 Chapter 10 Chapter 11 1 
Meas f E I Chapter .12 ure 0 xp anation of Case Histories of 

Performance Variation in R" Attitudes of Staff 
(M . I eglmes wIth Varying and Measure of 

am samp e and Performance Performance Performance 
Backgroun, d sample) (Main 5

1

'amPle) (Main sample and (Intensive survey) 
Qualitative data) I 

~--------L--~---__ ~I __________ J 

I 
Chapter 13 

Reconviction inside and outside the Hostel 
J (Background sample) 

I 
Chapter 14 

Summary and Discussion . 

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL OUTLINE OF RESEARCH 

1.7 Difficulties in Communication 

Home Office research into probation and after-care is conceived as a 
partnership between research workers and those in the field. The benefits 
the research workers ~eceive are clear, for without the field workers they could 
not collect the data which they need. Moreover, in the present research 
at least, many of the concepts and guiding hypotheses are based on the insights 
of hostel wardens and liaison probation officers. 

These insights, however, must be tested against data and some readers may 
be unfamiliar with this type of statistical report. They should fmd no trouble 
if they allow tileir eye to skip the statistical formulae. For example. the 
sta1ement, "Boys with poor work records were signific:mtly more likely 
to be assessed as needing training (X2=9'S9; df= 1; p<"OI) " Tetains its 
general meaning if" significantly" and the symbols in brackets are omitted. 
The only symbols that are not of purely technical lntere5t are those giving 
significance levels (p<"OS, p<'OI, p<"OOl); these mean respectively that 
the finding reported would occur by chance less than five times in 100, once 
in 100 and once in 1,000 times. In other words, they ten the reader how 
much confidence he can feel on statistical grounds that the same result would 
be found if another much larger sample were collected. 

1.8 Summary 

Probation hostels are small hostels catering for adolescent probationers 
who are normally sent to them for a period of one year. The hostels are 
of int~rest in their own right and are also relevant to some of the more 
general and important problems olf social administration and crinlinology. 

The report discllsses a variety of different samples and both qualitative 
and statistical data. It has four main themes: the aims and methods of 
the hostel system, the problems with which the system faces the wardens, the 
effect of the wardens' solutions to these problems, and the reactions of the 
boys to the experience of being placed in a hostel. 

At the most general level, there are two main areas 0If ,theoretical interest; 
Hie problems of running small institutions and the effect of the environment on 
delinquency. 

NOTES 

1. Monger, M., Probation Paper, No. 6 The English Probation Hostel, National 
Association of Probation Officers, 1969. 

2. Second Report of the Departmental Committee on the Probatioll Service. Cmnd. 
1800, H.M.S.O., 1962, p. 7. 

3. Probation Hostels(;>.in Scotland. Final Report by the Scottish Probation Advisory 
and Training Coullcil, H.M.S.O" 1966, p. 27. 

4, Residential Provision for Homeless Discharged Offenders: Report of the Working 
Party on the Place of Voluntary Service in After-care, H,M.S.O., 1966, p. 25. 

For a statement of general assumptions behind hostels see Conrad, J. P., Crime and 
its Correction. Tavistock Publications, 1965, p. 248. 

5, The major piece of completed English research into hostels is by Aptsie, R. Z., The 
Transitional Hostel for the Mentally I11-8ocial Factors Affecting its Role and 
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Functions, unpublished Ph.D. thesis Londo Sc 
research covers hostels for the mentali'll n hool of Economics Library. This 
includes research on hostels for prisY;' Other. research at present being undertaken 
subnormal. ,0 ers, ex-prIsoners, alcoholics and the mentaliy 

6. The number of institutions is import t I . 
a therapeutic community is evaluated b an. n ,some studies the effectiveness of, say, 
therapeutic community with the su y ~o:::paI'lJIlg t~e success of those entering one 
rather like evaluating the' success ~~e~~eo ose ;nte~Ing another institution. This is 
the examination results of one comprehe~~~pre ~ns~ve ~chool system by comparing 
~rammar and secondary modern. It de en~:e oSc 00 with those of a neighbouring 
IS, do comprehensive schools telld to be be~ter th n tthhe sfChoOI selected. The question 

. an 0 er orms of school? 
7. Mannhelm, H. and Wilkins L T P' d' . 

Training H M S 0 1955 Th ' . f" Ie IctlOlI Methods in relation to Borstal 
d'''' ". '" . ere are or example thre 'bl I . 

Juerences between open and closed bor t 1 . th' e P~SSI e exp anations of the 
of training, different concentrations of h' sha ~. k bey could anse ~rom differing patterns 
not available to those making the pred'clgt' flS o~s, or factors In the selection process 

I Ion equatIOn. 
8. Polsky, H. W., Cottage Six' The Social Sf' 

. Treatment, Russell Sage Found~tion New Y y;tel;~~ Dellllql~ent Boys in Residential 
the findings is implicit in the word .o' the" in ~~e' subtitie A claim to the generality of 

9. C.f. Robins, L. N Deviant Cl 'ld G . 
C°!llPruny, p. 178: "The relationshi~ bC;;twec~:n61 f p, The !Villiams and Wilkins 
delInquency or adult criminality so often in r~ en or. discordant homes anli 
broken homes cause delinquency 0 " t~rpreted In the literature as showing that 
occurring only because ihavin anr cfIJ:mn~ ty may w~ll be a spurious relationship 
antisocial behaviour in the child;en an~~~~~alld.fathedr bSImultaneously produces adult 

10 F Iscor etween the parents" 
nam~s f~~~Sn:d o~ese;-~;Hinlstrumt ents whose names are underlined will' retain these 

. re urns see Appendix 6. 
II. For a description see Chapter 3 and Appendix 5. 

12. For a description see Chapter 8 and Appendix 6. 
13. For a description see Chapter 4 and Appendix 7. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Aims of Hostel System 
2.1 Introduction 

What are probation hostels meant to do? This is an important question, 
the answers to which should determine the type of boys sent, the type of 
training given, and the appropriate administrative structure-in short the 
context in which staff and residents work and live. This chapter examines 
the various aims that have been proposed for hostels. It takes its data from 
the literature and from official reports, but only from those parts that are 
relevant to its main theme, namely the aims of the hostel system and the 
methods of putting them into effect. 

2.2 Reasons for Probation Hostels 
Probation hostels are sometimes called halfway houses!, and the name 

implies the arguments for them. Halfway between cloaed institutions and the 
community, they are said to avoid the disadvantages of approved schools and 
borstals; they lack the stigma, 'provide closer relationships with those in 
authority2 and enable the boys to go out to work and maintain their self- , 
respect3. However, they can also remove a delinquent from stresses in the 
community; he has time to sort himself out and if he has troubles at home 
he may find that absence makes the heart grow fonder'. 

It may be that these advantages can be combined, that the hostel designed 
to remove a delinquent from stress is' also best able to provide a substitute 
for approved school training, and a hostel programme intended to form the 
habit of regular work is equally suitable for encouraging the growth of 
relationships. Historically, however, the hostel system has been Set different 

. goals at different times, and the effects of these changes of purpose can be 
seen in the present system. 

2.3 Forerunners of Hostels 
The forerunners of the probation hostels were the temporary homes set up 

by the London Police Court Mission some time before the Probation of 
Offenders Act of 1907. These were homes, not hostels, since the boys in 
them did not go out to work, being kept busy in and around the house and 
not allowed out at all except for very limited periods. They were placed 
in the home as an emergency measure, stayed for a few weeks at the most 
and then went on to more permanent living-in jobs, for example in the 
forces, large houses or the Yorkshire mines5• 

The foundations of the present hostel system were laid by the 1927 
Departmental Committee on the Treatment of Young Offenders. This 
committee thought that some young offenders needed character training and 
should go to approved schools and borstals where their treatment was likely 
to be comparatively long term. Other young offenders were said to include 
some with mainly environmental difficulties; for these, hostels were 
appropriate. 

11 
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" Where a court does not think that tr ., . 
in a hostel under the supervision of ailllO~ IS really required, residence 
?atisfactory means of attaining the ob ~e probatt?n officer appears to offer a 
10 some measure the demand for s.h rt ] ct.,. ThIS system WIll probably meet o er penods of detention."G 

So hostels were seen as "a place in which . 
which he goes out to ordinary work . . .a person IS lodged and from 
supervision was to be limited to "fi d!n cond~t~ons of freedom ", and hostel 
oversight on his leisure hours."7 n 109 wor or the boy and keeping some 

The Home Office accepted the rec . undertook to approve hostels and ommendatlOns of the Committee and 
residents. The grant was bl pay a ~rant towards .the upkeep of their 
it is not desirable to keep P~y~r;b f~r SIX .months. "Generally speaking 
~onths."8 A previous circular had

a do~er dill: hostel for ~ore than six 
likely to benefit. e ne t e type of resIdent thought 

"In . many cases it is not sufficient sim 1 
the supervision of -a probation officer, beP y to place· a young offender under 
no home or an undesirable hom d cau~e the young offender may have 
found for him, temptation rna e an even if he has work OT work can be 
he has nowhere to und reasona6Je ~r::r~a~~o!~ when work is over because 

T~e theory that probation hostels we . 10dglll~S lasted officially from 1927 to 194;e. to p~ovIde short term good 
ProbatIOn Hostel and Home Rules10 Th ,when It was superseded by the 
o~ those for approved schools ~ d ese ft~les s~em -to have been modelled 
VIew that hostels and approved' hn lscon Ict WIth the 1927 Committee's 
hostels should not train. Rul 1~ . 00 . were to be very different and that 
Of. training to the Secretary o~ Sta:t:eq~es. each hostel to subm1t a scheme 
mmd. . CIrcular makes clear what was in 

. "The regime in both hostels and I p~~amount impoitance of character tra' :omes should have regard to the 
WIlt, apart from training in h b't fmmg. In hostels a scheme of training 
employment and industrious aappl liS. °t' regular attendance at ;their place of 

. .. ca Ion to work b d' ted 
evenmg activities and the construct' ..' e rrec mainly to 
ha~di~rafts and physical trainings~~u::;e b of .lelsure ti~ne. Instruction in 
It IS Important .that residents should be I ~ rCIUded ill the programme. 
week to make their own leisure . e. n~e on some evenings each 
hostel, subject to any necessary . da~rangedmen~s, eIther within or outside the 

a VIce an gmdance."ll 
Other changes were in the same,direcf 12 B 

able to refuse applications on the I~n. efo:e 1?~9 wardens had been 
had "resulted in the exclusion of ;oun s of unsUitabIlIty, but this practice 
as suitable for this form of treatm u~?ers of cas~s considered' by the courts 
not be justified now that the . ent . It was. felt that this practice could 
from public fundsI3. Rule ~er~t~:~~n a .statutory footing with support 
presCrIbes certain strictly limited t ~bahon Hostel and Home Rules 
adm~tted to a hostel, and wardens a

ca 
egones of persons who may nQit be 

applIcation for which there 18' re generally expected to accept any other 
d '11 ,a vacancy. It is assumed h 

war ens WI have the opportunit of . ' owever, that 
probation officer that a paI1ticula y. d' r?%re~entillg to the court through the 
12 ,r III IVI ua would not be suitable for their 
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hostel and that due regard will be paid {o any such representation. In 
practiee, the excess of applications over vacancies in recent years has 
allowed wardens to exercise a considerable measure of selection. No resident 
can. be removed from a hostel without the consent of the court. 

Later reports departed slightly from the ideas behind the 1949 Probation 
Hostel Rules. In 1962, the Morison Committee recognised the importance 
of serious application to handicrafts and physical aotivities but placed more 
emphasiS on personal relationships. T'hey saw hostels as providing " training, 
with mature adult support and control, ,in regular habits of work, in the useful 
employment of leisure, in personal hygiene, and, above all, in living 
acceptably with contemporaries and older people."H They thought that hostel 
residents should be those whose homes or associates were unsatisfactory but 
whose personal difficulties were such that they coul1 not maintain themselves 

in lodgings or an ordinary hostel. 
These ideas were taken further in a report published by the Scottish 

Probation Advisory and Training CounciF5 in 1966. This saw hostels as 
specialised treatment units in which the boys developed through relationships 
with each other and the staff. Scottish hostels should be more permissive 
than English ones. Groupwork and casework techniques should be used 
and the boys encouraged to develop insight. At least one and probably two 
of the staff should be trained caseworkers and the pay· and the professional 
support should be adequate to attract and retain them. 

The Scottish report was influenced by an experimental hostel for ex-borstal 
boys1G.. This hostel setout to provide the essential characteristics of a 
home, an aim which is officially shared with English probation hostels. A 
former Home Secretary put the point at a National Association of Homes 

and Hostels dinner: 
" What you are doing is ,to try to provide your charges (most of whom I 

suppose, already feel themselves to be grown up or nearly so) with the stable 
background, the standards of behaviour, the warmth of interest, the appre
ciation of good .qualities, the forbearance and 'the patient encouragement 
which those of us who were fortunate were given in childhood within our 

own families.'ll7 

2.4 The Goals of Hostels as seen in the Literature 
Thus probation 'hostels have been seen as temporary homes, short term 

training institutions, therapeutic communities and families. GrimseylS has 
criticised 1he Morison Committee on the ground that they did not determine . 
which conception was most appropriate. If probation hostels were intended 
to be substN-ute faminies, they should have relatively small numbers, 

definitely far less than 15. 
If they were to train they would need trained staff and it would be 

uneconomic to have hostels with less than 25 residents. The same hostel 
could not meet the needs of boys waiting to return home and boys with 
no homes. "In the absence of any guiding principles about the function 
of hostels. fantasies of what hostels could or should provide will continue to 
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bedevil probation officers and w d " G' , . . 
gether two main strands of compf:~~~' theJ~~se1t s C~lhcism. brougpt to-
boys for. host.els and the problenls of 'attracti~g c~~~ ~~;;o~~~~g s:~. right 

~nr~~hi;r~~;:~o~r!~!~~ ~~!~s ~~~ ~~:~~~~e s:~~t~J~o~r~~e~ in;iitutions, 
m a ostel lJ1volves removal from home d' '.' . . acement 
offenders sent to hostels should have h d a~ d"oh most wflte~s belte."e that 
company 10 B t if th' a a omes or mIXed WIth bad 
not be . u . e . enVIronment is too unsatisfactory the offender rna 
long . te:

e ;~o~~!~~ 2;0 :~o s~n~~~els t~re sai~ to be unsuitable for those witK 
with none. ' e ose WIth very bad homes and those 

Some writers believe that homel b . 
may feel that they have been du~s oys .are partIcularly di~cuIt.; they 
make undue demands on th ~d, wlthdraw from the SItuatIon or 

. demands they may reject hi~ ,:~~e~h" If the warden fails to meet their 
removal from the hostel. At the bes~s m6' lead to counter-re~ection and 
for a limited time: "Here is comfor : a . ~y can ~nly settle m a hostel 
never envisaged before But nL .t, .!n~ndship, happmess, such as they had 
all, it seems the ~ .' ~,1 ~s not to be theirs for long after 
business." 22 ..., proohng IS a dIsadvantage, and a painful, delicate 

fa~~fe:~o~c~~~~~gOft~ta~~:~a~r~:at h?stels cal~no.t be c~nsidered substitute 
training institutions. Grygier wrot~ e~: J:e ~IS~ rmlts ~heIr e~ectiveness as 
grefl test weakness of hostels seems to be tI~s :tr~~~;s l' e. ~~n~Idere:: "The 
. . . To suggest that six or even twelve mo h' . lffil e engt of stay 
their problems permanently is not realisf~~' ~ s~y m a hostel would solve 
return to the old environment rela se I.. . e noted that, "With the 
rupted and new offences fol1o'wed ,P24 ~a~ ~evlt;ble, treatment was inter
residents' personalities or attitudes' ~ o~te s must try to alter their 
means only that the resident must be m'ov~d :~~;. placement in a hostel 

. The hostels face further problems in fiIlin 1 '" 
m that they are not equipped to deal w'th thg a ro e. as trammg Institutions. 
think, with the very disturbed 27 S I .e reca~cltrant 26, or, most writers 
There are warnings against the' d o~e wnters gIVe more specific criteria. 
homes28, the vagrant29 the dul1s0 ~~o uc s o~ 3~pproved schools and childrt~ll':s 
precocious 32. All of' these hav~ b e enur~t1c , homosexuals and the sexually 
or for the other boys or 'the sta;en saId t~ cr~ate trouble for themselves, 
record, some thinking it important ~nd ~~~~~/~o~~agreement about criminal 

There are other important disa ree t· . . 
hostels should take. Cooks and G

g 
,men; o~r the sort of probationer 

and emotional immaturity was the !~:r \ o~g t f that the degree of social 
tion hostel 3'. In their experienc b I C~I en?n or pl~cement in a proba
or childish were more likely to· :ail ~s eS~Jbed as ImmatUre, impulsive 
~ec?rd~ were definite indications and ba~n s o~ e~s. Good. school and work 
mdlcations. The important thin to d t c. 00 ,and work records counter 
could adjust in situations away fr~m ho~:.mllne was whether the delinquent 
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Payne, by contrast, thought work failure an allowable symptom, as was 
"negative and dangerous leisure activity". The delinqu~nts he describes 
as suitable for hostel placement do not seem noticeably mature and others 
appear to agree with him 35. ' . 

These differences over the right type of hostel case might imply the need 
for different types of hostel. This was Grygier's opinion: "The scatter of 
hostel cases is, from the clinical point of view, too wide, and this maKes 
impracticable establishing· a regime which would be satisfactory for all 
inmates:" 36 Others suggest that wardens may often have an aptitude for 
dealing with a particular type of boy, and that~wen so their success with 
them may depend on the group in the hostel at the time. "Success is more 
likely where the court· and its advisers appreciate that, given an available 
place in the hostel at the time, the capacity of that hostel successfully to 
absorb a disturbed youngster into its community depends on the quality 
of the warden and staff .then in post and on the number of non-co-operative 
boys among the probationers in residence."37 

Monger discussed the difficulties of correct placement, arguing that proba
tion officers' inexperience of hostels makes it difficult for them to select the 
right hostel for their probationer, and even if the appropriate hostel is 
approached, it is unlikely to have a vacancy 38. Elkin agreed: " ... vacancies 
have to be found wherever they are available. There is no possibiliiy of 
selecting the one most suitable to the individual ... "30. 

The most common and serious criticism of the hostels is undoubtedly 
concerned with staffing, the importance of which is generally recognised 40 • 

The Central Council of Probation Committees stated that: "We wish to 
emphasise that the value of the hostels lies in the value of the wardens and 
that the success or failure of the whole hostel system depends on the quality 
of the persons in charge." 41 Yet the hostel system lacks the trained staff, 
career opportunities and salary scales available in approved schools and 
other institutions. So sorlie authors have demanded for hostel staff better 
status42

, better trainingt3, more adequate superannuation and pensions, and 
closer integration with approved school and remand home services. Conrad 
made 1his his central criticism of the hostel system: "The problem has been 
to find competent people willing to live the abnormal lives required of hostel 
wardens. Even with some relief, the hostel warden finds himself at work 
primarily during the leisure hours of everyone else. Confined to his establish
ment, he finds his social life limited to the company of his charges. Without 
a professional identification with either the probation service or other occu
pations, his is a lonely existence. Many simple solutions to a problem which 
drastically limits the usefulness of the hostel as a treatment device could be 
advanced' and have doubtless been considered."H 

The general feeling of a gap between the promise of the hostel system and 
its actual attainments is perhaps best summed up by Elkin. "Looking at 
hostels as a whole one is left with the impression that comparatively little 
thought has been given to a consideration of their problems. They, seem 
to be regarded· rather as an appendage to th.e general system for dealing 
with adolescent offenders, and not as an integral and important section of 
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it. . " Yet if mOre attention was given to the hostels and more money 
was spent on them, so that the standards of work could be raised, they 
could playa far bigger part than they do at present. Nothing else can take 
,their place as a halfway house between supervision and freedom, and it is 
unfortunate that the best use has not been made of them. "f5 

These criticisms can be considered in the light of the evidence presented 
later in the report. 

Features of the hostel system can be viewed in the light of two questions: 
What type of goal does this feature suggest as appropriate for hos,tels? Is 
this goal consistent with the others the hostels have been set? 
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CHAPTER 3 
The Background Sample: Reasons lor Placement 

3.1 Introduct~on 

There seems to be fairly general agreement tbjlt probation hostels should 
take offenders who have poor homes or bad associates and relatively mild 
disorders of personality. What sort of offenders in fact go to them and why 
are they sent? This chapter describes the backgrounds and previous behaviour 
of a representative sample of hostel boys. and the reasons for their placement. 

The chapter will also highlight another goal of the hostel system. So far it 
has been assumed that hostels are designed to meet simply the needs of 
offenders. But courts sentencing delinquents must consider. not only their 
needs but also their deserts-a boy arrested for singing in the street may need 
borstal training but is unlikely to receive it. So there can be a conflict between 
treatment and justice and this can have " serious implications for hostels just 
as the conflict between treatment and custody is said to have for other forms 
of penal institution. 

3.2 Sample and Data Collected 

The sample chosen for study consisted of all probationers sent to 17 proba
tion hostels between 1st July 1960 and 30th June 1961. at the time the most 
recent date which would allow the boys to be followed up over three years. 
Two of the male hostels functiOning in 1960-61 were omitted from the study 
as their records were not available and there was no reason to believe .that 
their omission would bias the results. The total sample contained 429 boys, 
whose names were taken from the hostel monthly returns. 

The main records used are the probation officer reports which were sub
mitted to the courts at the time the relevant condition of residence was imposed. 
These reports set down the factors in the boy's background and behaviour 
which the probation officer considers relevant. and are the basis for the 
court's decision to send a boy to a hostel and frequently for the warden's 
decision to accept him. Their study can shed light on what it is that the 
courts, probation officers and wardens hope that the hostels can do. 

The records were sought from the relevant probation officers and hostels. 
Contemporary probation reports were obtained for 73'4 % of the sample, and 
records which were considered usable for a further 23'1 %. The remaining 
3'5% of the cases were omitted from those parts of the study that were not 
concerned simply with reconviction rate, so that tables.normally give details 
of 414 boys. One boy died after leaving the hostel and is omitted from tables 
giving data on reconviction within three years of entering the hostel. A very 
inadequate record was available for one boy, who is included in the few 
tables for which relevant information on him was available. 

On receipt, the records were photo-copied and returned to the officer Who 
sent them. They were then coded by a research colleague, Mrs. O'Leary, 
according to a scheme which had been worked' out in four pilot studies. 
Information on previous and subsequent convictions was sought from the boys' 
18 
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. . I R ord Office of the Metropolitan Police. 
probatio';l offic~rs and the ~r~~~n~ d's~~ssion of the methodological problems (AppendIX 5 gIves a more e al e ) . 

raised by this part of the study:) re chosen from 17 records 
From time to time. case StUdI~S are ~:~~r ~:b~: a One case was disregarded 

extracted by. a clerk ~sing adra';l ~mse~ected as ill~strating the points made in 
for lack of ~f~rmatIOn. an e~h se histories are given in detail in the text. the more statIstIcal sectIons. e , 

3.3 Offen(e History . ff 
. . , is influenced by the seriousness of his current 0 ence 

A dehnquebnt s sfenh~enpcerevious ones Table 1 gives the reasons for the court and the num er 0 IS . I 
S Which sent the sample boys to the hoste s. . appearance . 

Table 1 

Reason for Court Appearance Resulting in Placement 

Breaking and entering 
Larceny... ... 
Taking and driving away 
Sex offences ... 
Fraud 
Violent offences ... ....... .. . 
Breach of probation or amendmg order .. . 
Other reason . 
Not known 

Total .. : 

108 
183 

28 
15 
5 

11 
66 
10 
3 

429 

% 
25 
43 

7 
4 
1 
3 

15 
2 
1 

100 

SO~:;~ :B';!:::~~:~7sI:ol'e than one offence, only the offen~e that comes first in Table 1 
was counted. Due to rounding, percentages do not add to 100%. 

I d t b king and entering or larceny, 
67·8% of c?urt appeara:ce~~~;e r;~: sa~~:a had committed offences for 

and at one hme or anot er /O? d t' ~ Although no data are 
gain, i.e. larcen):, fraud. or breakmg ~n ;; ~:~~:. uents data cdllected by 
available on strictly comparable s~mp es d 17 t~ 21 ;how a very similar 
Davies on a sample of 507 -br~?atI~~~~~l a;~cement has little relation to the 
pattern! and suggest t?at pr~ a IOn two exceptions to this rule are provided 
type of offenco commItted. owever. din s for breach or amending order. 
by offences of vio1.:mce and c~urt procee. g f offences of violence and the 
6'3% of Davies's sample ~ecel~e4 yro~a~~:de~~ in the hostel sample probably 
comparatively low proportIOn 0 VIO e: ~ust live on the job, and as one said 
results from selectIon: hostel, warkd . b who has just thrown his father 
in an interview: " You don t ta e a oy 
through the window." . d . h t 

b s whose orders were amende WIt ou 
Davies did not collect figu~es .on OYbreaches of probation which were not 

their being i!l breach of pro atlOn or. seems robable that in most samples 
connected WIth a further offence. but It . P t I These boys arrived at 
these would represen! fewerf than 15'~ ~o~~ t~e:~ ~;oving unusally difficult, the hostel for a varIety 0 reasons, 
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and failing to comply with the condition f . 
by refusing to work, others had be th. s 0 the probatIon order, usually 
a few, no doubt, the' probation offi:e~ h:~w~ OU~f :ome or lodgings. With 
ning of the probation order and had P a~. t e move from the begin
impression was that this happened rare~en waItmg for a vacancy; but the 

If selection for a probation hostel d 
of offence, it was certai~lly not unrelat~~~:r~ large~ unrelate~ to the type 
Table 2 sets out the previous penalf hi he ~um er of prevIOUS offences. 
Table 3 compares their number of I:S '!" c t e. s~mple ~ad received and 
of similar age. p evIOuS conVIctIOns WIth other samples 

Table 2 

Most Severe Penalty Received Before Hostel Residence 

Prison '" 
Approved school or'Borstai" 
Detention centre 
Attendance centre o~' ~ema~'d ho~~' 
Probation 
Fine... ::: ... ... 
Other penalties .. . 
No previous penalty 
Not known... ... 

Total ... 

Source: Background sample. 

1 
26 
13 
39 

218 
21 
22 
86 
3 

429 

% 
o 
6 
3 
9 

51 
5 
5 

20 
1 

100 

. NOTE: Where a boy had received more th 
m Table 2 was counted. an one penalty, only the penalty that comes first 

Table 3 

Offence Histories of Sample Compared with Specified Groups 

Age Range 
Number of Previous COl/victions il/ Years 

Sentence (inelusive) 0 
or Findings of Guilt 

% 
1 2 3 4 5 or more 

Probation 17 to 20 % % % % % Background sa~ple 38 25 17 11 15 to 16 33 30 5 6 
Background sample 17 to 20 18 13 5 3 
Detention centre 23 28 20 14 17 to 20 14 9 5 
Approved school 24 23 17 13 10 10 13 
Borstal ... 17 to 20 

21 35 21 7 6 Prison 5 13 18 20 '" 17 to 20 17 27 12 12 15 13 14 34 
Source: Backgr0und sample and other samples. 

NOTE l' Due to ro d' . un Ing, not all percentages add to 100% 
NOTE 2: Probation group Rd. o· 

Ho~e Office Resea~~ ~~i:.ample convicted 1958 n=539. Mrs. Simon'S data, 
~etentlOn centre group. Total intake 1960 

PHProvedosffichool group. Representative sa~ple 1962 n=120 
omece Research Unit. . Miss Field's data, 

B~rstal group. Total intake 1960. 
PrIson group. Total intake 1960. 
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All samples except the probation hostel sample and Mrs. Simon's sample 
defined offence as: "Home Office Standard List Offence". The higher 
percentages of breaches of probation in the hostel sample and the difficulty 
in many cases of deciding whether a breach of probation arose from a further 
offence or a failure to obey some other part of the probationer's order 
led to the decision to include breaches but not amending orders as offences. 
The resulting increase in the number of previous convictions is slight and 
does not affect the main argument. 

It seems clear from Tables 2 and 3 that those who sentenced the sample 
tended to regard a. probation hostel as a form of treatment slightly more 
serious than probation, but less serious than borstal or approved school. 
Only 6,3% of the sample had received approved school, borstal or prison 
sentences, whereas 50·8% had received probation but no previous institutional 
treatment. Although the low number of boys from approved school and 
borstal may partly arise from the reluctance of wardens to take them, this 
explanation is unlikely to account for the comparatively low number of pre
vious convictions. A boy in the sample was likely to have slightly more 
previous convictions than non-hostel probationers, but definitely fewer than 
those sentenced to approved school, detention centre, borstal or prison. The 
figures suggest that hostels are used to avoid approved school or borstal, 
and Case 1 may provide an example of how this happens. 

Case 1 

Case 1 was aged 17, the only child of a broken marriage, who was des
cribed as moody, immature, energetic, active and impetuous. His intellec
tual expressions of guilt were belied by his plausible explanations,. and he 
had an obsession with guns and explosives. At the Child Guidance Clinic 
he attended for five years, the psychiatrist thought him a boy with many 
psychological problems. 
He left school was six "0" levels and secured an apprenticeship, from 
which he was dismissed following an offence. After quarrelling with his 
mother, and being twice placed in approved lodgings without success, he 
became friendly with a single man aged 40, who was mentally ill. Summar
ising this period, the probation officer noted two offences within a year of 
receiving probation, and concluded:' "He seems to me a· youth who needs 
a period of training and re-education for living . . . in his present state 
of immaturity the chances of his making a success of further probation 
while living at home would be negligible". But, he went on, "though 
he appears to qualify fcc borstal training and is in need of training of the 
type he would receive there, one cannot help feeling that he is not typical of 
the youth who would be found in such institutions and has slight misgivings 
about the effect on him ". 

One reason, therefore, for placing a boy in a hostel is that the court is 
reluctant to send him elsewhere. In four out of five cases in the sample, 
other forms of penal treatment had been tried and failed. . The court may 
be faced with a choice between approved school, borstal and a proba
tion hostel; in the light of a boy's previous record it sometimes chooses 
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a hostel. The boys themselves are said by the wardens Ito be' well aware 
of the niceties of this situation 'and many of them are said to agree to 
hostel placement as the lesser of two evils2• 

3.4 Ages of Sample ' 

Age is a further variable which is strongly related to selection for hostel 
placement. This· relationship, of course, arises from the availability of 
vacancies; with only 299 boys in the sample going to hostels in the 15 to 
17 year and ·15 to 18 year age group, the number of vacancies for the 15 
year age group was smaller than that for 16-year-olds, who can also go to 
hostels in the older age group. Table 4 relates the number of boys taken 
in each age group 'to the vacancies available. 

Table 4 

Age at Entry Related to Number of Possible Vacancies 

15 years 
16 years 
17 years 
18 years 
19 years 
20 years 
Not known 

Total 

Age 

Source; Background sample. 

Number Taken 

83 
161 
117 
50 
14 
1 
3 

429 

% 
19 
38 
27 
12 
3 
o 
1 

100 

Maximum 
Possible 
Number 

299 
405 
406 
120 

14 
14 

429 

NOTE: Some 19-year-old boys were taken into hostels not catering for their age group 

The significant aspect of Table 4 is that despite the equal number of places 
theoretically available to 16- and 17-year-old boys, a greater number of 
16-year-olds were taken. This suggests that applications in this age group 
are more likely to be accepted or that there are more of them; or both. 

Data recently collected by Leeves3 on applications to a 17 to· 21 year 
hostel suggested a greater demand in· the younger age' groups. Similarly, 
the Principal Probation Officer for Glasgow listed for the years 1961 and 1962 
the number of offenders who his officers felt would have responded well to 
a probation hostel, and found that 96 of these were aged 15 to 18 and only 
33 aged 18 to 21". This' was; 'of Course, a theOretical exercise, and there 
were no probation hostels on the English pattern in Scotland at the time. The 
Glasgow officers might not have responded similarly in a real situation. 

Taken as a whole, the evidenCe suggests' that' probation officers· and courts 
consider hostels more suitable for younger boys. Like previous offences, 
age may play its part by helping to rule out one of the possible methods 
of removal from home, A 16-y~ar-old is less likely to be able to s~pport 
himself in lodgings than a 20-year-old; he probably has a greater need for , 
22 
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discipline and support and his earnings are almost .certainly less, ~ase 2 
provides an example of this argument and also Illt~trates the kmd of 
adolescent discontent that is seen in a number of probatIon hostel boys, 

Case 2 , 
Case 2 was aged 16, and one of eight child~en, the oldest of whom was 
living away; a ninth child was expected, HIS father was an uneI?p~o~ed 
long distance lorry driver whose previous absences had left the dIsc,Iplme 
to his "over-indulgent" wife. Now he was, at home he was, bItterly 
disappointed in his son, would no~ Itolerate bIS wayward beh~vIour and 
stated he had no interest in him whatsoever. The boy himself ha,d 
apparently given no cause for concern till ~e age, of 14 when his 
behaviour and choice of friends deteriorated. Smce leavmg s~hool, ~e had 
had nine jobs in one year. Th~ 1?ro,bation officer desc~bed hIm as 
"unsettled, without purpose, undIsclplmed, frank but WIth f!'anIo;t~ss 
tending to over-confidence tin&ed with defiance", and doubted hIS abIlity 
to live on his own: "If given a chance by the c~urt, he wo.u~d leave home 
and find lodgings in the West End, .. with hIS poor ~billty tp manage 
his affairs and very poor appreciation of realit~ (he) wIll noJ; ~ able to 
withstand the strains and stress, , . . ProbatIon hostel trammg would 
improve his mode of living ". 

3.5 Further Reasons for Placement . 
One reason for a boy being placed in a probation hoste! may be t~at 

he has not been convicted of enough offences for the court t.o WIsh Ito send hIm 
to appr9ved school or borsta!. Another may, be that he IS too, young to .be 
placed ill lodgings. These, however, are negatIve reasons and ~elt~er explam~ 
why it was decided to remove him from home and place. hIm ill a hostel. 
What line of reasoning leads a court to take this step? 

Examination of probation officer reports in the sample sh?ws th~t t~e 
arguments in them could be grouped into five main cat~g~nes, WhICh ill 

1 turn fall into two classes depending on whether the emphas~s IS on: , 
f,l (a) the negative aspect of the offender's environment, I.e. a partIcularly 
i bad locality (environment), or bad home, or homelessness, and, , 
H (b) the positive aspect of hostel training, i.e. the .value of the trammg 
lJ ''function of the hostel-4:he fact that a probatIOner mus! work and 11 lead a disciplined and regular life-and the support prOVIded by the 
l' hostel staff. 
lj Two residual categories were necessary, the first coveri~g reports ~ ~hich 
If'! unusual reasons were given-for example, th~ neceSSIty of provIdmg ,a 
j transitional step from an institution to the outSIde world, or the offend~r s 
! need for the company of boys of similar age, and the second, reports WhICh 
r. offered no definite reason for placement so that it was doubtful whether the 
I officer had a hostel in mind. 
f Table 5 gives the distribution of the different types of argument. Boys on 
( ..... ",. whom the probation reports were available are shown fseparal tely frtomhthe 
f others, since it was clearly easier to assess the reasons . or p acemen were 
[1 a probation report was present. As in subsequent tables, the 15 cases where 
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Reason Inferred 

Training in hostel 
Support in hostel 
Removal from home .. . 
Removal from environment .. . 
Homelessness ... 
Other .. , 
Not inferrable ... 

Removal from home or environment 
Readjustment of habits 
Personal development and maturity 
Need for stability/stable bllckground 

P.O. Report 
Available 

218 
43 

160 
39 
49 
16 
16 

% 
69 
14 
51 
12 
16 

5 
5 

23 
22 
17 
12 

P.O. Report 
Not Available 

61 
15 
36 
11 
20 

1 
14 

% 
62 
15 
36 
11 
20 
1 

14 

-, 
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3.6 Home Backgrounds of Sample 
The facts which led the officers to consider Ithat the boys in the sample 

needed removal from home or discipline can be seen from the study of the 
boys' homes and behaviour. In both these areas, there seemed to be severe 
problems. . . 

Only 41 % of the 414 boys had a family with both natural parents and 
not all of these were living at home. Many of the sample had homes which 
were clearly unsatisfaotory. The reasons for this varied, but a representative 
list included the presence of other criminal members, acute marital strife, a 
parent who was either alcoholic, mentally disturbed or actively cruel. or 
the fact that the family was referred to as a " problem family" .. 30% of the 
sample lived in homes that were unsatisfactory on these criteria. the most 
common reasons being the presence of other criminal members (19% of the 
cases) and the existence of acute marital strife (10% of the cases). 

At a more detailed level. many of the boys had problems with one or both 
parents. 124 (30%) lived either with step"mothers or with mothers who were 
stated to be actively unkind to them or created problems by their over
protectiveness. 168 (41 %) were not living with their natural mothers at 
the time of the offence. and, as can be seen in Table 7, these were 
particularly likely to have been involved in pilfering, here defined as 
stealing small sums of money (less than £2 where the sum was given) from 
the probationer's home or from the place where he was living. 

Table 7 

Pilfering Related to Home Background 

Living with natural mother 
Others 

Total 

Source: Background sample. 
X2=6'93; df=l; p<,Ol. 

., 

Pilferers 

46 
51 

97 

Others 

% 
19 200 
30 117 

23 317. 

Tota! 

% % 
81 246 100 
70 168 100 

77 414 100 

This supports the view that pilfering is often a "comforting offence" 
associated with maternal deprivation, and that some pilferers take money 
as a substitute for the love they cannot get. Case 3 provides an example. 

Case 3 
Case 3 was illegitimate and boarded out for the first four years of his life, 
after which his mother married and her husband adopted him. At the age 
of 16 he was described by the probation officer as solitary and by his 
parents as terribly untruthful and a pilferer from his grandmother and 
father. His parents' marriage was not happy, and marked by rows and 
separations. A few months previous to his offence. his mother had finally 
deserted the home. and during this period. his work had deteriorated and 
he was believed to have stolen at work. The probation officer related 
his behaviour to the matrimonial problems: "He wants his mother 
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home . . . and he's unable to accept the situation and in consequence has I": 
developed a feeling of resentment to all and sundry".;; 

T~is boy se.tt1ed do~n in th~ probation hostel, subsequently went into '\~ 
lodgmgs, marned and IS now domg "extremely well". k,t 
Like many delinquents, probationers in the sample tended to have problems t,~ 

wit~ their fathe:s. Boys presumably need an adequate male adult-hopefully 1~1\' 
theIr father-with whom they are on reasonable tenns and who is able to f, 
guide them and serve as a model for their behaviour. However, 47% of the L 
boys who were living at home had fathers or substitutes who were dead, 11;i 
absent, 60 years old or over or less than 25 years old. chronically invalid .... ~ 
or out of work. mentally sick, or so unip.terested in their sons that they ! iJ 
made no effort to get them back to work'when they fell out of it. 37% of! 
the sample had step-fath~rs or got on very badly with the fa~ers t.hey had. lj 
Case 2 has already provIded 1'1'\1 example of a boy at odds with hIS father. ~J 
Case 4 illustrates the problem of an ineffective father. t5

{ 

Case 4 ~'l 
Case 4's father had a bad heart and had been confined to his home for the I;;: 
past four years. Discipline had suffered and the probation officer was r.j· 
decided about the cause of the offence: "Over the past month there is no i;,' 
doubt he has been pleasing himself as to the company he keeps, whilst IJ 
frequenting public houses and staying out quite late at night.. In point of 1'~1 
fact the parents were usually in bed and had no idea as to what time he 1·· 
came. home at all.. He is a lad with ~o worthwhile leisure interests or b{ 
hobbles and there IS no doubt that he IS before the court th. rough sheer I":.t 
idleness during these periods."~;t 
Most of th~ boys in the sample had homes that were unsatisfactory in one 1 

way or another. Some had no homes or at least none they could return to. ..}. 
For the purposes of the study, home~ess probationers were those who haCl I. 
left home for at least a month and who were unable to return because of t'l 
their parents' or their own unwillingness. 17% of the sample fell into this t.·.t 
category and a higher proportion, 24'6%, had left home· at some time or PI 
another, going into lodgings, joining the Services or Merchant Navy or I' .. 
working in road gangs or travelling fairs. .' 

For many of these" home-Ieavers ", leaving home appeared to be the.l 
culmination of a period of uncertainty during which they moved from one ! J 
family group to another, not settling with any and finally moving out into \'.'1 
the world on their own. Table 8 gives their previous family history.! 

Table 8 P It 
Previous Family History of Home-Ieavers 

Lived with more than one family 
Lived with only one family ... 

Total 

Source: Background sample. 
XbI4'49; df=l; p< '001. 

Home-feavers 

48 
51 

99 

% 
36 
18 

24 

Other 

86 
229 

315 

% 
64 
82 

76 

Total 

134 
280 

414 

% 
100 
100 

Ii 
!.t 
f'\ 
r~ 

100 11 
NOTE: .. Lived with only one family" includes those who had Jived with one family in the 

past but had subsequently gone into lodgings, etc. . ' l~f 
f~~, 
t. 26 
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36% of those who had lived with more than one family had left home, as 
opposed to only 18% of the remainder. Few of them can have moved out 
into the world with memories of a secure childhood. With some, the parents 
were living apart and the probationer moved from one to the other, profiting 
as best he could from each. With others, the relationships within the home 
had become so bad that it was hoped that placing the boy with a relative 
might improve the situation. With others, the probationer had been se?t 
from family to family since early youth .. 13% of the sample had been In 

children's homes, but this was not counted as living with another family. 

3.7 Overall Assessment of Background 
The statistics quoted so far may give a false impression of the background 

of the sample. They rely on things that can easily be counted, and homes 
lacking easily definable problems were therefore considered" satisfactory". 
Also, many of the problems counted exclude each other. For example, 
although only 37% of the sample had step-fathers, or poor relationships with 
their natural fathers, those with no faJther and those living away from home 
were necessarily without this difficulty, and so the variety of the problems 
presented may falsify the overall picture. 

To overcome this difficulty. a general assessment was made of each 
probationer's background, which was rated as stressful, lacking in discipline 
or neglectful, tense, good, or homeless (by definition no case could be 
placed in more than one category). The distinction between tense and 
stressful. is important for the hypotheses tested in the study. Both tense 
and stressful homes would be unpleasant for the probationer, but in stress
ful homes the unpleasantness arose from the behaviour of the other members 
of the family over which he had no control. while in tense ones it was un
certain how far the probationer had brought the unpleasantness on himself. 
These overall ratings were then [elated to the arguments leading to hostel 
placement. Tables 9 and 10 set out the relationship of home background to 
empbasis on training and removal from home. ' 

Table 9 
Home Background Related to Empbasis Laid on Training 

Indifferent, neglectful ... 
Ten3~ ... 
Stressful 
Good ... 
Homeless 
Unclassified 

Total 

Source: Background sample. 

880639 

Training 
Emphasised 

% 
97 82 
86 62 
16 55 
37 60 
35 66 
8 62 

279 67 

Training not 
Emphasised Total 

% 
22 18 119 
52 38 138 
13 45 .29 
25 40 62 
18 34 53 
5 38 13 

135 33 414 

% 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

100 
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Table 10 

~, c 
t~; arents However, not all probation officers gave such, specific examples 
N~ ~f what they described as di~cult behaviou~, and it was the~efore decIded 

Home Background Related to Emphasis Laid on Removal from Home F,'~,', 'to include boys who had ObVIously been dIfficult for some tIm~, ~thou~h 
----------------------------- i:, it was not clear in wh~t way, and also wanderers .. On these cntena, 53 Yo 

Removal Removall/of l'-~ f th sample were known to have caused trouble ill the places w~ere they 
Emphasised Emphasised Total ! l 0 e

l
.. 1'101 were known to have wandered and 23% to have pilfered. 

% % %',~ were Ivmg, (0 • 

Indifferent, neglectful '" 64 54 55 46 119 100 1\';'1 Information on work record and leisure behaviour wa;' not con~~dered v~~~ 
Tense .,. 89 64 49 36 138 loo'i reliable and may cast more light on the reasons. for p aceme?t an ~n. 1 
Stressful 24 83 5 17 29 100,'l bo s. The sample was divided into four catego,nes: ~hose wIth a de mt~ y 
Good' '" 12 19 50 81 62 100 j ba~ record (over six jobs, out of work for at least SIX months~ very strong 
HUlolmclaelsess/'Jjsed 4 8 49 92 53 100 '\',',! h'" th rennrt) those whose work record was desCI."Ibed as bad, 

3 23 10 77 13 100 ,! emp aslS ill e .I:'~' , d h 1 ___________________________ '- i1 those with no mention of their work record as good or bad, an t ose w 10 

Total... ....,. 196 47 218 53 414 .100 i1 e described as having good work records. Table 11 relates these cate-
H wer. ~ hasis on training in the repOlI'ts. 

Soufce: Background sample. ' I, 't gone~ to emp 
NOTE: The four homeless boys in whose case removal from home was emphasised were I.J Table 11 . 

boys wh.ose parents were prepared to take them back but whose return the probation officer t,),' W ,I.'~ d Related to Emphasis on Need for Training 
was anxIOus to prevent. ' J ____ .:.o:r::,.~:..n.=e:co:r.:..:==:.:...~-:.---------------

Tables 9 and 10 differ from those normally found in research reports, in'!l 
that the variables related are not ['eally defined independently, since the, 
research worker coding the records might well feel that a probation officer ti 
~es~ri~ing a stressful hom~ was also ur~ing re~ova~ from it. Des1?ite this \\ 
lImItatIOn, the tables do tllustIrate the ImpressIOn, lIkely to be gamed by \,i 
anyone treading the reports, that very few of the home situations could be tA 
said to be satisfactory or even reasonable and that essentially the probation f~ 

Vp"ry bad 
Bad 
No mention 
Good .. , 
Not applicable ... 

Training 
Emphasised 

69 
62 

102 
37 
9 

% 
86 
78 
63 
48 
56 

Others 

1L 
17 
60 
40 

7 

0/0 
14 
22 
37 
52 
44 

Total 

80 
79 

162 
77 
16 

% 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

100 officers lOOk, to the hostel to provide a remedy for the precise defect which II 279 67 135 33 414 
the home displays. With indifferent or neglectful homes, ·they look to the, T.o _~ta=_l ____ -_-----.-:...---------------
hostel for discipline, and with stressful ones for a ['espite. ,.",,1 -\ Source: Background sample. , 

3.8 Previous Behaviour of Sample II As before, the assessment of training as a reason for hostel pla.cement and 
The probation officers' recommendations did not rest only on borne sur- \t the assessment of work record were not made independently. Agam, however, 

roundings. Many of the boys created problems at home, at work or in their if there is no doubt that officers do look to hostels to imp~ove the work ~ecord~. 
social activities. The probatiori officer's account of Case 5 can serve as an t't Simila,rly, the 35.5% of the sample believe~ to be provmg a problem m ~h.elT 
example. vi leisure activities were significantly more l1kely to have reports emphaslSlng 

Case 5 '\ t a need for training 0<2=9'59 ; df=1 ; p<·Ol). 

Case 5 was' 18 years' old, handsome, and given to drink and bad com· ,I 3.9 Summary 
panions. His 'l"efusal to work drove his mother to the point where she q MongerT wrote of the spirit behind the Probation Hostel Rule~: "A first 
could no longer put up with him, and while living rough he stole 4s. Od. L, reaction to the official ideas of 1949 might be that hostel r.esidents . were 
from a tramp. The probation hostel was unable to help; he disrupted it t:} expected to be, if not palragons of virtue, at least more solidly eqUIpped 
and had to be removed. Within three years of leaving, he had eight further l~ with the social virtues than many probationers .. The~ ~er~ to b~ he.althy, 
convictions, including two for unlawf\.!l wounding and one each for com- I,',',! amendable to discipline, reliable employees and WIth ddIi~ult1es whIch l~ was 
mon assault, disorderly conduct, and robbery with violence. h~~ reasonable to expect could be dealt with in six months, ill most cases. 
In pilot studies, the variable "difficult behaviour at home" was defined l'~ It is clear that those in the present sampl~ ~ere not. a~w~ys of this sort. 

by means of a check list. This covered stealing from home, keeping very late ~)1 Typically, they were felt to be in need of trammg or d.IscIJ?hne. Many ~ad 
hours, refusing to work or contribute to the home where this brought definite ·1·' bad work records, many showed symptoms such as ppfermg ~~, ;vand:oc-mg 
conflict with parents, piling up hire purcha~e debts and refusing to pay, 1 that are nonnally thought to indicate maladjustment and many liad env~on
destructiveness at home, bullying of siblings, definite deceitfulness and cases If· mental difficulties (such as homelessness or very bad homes) that were lIkely 
;~ drinking or drug-taking where this brought the boy into conlliet with his 1 to be permanent. B ,29 
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CHAPTER 4 

It appears iliat the boys wore sometim ... placed in hostels not because it ~~r' 
was eVIdent that thIS fo.rm of treatment might meet their needs, but rather f~ 
because there ~eemed lIttle else to do. They were too difficult to be left
at h0?te or theIr homes ,,:ere too. unsatisfactory; they were too young or too !. 
unrelta?le to be placed ill lodgmgs, but their criminal histories wetre not fit IIostel Prograr.nr.nes 
yet senous enough to justify their placement in approved school or borsta!. tJ 4.1 Introduction 

I~ is possible that some ~f these could only be contained by a disciplined 11 "There is very little that is general about hostels. They depend on the 
regIme. How~ver, all boys. ill a hostel must be subject to the same discipline, ! '.:1 people who run them. About the only thing that is common, is that most 
and ~y sending many different sorts of boy, the courts lfeinforce their f I of the boys who come to them are on probation." This, at any rate, 
own VIe,:". that hostels should be training institutions rather than therapeutic! was the view of one warden and, to those who know them, few hostels seem . 
commumties or homes. I" very like any other. But there remains much that distinguishes a probation 

)) hostel from other forms of institution. This chapter sets out to describe 
NOTES lei the common elements in hostel programmes as they appeared to the research 

I If' I ¥ worker'. .' n orma:tion collected by M. Davies, Home Office Research Unit, 1964-65't 
ThiS sample IS not random but is probably representative. . 1'1 These programmes can ,be seen as a bridge between two different areas 

2. ~ne informed the. research worker that he had chosen the hostel because his ~J covered by the research-the social pressures outside a hostel and the 
probatIOn officer had" tipped him the wink". I ,1 events within it. The programmes involve rules and di,scipline; thus they 

3, Leeves, ~'. E., "What Criteria for Admission to Probation Hostels?" Britisl It are, on the one hand, the result of the history and -theory behind the hostels 
JOI//'llal of Cl'IIl1l1lology, April 1967. ' I I J and the expectation of the courts, while on the other, they present the staff 

4. Pro.b~tioll Host.els ill Scotlalld: Filial Report by the Scottish Probation AdvisOlY t! with their disciplinarian role and its accompanying problems. For the 
alld Tramlllg COUIlCII, H.M.S.O., 1966, p. 11. [f boys, breaches of this discipline provide a language through which they 

5. The argu~ents were m?stlyindependent of each other, that is, the fact that I:.'j can express their dissatisfaction with the hostel. 
- one was used dl~ not make It more or less likely that another would be. However, I 
~rguments st;ressmg removal from home were clearly less likely to be found in 11 
reports stres~mg homelessness and ",:ere also significantly less likely to be found in 1,1 
reports stressmg removal from the enVIronment. <i=4'67; df:==I ; p<'05). ','I 

6. Leeves, R. E., op. cit., p. 210. . I,) 
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7. Monger, M., Casework ill Probation, London Butterworths 1964 p 180 . !<.1 , ."" I,! 
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4.2 Reception Procedure 
A propationer arriving at a hostel is most likely to find a large Victorian 

house set in one' of the residential districts of an older industrial city. 
Some, however, will arrive at purpose-b,uilt hostels or at hostels in towns 
such as Ipswich and Reading rather than Leeds or London. Whatever the 
type of town or ·building, the probationer's first impression is likely to be 
of a hall which is clean, and highly polished. The reception procedure 
varies from bostel to hostel. The new arrival may be interviewed in the 
presence of his probation officer, left outside and interviewed later or 
put in the oharge of some boy who happens to be -aboUJt. Sooner or later, 
he is likely to be given an idea of what is expected of him and what may 
happen to him if he does not comply. As the standard letter used by one 
hostel to its prospective residents puts it: 

"Life in 'a hostel can be very pleasant so long as a truthful and stTaight
forward at.titude is adopted bUJt if the choice is made with the idea that 
you can indulge in an attempt to beat the book or one-upmanship, then 
don't do it; others have tried and failed and you will get short shrift. 
Life will be no longer pleasant; uLtimately it will become necessary to 
return you to court for re-!lssessment." 
However. reception interViews vary considerably and some are more 

welcoming than others. A meeting of hostel wardens and liaison officers 
decided that a cup of tea could play ·an ~mportant part. 

Following his reception, the probationer will probably 'be helped to 
unpack, and articles such as knives or studded belts will be removed. 
If his hairis very long, he may be sent out to have it cut, and if he lacks 
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suitable clothing, he will be kitted out from hostel stocks. Probation officers~ •• 
could sometimes make ,the initiation ceremony easier by trying to ensure~' 
tha:t !their probationers meet a hostel's requirements in dress before they ~.;> 
arnve. b~' 

For the first two or tm:ee days !he new resid'!n~ will probably be f:~ 
kept about the hostel, learnmg what IS expected of hIm by the staff and {1:1' 

boys. The research shed little light on ;the process of initiation by'; 
the boys and ~as not designed to do so. lit ~s clear that the t1."e~idents test tt' .•. '.'.: 

out a new arnval and see how much he wIll stand for, but the nature ;1 
and !Severity of this seem to vary from hostel to hostel and from time t': 
to time in the same hostel. The evidence of absconding. suggests. that the [L.'.'.:. 

settling-in .process. is fairly rapid. I~ will. be shown later that the chan~e .1 
that a resIdent will abscond at a gIVen tIme depends very largely on his 1 
reaction to the hostel situation, and comparatively few boys' abscond after 11'.' .. '.1 
the first three months. In 1964, for example, 65 boys left as the result of an:) 
absconding and of these 49, or 75%, had left before completing three ['J 
months2. lJ I t 
4.3 Routine, Rules and Activities rt 

When ~he staff have had time to form a picture of a boy, they normally try II 
to find hIm work through their contacts or through the Ministry of Labour, 11 
although at some hostels a new arrival is left to find work on his own, II 
encouraged possibly by a list of employers and a time limit by which he 1'1 
must have a J·ob. Ij 

. Once in work, he is settled into the regular routine of the hostel. At some IJ 
time between 5.50 a.m. and 6.30 a.m. he is called by an assistant warden I "1' 
or the warden. He then has a strip wash, shaves and goes to breakfast, ,'. 
cooked with varying degrees of success by a member of the male staff or by !J 
hostel boys on kitchen duty. Before leaving for work, he has to tidy his bed Li 
and locker, possibly boxing his bla~kets, and comple!e whatever. chores ~e t.· •... 'i· 
has on the rota (for example, washmg up). At the tIme appropnate to hIS f 

work, he is given his fare and lunch money. By approximately 8 a.m. the h, 
hostel is cleared of all boys but the sick, the out of work and the newly !I 
arrived. The process is one that calls for order and discipline. t'} 

Some boys may walk to work in order to save their fare and increase their f\ 
spending money. Once there, however, there is nothing to mark off the In 
hostel boys from the others, except possibly their attitude to cigarettes; IJ 
some scrounge them from their more affiu,?nt workmates ; some spend their II 
lunch ~on~y, on them and at one ho~tel ill the sample luncheon vouchers ;1 

were gIVen ill order to try to prevent thIS. lJ) 
The boys begin to return from work at about 4.30 p.m.' and go through r, 

the p~ocess of get~ing themselves ready fO.r te~ .at 6 . .30 p.m. This invol.ves I'.;.'. 
changmg from therr work clothes and performIng some more chores. They !c 
also collect mail. This is normally handed to them unopened, but in five of X 
the 16 hostels in ,the intensive survey, the warden opened either ingoing or Ji 
o. utgoing mai13

• At approximately 6.30, the. re is t.ea, a me. al that varies in [~.' ... ' 
formality. At most of the hostels visited, the warden and his wife took all t 
their meals with the boys, but at six of the 16 in the intensive survey, either .. ' 
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warden or matron preferred to take some or all of their meals in their own 
quarters. ,The staff normally sit at a separate table, with the boys sitting at 
individual tables round about. Usually the same boys sit together and this 
mayor may not be required by the staff. 

Supper and washing 'up are followed by the evening .progran:me. This, 
too, varies from hostel to hostel. At one, for example, there IS no fixed 
programme but the boys can arrange any outside activity which the warden 
approves. At another, the boys participate in. a fixed hostel programme to 
which no exception is made. The programmes themselves may be focused 
on events and classes taking place within the hostel or on activities outside it, 
such as those at evening institutes. They normally include some form of 
P.T., swimming, weight-lifting, basket-ball, etc., and often classes in English 
and reading for the educationally backward. The residents may 'have classes 
in carpentry or art, often with impressive results. 

One night of the week is usually a domestic night allotted to mending and 
cleaning and writing letters in the hostel. The residents can normally play 
table-tennis or billiards and use the gym or carpenter's shop, if available. 
At some hostels, the barber calls. This haircutting is done at a cheaper rate 
than outside and may be paid for out of savings. 

At all times the residents are subject to rules and are also, of course, 
expected to be of "good' behaviour ", although the exact definition of this 
differs from hostel to hostel. They are likely to be discouraged from lending 
and borrowing, since these sometimes cloak mild extortion. They may not 
be allowed to go to their dormitories without permission, because of the 
danger of pilfering. They may not be allowed to turn on the radio or TV. 
because these are expensive pieces of equipment and liable to get broken. 
and, for similar reasons, they may have to ask for permission before they 
can use the table-tennis bats or billiard cues. At some hostels, the boys buy 
much of the· equipment. contributing a fixed sum per week .... wards stich 
things as the hiring of a television set or buying records. They are normally 
in charge of what they pay for. 

Table 11 summarises some of the more important customs found in the 
16 hostels intensively surveyed. The" not applicable" column includes 
those cases where the rule appeared to be subject to important quaVfications. 

Table 12 

Variations in Customs at 16 Hostels 
. ~ 

Boys may turn on TV without permission 
Boys may turn on wireless without permission ... 
Boys may go to dormitories without permission . 
Boys may use games equipment without permission ... , .. . 
Boys may always use ;more than one, room on free evenings .. . 
Boys may have ,plwtographs qutside loekeQ' ' 

Yes 
6 
7 
4 
7 

12 
12 ..,. 

I 

\, No 
\" 10 

\,6 
i'l 
8\ 
1 ' 
4 
9' 

Not 
Applicable 

o 
3 
1 
1 
3' 
o 

\-., '0 Boys may have pin"ups outside lockers .;.' 

------~--------~--------------------~~--~~~--~\,~ \, 
Source: Intensive Sample. \$1 
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The evening generally ends at about 9.30 p.m.; the boys then have a 

mug of cocoa, and at most hostels they are in bed by 10 p.m. Not all ~, 
bed-times are enforced equally rigidly and some wardens may make an f1~":" 
exception if there is a popular T.V. programme. There seem to be various '? 
ways of calming the boys down once in bed. At two hostels music is I 
piped into the dormitories and turned off some time after the lights are 1"1 
out. At one, the lights are not >turned out until after the boys are almost !,~ 
all asleep, the abrupt turning of the switch being regarded as a signal for ! J 
possible disorder. The staff believes that the size of the dormitory is !'d 
relevant to the amount of likely skylarking. The largest dormitories seen.l 
took 13 boys and several hostels had single rooms for some of the boys.'.l 
Although no exact data were collected on this, six or seven appeared to j 
be the usual number. 1 

\1 On Friday evenings, or on their normal pay day, the residents hand I.! 
over their wage packets to the wardens'. These are usually unopened, but fl. ' .. 1 
in one hostel visited, the boys were allowed to remove some money before 
handing them over. There is no legal compUlsion on the boy; and the VI 
procedure is sometimes much resented and occasionally subject to attempted '.! 
evasion, the boys pretending to have lost their wage packets or acquiring i 
empty wage packets and falsifying the' entries. At the time the survey"! 
was made the)' received in return a basic pocket money allowance of 'I. 
12s. 9d., to which Is. 3d. was added for shaving kit and washing materials I ! .' 

(soap is provided free by the hostel). Those with savings received an extra 
privHege sum of up to 5s. if they were under 18, and lOs. if they were over 1':'!l

i

l 

18. (These amounts are adjusted from time to time by the Home Office.) 
Some wardens do not hand over all this sum at once but guard against .' .1 
the prodigality of their charges by giving pocket money in two amounts, 
once at weekends and once on the boys' weekday night out. While the II 
size of a resident's savings depends partly on his age and the wage he is ,I 
able to demand, the relatively frugal allowance enables some to save large I ! I 
sums, sometimes up to £200. These savings can only be spent with the r" ..... '.~!' 
permission of the wardens, some of whom encourage spending on clothes , 
and similar items. There is a general belief that the savings are quickly 
spent on the boys' return home. II 

On Saturday and Sunday the boys are allowed out, and at most hostels [1 
I they are allowed out on at least one weeknight as well. The timesi 

at which they are expected back vary, and this variation is only partly :,1. 

explained by the fact that hostels catering for older boys tend to allow ! 
them out later. Table 13 gives details of the times at which the residents,'! 
are expected back from their nights out at the 16 hostels in the intensive] 
survey. ,~ 

Table 13 is based on the hostels' standard times, but some hostels give ~'4 
late passes for special occasions and some have privilege schemes which 
allow ,the longer-staying resident to come in ~ater. However, the typical 
hostel boy is unlikely to be able to finish the' last shOWing at a cinema 
or take his girl-friend home after it. Moreover, the time specified for 
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return to the hostel is likely to be strictly insisted upon an~ excu~es, i~ 
II ed at all are severely examined. In many hostels, thirty mmute!\ 

a ow, "1 f nth lateness could result in loss of pnVI eges or a mo . 

Table 13 

Free Time in 16 Hostels 

Not 
Allowed Tim~ Expected Back 

Out 9-9.15 

o 
9.30-9.45 10-10.15 10.16-10.30 10.45-11 

Weekday night 
Saturday 
Sunday ... 

4 
o 
o 

6 5 1 0 
o 266 2 
2 572 0 

Source: Intensive sample. 

4.4 Dress 
Hostel wardens are almost incomparably well informed on the c~ent 

teenage trends, but in their heart of hearts. many wo?ld probably like to 
see their charges walking through town m the SUltS from He.pworths 
and Burtons that they often recommend. The degree of comprOmIse that 
. h d between these two positions varies from hostel to hostel, the 
~a~:~~e~ being permission to wear trousers with 14 inch bottoms and 
the most extreme position encountered permission to wear a studded belt. 
Some wardens feel that their aim is to fit the boys int? the local teenage 
culture and that current fashions can help to do thIS. Others hreg~rd 
them as the uniform of criminality and the ticket of entry to t. e ess 
desirable groups in the neighbourhood. Table 14 sets out the regulatIOns on 
dress as found in the intensive survey. 

Table 14 

Regulations on Dress in 16 Hostels 

14 inch trouser bottoms forbidden ... 
Winkle-picker shoes forbidden ... 
Going out in jeans forbidden except for work 
Three-weekly haircuts required ... ... 
Special hostel clothing required in hostel 
Collarless jackets forbidden ... ... 

Source: Intensive sample. 

4~S Weekends 

5 
5 

11 
15 
2 
3 

Saturdays and Sundays are the main days for going ou~ althOUg~ 
Saturday morning may well be a time of' chores for those w 0 are no 
working. On Sunday, the boys may have to go to church, or have a 
service or religious discussion in the hostel. (They may also b~ pr~pare~ 
for confirmation while at the host~l. ~he .insi.stence on ~hurc -gomg a 
some hostels arises from the religIOUS msprration of theIr managements 
and is said not to be popular with the boys.) '35 
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Saturday and Sunday can also b d f h /:1i t' 'r Ca" e ays or t e more out-going hostel .•.. :> .. 
ac I~ I~. mpmg IS • popular at many hostels and may take place at~: 
wee en s or Bank .HolIdays. Two hostels were found to be ve k . /1 
on the Dulce of Edl.n?~rgh's Award Scheme and had made this th~ fo~~~ [:1 
of a numbe: of actlVlbes. Other' special events are also found although 1';1 
not .~ecessanly at weekends. These events are often part of the ener I, ;'1 
tradl~on . of the hostel, similar to the special privileges that a boy mag hal •. 
~n fls ~llth~!, or the Christmas party. Residents may be taken o~ t~;~t 
o on on lfport or to some sporting event or show and film h f 

and lectures are sometimes held. ,s ows .. ,:{ 
I 

At OM host~I. th~re was. a s.cheme of regular monthly dances, one! 
me~hfd Of

h 
d~almg with the grrl-fnend problem, which, together with drink tf 

an ong arr, tends to be a source of strong feelings among hostel staff if 
At a few h.ostels, the bO.YS are allowed to bring in their girl-friends bu~ F'.·.f.' 

gener~lly ~hls would be a special concession. At one hostel the w~rd I i 
an~ hiS Wife used to invite a ~oy and his girl-friend to tea if they had be~~ rJ 
gomg. out tO$eth~r f~r Some tIme. At another, the warden asked the bo s 1:1 
to bnng theIr girl-fnends to the Christmas party but l'n h' dY l.t " N b' d "P , , IS Own wor s ! i 

o rr came. rudence or past experience persuades othe d' I'" 
to forbid all girl-friends to enter their hostel. r war ens ,1, 

4.6 Sanctions I 
Rules must be ~nforced by sanctions. Discipline is in the hands of the ! 

warden, although l~ one hostel visited, he consulted a boys' committee on 1'1 
som~ aspect~. Res~dents may be punished immediately for specific offences t! 
or given pomts which are added up at the end of the week P' t I 'I"! 

are someti . db' om systems 
. mes acco~~ame y a system of grading, of which the following 
IS an unusually explIcIt example..! 

GRADING SYSTEM IN ONE HOSTEL 

COlldit iOlls 
Grade A 

Privileges 

1. At least one month in hostel 
2. At least one month free from D grade 
3. Very good report from employer 
4. Very good work in hostel 
5. Correct attitudt" to other poys 
6. Correct attirude to staff 
7. Sets good example to other boys 
8. Helps and encourages new boys 
9. Needs no supervision 

First in line to all privileges 
Three periods free time 
Over 18 up to lOs. extra pocket money 
Under 18 up to 5s. extra pocket money 

GradeD 
1. Good work report from employer 
2. Good work in hostel 
3. Personal conduct and behaviour satisfactory 
4. DQes not need personal sUpervision 
5. Trying to do his best but capable of improving 
6. Responds well to hostel training 
7. New boys placed in this grade for two weeks 
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Second in line for privileges 
Two periods of free time 
Over 18 years up to 5s. extra pocket money 

weekly 
Under'I8 years liP to 2s. 6d. extra pocket 

money weekly . 

,I 
tl 
i! 

11 
'! 

;1 
, j 

1:1 
[.
: ... '1 I 
.1 
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Conditions. Privileges 

Grade C 
1. Fair work report from employer 
2. Poor work record in hostel 
3. The dodgers, scroungers, the don't knows, I 

forgot, I thought . . . 
4. Late in from free time 
5. Late reporting to and from work 
6. Requires supervision regards personal clean

liness, hostel duties and personal behaviour 

One period free time, normally Sunday 
afternoon 

Extra work when other boys are (a) relaxing, 
(b) enjoying free periods 

Grade D 
1. Poor work record 
2. Suspended or dismissed by employer 
3. Persistent lateness 
4. Bad attitude to other boys 
5. Use of violence to other boys 
6. Obscene or lewd language 
7. Misbehaviour outside hostel 

First in line for all extra work 
Free period of two hours, normally Sunday 

morning after church 

This grading system sets out the main types of punishment which are used 
in hostels: loss of pocket money, extra tasks and loss of free time. Other 
variations include loss of home leave and refusal to recommend a resident 
for early return home. Punishments can ,be made more severe in a number 
of ways; scrubbing tasks can 'he given for weekends, or, as in one past 
regime, for two hours after, the other boys had gone to bed. Sarcasm in 
front of other boys is probably much disliked, and other punishments can 
serve si:t;nilar ends. For example, in a previous regime a punishment used 
was ,to make the boys wear shorts. One warden wrote up a boy's early 
release date in pencil and had him in to rub it out when he committed a 
serious breach of the rules. 

Punishments vary like everything else. Swearing is a good example: 
reaction ranged from tlhe attitude that " it is understood that the boys do not 
swear in front of women", through a sharp repri:JV.and (the most common), 
a threepenny fine, a sixpenny fine, to depriving the boy of all priv,iJeges for 
a month. In the intensive survey, 16 wardens were asked which of the 
following wardens they most closely resembled. 

"Warden H believes that firm punishment tends to prevent further trouble, 
both with the culprit and with other boys. He may deprive a boy of privileges 
for four weeks for breaches of hostel discipline such as 30 miI}.utes' lateness 
at night and use punishments of similar strictness. Warden I makes no use 
of any punishment at all, with the exception of major offences such as 
absconding. A mid-position might be a warden who generally punished half
hour lateness with one week's gatings." Five wardens rated themselves as 
very similar to Warden H and only two considered themselves closer to 
Warden I than Warden H. 

Wardens have carrots as well as sticks. They may exempt a boy from all 
or part of the hostel programme or argue for his early return home. They 
also have considerable influence over the granting of home leave, but some 
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::::E:~V:O:;:A::O::~vernru ill aU tbe hostels v~ited. It is not , 
normally granted untt! the boy has been in the hostel for at least three ~'~,', 
m?nths~ since the wardens bel~eve that to grant it before is unsettling, and i;~ 
this behef has been endorsed by a Home Office Circular (H 0 C 138/ 1964). t~:f 

4.7 Patterns of Hostel Regime 

If one consi~ers only:tJhe !rules and regulations, the most obvious way to 
gro.up hostels IS by theIr degree of permissiveness. If the classification is 
valId, hostels which are strict over changing work, should also be strict 
~bout dress ~n~ so ~m. In order to check th1S assumption, the hostel regula
tIons were dlV1ded mt~ four groups depending on whether they dealt with 
work, dress, customs In the hostel or the times at which the boys were 
expected to be in. These groups were chosen on the grounds that questions 
o~ .the~ s<temed to ,?over import·ant areas of an adolescent's life, and to 

. elIcIt relIable answers". ' 

Each regime .was given a permissiveness score for each of these mam areas. 
The score for tIme out was the number of quarters of an hour after 8.30 p.m. 
that the boys were normally give~ eafh week. The score for the other areas 
was ,~ase~ on the answers to certain questions. Those on customs and dress 
are gIven In Tables 12 and 14. Those on work were: 

Is a boy allowed to change work if: 

1. he cannot get on with his foreman or workmates ; 

2. hds accused of stealing at work but no charge is pressed or proved; 
3. he has the offer of a job with more pay; 

4. he finds the work heavy ,but is physically capable of it? 

. In scoring tl~ese ~uestions, 1 was given for a definite yes, t for yes with 
lmportan~ qu~ltficatIons and 0 for a defimte no ; and a similar scoring system 
was appl1ed In. t?e other areas. For example, the "customs" score was 
calculated by glvmg 1 for each" yes" in Table 11, 0 for each" no" and 
1" for each "N / A ". 

If .th~re is a gen~ral factor of permissiveness, then hostels with a high 
p~rmlsslveness score ill one area should also score highly in another. Table 15 
gives t~e product ~oment correlation co-efficients between the permissiveness 
sco~e.s In the fOll;r dIfferent areas. (A correlation of + 1 would imply a perfect 
posItIVe correlatIOn, -1 a perfect negative correlation and 0 no corre}ation 
at all.) 

Work ... 
Hours ... 
Customs 
Dress ... 

Table 15 

Intercorrelations of Permissiveness Scores 

Work Hours Customs 
·81 ·52 

'81 ·5 
'52 ·5 
·28 '25 '56 

Source: Intensive sample. 
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Each regime was then· given a weighted permIssIveness score. It was 
assumed that each area gave an equally good estimate of permissiveness and 
the method used was to diViide the regime's score in each area by the 
maximum score obtainable for that area and then to add the results. As a 
check on its validity the'score was correlated with the relevant warden's score 
on two scales on the staff attitude questionnaire. These measured a favour
able attitude to control and an institutional orientation. The correlations 
were:-

Permissiveness and favourable attitudes to control , .. -·65 
Permissiveness and institutional orientation .. , -'63 

As might be expected, therefore, the more favourable the attitudes the 
wardens expressed towards control the less permissive the hostel rules were 
likely to be. The permissiveness score is related to the boys'. behaviour in 
chapter 12. 

Summary 
The researc~worker's general impression of the hostel system gained through 

talking to the staff was one of discipline, tempered with good sense. In many 
ways, the hostels are reminiscent of an older tradition in the probation service, 
with an emphasis on religion, work, discipline, sensible advice and constructive 
use of leisure. The boys are lads, not clients, and supervision of the staff 
is in the hands of a voluntary committee. But any impression is likely to 
be misleading; there are wide variations in the types of regime and a more 
accurate picture can be found only by taking these into account. The overall 
framework and the variations it allows, the influence of the warden's attitudes. 
the disciplinary nature of his role and the differences in theory between 
ordinary probation and hostel treatment raise questions that are considered 
in more detail later in the report. 

NOTES 

1. The data and impressions were mainly gathered during visits to 16 hostel regimes 
in the intensive survey, but data taken from other visits are occasionally used. 

2. Data taken from Home Office HI returns. 
3. There are two purposes to this practice. It helps the warden to prevent the 

boys from receiving money from home and it also on abIes .!:lim to know if a boy is. 
receiving upsetting news. Only one warden censored outgoing mail in order to prevent 
alarming despatches. 

4. Cf. Miller, D., Growth to Freedom, Tavistock Publications, 1964, p. 48. .. We 
have said that the warden was not known to the boys by this title, neither was North
ways described as a hostel. To many delinquent youths these words have implications 
which differ from those of the community at large. Hostels are seen as rigid punitive 
institutions which are society's extension of the penal system. Wardens are described 
as • people who take your pay packet away'." 

5. The scales given were constructed" a priori". A question on freedom to take 
a shower or bath was dropped, since answers seemed to depend on a hostel's hot water 
supply rather than attitudes. 
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CHAPTER 5 

The Control System I 5~1 Introduction . 

So ~ar the report ha~ covered the hostels' aims. and the methods of putting I':'~_':,:~".,.,.~,. them mto effect. As wIth any system. however. a full description must include _ 
not only the aims and methods but also the second line of defence. the control 
system designed to check that the aims are being achieved and to take action q 

if they are not. As argued before. the type of control required depends on ~::I 
the aims set: if hostels are set ambitious goals they may need elaborate 11,;,,'~1,' 
support. For example, a therapeutic community. depending on what this i 
means. probably needs a consultant psychiatrist. while less ambitious hostels ''! 
need less elaborate checks. tl 

This chapter deals with the hostels' control system. "Control system" isl hi,'" i 
interpreted in a wide sense. it:cluding both official forms of control such as :'1 
the Home Office inspections. and the unofficial ones such as the influence of ' i 
local employers. There are two things to be considered: the system of overall! 
control of the hostels. which is concerned. for example. with their general cost 'I 
and the failure rate; and the system for seeing that any individual hostel is:l 
functioning adequately. Only after these systems have been studied can the ',;,1 
differences between individual hostels be understood and interpreted. If the I 
overall control system is very powerful. the hostels will tend to be similar in t J 
performance; if it is weak. there may be important differences. If the com- t1 
mittee's control is very effective. this rather than the warden will determine a fi 
hostel's success: If it is ineffective. a change of warden may bring a dramatic Ii 
<change in performance. ,4 
5.2 Central Government 

Hostel wardens are responsible to their committees. who. in turn. are 
responsible to the Secretary of State. The Secretary of State issues the 
Probation Hostel Rules and these impose the framework within which the 
hostels operate. without. of course. determining whether they work well or 
badly. This framework represents only a limited form of control. but the 
word "control" can be correctly applied to Home Office financial super
vision. which is close. Hostel accounts are checked centrally. as of course 
are proposals for capital expenditure. The accounts must be set out in detail 
,and wardens are likely to be questioned on the exact nature of their expendi
ture under each head. In order ,to keep probation officers informed of 
vacancies. the Home Office requires hostels to make fortnightly returns of 
the number of boys in residence. and a warden who has not made a return 
by the correct day is likely to be telephoned on the next one. This return 
puts pressure on wardens to keep their hostels full and so reinforces the rule 
that hostels shoJ,IId not be selective. Financial regulations help to form the 
residents' picture of the hostel. and they are sometimes said to regard wardens 
as "people' who take your pay packet away,j. By contrast. a circular 
requiring older residents to receive money rather than sandwiches for their 
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lunch can be used to encourage the responsible u~e of money. ~ina~cial 
control can. of course. be employed to further a vanety of managenal aIms; 
for example. the recruitment of assistant wa!dens c.an be ~ncourage~ by 
authorising expenditure on their accommodatIOn. FInanc~ IS th~ ult1ma~e 
sanction, and an unsatisfactory hostel could be closed by wlthholdmg publIc 
money. 

Home Office financial control is of necessity limited in scoP~. and is more 
adapted to preventing the squandering or fraudulent use of pubhc money t?an 
to ensuring that it is being used to best advantage. For example •. one mIght 
ask whether extra money should be allocated to borstals or probat~on hoste~s. 
or whether. within the hostel system. further expense was ~est mcurre? m 
improving assistant wardens' quarters. raising wardens' salanes. or recrUl,tmg 
part-time staff, These questions could not be ,answered. partly be~~use. ,glVen 
the complexity of the question and the ~nsatIsfactory state of socml SCIence. 
conclusive answers are probably ~posslble. but, also because of a la~k of 
routine statistics which could prOVIde relevant eVidence, Thu,s th~re are no 
routine statistics on staff turnover, the type of boys. s~nt. theIr fal,lure rates 
or the variations between hostels, Even if these statIstIcs were avaIlable an,d 
could be used as suggested. it would still be difficult to mak,e t,hem the baSIS 
of practical action. For example. staff salaries are not wlt1~m, the contrfl 
of the Home Office but are fixed by an independent negotmtmg b?dy In 
relation to other services (and more recently they have been subject to 
constraints in relation to the incomes policy). 

Yet the hostel system would be difficult to control even if statistics :w~re 
more plentiful and the theoretical knowledge necessary to use the s,tatIst~cs 
were more developed, One reason is the number of independent bodIes WIth 
influence in the system. The courts are not responsibl~ to the Home Office. 
but they have an important influence on ~e hostels smce they control the 
type of boy sent; committees are not appOInted by the Ho~e Office and are 
correspondingly independent. and the wardens ar~ responSIble to the com
mittees, It is unlikely that the Home Office inspectors would 1?ress for ,a 
warden's dismissal simply on the grounds of emotional unfitness. smce publIc 
bodies must not only be just, but also be seen to. be so,, and more substan
tial grounds are required for dismissal. Thus good practIces must be spread 
by persuasion rather than fiat and there are many people to be persuaded, 
Moreover, the hostel system lacks the selection boards. training schemes ?r 
classifying schools through which the central government could exert ItS 
influence. 

In many ways the Home Office gives the impression of being more con
cerned with particular hostel problems than with general ones. As already 
pointed out, there is no statistical ~eed~a~k. on problems co~on to all the 
hostels. Inspectors' reports deal With mdlV1d~al ho~tels, not With the hostel 
system as a whole: More general problems ~volvlDg c~~nge have usually 
been left to outside committees. and there IS no traditIon of controlled 
experiment or research. This concern with the particul~r, rather t~an the 
general is probably a result of the Home Office's accountabilIty to ParlIament. 
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In the end, one homosexual assistant warden is more likely to concern the 
newspapers or a Member of Parliament than is the general problem of 
recruiting assistant wardens. ~ 

So the Home Office cannot manage the hostels as a central office can !',,',',~',,~:,,}',' manage a chain of shops. It does not innovate and lacks routine statistics, .',,' 
centralised training facilities, and clear responsibilities. It cannot be held> 
responsible for hostels in the same ways as it can be held responsible for " 
bClrstals1

• More important for the present research. it allows the hostels to I:JI, 
br; very different from each other. , .' 

'{I 5.3 Children's Department Inspectors 
The Home Office exerts some of its influence on individual hostels through 

the Children's Department inspectors. These visit the hostels normally at 
least once a year and may also attend important meetings of the management 

'committees such as those called to appoint staff. The inspectors have a wide 
experience of hostels and other institutions and they often give the wardens 
valued advice. But their influence on the hostel should not be exaggerated. 

'Some inspection reports Illote that a warden has been advised that a practice 
such as censoring letters, not eating with the boys. or having meals in, silence 
was undesirable; but the advice may have to be repeated at a later visit. 
Moreover. if it is difficult for an inspector to influence clear-cut practices of 
this sort, it is far more difficult for him to influence less tangible ones. Thus, 
he may notice that staff relations are poor or that discipline is at a low ebb, 
but the most he can do is to refer the matter to the committee, who, of course, 
may know of it already. The inspectors' visits act as a check that the Proba
titon Hostel Rules are being obeyed, and their reports are likely to include 
observations on the' fire precautions and the keeping of the log book. While 
at the hostel, they can discuss the warden's needs for extra equipment and 
his professional problems, and they are later able to put his views to the 
managing committee and the Home Office. 

The work of the Children's Department Inspectorate is of obvious value in 
:keeping the Home Office administration in touch with hostels, in bringing 
to light practical problems, and in providing support and expert advice 
to wardens and managing committees alike. However, the inspectors do 
not provide strong pressure towards uniformity of practice or performance, 
,and in this they are in line with general Home Office policy in relation to 
:hostels. 

5.4 Hostel Cummittees 
The Probation Hostel Rules place the responsibility for the hostel on the 

,managing committee. They specify that these committees shall meet once a 
month (at least once in every two months at the hostel), that at least two 
members must be women, that one member of the committee shall visit 'the 
hostel every month and that some of its members shall live within a 
reasonable distance of the hostel. The composition of the committee is left 
'open and no detailed information was collected on it. The majority of 
'committees include a local senior or principal probation officer and many 
.a minister of religion-,-a result of the Christian origins of many hostels. A 
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THE CONTROL SYSTEM 

representative committee might involve ~agis~rates, doctors, sc?ool teachers, 
local businessmen, civil servants and ulllversity lecturers. It IS not known 
,whether any has a member with experience of residential social work, but 
probably most do not. . 

The bread and butter of committee meetings is finance; ior example, the 
allocation of contracts, to catering firms, repairs, and the possibility of 
buying a new billiard table or of extending the bUildings. The warden 
also gives an account of the important events of the p~st month,. and t~e 
committee may offer him advice and support Accordmg to theIr speCIal 
interests, they may lay down some of the general lines on which the hostel 
is to be ruD. ; such as, the policy to be followed over home leave, or compul
sory church on Sundays or the annual camp. Most important of all, the 
committee appoint and-very rarely-dismiss the staff. 

Most men's morale is influenced by the attitudes of their superiors. and 
wardens are no exception. They are responsible to the committee, they enter 
their salary scales at a point determined by it, and their financial requests 
for mechanised potato peelers or any ()ther equipment must be channelled. 
through it. Moreover, the responsibility of the warden's job is heavy and he 
may sometimes wish to refer a decision upwards in order to be. sUl:e. that 
he has support. He may particularly value the support of. illdl~ldual 
members of the committee, many of whom spend much more tIme m the 
hostel than is required by the Probation Hostel Rules. One warden, for 
example, spoke especially well of a former chairman: "Before an~ meeting 
he would come round here and ask me how the hostel was gomg: Not 
only that but things about myself-what I was doing about leave and s~ 
on. When the committee meeting came, he really knew what was what ana 
he got through it very quickly." 

The committee's ability to support the warden is probably greater than 
their ability to control what he does. The~ often ~ow lit.tle abo~t. the 
day to day running of the hostel, at any rate ill companson WIth the ~IaIson 
probation officer. Thus, on~ liaison officer interviewed was-excep.tlOnally 
-also a member of the committee and had faced an awkward dIlemma. 
As liaison officer he had known that the hostel was going through a bad 
patch, but he felt unable to tell the co~mittee until the situation ~ad 
resolved itself. By contrast, a warden saId he was brought to the brmk 
of resigning because a liaison officer was telling the committee too much: 
"You can't tell the committee everything, otherwise you would be there 
all week." The committee members must be tactful in their attempts to 
learn about the hostel; if their interest follows a period of trouble the~ 
may be thought snoopers, but at other times they may be criticise~ because 
they take too little interest or because they come when the reSIdents are 
out. 

Disputes between warden and' committee do sometimes occur and are 
difficult, since they are inevitably disputes of principle ; the committee have 
no further facts on which to base a decision different from the warden's, 
nor is their responsibility wider than his. Logically, therefore. they must 
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di~ag~ee on the grounds t.hat his assessment of the situation cir his general 
prmcIples are wrong .. DIsputes over permissiveness are .an example. At 
o~e hostel, the commIttee ordered the warden to provide headboard f 
pm-ups; at another the committee tried to persuade the warden to diSCO~ragO~ 
the boys from having girl-friends. 

. The~e dis~utes eXl?~ain the .nature of the wardens' occasional dissatisfac
tIon WI!h theIr commlCtees, WhICh, when it occurs, tends to focus on their non
professIon~~l.;:ature. Thus. Cooks, commenting favourably on his committee; 
rem~rked . How . refreshmg compared with some committees who know 
nothmg: or. very httle, about the practical issues involved and yet insist 
on puttmg. mto e~~ct the~ own ideas."2 Two wardens interviewed spoke of 
the necessIty of educatmg your committee" " Th till I k as act k lik . h - ey s 00 on you 

. ~re a er e m t e old workhouse days." Others told stories intended 
. to mdIcate. that. some members were very out of touch with hostel life. 
Ward~ns who 'YIs~ed to speak well of their committt'es-and these perhaps 
were m the maJonty-tended to stress the successful careers of the member~ 
or the fact that they never interfered. ." 

In pr~ctice, committees rarely intervene in the running of the hoste1. The 
~arden IS on the spot and .ha~ the relevant information and experience, and 
m. the absence. of clea~ cnten~ a~out which decisions belong to the com
mI~tee a?d WhICh to h~, he mevItably takes most decisions. So, like the 
C~~dren s Department mspectors, the committees exert little pressure for 
Ul11 arm; pra~tIce. As has been seen, hostel regimes depend greatly on the 
wardens. ~ttttudes. Hostels change sharply with a change of warden' a 
hostel WhICh was permissive may become strict and a· hostel which ~a~ a 
group-based programme may change to a more individual approach. 

5.5 Neighbours 

Proposals to purc~~se houses ~or use as probation hostels almost always 
~ovoke local O~posltIon, .but thIS dies down once the hostel is established. 

~r~e.ns sometlmes receIve complaints, although rarely about criminal 
act~VItIeS, but on the whole, the hostels have little contact with the local 
re~Idents e~cept. through clubs, ~ducation facilities, and occasionally theologi
ca or uDlversIty colleges. Consideration· for the neighbours probably 
;ncourages the warden tq take steps against too much noise or disorder, but 
ew wardens would welcome these in any circumstances, 

5.6 Employers 

Wardens. in the. intensive sample were asked jf they would allow a bo 
to chan~e w?rk If he could not get on with his foreman or workmate:' 
Almfst mvanably they answered that they would know the foreman and 
wou d be' able. t? go to t~e. firm. and see if they could sort the matte; out. 
One warden VISIted all ins. boys' employers onCe a' month and' d. . • 
doubt th t . th I' . ... 'were IS no .1 _ a .. e re ations.of wardens with' local employers were almost 
equa ly closeelsewh~re. 
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The hostels need contacts among employers and probably make more 
use of them than of the local Youth Employment Bureau, or Labour Ex
change. Many employers go out of their way to help hostel probationers. 
They may be willing to persevere with a ·resident who has not worked for a 
long time and who may consequently be unfit. Equally valuable is their 
ability to provide informaltion on how a boy is working, or Whether he is 

not coming to work. 
In return, the hostel can provide employers with some benefits. Hostel 

residents are likely to be at work' on time and every day, and there is 
pressure on them not to change their jobs. Some probation officers fp.1t that 
the hostels went too far in this direction and that boys were not alkl'.', ed to 
change jobs on reasonable grounds or were placed in inferior jobs. Cer
tainly the temptation is tthere, but if a resident does express a strong preference 
for a particular type of work, strenuous efforts will normally be made to get 
him into it. Like the neighbours, the employers probably exercise a slight 
influence towards strictness, since they reinforce !the wardens' natural 
inclination to oppose changes of work. 

5.7 Police 
Police interest in hostels varies. In peaceful times, they are not seen at 

the hostel ~ in more troubled ones, tltey may be helpful to the warden in a 
variety of ways. They can see him before they question a boy, so that he 
is sometimes able to olear up a matter without the general excitement 
that follows a police visit to a hostel. They can also help by giving 
information on residents' acivities a.i1d by picking up absconders before a 
warrant .has been taken out. In some hostels they have had social contacts 
with the residents. In general, however, rthey have no obvious direct 

influence on the hostels. 

5.8 ThJ Court Local to the Hostel 
The local court has a direct and important influence on the hostel, since it 

is .the Court which is most likely to amend the, probation orders of pro
bationers who it is felt should leave and to deal with those who abscond, 
commit offences or prove particularly unruly. The question of whether or 
not a hostel boy should leave is of great importance to the hostel staff and 
the liaison officer. In considering it, the hostel staff must consider the 
welfare of the boy and the hostel, the liaison probation officer the welfare 
of the boy, and the court the welfare of the boy, tlte welfare of the com
munity and the gravity of the offence. Theoretically, there is obviously 
room for confliot here~a boy who flings a pillow ~t the warden is dis
rupting the hostel and may well be better in borstal, but it would be difficult 
for a court to give him a borstal· sentence. This problem is considered in 
more detail in the discussion on the liaison probation officer. 

5.9 Liaison Officer 
Very occasionally a probation officer finds a boy a vacancy in a hostel 

and continues to supervise him after· arrival. All other hostel residents are 
under the supervision ot?· a local probation officer known as a liaison; 
probation officer: T'he number of these officers involved' with any hostel' 
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varies from one to four. and other probation officers may also be involved, 
as when a senior probation officer is a member of the management com
mittee or has arranged to deal with the warden over the, general problems 
of hostel liaison. The liaison officers provide 'the warden's main contacts 
with other professional social workers. Their influence on the hostel must 
be carefully examined. During the research, 'the research worker interviewed 
33 probation officers who were or had been liaison officers. The purpose of 
the interviews was to use their ideas and insights to derive hypotheses and 
(originally with all, but later only with serving liaison officers) to introduce 
a standard form which they were asked to complete. The interviews were 
not aimed at elucidating the liaison officers' role, but officers inevitably 
touched on this and some expressed doubts over what it should be. These 
doubts hinged round two important related que1:tions which the liaison 
officer must answer. How far should he allow himself to be identified with 

. the hostel staff. and-as a special but impootant variant of this-what attitude 
should he take to hostel disciplinary problems? And how far was his 
primary duty to the staff and how far to the boys? 

The answer an officer gives to these questions influences his methods at 
many points. He may interview boys within 'the hostel, thus associating him
self with it. or at his office, thus implying -that he is interested in the 
probationer as an individual rather than as a member of a group. He may 
give fe~ interviews or rely on casual contacts. thus emphasising the para
mount Importance of the warden, or he may hold regular casework inter
views. A few officers have experimented with groups, thus inevitably bring
ing the hostel situation into their treatment, but wardens have normally 
been suspicious of these ex:periments. few of Which have lasted long. 

An important choice for the officer is whether he considers interviews with 
hostel boys as confidential to himself alone or confidential to himself and 
the hostel staff. There are arguments on both sides; one officer reasoned 
that by treating his interviews as confidential to himself, he' was able to 
learn of bullying or homosexuality which the residents would conceal from the 
staff. Another felt that it was vital to avoid the impression of a split 
between himself and the staff. He was unusual in always interviewing in the 
presence of the warden. Wardens are often suspicious of the contents of 
confidential interviews, and may even question boys about what goes on in 
them. They feel that the boys slip on a special face at the interview,. 
while they see the " six o'clock in the morning one "-" We have more of a 
relationship with the boy' than the probation officer. The boy sees his 
probation officer and if he's a haiI-fellow-well-met type he tells' him a few 
dirty jokes au,d then he's away. Otherwise he may put on his penitent face .. 
We see all his fu<:es." 

Such suspicion arises partly from the liaison officer's position as a 
receiver of grouses about rthe hostel. Liaison officers must decide bow they 
will deal with these. At one extreme. an officer made it plain that he and. 
the warden' were identified by referring to the warden and, himself as "we" : 
at the' other was a liaison officer who disagreed with the running of the 
hosfef. and discouraged his probationers from discussing it. More common 
were the officers who <;aw·themselves in a~eutral.uninvolved position.' They' 
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tried ,to be safety valves for the probatio~ers' feelings ~bout the hostel; if a 
boy resented the warde~, they. eX:I?lored .h1S r~sent~ent m the s.a~e way that 
they would have exammed hIS diffi.oult.1e~ WIth ~lS ~ather. pomtmg out the 
reasons for what was happening and aVOldmg passmg Judgment. 

Casework with rese~tful hostel residents is like marital casework with 
aggrieved wives; it is hard to avoid taking sides. One officer remarked that 
the warden had a down on certain boys. "Curiously enough, these a!ways 
seem to be the ones I get on best with." Another stressed the false pIcture 
which ,the liaison officer can get of a boy and the eff~c~ this diff~rence c~n 
have on the warden. " You can imagine the war~en .slttmg there Ja.ded WIth 
his day's e~periences and a happy P.O. breezes m ltke uncle commg from 
outside and giving the I!-aughty nephe~ 2s. ~d." ?n~ warden}elt that the 
probation officer saw hImself as the Imp~rtIaI ad~udicator. ~o~ woul~ 
the probation officer like the warden coming ,to hIS house and sIttmg as It 
were i:.. judgment on him? " 

The suspicion that sometimes exists between wardens and l~aison offic~rs 
may be accentuated by differences in training. As. a tes~ of ~IS hypothesIs, 
four statements were examined in the attitude questlOnnarre gIven (0 wardens 
in the intensive sample. Two statements were ~aken to r~present t~e wardens' 
attitude towards the psychological theory mc1uded III probatiOJl officer 
training. These were: 

~ It actually seems that a knowledge of psychological theory is of 
very little help in dealing with groups of boys. 

2. In dealing with these boys, it is best to leave theory alone and face 
the many problems with common sense. ' 

Two were taken to represent the warden's attitude towards interviews. 
These were: 

3. Individual counselling should have priority over recreational activities. 
(Scored in a negative direction.) 

4. A boy's trust in tlte warden should be safeguarde~ better by not having 
so many people with different ideas talking to hIm. 

Wardens had answered these questions on a six-point scale ranging f~om 
disagree very much to agree very much. The statements were. therefore, 
allotted a score from - 3 to + 3 and the two statements added together to 
give a score for attitude to interviewing and .attitude to psycholog.ical th~ory. 
As predicted, there was a positive correlatIon betwee~ a ~egatIve attltude 
to training and a negative attitude towards individual mtervlews. (r= + '48 ; 
df=14; p<'05; one-tailed test.) It seems, therefore. that those who are 
suspicious of the vahie of the probation officer:s interviews are also likely to be 
suspicious of training that includes psychologIcal theory. 

Differences of opinion between warden and liaison officer sometimes arouse 
strong feelings, which are related to their differing degrees of involvement. 
Most probation officers have over 50 cases; they rarely see any of these more 
than once a week, and their training warns them against the dangers of 
becoming over-involved. The wardens live with approximately 20 ?o.ys and 
it would be hard for them to maintain a clinical detachment eveli If It were 
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desirab~e. Their .involvement with a boy may take the form of a reluctance 
to. let hIm. ~o or a strong desire to get rid of him. However, jf their relations 
wIth the liaIson officer are good they may see his greater detachment not as a 
threat but as an aid: 

".You can get emotionally tied up with a boy who is putting himself up 
agamst the rules. You see discipline being torn asunder and the whole 
struct,ure of decent living going apart. You feel like as if they've murdered 
a poitceman. That's when you need a good probation officer who can say' 
, Jack, you're getting too involved '." . 

. Problems. bet",:e~n warden. and liaison officer do not arise only from 
dIfferences m trammg and attItude. They stem also from differences in role 
~n~ from the different criteria on which each must make his decisions. The 
halson office~ deals with prob~ti~ne;s on their own; he is not so immediately 

. concerned with pr.oblems of discIplme or, necessarily, with the welfare of the 
hostel as a whole. 

These differences in training and role lead naturaliy to different attitudes 
~owar~s pet'miss~veness. During the intensive survey 21 liaison officers were 
mterYIewed. They were not questioned directly on their attitudes to the 
runnmg of the hostel, but nevertheless 10 indicated that their own attitudes 
were more permissive than the warden's, and none said that they would run the 
hostel on stricter lines3• 

The study also produced other evidence that the liaison officers see the 
~a.rdensas less permissive than the wardens see Ithemselves. Wardens and 
liaIson ~fficers were. each given a form (see Appendix 6) describing various 
contrastmg roles whIch the warden might play. The wardens were asked to 
rate themselves on the degree of similarity which they showed to the two 
contrasting roles, and >the liaison officers were asked to rate the warden in 
the same way. Question 2 on ,the form described two extreme types of 
warden, one of whom could reasonably be descri1:>ed as very permissive and 
the other as more authoritarian. Of the 21 liaison officers completing the 
form, only one ,thought ,that the warden was very close to the permissive 
warden described, while 12 .thought ·that he was very close to the authoritarian 
ward~n.. Of the 16 wardens, 4 ,thought that they were very close to the 
permISSIve warden and only 6 that ,they were very close to rthe authoritarian 
warden'. 

These differen~es can r~ult in disagreements over policy. A liaison officer 
may feel that. resIdent~ should find their own jobs, while the warden may fear 
that n~w resIdents 'WIll pretend ,they are in work and then at ,the' time of 
r.~konmg abscond r~ther t:OOn fail ,to hand over their wage packets. The 
lIaIson officer may thmkthere should be a more relaxed programme, while the 
warden expects that this will lead to disorder. Normally ,the liaison officer 
accepts that the warden has the final responsibility and these disagreements 
are rarely brought into the open. 

A more common . oa~s~ Qf disagreement is the question of whether the 
~ar~e~ should ~s~ the lIa1S~n officer 'as a threat., The warden is in a difficult 
dI.sclphn~ry posI'bon. He IS the ultimate authority in the hostel but it is 
stIll posSIble for a' i'Bsident to defy him to his face. Unlike school teachers 
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or army sergeants, he may havedifficu1ty in calling upon superior force, for 
a court cannot be ex:pected to impose borstal tmining for refusal to wash a 
plate. Despite this, wardens may still threaten residents with, court action or 
take them before ,their probation officer and demand a stem lecture. The 
liaison officers differ in' their ·reaction to these appeals. Some feel that the 
warden has no sanctions and mu&t ,therefore be supported. Others are 
opposed to threats which they ·think out of propol11:ion or inappropria,te to 
the role of probation officer5

• Some wardens argue that the sanctions avail
able to themselves and the liaison officer should ,be increased and that con
ditions of residence should contain Ithe fUl1ther requirement that a resident 
comply with the regulations of the hostel. The Morison Committee considered 
this suggestion but thought that there was "little scope for strengthening the 
sanctions at present available ". 

Similar problems arise over abscondings. A warden may want a severe 
sentence on .an absconder to deter others; he may even announce at the 
evening meal whrut sentence has ,been given. He may feel that an absconding 
is a personal slap in the face ,and that it reflects on the hostel. By contrast, a 
probation officer is less concerned with a hostel group and more with the 
individual resident. He is unlikely to be ,blamed for an absconding and may 
urge leniency. Thus arguments arise between warden and liaison officer and 
sometimes become bitter. At least one warden has resigned over them. 

Given these differences, it is not surprising that some liaison officers feel 
uneasy over the Tole they should play. "All through ,that time there was 
trouble and the boys kept coming to me and complaining about something or 
other that the warden had done and asking me if I thought it was just. I 
used to dislike going down to the hostel, not knowing if I went as a sort of 
trades union rep or a gauleiter weeding out 'the unfit." 

It should be stressed ,that these differences between warden and liaison 
officer 'are normally potential rruther than actual. They arc liable to come ,to 
a head when there is trouble in the hostel, and the number of abscondings 
increases and the staff are on edge. In more peaceful times, they are traps 
for the ,taotless rather ,than ever-present sources of discontent. Most liaison 
officers have reasonable or good relations ·with ,their wardens. Some hostels 
have weekly meetings ,between the hostel staff and the probation service. 
There are now regional meetingsl of liaison officrs and hostel staff and a hope 
that these will lead to greater mutual understanding6

• 

5.10 Home Probation Officer 
By law, a court cannot in~ert a condition of Tesidence in a probation order 

without receiving a home surroundings lJ.'eport. This report is normally 
prepared by the" home probation officer "7, who is also the officer most likely 
to find a probationer a place in a hostel and to superv.ise him on his return 
home. These officers affect the hostels Ithrough their influence on the type 
of probationer taken. Chapter 3 of the report has covered this aspeot. It 
remains to deal with their rel3Jtions with the hostel staff. 

The relationship between the home probation officer and the warden is a 
delicate one. The home probrution officer, Jikethe liaison officer, is likely 
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to have a different training from the warden, and his main source of informa
tion on the hostel may be his probationer, who is sometimes biased. On 
their side, the hostel staff may suspect that the home probation officer has 
~ersuaded them to take a difficult resident by giving them inadequate informa
tion, or that he has given the probationer the impression that there is a choice 
between hostel and borstal training and that hostel tr.aining is easier and 
shorter ,than borstal. They may also suspect that the home officer is tired of 
a youth and sees a hostel as a method of getting him "out of his hair" . ~ 
preferably for good. ' ,~ 
Proble~s may aris~ over :vhet~er a boy should go into lodgings at the ·-i 

end of his stay. This questIOn mvolves warden, liaison officer and home 
probation officer. The research worker's impression was that the home 
probation officer is more likely to favour lodgings, since he is in touch 
with the h~me, whi~h is often bad. The liaison officer is less likely to 

. ~avou~ lod~mgs, posslb!y because he has to find them. Wardens may vary 
m then attltude accordmg to their attitude to the boy. 

Given these potential problems, it is important that the home probation 
officers try to see the wardens' point of view. Probably most do, but not 
all. War~ens welcome information on former residents, which they do not 
often receIve. They complain that probation officers delay answering letters 
about home leave, or making home visits when a resident has not been 
getting letters. They often return residents to bad homes and are anxious 
about them .. ~hey are. then partic~larly likely to blame home probation 
officers for faIlmg to gIve the support they themselves would like. to give 
?u~ cannot. Th~y sometin,tes suspect that with many home probation officers 
It IS a case of out of SIght out of mind". They may blame the home 
probation officer for all the defects of the hostel system: "After-care is 
the weak link." 

Again it seemed tbat relations between the hostel staff and the home 
pro?ation ?fficers were on the whole reasonable, if rather tenuous. Over a 
perIod of t]~e, the :vardens acquire contacts with particular officers who, they 
feel, apprecJate the]t probl.ems and know their hostel and the type of boy 
:vho does well there. It]s these officers who get priority when selection 
IS made. 

5.11 Summary and Discussion 
This chapter set out to consider the effect of those outside the hostels 

both on the hostel system as a whole and on the individual hostels within it. 
Corresponding to this distinction between the system and its individual 
in.stit~tions .is that.betwee~ the control exercised by the central government, 
WIth ItS con~eru WIth polIcy and overall' cost, and that by the local people, 
concerned WIth t~e day-to-day management of anyone hostel. The chapter 
suggested that neIther form of control was likely to be very effective. 

The ~ntral government un~oubtedly influences the type of hostel that 
a' probation hostel can be, but It has less effect on w.hether or not it is good 
of its kind, or indeed on whether the general ,standard of hostels will be 
high or low. It exercises littIemanagerial control over hostels a fact ex
emplified by the deficiency of relevant statistics on staff t~rnover, . or 
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reconviction rates. However, this lack of control was att,ributed not to 
insufficient expertise on the part of the civil servants responsI?le for hostels, 
but rather to the absence of institutional means through which the control 

could be exercised. . . . . 
The second type of control, that by local people, also has ~ts difficultI~S. 

These are seen most clearly in the problems facmg th~se .outsld~ the hos.el 
if they Wish to counteract troubles withi?: it. Those III .1ll~medlate co~tact 
with the hostels form the warden's first lme of defence; 1t ~s to these, If to 
anyone, that he must. turn for help. For the. purposes of t1?s st~dy, troub!e 
means absconding or offences, and it is ~lear that tr~uble m this sense wI~l 
tend to worsen the hostel's relations WIth the outSIde world. Empl~yels 
may find their hostel boys removed by the courts and may ~e less l1kel~ 
to take others; police may be asked to collect absconders. from dIstant to:vns , 
the committee may wish to help but is in danger of be~g accused of lUter
ference. The liaison officer will be exposed to complamts from the boys 
and to disputes with the warden over the pro~er tr~atment of absconders. 
Only the court might seem likely to help by Imposmg de~erre~t sentences 
on absconders, but it will be shown later that such actIon 1S probably 

ineffective. 
. This discussion of the problems of controlling hostels should prepare the 
reader for the great variations in hostel standards that are later t? be 
discussed. It is suggested here that the contro~ systems are not sufficI~nt~y 
powerful to obtain uniform standards between dIfferent hoste!s o~ even .wlthm 
one hostel over a period of time. Chapters 10 and 11 will gIve thIS sug-
gestion statistical support. 

NOTES , 
1 This section was first drafted before publication of Volume 2 of the Fulton 

Report (The Civil Service: Vol 2: Report of a Management Consultancy Group, 
H.M.S.O., 1968). This volume, however,. dealt with many of. the sa~e problems. 
Examples of this are the difficulty of combining s~~~~ous faIrn~s. WIth .go~d ~taff 
management (Para. 307/8), of the dispersal of responsIbIlIty among dIfferent lOstItut!?ns 
(Para. 317), of public accountability, random fee~-back and ,?f the ,:onsequent reqUIre
ment for relatively senior civil servants to deal WIth comparatively ~Inor m.a~ters (Para. 
303, 305,306 and 334). The problem of rapid changes of goal follOWIng pol~tIcal change 
(Para. 310) does not seem to have troubled the hostel system, aIth?ugh Its analogue 
may be the different goals proposed by different de~artmentalcomnutt.ees (see Chapter 
2 of this report). The hostels may represent a dIfferent prob!em, I.e. th~ P!oblem 
of controlling a small area of public life which is not th: subject of pu~hc mte!est 
and about which there is, in any case, no publicly aVaIla~le control lI?f?rmatlOn. 
In the context of the Fulton Report, it is perhaps worth saYing that the CIVIl servant 
mainly responsible for probation hostels seemed .to . the re.search worker to have a 
very good understanding of them. His problem m lmprOVmg the hostels has to do 
with the system within which he must work. 

2. Cooks, R. A. F., Keep them ollt of Prison, Jarrolds, 1958, p. 15. 
3. It is important to note that this difference in attitude need not imply criticism 

and by no means all the officers who felt that they themselves would be ,?~re per
missive in running the hostel felt that .the wa~den s~ould be more permISSIve .. In 
general the interviewer attempted to aVOId any ImpreSSIOn that the war~eI? was beI.n~ 
criticised and certainly most liaison officers would have been very unwIllmg to CrIti
cise him. As one officer put it: .. I do not see how I can talk about these people; 
they are my friends." '51 
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4. The correlation between the wardens' ratings and those of the liaison officers 
was low (r='34) But there was a significant tendency for individual wardens to see 
themselves as more similar to the permissive warden than did their probation officers. 
Wilcoxon test T=9, N=l1, p<·05. (Ties were omitted. Where more than one 
liaison officer rated, the average was used.) 

5. For attitudes of probation officers, see Folkard et ai, Probation Research, A 
Preliminary Report, A Home Office Research Unit Report, H.M.s.O., 1966, pp. 46-47. 

6. The discussion of liaison officer role has been mainly descriptive. Forsugges
tions as to what he ought to do, see: The Probation Service, Ed. J. King, London, 
Butterworths, 1964, p. 113 ; Monger, M., Casework in Probation, London, Butterworths, 
1964, p. 185; and unpublished memoranda by Leeves, R. E., "The Duties of Warden 
and Liaison Probation Officer in the Probation Hostel ", and by the Rainer Foundation, 
"Approved Probation Hostels and Homes:· Liaison with Probation Services". 

For very similar problems, see Miller D., Growth to Freedom, Tavistock Publica
tions, 1964. This discusses the role of the psychiatrist in relation to hostel staff. A 
discussion of conflicts between professional and non-professional staff is given in: 

. Wcber, H., "Conflict between Professional and Non-Professional Personnel in Institu
tional Delinquency Treatment", JOlll'llal of Criminal Law and Criminology, 48, June 
1957, pp. 26-43. . 

7. For a discussion of duties of home probation officer, see Monger, op. cit., p. 179; 
King,c'p. cit., p. 111. For strictures on home .probation officers, see Cooks, R. A. F., 
Home Office Approved Probation Hostels, Justice of the Peace, 1956, p. 18; and 
Spencer, J. C. in Spencer, J. C. and Grygier, T., The Probation Hostel ill England, 
Institute for the Study and Treatment of Deliquency, 1950, p. 6. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Assistant Wardens 
6.1 Introductiou 

So far this report has examined a warden's relations with those outside 
the hostel. It turns now to the support which he is likely to receive from 
his assistant staff. 

Each hostel has an entillement of one, or more commonly two, assistant 
wardens, of whom one may be known as deputy and receive a cons.equently 
higher salary. The assistants help in the supervision of the boys .. calhng them 
in thn morning, checking the household tasks, and generally keepmg order. ~t 
some hostels they are expected to prepare the boys' breakfast, check theIr 
underwear or help with extra chores such as painting or gardening. They may 
also be given special responsibilities for such ~atters as laundry~ camping or 
liaison with employers. During the day, the aSSIstants are about ill the hostel, 
helping to deal with the :telephone and callers. Their. hours are long and 
they may be on duty for 70 hours a week. A .wa;den ~ithout assistants,. or 
with an assistant he cannot trust, must cover thIS tune hImself, otten worklDg 
from 05.30 a.m. till 11 p.m., and even if he is able to leave the hostel, he 
will be uncertain of what he will find when he comes back. 

6.2 Surveys Dealing with Assistants 

Surveys undelitaken during the research covered the age, quality and 
turnover of assistants, the reasons for this turnover, and its possible effects 
on the warden's annual leave and on the state of the hostel in his absence. 
In detail, the surveys were: 

1. Turnover survey. Data on age and turnover of assistants were taken 
from the financial records of 19 hostels!. The data covered 139 
assistants who were in post between 1st January 1961 and 31st 
December 1964. Assistants who had not left when the survey closed 
were included and given an estimated length of stay for the purpose 
of some of the calculatiol1s2

• 

2. Quality and leave survey. Wardens in the intensive sample were 
asked to rate their past and present assistants on a four point 
scale ranging from very satisfactory to markedly unsatisfactory. This 
survey covered 133 assistants. The wardens were also asked for 
details of leave and sickness over the past two years and use was made 
of hostel HI returns to test the, hypothesis that the number of 
abscondings and offences rose in months when the warden was on 
leave. 15 of the 16 wardens returned the questionnaire and one left 
his job before completing it. 

3. Interview survey. Assistant wardens at the hostels in the intensive 
sample were interviewed on their reactions to their job and their 
reasons for entering it. 

Appendix I discusses the results of the interview survey and the data from 
the turnover survey relevant to the understanding of the assistants' behaviour. 
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This is at a tangent to the main argument of the report. The present chapter 
uses data tram the turnover and' quality surveys to describe some, of this 
behaviour and its effects on the warden and the hostel. 

6.3 Results of Turnover Survey 

At the time of entry to a hostel most assistants were young. 50% were 
under 29; the mean age was approximately 31, and the most common age 
was 23. It might have been expected that assistant wardens going to hostels 
in the older age range would thems~lves have been older. If anything the . 
reverse was the case;. 44 % of the assistant wardens ,in hostels catering for 
older boys were under 25 as opposed to only 32 % in the hostels for the 
younger age range. On the whole, however, the age distributions were 
similar. Table 16 sets out the distribution of ages analysed by age group of 
hostel. . 

Table 16 

Age Distribution of Assistant Wardens Analyse~ by Hostel Age Range 

Age of 
Assistallfs 

18-19 
20-24 
25-29 
30-34 
35-39 
40+ 
Not known 

Total 

15-18 Year 
Hostels * 

3 
19 
12 
7 

10 
13 

5 

69 

01< Includes one 15-17 year hostel. 

Source: Assistant warden survey I. 

Hostels ill Older 
Age Range 

o 
31 
11 
10 
5 

10 
3 

70 

Total 
3 

50 
23 
17 
15 
23 
8 

139 

The comparative youth of the sample suggests that many of them were 
inexperienced. If so, few of them stayed long enough to acquire experience 
and put it to USe in the hostel. Table 17 analyses the length of stay of the 
139 assistants. 

Table 17 

,Length of Stay of Assistants 

Period in Mollths 

0-3 
4-6 
7-9 
10-12 
13-15 
15-18 
19-21 
22 months + 

Source: Assistant warden·,survey I. 

Numbel' 

29 
33 
22 

'7 
15 
8 
4 

21 

Cumulative 

% 
21 
45 
60 
65 
76 
82 
85 

100 
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An estimated 50% of the assistants had left after drawing no more than 
, seven months' pat and 82% after drawing no more than 18 months' pay. 

Because of this rapid turnover, the hostels surveyed were found to be under
staffed with assistant wardens for an average of 87'6 days or just under three 
months a year4• Some hostels were, advertising for assistants for continuous 

>~ periods of over six months. 

6.4 Quality Survey 
The staff shortage restricts the hostels' ability to be selective over their 

assistants. Table 18 sets out the ratings given by wardens to the assistants 
in the quality survey. 

,

", •. ,'.',:,!,.,: 1 '1 6.5 Quality of Assistants 

!

i.) 

it 
Table 18 

':, ~ 

;.! 

'~I 
'::1 
1 

Very 
Satisfactory 

29 
% 

21·8 

Ratings by Wardens of their Assistants 

Quite 
Satisfactory 

33 
% 

24'8 

4 Unsatisfactory 
31 
% 

23·3 

]'1arf(edly 
UnsatisfactOlY 

40 
% 

30·1 

Total 
133 
% 

100 

d Source: Assistant warden survey 2. 
t 
:! . \ 

'jl 
~j 
·l 

In the questionnaire instructions, a very satisfactory assistant was defined 
as one who was capable of taking over easily when the warden was away. 
Only one in five assistants fulfilled this condition, as opposed to nearly one 
in three who were thought markedly unsatisfactory. 

Wardens were asked to give reasons for rating any assistant" markedly 
unsatisfactory" and a content analysis was made of their replies. In this 
analysis, assistants were allotted to six categories:, homosexual, mentally 
disturbed, discipline troubles, disloyal, immature and other. 

:i 
',,~ Examples of these categories are: 
! Homosexual "After warning, persisted in bringing home a 
:\ little boy to sleep in his room. Pea:vert, gave 
1 lessons in fornication." 

;1 Mentally disturbed " A queer character who forgot to wash, went 
;,:1 about with his fly open and in my opinion 

I required. medical treatment." 
'i Discipline troubles " When left in charge he was incapable of con-

i 
trolling the boys, in fact, he left the hostel 

;" without male supervision to obtain police 
help." 

Bad influence 

880639 

"Became involved in the less reputable 
side of lads' activities-unsafe with 
lads' girl friends, traded also in stolen pro
perty." 
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Disloyal 

ImmatUll'e ... 

Other 

" Had religious mania. Tried to run the hostel 
like a revival meeting. Very disloyal. Set 5; 
the boys against warden and mat.ron by) 
quot?tg confi?,ential remM'ks made at staff ;~ 
meetmgs. etc. ii 

Thi~ was a .less precise category than those iQ'1 
glven prevIously and covered those described, f\·j 
as unreliable. irresponsible. lazy. or im· ~~ 
mature. .,~l 

" He married a few days after taking over duty. ,1-
His bride joined him at night by slipping up}1 
the fire escape stairs."'! 

Wher.e an assistant f~ll into mOire t~an one category. he was allotted to the ' •..•. 11 

one WhICh occurs first In the order gLVen above. Table 19 gives the resulting , 
distribution. . .. " 

Table 19 

Reasons Given for "Markedly Unsatisfactory" Rating of Assistants 

Homosexuality ... 
Mental Disturbance 
Discipline Difficulties: 

Bad Influence 
Other .. . 

Disloyalty .. . 
Immaturity 
Other 

Total 

10 
3 

7 
2 
9 
7 
2 

40 

·1 

! 
:( 

rJ 
1 ,,'t . , 
'\ 
Ie! r;l 

Source: Assistant warden survey 2. ~:l 
6.6 Wanl ... • Leave Periods \--j 

If a warden and matron go on leave. they cut the hostel supervisory staff h 
by 50%. The .staff left behind ~ay well be youthful. mexperienced. and"i 
regarded by theIr wa~dens as ~satJsfatory. and .these facts m~ke the wardens ';{ 
reluctant to take theIr leave: The chamnan IS always saymg: 'Get away,,; 
tirom it. let them bum the place down if they want: The last weekend I ;~ 
went away. when I came back, one boy had had a tooth knocked out and :", 
there was blood allover the carpet. I said to my wife. 'Is it worth it?' It's • 
not that I think I'm indispensable or anything like that. but I do have some 
effect on what they do." . 

Excluding weekends that were not part of a continuous per,iod of leave and 
excl'.lding sick leave. the wardens who answered the questionnaire had taken 
an average of 22·3 days' leave per year over the previous two yeM'S. Over 
the first six months of 1966. they and the matrons had an average of 1'1 
weekends free every three months.. Four wardens had no free weekends 
over those six munths and two had no leave in 1965. 
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It is also difficult for wM'dens to take sick leave. One warden wa.s inter
viewed shortly after he had been advised by his doctor to take a week off. 
Due to staff shortages. he carried on. and later in the yl. ar suffered a serious 
heart attack. In the past l a number of wardens have continued in post when 
seriously sick. 

The reluctance of WM'dens to leave the hostel is sometimes explained by 
probation officers as arising from psychological needs rather than from the 
reality of the situation. This assumption was tested by comparing the num
ber of different boys absconding or leaving the hostel as the result of fresh 
charges in months when the warden or matron were sick or on leave, and 
in months when both were present. Table 20 sets out the results of this 
analysis which is based on the replies of the 15 wardens to the quality ques
tionnaire, and covers the two years. 1964 and 1965. 

Table 20 

Absconding and Offences Related to Months in which Wardens or Matrons were 
on Leave or Away Sick 

Leave/ 

Months 
in which 
Hostels 
Open 

Sickness 87 
Other 258 

Abscolldings 
Average 

Number per month 

78 ·9 
113 ·44 
t=2'78; df=14; 

p<·OI 
Source: Assistant warden survey 2 . 

Offences 
Average 

Number pel' month 

55 ·63 
120 ·47 

NS 

NOTE: t tests calculated as for correlated means. 

Abscolldings 
and Offences 

Average 
Number per month 

133 1'53 
233 ·~v 
t=2'92; df=14 

p<·OI 

The average number of boys absconding in the month when the warden is 
away is slightly over twice as great as in the rest of the year. and the average 
number leaving as a result of a further charge is also higher. Similar findings 
have been reported elsewhere" and theory suggests that under authoritarian 
leadership "withdrawal of the leader precipitates crises and even possible 
dissolution "6. Thus. however good the assistants, trouble is likely in the 
warden's absence. but in some cases an assistant's inexperience seems to 
contribute to it. One assistant, for example, allowed a boy to garage &. stolen 
car with a West African registration number. believing it to belong to the 
boy's brother. Four other residents joined the first on trips. thus making 
themselves guilty of an offence. On the occasion already cited when the 
assistant left the hostel to obtain police help. a group of boys did not wait 
for the police but absconded. committed further offences and were sentenced 
accordingly. 

These troubles are not the only consequences of shortage of staif. Wardens 
~nd assistants in short-staffed hostels must work longer hours and are more 
likely to be supervising the hostel on their own. The arrival of neW 
assistants does not immediately ease the burden. since tbey are tested out by 
the boys and must be carefully nursed in the first f"",w weeks. Some wardens 
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stated that an assistant was only fully accepted by those boys who arrived 
after him. If so, it is unfortunate, since the majority of the boys stay longer , 
than the majority of the assistants. 

:-
6.7 Summary"l 

Assistant wardens tend to be young. Their turnover is rapid and this ',~ 
results in the recruitment of some unsatisfactory staff, l!nsatisfactory super- .~ 
vision in the warden's absence, long hours and lack of leave for the. warden ~ 
and matron, and periods of instability on the arrival of new staff. The hostel I 
system places heavy demands on the staff for the maintenance of dbciplil1e, ' 
and the lack of satisfactory assistan.ts means th~t these deman~s faIl,Primarily, 
on the warden and matron, whose Importance IS most dramattcally Illustrated ;;1 
by the doubled absconding rate in their absence. , :t1 

The report, t~ns next to the roles of the warden and matron, on whom the ~ .•• 
hostels so heavily depend. '~1 

NOTES ~ 
,j.j 

1. Two hostels were omitted. One had not been open long; the records of the;1', 
other were inconsistent. ) 

~" "~ 

2. The sample used to estimate length of stay was a sample of assistant wardens "~i 
in post during the period under review, not a sample of those who left in the period: 
under review. Some of the posts had only recently been established and some of " 
those appointed to them were still in post when the data were collected. If these 
assistants, who were, of course, among the longer-staying ones, had been. omitted, 
the overall length of stay would have been underestimated. The problem, therefore, 
was to estimate the length of stay of assistants who had 'not left, taking account of 
the fact that they had already spent a certain number of months in the hostel. ThiS 
problem seemed most easily solved by the simulation method described below. Each 
of the assistants who had left was allotted a number, no number being used more 
than once. The assistants who had not left were then considered in order, the longest 
staying assistant (say Assistant A) being considered first. A random number table was 
then consulted and a search made down the columns until a number was found equal 
to one already allotted (to Assistant B say). If Assistant B had lasted longer than 
Assistant A then Assistant A was treated as if he had left in the same month as B 
and allotted an individual number. If B had left in the same month as A had now 
reached, a coin was tossed, heads meaning that A would be treated as if he had left in 
the same month as B and tails meaning that the search of a random number table 
would be continued. If B had left before lasting as long as A, the search of the 
random number table was continued until A was allotted a length of stay and an 
individual number. The next longest staying assistant was then c:onsidered. 

3. The turnover figures were, of course, taken from records dealing with pay. 

4. In order to get con:parable estimates of periods understaffed per year, the number '1, 
of days' entitlement for each hostel was worked out and the number of days short ~-'I, 
of an assistant warden expressed as a proportion of this. This proportion was then :, 
multiplied by 730. in order to give the number of days a hostel entitled to two ," 
assistant wardens would be short on its entitlement. This gave a range from 0 to 
208'8 with a mean of 87'6 and a median of 70. ' 

5. Cf. Polsky, H. W., Cottttge Six: The Social SyMem of Delinquent Boys ill 
Residemial Treatment, New York, Russell Sage Foundation, 1963, p. 135. Also 
Miller, D., Growth to Freedolll, Tavistock Publications, 1964, p. 80. For increased 
incidence of aggression on disturbed wards during. staff leave, see Folkard, S., AggressioJ/,. 
Netherne Monographs 1, 1959, p. 105. . 

6. Gibb, O. A., Article on "Leadership" in Handbook of SOciaIPsyc/z%gy, Ed. 
Gardner and Linzey, Vol. 2, Addison Wesley, 1959, p. 909. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Warden and Matron 
7.1 Introductiun 

Statistics produced in the present research reinforce the general impression 
that the crucial factors in a probation hostel are the warden and matron, but 
have little meaning without an understanding of what these posts involve. 
The following illfonnation was gathered by means of unstructured interviews 
and conversations that were held from time to time with a variety of wardens 
and matrons .. Most of the interviews were with the wardens, .but 16 matrons 
in the intensive survey Were interviewed for between 15 ,HId 20 minutes. As 
far as. possible, all interviews were taken down verbatim, but many of the 
impressions were gathered during telephone conversations or informal visits 
and were not recorded on the spot. 

7.2 Matron 
With very rare exceptions, the warde11 and matron of a probation hostel are 

husband and wife. So the matron has the dual role of looking after her own 
flat and family, and being matron to the hostel. Her duties include responsi
bility for food, laundry, cleaning and health and generally being mother to the 
boys. She is helped by a cook, a seamstress and domestic staff and deputises 
for them when they are away. If she is short-staffed, she may be very hard
worked. 

The matron has a less formal relationship with the boys than the male 
staff. She can talk to them in the kitchen, help them with their mending 
or writing home and look after them when they arc sick, But matrons differ 
in what they think soft or sentimental. Some discourage the boys from 
coming into the kitchen, thinking them liable to get in the way or cut 
themselves; others encourage it. Their· attitude towards helping with 
mending varies from: "I do their mending; matron is Mum and anyway 
when they've. done it, it is worse than it was before", to, "I give them a 
needle and thread and say: 'It's time you learnt, I don't have to do it! '" 
They must be ta~tful about their use of discipline: "They are at an age 
when th~y are very against petticoat government. If I absolutely Sl'l.y they 
have to do a tlling, they have to do it, but I have to take a fair amount of 
old buck". At one hostel, the matron never gives an order. 

The matron has a difficult role. Officially she is not in charge of the 
assistant wardens, but she is the warden's wjfe, and the assistants may be 
uncertain of their relationship with her, and resent it. She must be 
tactful with the cleaning women: "They were here before I came: J 
SUppose it's the usual trouble.,-not wanting to work for a younger woman." 
She is the only resident woman in a house of men and she may miss the 
company of other women. There is general complaint that "it (bein~ in a 
hostel) plays hell with your social life". Two found that even when they 
met their friends it was difficult to explain what their lives were like. 
They must find time for their children if they hav~ them: " You've got to 
look after your own." If they have babies they may find it difficult to act 
as matron. 
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But reactions vary. Some matrons take their problems in theiL stride; 
others feel overworked and come to resent their job. The following 
interviews-illustrate the difference from matron to matron. 

"These boys all want so much of you. With 20 boys coming in you 
can't give it. It's terribly difficult in a year to get to know them all. 
They are all so different. It's hard work to have time for them and we 
mustn't spend five minutes longer with Jack than with John ... (When 
we came) it was terrible. My husband had told me I had lived a sheltered. 
life but I didn't realise such things went on. 1 said to my husband: 'We've "~ 
got to get out of here: I don't care if we have to move the furniture out 
into the street.' The language I heard! And the boys are so big, they 
tower over you . ., My husband and I hardly have any time together. 
I've got three young girls and I hardly ever see them. I get very tired, ' 
especially when I have to do the cooking. I find I get a terrible pain :~ 
and was worried that it was a heart or cancer 0'= something. I went to ' 
tile doctor and he said it's nothing else~just fatigue. You just go on-you" 
just have to, especially with the staff. It's very difficult to get an assistant 
with any sense. The only ,person I've ever met in this area is the minister's 
wife and she's a very busy person. I've got a friend at a children's 
home up the road, but we only talk to each other on the telephone most i of the time. The only ones locally who come to our door come to 
complain." ;:r~ 

This interview is, of course, only a part of the truth even about the ;l 
matron interviewed, who was' a sensible woman, well able to manage" 
her job. It seemed to the research worker that the people interviewed took 
on a role and exaggerated it, seeing for a time only one side of the picture. 
The following interview which covers roughly the same ground gives a 
different side; 

"Some boys are grateful, some aren't and think it's all part of the 
matron's job. I've very' few friends. It's difficult to ask them to the hostel. 
I'd never forbid a boy to come up and he might come up when they 
were there. I love the theatre but I never manage to get to see it. When 
one assistant is off, somebody has to be about in the evening. At times 
it can be difficult. I'd like some women friends but I don't go anywhere ,,; 
to meet them. Men can be very unsympathetic at times. There's the 
difficulty. In itself, however; it depends entirely on the personality of the 
matron. I love the work, which counteracts any complaints. I always 
have, and I wouldn't want to do anything else. I like everything about it: 
There's nothing dull. I like the crises, the minor ones; a boy losing his 
girl-friend or cutting his finger. I like helping a boy wit.1:l wrWng home. ] 
The life is very much what you make it. I could sit back on my dignity .~ 
but I wouldn't do that. I 'revel in it.":~ 

Another matron voiced perhaps a similar feeling: "I don't know why ',,~ 
I like the life. It's like a drug: It gets you'." 

In the past, some matrons have reacted to their problems by withdrawing 
from the hostel. As one fonner assistant put ,it: "The only time she 
ever came into the 'hostel was to complain that something wasn't cleaned." 
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A probation officer referred to the same matron: "She was the yardstick 
by which I measure all sour \\-'lmen." But the research worker's impression 
was that many matrons were working in situations in which withdrawal 
would have been a very .reasonabi0 human reaction. The statistics produced 
later suggest that if the matron is dissatisfied, the hostel may suffer; so if 
help could be given, it would affect not only the matron but also the 
whole atmosphere of the hostel. 

7.3 Warden 
The wardens of male probation hostels are married men, mainly aged 

between 40 and 60. Of, the 16 wardens in the intensive survey, two were 
in their thirties, five in their forties, seven in their fifties and two in their 
sixties. They have rarely had formal training: only two of the 16 had 
taken a year's official training course, although two more were being 
seconded to do so. But almost all had wide experience of residential social 
work. The sample included men with a background of work in prisons, 
borstals, approved schools, remand homes, E.S.N. residential schools and 
Iocal authority and probation hostels. Some, either together with this 
experience or instead of it, had a service or police background. One had 
been a prison welfare officer. One had been with the Youth Service and 
one had been working in an organisation and methods department. They 
had often reached responsible ,positions; for example, the three wardens 
who had been regular soldiers had all reached the rank of Lieutenant 
Colonel or above. There were no grounds for thinking that probation 
hostel wardens were an inadequate group of men unable to obtain 
comparable work elsewhere. 

The main difference between the warden and the other members of staff 
is that he carries the final responsibility. This responsibility covers every 
hour of the day and all the various parts of hostel life. An assistant who 
had acted for a time as warden put the point strongly: "Now I can go to 
bed and know that nothing can get me up till I'm on duty tomorrow. The 
warden hasn't got that assurance.. It's a big psychological difference." 

Perhaps the most important of these responsibilities is the responsibility 
for discipline. One Principal Probation Officer defined the main attribute 
of a good warden as: "The ability to keep discipline without imposing too 
much of a strain on himself or anyone else". The need to maintain discipHne 
influences much that a warden does. 

One of the first things in the warden's mind is the danger that if a 
particular fault is not checked, it will spread. If one boy is allowed to come 
in. five minutes late on his free evening, five may do so on the next free 
evening and feel aggrieved if they are punished and the first was not. Some 
take these dangers in their stride: "Every now and then you have to have 
a. blitz on things, otherwise' the lavatory chains aren't pulled, or there are 
dIrty socks under the mattress, or you find the boys wearing through their 
boots to their upper~; so you have them standing by their beds with their 
boots on. Still, you have to tell them why you do these things, otherwise 
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it's just bull." Other wardens emphasised the insecurity of the situation: 
"Trouble breeds trouble and it only needs a little to blow up", or, in a 
written reply: "The warden and the male staff must be capable of enforcing ~ 
punishment once it is awarded, otherwise chaos and bullying will occur." 

The warden must maintain his position in the hostel and he must be seen ~, 
to be in control. Thus most wardens draw a distinction between what a 1 
resident can say to them in their office and what he can say ih front of ,.
other residents. " A 

" One boy threatened me. I said to him, 'You can say what you like to , 
me in my office, but when you put your fist to me in front of a crowd of ~, 
boys, there is no more lean 'do for you.' Twice I've had boys threaten I 
me. I've got no sanctions. If I can't handle a boy, I have to take him to ~, 
court and get rid of him."j 

:1 
The warden is likely to have difficulties with many of his charges; he ~ 

acts as a 'substitute parent to a number" of boys who are sent to the hostel:} 
specifically because they cannot get on with their parents, and the restrictions .~,.l.' 
of hostel life are quite severe. Compared with teachers or probation officers, ~ 
he is in particularly close contact with the boys, and if he has a stormy ~.' 
interview with a resident, he will still meet him next day in the hostel. ;1 
against you." Some emphasised the l:wk of sanctions and felt that the warden ,~ 
expressed the feeling that the boys did not like them: "1:'0 them we're all '4 
screws"; that it was difficult to trust the boys, and ';hat the situation was 
ullstable; "I prefer to deal with animals; humans are too explosive"; or j 
that the boys might combine and get out of hand: "I have never yet met :~ 
any that were pro-staff. If it came to a showdown they would all combine , 
against you." Some emphasised the lack of sanctions and felt that the wardens ~~ 
should have other sanctions such as the ability to arrange for boys to be ".~ 
remanded in custody. Others stressed the dangers of weakness: "To weaken 
would be terrible." Or again, "These boys can't stand weak adults." Others 0:;' 
emphasised the importance of tact. "I don't say to a boy' go to bed '. He :J 
might not, if, you see what I mean." 1 

.~ 
The wardens have responsibilities apart from discipline. Some of these are! 

brought out ill their relationships with the courts. They give evidence when ,; 
their boys appear in court on a charge of breach of probation. They may :1 
influence the court in its sentencing of a boy with whom they are personally 
involved. One felt that the court blamed him for' a boy's misbehaviour: 
" The Clerk said to this boy: 'Did the warden say he would never get off 
your back?' The boy said 'No '. The Clerk said: 'Would you be happier., 
if the warden left the court? ' " 

The wardens are also concerned with' their own legal liabilities. Very 
occasionally a member of staff in a hostel hits a boy, as indeed happens in 
schools and elsewhere. Whatever the provocation, it renders the staff member 
liable to a charge of assault. The staff·· may also be accused of indecent 
assault. and one warden said that he never interviewed a boy alone unless 
the door was open. Others experienced anxiety about their liability for failure 
to .call the doctor ;vhen necessary, or for accidents to their probationers; 
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The warden has financial responsibility. If f;he hostel is run by a local 
committee. of a large organisation, some of tit.: tuok-keeping .may be done 
centrally. At the least, however, he is likely t·) pay the staff and handle 
the boys' wages and the petty cash. Some wardens take this part of their 
job in their stride, but not all, and poor accounting has led to resignations. 

The warden is also responsible for his family. He must consider carefully 
whether his wife enjoys the job and whether he thinks it is good for his 
children.' He must watch the boys' attempts to play his family off against 
him and accept the fact that his marriage is public in a way that others are 
not. In his selection of boys, he may take account of his family and try to 
avoid violent and sexual offenders. 

Despite their responsibility, the wan;lens do not always receive much 
support. They share with their staff the strain of long hours, lack of privacy 
and difficulty in meeting friends. Difficulties within the hostel are liable to 
result in strained relations with those outside. Problems in the hostel affect 
not only the warden but also his wife, and unlike others he cannot often 
refresh himself from his job by talking to those not immediately connected 
with it. 

Yet many wardens did not give an impression of insecurityl. Despite the 
responsibilities, and in some cases the lack olf support, the turnover among 
wardens is far lower than that amon'g assistants. Some wardens, it is true, 
felt that they stayed because they were in a rut: "It's like a man drinking 
bad beer':'-you know it's doing you no good but you go on doing it." And 
if they leave, they change not only their job but also their home. But others 
confessed to the fascination of the job: "I don't 1<..now why I do it. Maybe 
I'm bossy; I wouldn't do anything else." The job is varied, the warden 
is largely his own master, and within tIle hostel his status is apparent. For 
some, there is a sense that they are fulfilling a vocation, and for all there 
is the potential satisfaction of the personal relationships that develop. A 
letter or visit from an old boy is one of a number of intangible rewards that 
possibly account for the relatively low turnover of the wardens and matrons. 

In interviews, the wardens' reactions to their work were varied. Some 
appeared to have no worries, while others were tense. In assessing these 
reactions. it is very important to take account of 1he situation in the hostel; 
the problems of discipline and responsibility are. always present, but the 
acuteness with which they are posed varies from time to time. Those 
connected with hostels sometimes stated that a warden was inclined to flap or 
to reject and went on to deduce that the troubles of the hostel were due 
to the fact that the warden was an insecure or rejecting person. This line 
of reasoning leads to a simple theory of hostels whereby any defects in the 
hostel system are blamed on the wardens. This View was not supported by 
the statistical findings of the research and failed to take into account the 
situation in which the wardens are placed. Unless this situation is kept in 
mind, anyone attempting to understand a particular hostel will be misled 
as to the nature of those who run it, and will attribute to defects of 
character, behaviour which arises naturally from the situation itself2. . 
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NOTES 

1 .. It is difficult to illustrate this with quotations. One warden for example told 
the research worker that he "!lever worried '''. This could be seen a~ "denial .. although 
the research worker assessed It as truthful. Much depends on the tone of voice, which 
cannot be reproduced on paper. . . 

. 2 .. A d~tailed study of cottage parents in America who have a rather similar role 
IS glve~ 10 Weber, G. H., "Emotional and Defensive Reaction of Cottage Parents" 
The. Prison: Stu~ies in Institutiollal Organisation alld ChGllge. Ed. Cressey D., Holt: 
R~emh~rt and Wmston Inc., 1961, pp. 189-2,28. The report was written in ignorance of 
thiS article. 
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CHAPTER 8 

8.1 InkodUctiOD, 
Staff Attitudes 

The Probation Hostel Rules and the sentencing policy of the courts may 
be partly responsible for the 'highly disciplined structure of the typical 
probation hostel. The last chapter examined the meanings which this 
structure may have [or the staff, illustrating some of the possible reactions 
with quotations from interviews. The present one. explores these reactions 
more systematically, using data from an attitude questionnaire and com
paring them with similar data obtained from staff in an American Institution. 
Chapter 12 of the report will examine how far different staff attitudes may 
be related to different results. rThe attitude data are therefore a link 
between the impersonal pressures in the hostel, the staff's reaction to these 
pressures, and t~e results. They are central to the plan of the research. 

8.2 Questionnaire and Sample 

The data were collected by means of a staff attitude questionnaire. This 
instrument was developed by Dr. Carl Jesness1 for his study of the Fricot 
Ranch School, and was in its tum largely taken from a scale developed by 
Earl S.Schaefer and Richard Q. BelF for use with parents. Some questions 
were modified for use by English hostel staff, " warden" being substituted for 
"supervisor", "cheeks" for "sasses" and so on. One question which 
referred to marching was omitted altogether. The remaining 143 were 
administered in the same order as by Dr. Jesness, who kindly provided a 
copy of his original questionnaire. 

The research worker gave the questionnaire to the staff of the hostels in 
the intensive survey. He generally left it at the hpstel and asked the staff 
not to discuss it before finishing it. It Was returned by all the 29 assistant 
wardens, 16 of the 17'Yardens and 14 of the 17 matrons to whom it was 
given. One warden and matron dissociated·themselves from the research 
after an unrelated disagreement with the Home' Office.· One matron said 
she would not complete the 'questionnaire since the questions were unanswer
able, and . one left' before' comp'leting it. . In general, ma~ons were more 
reluctant to COtnplete the· questionnaire,taking longer to return it and. 
sometimes leavfug answers blank. 

The questionnaire provides scales on 13 attitudes and these are described 
by Dr. Jesness 'as-follows:-

1. For authority (16 items). A high score shows a preference for a 
single -line of authority with the supervisor dominant 'and responsible 
for .. keeping the boys'in order.-

2. For. strictness (15 items, American version 16 items). The items 
suggest a preference for tight limits and avoidance of permissiveness. 
A high scorer approves in principle of strictn'ess in' deaI~g with 
children . 
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3. For control (13 items). The items emphasise a need for control. 
Establishment of order is given. priority over friendship or play. 

4. For breaking the will (8 items). The items give emphasis to forcing 
of compliance. A high scoring individual believes that children need 
to be broken of rebelliousness and ·that pressure towards conformity 
is essential for their development. 

S. For harshness (14 items). The scale reflectS the belief that physical 
punishment is.necessary and/or desirable. Such disciplinary measures 
as spanking are believed to Jead to positiye results. 

6. For forcing independence (17 items). A high scorer on this scale 
believes that young children should be discouraged from dependency 
on adults; they should make their own decisions and solve their 
own problems. 

7. For aggression (8 itemS). {The items reflect an opinion that a boy 
should be capable of self-defence, and a very high scorer believes 
that aggression against others is at times healthy and desirable. 

8. For achievement (9 items). Here there is r-eflectedthe opinion that 
rewards should be given only for achievement and that hard work 
is more beneficial than play. 

9. Withholding affection (6 items). This scale shows a belief ,that a boy 
can be spoiled by too muoh affection and that a show of warmth 
should be withheld except for special occasions. 

10. Suppression of affect (5 items). These items idealise a st'Oic toughness 
and ability t'O withstand frustration without revealirig emotion. 

11. For equality (17 items). This scale suggests the democratic orientation, 
that a boy should be treated with respect on an equal basis with 
adults and that his opinions should be taken into account. 

12. For discussion of problems (8 items), The scale emphasises. open 
discussion, the desirability 'Of trying to understand a boy's difficulties 
and one-to-one counselling by staff. 

13. Defensiveness (7 items). These items present common situations 
. ordinarily irritating and frustrating' to staff and the extent to which 
a staff member i$ willing to' admit his irritation gives an estimatedf 
his -test-taking attitude while completing the opinion survey. 

Scores on the 13 scales are listed separately and also totalled to form area 
scores based on logical equivalence 'Of content. The area scores in-turn are 
combined -to arrive at the single index of custQdy orientation. T'he fQur area 
scales are composed as follows, 

" 

Under the concept of authoritarian cOl~trol are the scales: 
For authority 
For strictness 
F~l' conti:oL ' 
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Under the concept of punitive discipline are the scales: 
For breaking the will 
For hatshn:ess. 

Under emotional distance are thr.: scales: 
For f.or:eing independence 
For aggression 
For achievement 
Withdrawal of affection 
Suppression of affect. 

Under equalitarian interaction are the scales: 
For equality 
For discussing problems. 

STAFl' ATTITUDES 

One of the aims 'Of using the quesionnaire was to acquire data relevant to 
assessing the validity and reliability of its scales. Appendix 7 gives their 
split half reliabilities and their inter-correlations. 

1 8.3 Results 
1 Jesness summarised some of the attitudes of ,the staff at Fricot Ranch by 
Ii saying that they were much concerned with the problems of discipline and 
1 management. He gave examples of answers from a sample 'Of 41 staff. These 
~ show a remarkably similar pattern to the answers given. by the 45 wardens 

and assistant wardens in the present sample. 
Thus, 76% of the Frieot staff and 670/0 of the hostel staff agreed that 

"punishing a boy immediately for getting into misohief is the best way to 
stop it". 66% of the hostel staff and 67% of the American sample agreed 
that" a boy will be grateful later on for strict training now". 100% of 
the American staff and 95% of the English agreed that a boy who makes a 
mess should clean it up himself. 93 % of tJhe English and 97 % of the 
Americans felt that " a wise parent will hesitate before whipping a child to 
teacb him to change his ways ". 

T.he English were even mor·e, insistent :than the American staff that "with 
these boys a wise staff member would establish firm control before trying to 
act fdendly", the relevant percentages being 89% and 71 %. But 96% of 
the hostel staff and 100% of the Ericot staff agreed that" .staff should ask for 
the boys' opinions and take them into account when ,something which directly 
concerns them is being decided". 96% 'Of,the hostel staff and 91 % 'Of the 
Frieot staff agreed that "the best way to get a boy to be 'have i~ to make 
him feel he· is wanted and needed". In both groups there was almost 
unanimous agreement that one of the supervisors', main objects should be to 
teach respect for authority, that a boy Who does not try should 110t be 
rewarded, that boys should nQt be allowed to talk back to staff and that 
discipline cannot be maintained without the use of group punishment. 
. Table 21 compares the English staff and the American staff in respect of 
the scores 011 the different scales. The scores are the average for each item 
in the scale, score.sgl'eater thall 4, signifying agreement with the attitude 
and scores less than 4 disagreement. The maxinium and miriimum scores are 
7 and 1 respectively. 
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Table 21 

Attitude Scales-Comparison of English and American Staff 
Scores (Range 1-7) 

American Staff English Staff 
Fricot Hostel 
Social Fricot Hostel Hostel Assistant 

Workers Supervisors Wardens Matrons Wardens 
Authority 3·27 4'56 4·69 5'13 5·34 
Strictness 2·84 4'04 4·24 4·06 4·46 
Control ... 3'33 4·19 3·95 3·83 4·32 
Breaking the will 2·31 2·60 2·52 2·37 3·07 
Harshness 3'63 4·20 3'33 3'65 3·99 
Independence ... 3·52 3·88 3'99 4'02 4·25 
Aggression 4'03 3·49 3·30 3·38 3'24 
Achievement 2'98 3·73 4·26 4'48 4'39 
Withholding affection ... 2'75 3·35· 4'24 3·98 4·38 
Suppression of affect 2'62 3·22 3·90 3'95 4·20 
Equality 5·88 5·53 5·63 5·39 5·24 
Discussing problems 5·80 5·28 4·96 5·04 5·02 
Defensiveness 3·83 4'03 4·73 4·89 4·63 
Authoritarian control ... 3'09 4·30 4·32 4'51 4·74 
Punitive discipline 2'09 3·64 3'04 3'24 3·64 
Emotional distance 3·22 3·71 3'96 4·13 4·10 
Equalitarian interaction 5'68 5'44 5·41 5·33 5·17 
Custody orientation ... 3·07 3·68 3·69 4'33 4·00 

Source: Intensive sample. 

The major impression is of the similarity of the English and American 
institution workers and the differences between the institution workers and 
the American social workers. Thus the total custody orientation scores of the 
American supervisors and the English wardens are almost exactly the same3• 

This suggests the problems of communication between hostel staff and 
probation officers which have already been diSCUssed. 

8.4 Interpretation of Scores 

STAFF ATTITUDES 

" I have to be very careful. I can't shout at them or give them punish-
ments. The other a.ssistant can do that. If I did that they'd probably turn 

'Ii round and laugh at me." 

, · ~=:'!~:~: :~:.r::'~:~t:~~":~:!:V~: c:::"'~~cessarilY reftect 
;' . authoritarian behaviour is similar to that of Jesness and his associates. In 
,~ their five years at Fricot Ranch, they were able to observe the members of 
'f staff closely and gained the impression that the longer a member of staff 
"1 stayed at the ranch, the more authoritarian his behaviour became. However, 
{i they also found that his scores on the institutional orientation :cale tended 
',1 to decline. J esness wrote: 

l 
~l 

" Why the discrepancy between our informal observation, backed to some 
extent by hard fact, and the attitude opinion data? Although it is possible 
that the staff have merely learned the 'correct' responses. out' best guess is 
that they did become more treatment oriented in thinking but were not 
provided with the tools (training, techniques, opportunities) to translate these 
ideas into action." 

This explanation might account for the fact that the supervisors' behaviour 
did not become less authoritarian but hardly for the fact that it apparently 
became more authoritarian. Table 22 suggests an alternative explanation. 
It compares the test/re-test scores of supervisors at the Fricot Ranch and 
the scores of the wardens and assistant wardens over 28 years and assistant 
wardens under 28 years in the English sample. 

Table 22 

Custody Orientation Scares 

Differences relating to test/re-test and to role 

Fricot staff 
Fricot staff 
Hostel staff 
Hostel staff 
Hostel staff 

First test ... 
Second test 
Wardens ... 
Assistant Wardens;;..28 
Assistant Wardens<28 

3'77 
3·48 
3·69 
3·90 
4·13 

One should be cautious in interpreting the results, at any rate in individual 
cases. The words authority, strictness, control and so on carry with them the ~l 
expectation that a high scorer on, for example, the control scale should also .;'(1 

run a v,ery strict hos!e1. In general, this was so, and there was a negative ")1 

correlatIOn of -",·5 t ~tween the wardens' scores' on the control scale and 
t?eir permissiverlesS! :::cores. However, there were' exceptions, and the impres. 
~IOn ,,:as that the answers. to the questionnaire were' r,;~ated partly to the, way 
tn whlch a warden ran hls hostel and partly to his education training and 

Source: Intensive sample. 

The difference found between the assistant wardens and the wardens is 
in the same direction as that which experience appeared to produce in the 
American sample. The difference was highly significant (p<-Ol) for. the 
authoritarian control and punitive discipline scales and significant (p<'05) 
for the scales on breaking the will, harshness and total custody orientation. 
The differences in the scores of assistant wardens of 28 or over and assistant 
wardens under 28 were similar but only one difference was significant, the social class'. ' , 

Moreover, the answers of some staff may have reflected not what they did 
but what they would like to dQ. This can Ibe illustrated from an interview 
with an assistant warden ~'h() obtained the highest score of all on the custody 
orie~t~tioll scale. ~his mat;· iwas· quie.t and cautious and, admitted to finding 
the )0\) rfither a sUam. " . 
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. younger assistant wardens being more defensive (p<·OOl). 
The apparently greater institutional orientation of the younger, less 

experienced members of staff may arise not from the attitudes which they 
may bring to the institution but from their insecurity. However, this 
insecurity may: also prevent them from expressing their attitudes in action, 
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and the questionnaire may, therefore, measure nqr. what a person does, but, ' 
what he would like to do. ,Experience, bringing with it security, may decrease ~. 
the need for limits but increase the ability to impo~e them, thus leading to . 
the apparent contradiction observed by Jesness. But the scores may also !' 
express what a person would like to do and does. The suggestion that there < 
may be two possible faulty staff reactions to discipline, withdrawal and ~'t 
excessive harshness, will be examined later in the report. 

Summary '~ 

In summary, the application of the questionnaire showed that the attitudes .. r, .. ! .. ,' 
of English hostel staffs were generally similar to those of their American . 
counterparts in a closed institution and in some ways they appeared even:lt 
more" custody-orientecF". Caution should, however, be used in interpreting A 
the results of the questionnaire, since it is felt that it sometimes relates not ,:! 
to what people do but to what they would like to do, and may measure a "1 
sense of threat or suppressed hostility. ',If. this interpretation is accepted, the ~A 
data suggest the commonsense hypothesis that attitudes arise in part from ~.:11., 
the situation and that the younger and less experienced members of staff. 
are more insecure. Whatever the explanation, the attitudes of probation { 
hostel staff are not, at first sight, consistent with the relaxed, informal .j 

.! atmosphere that is one of the advantages claimed for the small, open 
institution, but their attitudes are what might be expected if hostels are to \1 
be short-term training instlitutions. Chapter 12 will discuss the relationship ,:t 
between the attitudes of the wardens and matrons and the boys' behaviour. '1 

NOTES 

1. Jesness, C. F., The Fricot Rallch Study, Department of the "{outh Authority, 
California Research Report 47, 1965. 

2. Schaefer, E. S and Bell, R. Q., "Development of the Parental Attitude Research 
Instrument ", Child Development, 29 September 1958, pp. 339-361. 

3. On the other hand, all staff score highly on the equalitarian interaction scale, a 
fact wl1ich Jesness suggests is indicative of contlict of goals within the institution. 

4. Thi8 impression is perhaps supported by the fact that in America .he custody 
orientation scale was found to correlate '71 with a version' of the California F scale 
and this is known to be intluenced by such variables. 

, , 
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CHAPTER 9 

A Measure of Performance 

9.1 Introduction 
At a c;ertain distance, all hostels tnlly seem alike, marked off from other 

institutions by size, intake and a common framework of regulations. A closer 
view shows a baffling Ifange of differences, some centering on such obvious 
factors as the buildings and locations and others on less tangible ones such as 
the personalities of the staff in charge. The framework has been described; 
the report now turns to the more difficult problems of the differences. 

This chapter discusses a measure of performance-he~e _called failure rate 
-which can be used to examine the differences between hostels. Failure rate 
is defined more accurately later, but roughly speaking the failure rate of a 
hostel is the proportion of boys who leave as the result of an absconding 
or offence. 

Failure rate is different from reconviction rate, which is the usual measure 
used in criminology. This difference is partly a matter of the period at risk. 
In most research, a man is counted as reconvicted if he is reconvicted within, 
depending on the study, two or three or five years of receiving a particular 
treatment; one year reconviction rates are the exception. Yet in this study 
a boy wiil only be counted a failure if he fails at the hostel, and no boy is 
allowed to -:emain at the hostel for more than 12 months. A further difference 
between the two measures is that it is possible for a boy to be reconvicted at 
the hostel without necessarily being counted a failure (for example. the court 
may fine him and return him to the hostel), or to fail at the hostel without 
being reconvicted (the court may remove him from the hostel for absconding, 
which is a breach of probation but not normally counted a criminal offence). 
These differences between rec01J1viction rate and failure rate make it important 
to explain the concept of failure rate and justify its use at some length .. 

The paramount reason for using failure rate rather than d'econviction rate 
is a practical one. The report later discusses ·different failure rates based on 
data from over 4,750 boys. It would have been iinpossible to obtain similarly 
accurate reconviction data on this number of boys, many of whom were 
juveniles. However, it is only by using data from comparable numbers that 
one would be able to make some' of the important analyses that 'are discussed 
in the following chapters. 

The concept of failure rate is used for two purposes. The first is practical. 
It is intended to argue that practices that have appeared in the past to 
encourage low failure rates are also likely to be popular from the public's 
point of view, For this reason the report' will try to show that failure rate 
as defined here is closely related to the more normal measure of reconviction 
rate, and also that differenCe!> in failure rate are not normally due to differences 
in selection. ' 
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The second purpose for which failure rate is used 1S theoretical. If it is 
found that different regimes have a. marked effect on the incidence of 
delinquency among their residents. this wilibe of considerable theoretical 
interest. It will show something about the influences to which delinquents 
respond. But in order to demonstrate such difft'rences, it is necessary to have 
an appropriate measure of delinquent behaviour. 

An attempt will be made to argue that failure ra~e is 'an appropriate 
measure of delinquent behaviour. The steps in this argument are first that 
it is r~asonable to treat absconding as equivalent to a criminal offence, and 
second that failure rate is highl~ correlated with reconviction rate. 

9.2 Definition of Failure Rate 
The measure of performance was defined as follows: 

. Lc+La 
Fatlure rate = Lc+I,.a+Ls X 100 

Here, Lc is the number of probationers, known to leave as the reeult of a 
further offence. La is the number of probationers known to .leave as the 
result of an absconding and Ls is the number of probationers known to 'leave 
because their period of residence expires or their Order is cancelled for good 
prcgressl, It is important to note that a boy can abscond or be reconvicted 
and yet be allowed to remain in the hostel and so be counted as a " success". 
However, as can be seen in Appendix 2, the proportion of absconders who 
are subsequently successful is very small. Of the 429 boys in the background 
sample, there were orily 39 who absconded or committed an offence within a 
year of arrival at the hostel but were nevertheless counted as "successes". 

9.3 Failure Rate and Absconding 
Appendix 2 deals in detail with the relationship of failure rate to abscond

ing. Thi~ is an important matter. Over the period 1954-June 1963. 
63 % of the hostel failures left as the result of absconding. It might be 
felt that absconding is a domestic matter for the hostel and not a proper 
concern for the criminologist. This argument is hard to maintain. Absconding 
is, of course, a breach of probation. Moreover, Appendix 2 shows that 
slightly over 50% of a sample. known to leave the hostel as the result of an 
absconding committed an offence while absconding. Boys who left the 
hostel as the result of an absconding were also found to, be mote likely to 
be reconyicted later than· boys . who left as the result of an offence' not 
committed while absconding: It seems, therefore, that absconders are 
particularly criminally inclined and that it is reasonable to treat absconding 
as a form of delinquent activity. 

9.4 Variatio. in FaUure Rat., 

. ; 

} 

A regitlJ,e is the namegive~ to the tenure of one warden. Over time. one 
hostel may have several wardens ,and, therefore several regimes; Between . > 

~954, and mid-1963, there were 48 different regimes .in 22 different hosteiS. 
One ()f these.4,8 re~es took in only three boys and anothc::lr none, but 
with these two exceptions, failure rates were caiculated for all !he reginies. 
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Boys entering two particular hostels between 1959 and 1962 were omitted, 
since the records were not available at the time the analysis was made. 
Table 23 sets out the grouped failure rates as calculated from data on 
4.343 boys. 

Table 23 

Distribution of Failure Rate in 46 Regimes 

Average number 
Number 0/ 0/ Boys per 

Failure Rate Regimes Number 0/ Boys Regime 

% % 
10-14 1 37 ·8 37'0 
15-19 4 200 4·6 50·0 
20-24 4 432 9'9 108·0 
25-29 9 9i2 22·4 108·0 
30-34 8 738 17·0 92·3 
35-39 5 951 22·0 190·2 
40-44 8 797 18·3 99·6 
45-49 2 59' 1·4 29·5 
50+ 5, 157 3·6 31·4 

Total 46 4,343 100 94'4-

Source: Main sample. 

The failure rates varied from 13'5% (n=37) to 78'1 % (n=32). 
As can be seen from Table 23. the extreme failure rates (both high and 

low) tend to be in those regimes which took in only a small number of boys 
in the period under observation. 

Nevertheless, the divergence is startling and probably constitutes the main 
finding of the research. 

9.5 Failure Rate and Reconviction Rate 
The courts send boys to hostels in the hope that they will not be 

recollvicted either at the hostel or later when they leave. A three year 
reconviction rate might therefore be considered the most appropriate measure 
of a regime's performance. " 

Fortunately for the purposes of this study.' there is evidence that the 
correlation between failure rate and reconviction rate is close a.nd that a 
reduction of failure rate would bring a reduction of reconviction rate 
whether this were measured over one year or three. In the background 
sample, a boy was said to be reconvicted if he was convicted of a Home Office 
Standard List Offence. or a non-Standard List Offence resulting in committal 
to approved school or borsta!. Therv were 17 Ifegimes' in the sample 'lind 
their failure rates varied from 12% to 70%, the one year reconviction rates 
from 15% to 78%. and the three year reconviction rates from 37% to 
88%. The correlation of failure rate with both reconviction rates was very 
nigh at ·82 and '69 respectively2. 

These correlations with· reconviction rate provide a . practical justification 
for the use of failure rate as a measure of performance. H()wever, it might 
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still be felt that it 'was undesirable to use a measure which concentrates so 
exclusively on' a boy's behaviour while-he is in the hostel. For . example, a 
strict hostel might ensure conformity among its' residents but fail to teach 
them to adjust to the demands of life outside. ' 

For this reason, an "old boys' reconviction rate" was calculated by 
omitting boys who were reconvicted in the. first year and finding the percentage 
of those who survived the first year (in the hostel). but were reconvicted in 
the second and third years (out of the hostel): 
i.e.' old boys' reconviction rate= 

Total number reconvicted-boys reconvicted in 1st year 
Tota1.mlmber of boys -boys reconvicted in 1st year 

The relationships discussed above can be illustrated by Table 24. This 
gives the failure rates, firsl year reconviction rates, "old boy" reconviction 

. rates and three year .reconviction Tates of three groups of regimes. The 
regimes have been divided into those with high, medium and low mst year 
reconviction rates. As can be seen, this division produces a similar division 
in respect of failure rates, old boy reconviction rates and three year reconvic
tion rates. However, the variation in old boy reconviction rates is very 
slight and a long way from being significane, 

As a result. over three years the differences between the reconviction rates 
of the three groups of hostels shrink but still remain significant. The striking 
effect of the environment is suggested by the fact that the <;lId boys' reconvic
tion rate is approximately the same as the high first year reconviction rate 
regimes but over twice that or the low first year reconviction rate regimes. 

Tab~e l4 

Relationship Between Failure Rate and Different 
Reconviction Rates in Three Groups of Regimes 

First Old Three 
Yeal' Boys Year 

Failure Recollvic- Recollvic- Reconvic-
N Rate lion Rate tion Rate ti~lI Rate 

High First Year Reconviction Rate 
Regimes .. . 111 

Medium First Year Recolwiction 
Rate Regimes ... ,... 186 

Low First Year Reconviction Rate 
Regimes 128 

Total... 425 

Source: Background sample. 

% 

51 

29 

21 

33 

% 

59 

38 

23 

39 

% 

53 

50 

48 

50 

% 

81 

69 

60 

69 

NOTE: Three c~ses with no previous record anr one case who subsequently died are omitted. 

,.9.6 Failure , ,Rates and SeledioD 

Regimes differ in failure rate and these differences are related, to' recon
viction·rates. Can the variaition beaccount~d for by selection? It is .0Qvious 
that the warQe;nsdo.cn90Setheboys whom they take. If. however. ~his were 
a complete explanation of the differing failure rates. one would expect to be 
able to pick up differences in selection policy by surveying the probation 
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officers' reports on which selection is mainly based. The hypothesis that 
selection accounted for differences in failure rate was tested on the background 
sample. ' ' . 

The regimes in the sample were'divided into two groups, those with a high 
(greater than 30%) failure rate and those with a lower one~. The two groups 
of regimes were compared in respect of the background characteristics of the 
boys they selected. A list of the variables considered is given in Appendix 6. 
O::~:y one .significant difference was found, high failure rate regimes taking a 
l()wer proportion of boys (36% as against 50%) who were aged 17 or over 
at entry. This difference in average age was due to the fact that more of 
the high failure rate regimes were in the hostels catering for the younger 
age group. It cannot account for the variations in failure rate, since. taking 
the years 1954 to 1963 as a whole, the hostels in the younger age. range 
tended to have lower failure rates. There was, therefore, no evidence that 
differenc"s in failure rate were accounted for by differences in selection 
policy. 

The conclusion that neither different selection policies nor different 
sentencing policies by courts local to the hostel can account for the different 
results of various regimes is confirmed by an analysis carried out on three 
factors found to have a significant relationship to reconviction in the first 
year. 

As in Table 24, the regimes surveyed were divided into three groups. those 
with high, medium and low first year reconviction rates. This grouping was 
done by a research colleague, Mrs. O'Leary, before she began the analysis 
to be described. The background factors were then related to reconvictions 
separately in each of three groups". Tables 25-27 set oull: the relationships 
found. 

Table 25 

Relationship of Previous Convictions and Reconviction in 
First Year in Three Groups of Regimes 

High Recollviction Rate Regimes 
o or 1 previous convictions ... 
2 or more previous convictions 

Total 

Medium Recollviction Rate Regimes 
o or 1 previous convictions ... 
2 or more previous convictions 

Total 

Low Reconvictioll Rate Regimes 
o or 1 previous convictions 
2 or more previous convictions 

Total 

Source: Background sample. 

Number 
Entering 
Hostel 

64 
47 

111 

102 
84 

186 

77 
Sl 

128 

Proportion 
of 

Total 
% 

58 
42 

100 

55 
45 

100 

60 
40 

100 

Proportion 
Reconvicted 

In First Year 
% 

53 
68 

59 

29 
49 

38 

19 
27 

23 
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Table 26 

Relationship of Factor "Lived with More than One Family'~ to 
Reconviction in First Year in Three Groups of Regimes 

High Reconviction Rate Regimes 
Lived with more than one family 
Lived with one family 

Total 

Soul'ce: Background sample. 

Table 27 

Number 
Entering 
Hostel 

Proportion 
of 

Total 
% 

Proportioll 
Reconvicted 

In First Year 
% 

Relationship of Factor "Removal from Home Empbasised" to 
Reconviction in First Year in Three Groups of Regimes 

Number Proportioll Pl'oportion 
Ellterillg of Reconvicted 
Hostel Total In First Year' 

% % 
High Reconvictioll Rate Regimes 

~ 
Removal from home emphasised 48 44 58 
Remainder 62 56 60 

Total "J 110 100 59 , 
Medium Reconviction Rate Regimes 
Removal from home emphasised 90 50 30 
Remainder 90 50 46 

Total 180 100 38 

Low Reconviction Rate Regimes 
Removal from home emphasised '" 57 45 14 
Remainder 67 54 31 

Total 124 100 23 

Source: Background sample. 
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As can be seen from Tables 25-27, there was no tendency for hostel 
tcgimes with high reconviction rates to take a high proportion of boys 
with these adverse factors in their records. 

These findings are important for two reasons. In the first place, they 
are strong evidence against selection being the main cause of variations 
in first year reconviction rates. If the wardens of successful regimes were 
picking the better risk boys, they would hardly ignore the factors isolated 
in Tables 25-27. 

A measure of failure rate has been introduced. It has been shown that 
regimes vary sharply in their failure rates and that these failure rates 
correlate· highly with one year and three year reconviction rates. The 
variation is not apparently explained by variations in selection. This finding 
is in keeping with Clarke's research on approved schools, in which he 
concluded that "there are wide inter-school differences in absconding rates 
which reflect wide differences of school environment "6. 

Hostel regimes do differ in their ability to prevent a boy being reconvicted 
within three years of his entering the aostel. But, in,general, these differences 
are accounted for by their strong and very different effects on the boys' 
behavi0.1lr while they are in the hostel. With one exception, to be discussed 
later, the regimes do not apparently differ in their ",ffects on the reconviction 
rate of ,boys who have left the hostel. 

These findings strengthen the ail'gument for focussing the reseaxoh on 
the boys' behaviour in the hostel. To judge from the background and 
reconviction samples, 64% of hostel residents reconvicted within three 
ye!liI'S are reconvicted in the first year. ]if any iSubstantial ii.D1"ot'~ is to be 
ma4e on the overall reconviction rates of probation hostel boys the numbex 
ofnrst year reconvictions must ,be cut. It seems possible thail: this could 
be done, and it is importanll: ,to find out how to do it. 

There is a further strong reason for focussing on the boys' yearm the 
hostel. The boys studied !in this ohapter~ came .from very varied baok
grounds and some had far more serious criminal ,histories than o~hers. 
Yet none of ,the factors studied, whether from their backgrounds Or from 
their criminal histories. were as important in prediC+ing, firstyearrecon
viction as the hostel to whioh they went. Indeed. with these boys, it seemed 
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that. 17 y~ars'. previous experience counted as Httle in comparison with 
the 1UImediate nnpact of the postel environmellitwhile the boys were m it; 

But the gratifying evidence of a·hostel's, ability to dnfluence its present 
re~idents for good, carries with 1t 'a less welcome ~orollary. If the "effects 
of 17 years of family, training can be modified aJmost overnigblt, how 
long ,can we expeot the impact of.. one year's hostel training to last? 
I~ is not s~risin~ that when .boys . have left the hostel, it is not usually the 
~fferences. m HIett past hostel enVJfonments that count, but the differences 
1U the enVlronments to which they go. 

By.~ocussmg on the boys' year in the hostel Oile may hope to carry the 
enqulf)', a stage further, ~hb.wing not only that, the environment is important 
?11t. ~s~ what faotors ~ It' te~d Ito encourage delinquency and what to 
mhiblt It. These questIons wlll occupy. the next l:hree chapters of the 
report. 

NOTES' 

1. Those who entered the hostel but whose reason for leaving is unknown were 
omitted. These f9rmed less than 2 % of the total. Those who left as unsuitable 
(e.g. mentally ill, for compassionate reasons, etc.) were also omitted. These form a 
further 2%. 

Z. Both correlations were worked using the transformation p'=arc sin '.j ? .. 
. 3: The hYR9!thesis that regimes differed significantly in their .. old boys' recon

VIction ;r..atescould not be tested by the x2 test since some of the numbers involved 
were too smal!. The hypothesis was tested by dividing boys not reconvicted in 
the first year 111,to two groups, those with' odd reference IIumbers and those "with 
even. It ':Vas argued that if there weregenulne differences in tbc'Qld boys' reconviction 
rates, regImes that had high old boys' reconviction rates, among boys with odd 
re.ference numbers, would also, ha~e high old boys' reco!lvi.~tion rates among boys 
WIth eve.nref~rence numbe~s. The,. re.gimes werr~ther~f0re,' split. into ,two groups, 
those WIth hIgh9Jd boys recOJlVIctlOn rates amor;,g." boy~ ,vlth odd-numbered 
refer¥~:t: numbers (group 1 regimes) and those wi~h ,low (-group 2 regimes). How
ever, It was found ~hat group 2 regimes had a. slightly higlier old boys' reconviction 
rate among boy~ WIth even reference numbers than'group J regnne~. The hypothesis 
was therefore reJecte~. ,,', ' 

4. ,The. fa!lure rates were calculated. overall tbe year:; dUV'1l which the regimes 
w~re oper~tmg, excep~ that. probationers admitted after 30 June 1963 were excluded. 
EIght r~gImes, all WIth faIlure rates of under 30.%, were called lowf.ailure rate 
regimes :l11d nine regimes, all. with failure rates over 30%. were called high failure 
rate r:gImes. The overall f.allure rate of the low failure rate rcgil1'les was 25:1 % 
(Il=9~})" andth~ o~erall f.lUluret:ate for the high failure rate regimes was 36'3% 
(n= b71}. Consldermg bOyG'in the background sampl;e only, the respective failure 
r~tes ,were, 25-1 % (n=.203) and 39'6%. (0=217).(n of course excludes ,boys who 
lI.£t the "hostel as unsUl1ableand boys ,111 whose cases the result is not known from 
th.1i hostel Tecor~s;) :. The ~ifference between the tWo groups of hostels is therefore 
slIghtly STeater m, t.ne' perIod ll~der survey than in' the period not under survey. 

j', 5. Thi~ ana~ysis was originally carried out in order to test the possibility that 
tl1~ rfjlati0pshIP. fo~d b~tween background factors and reconviction in the first 
year ~.vas:idue t~ bmses 111 selection" the rc~jmes with high failure rates tending 
to,sel~ct A certam~ype of case.. T~e analysIs, however, serves equally well, as a 
test. of. the. hrpothes!s that selection IS not a "major cause of the difference in first 
year reconvIction rates. . 

,6.C~arke, R. ,V: G.,." ~~tors .Influencing 4bsco1,1ding by Apprcived SchoolBoys ", 
unpublIshed Ph.D. theSIS, Uruverslty of London, 1968. ',', ' " 
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'CHAPTER 10 

The Explanation of Varying Failure Rates 

10.1 Introduction 
The evidence examined in chapter 9 suggested that variations iJ+ failure 

rate cannot be explained by variations in selection. In trying to explain 
them, two main gr(\UPS of variables should be considered. T·hese are: 

1. Variables essentially connected with ,the hostel which do not change 
with staff. ' 

2. Varia,ble.s conneoted with the warden. .,.< .•••• ' 
The variables connected with. the hostel include the size, area, permitted 

age range, liaison probation officer,buildings and localco~~ ... 
, i-'.- __ '_·· : 

The variables connected wIth the warden' can be sub-divided into those 
of policy and pe.rsonality. Policy variables ·are more easily manip~lated. 
For example. any warden can ·a1ter'a policy of taking younger or older 
boys or a policy of advising the court~galnst Itaking back~bscollders. 
Personality var1ables are less easily brought under control and mclude the 
warden's ·attitude to the residents and his relationship wij:h his wife. ' 

. The analysis shows' first that none. of the variables i~nnected with the 
hostelis l~kely to have' a great effect on failure 'l'aite. It goes on to. su~ge~t 
that the ~uccessof different policies probably dependsn01ton the mtrmslC 
goodness or badness ,of th~e pou.~~~..l~)u! .. J.;aiRe. on the t3.:titude of the 
warden rtowards them ... Tills e:'~fj!s' to lead to ,·the conClUSlOl'L that only 
personality V'ariablescount;' but in the final analysis .this also is shoWn 
as too simple a hypothesis. 

10.2 Variables Connected with tbe .Hostel 

. The, va11iations in failure rate could be explained entirely by differences 
between the wardens, or factors more pel'manently' connected w.iJth the 
hostels could also play their part. ' 

It was clear from looking at the data that if the hostel itself had an effect 
it was of rather a strange sort. In some hostels, the failure rates of successive 
wardens w6re very close together, \yhile in others theY'f,rere far apart. For 
example, in one hostel the successiy·e failure rates were 17% (n::::;:29),25% 
(n=141), 23% (n=73) ; while in another they were 14% (n=37), 30% 

. (n=92), 44% (n=105). This phenomenon could be .tbe result of chance, 
Some l10stels could be lucky with their staff while others .could have more 
~f a mixed bag. Ano~er hypothesis is that in some· hoste~s th~ wardens 
are selected, controlled or'supported in such a way that. theIr failure rates 

'arei found to be uniform,. while in other hpstels there IS. more' scope~or 
individual variation. '" For technical reasons it is verr dIl?cult to?eclde 
between these two hypotheses. The analysisactuaUycamed outdid not 
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confirm the second of them, which may nevertheless still be true. Whatever 
the correct explanation, it is clear that if the environment exercises any 
effect on the hostel, it is through the warden rather than despite himl. 

The 111:st analysis did not. support the idea that any hostel variable was 
of great 1lllportance, possibly because it tried to cover all variables at once. 
Three hostel variables were, therefore, dealt with in more detail. These 
were size, area and age-range; of these, age-range, being in part a policy 
variable, is considered later. 

The· correct size for a probation hostel is disputed. It may. be argued 
that small hostels provide a more homely atmosphere and less pressure on 
the walden, or that large ones ensure that the pressures in the hostel are 
a~sorbed am~ng the boys and,.inake it easier for a boy to find a congenial 
fn~nd. PractIcally. a large hostel tends to mean a lower cost per boy and 
thIS has led ~e Home Office to concentrate on hostels catering for approxi
~~tely ~O r,:sIdents: . ~~ data. were exaJ!1ined to see if there might be any 

nght SIze for mImmIsmg faIlure rate, There was no evidence that there 
is2

• 

By contrast with size, there is probably fairly general agreement about 
what constitutes a good location for a probation hostel. There should be 
plentiful and varied work, it low incidence of delinquency~ and reasonable 
access to the type of socially acceptable entertainments that hostel residents 
enjoy. Some evi~ence to the Morison Committee painted a gloomy picture 
of the local enVIronment of probation hostels. In practice, however, this 
seems to have been based on the delinquency rates of the cities· in which 
the hostels are, rather than their immediate neighbourhoods. 

Three analyses were undertaken to examine th~ relationship between 
hostel location and. failure rate.· These tested the hypotheses that London 
hostels, hostels in cities with high crime rates and two hostels in what are 
clearly bad areas might have higher failure rates than others. None of 
these hypotheses was supported3

• 

Although no hostel variable could be shown to be related to the failure 
rate, this does not mean that diSCUSSIon about these variables should end 
In st~tistics, chance variations in the data give rise to two forms of error: 
assertmg a falsehood or failing to assert a truth. It is quite· possible that 
the research has fallen into the second error, but if so, the effects missed 
are small4.. . . . 

To sum up this section. if hostel variables have an effect, it is probably 
through the warden; the statistics confirm the warden's presence on. the 
centre of .the stage. 

10.3 Pf-,liey Variables 

.It. is. :aot easy.to cOiltrol a hostel by- rational dt'cisions. Relationships 
wIth~ ~!; have a~ ltttle .to do with consciously formulated policies as do normal 
ma~r~af)es or fnendshws. Even the rules which can be altered by a simple 
declSlun must nevertheless be interpreted from moment to moment and 
their meanings depend on the attitudes of those who enforce them. ' 
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But some decisions seem relatively clear-cut. A new warden can take 
over a hostel when it is full or empty; he can select probationers from a 
wide or narrow age range, with few or many previous convictions, from 
neighbouring towns or f<\r away; he can ask the court for severe sentences 
on absconders or argue for their return. A Home Office circular could 
instruct him to take these actions and there would be no difficulty in carrying 
them 01J~, .Equally these decisions attract .~~.~ research worker, by offering 
him the hope that he may be able to give clear-cut advice; it is easier 
to tell a warden to narrow his age range, than to tell him to show more 
warmth towards his charges. But the search for these panaceas proved 
elusive and the following discussion of two policy decisions may suggest 
some reasons why. 

lOA Absconding and Sente~eing 

Can a severe sentence on one absconder prevent other boys from abscond
ing? As haJ been seen, this subject is a delicate one and it is at this point 
that any conflict between warden and probation officer generally comes to.. ~. 
a head. The question of whether severe sentences for abscondffig· can· deter 
is therefore important. 

In ,order to be able to study a satisfactory number of absconders in each 
regime, the analyses directed at this problem were at first Testricted to the 
16 regimes in the main sample whose failure rates were based on at least 
100 proba~ioners. The pmportion of absconders returned to these regimes 
by the courts .ranged from 57% in one regime to 22% in another. 
Altogether, 41 % of the 871 absconders were taken back and the differences 
between regimes in the percentage taken back were very highly significant 
Cl=43'07 ; df= 15; p<·OOI). 

Yet, contrary to what the "deterrent theory" would lead one to expect, 
the liberal policies were not associated with high ab$conding rates-rather 
he. reverse. There was a rank correlation of - ·43 between the percentage 
returned and the failure rate. 

The lower failure rate of the hostels associated with these more lenient 
policies results from the definition of a failure as a boy who leaves as the 
result of an absconding or offence; if a hostel took back alI its absconders it 
would almost certainly have a low failure rate. The relationship of 
absconding and sentencing policy can be seen more clearly if one calculates 
a trouble rate. a resident who gets into trouble being defined as one who 
is a failure or who absconds and :is subsequently taken back. The rank 
correlation between trouble rate and take-back rate is -·06. So there is no 
evidence that a policy of taking back absconders affects the other residents 
in the hostel either for good or ill. Table 28 sets out the data on which 
these statements are based. 
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Table 28 

. Tak~back ;Rate, Trouble Rate and Failure Rate 

Numbe,'o! 
Abscol/ders 

76 
70 
42 

130 
31 
73 
35 
51 
28 
23 
23 
50 
60 
26 
64 
89 

.. ; 

-. ~ . 
Take-back Role 

% 
57.(1) 
56 (2) 
55 (3) 
48(4) 
45 (5) 
44 (6) 
43 (7) 
41 (8) 
39 (9) 
39 (10) 
35 (11) 
34 (12) 
30 (13) 
27 (14) 
27 (15) 
22 (16) 

Source: Sub-sample of Main sample. 

" 

Failure Rale 
% 
34 (8) 
25 (14) 
31 (9=) 
37 (7) 
25 (15) 
43 (2) 
26 (13) 
31 (9=) 
28 (12) 
23 (16) 

, '28 (11) 
43 (3) 
42 (4) 
44 (1) 
40 (5) 
38 (6) 

Trouble Rale 
% 

48 (3) 
35 (11) 
42 (8) 
44 (6) 
28.(15) 
49 (2) 
32 (12) 
37 (10) 
29 (14) 
28 (16) 
31 (13) 
49 (1) 
47 (4) 
45 (5) 
43 (7) 
41 (9) 

I 
I 
I 
~ 
t 
.~. 

NOTE: 1 
1 Numbers in brackets rep{esent rank order, I' 
2 Unequal rank!ngs are given to Some apparently equal percentages. Such percentages . 

are not equ;il If taken to further places of decimals. . 

Take-back Rate v Failure Rate: Rho= - '43; df=14; p<' 1. ?, 

Take-back Rate v Trouble Rate: Rho=- '06; df=14; NS, I 

., The take-back. rate is not the only possible measure of leniency. One 
further measure IS thepercenta~e of boys who, on leaving the hostel as 
t~e result of an abscondmg, r~ceive n? more serious penalty than probation, 
dlsc~arge or fine. Are regImes WIth low failure rates associated' with 
relatIvely s.evere penalties for t~ose wh? leave as the result of an absconding? 
The sample used to, answer this questlOn was· the failure sample. This was 
dra",:n from those regimes which operated between 1954 and 1959, and 
~onsisted o.f ~e last 20 ~aUures of each of these regimes or all the failures 
If the regtme l~!l.d taken less than 20. These boys were followed up 
at the Metropolitan Police Criminal Record Office and it was possible to 
rel~te the sentences they received to the failure rate of the hostels from 
WhICh they came. . 

.. ~he ; main determinant. of whether or not an abscoI\der received an 
mstItutJ~naI sentence was whether or not he committed an offence .. while 
abs~nd1llg. . 51 fa .of those who committed no offence while absconding 
recelV~d an mstitutlOnal sentence, as opposed ·to 79% of those who did 
com~l11t an offe?ce. Absconders from high failure rate hostels did not 
receIve more lement ~qntences. 
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Table 29 
. . .' 

Disposal of Absconders Leaving Hostels 

No OjJenc~ Committed 
Pel/alty 

OjJence Committed . 
Regime 
Failure 

Rate 
Probation, 

elc. 
% 

o to 29... 14 
30 to 39... 29 
40+ ... 23 
Total 66 

% 
48 

, 54 
43 
4 

Source: Failure sample. 

Institution 

15 
25 
30 
70 

% 
52 
46 
57 
51 

Total 

29 
54 
53 

136 

% 
100 
100 
100 
100 

Probaliol/, 
etc. 

% 
8 20 

16 27 
5 14 

29 21 

10.5 Sentence and Interval to Next Absconding 

Pel/alty 

111Stilllti01l Total 
% % 

33 80 41 100 
44 73 60 100 
32 86 37 100 

109 .79 138 100 

Despite the negative results so far discussed, it seemed worthwhile 
to do one further analysis to test the possibility that severe punishment 
of absconders can deter others. The reason for this decision· was partly 
the interest of the subject itself, and partly the very strong conviction that 
is held by both wardens and liaison officers that absconding can be 
.deterred and that it is occasionally expedient that one boy should receive 
a heavy sentence for the sake of the others. In support of this conclusion, 
they point to occasions on which a run of absconding has apparently been 
ended by an appmved school order made on one absconder. It was 
therefore necessary to test the deterrence theory' as rigorously as possible. 

It is possible that severe punishment of absconders deters others, despite 
the fact that regimes with low failure rates are not associated with com
paratively severe treatment of absconders. This would happen if there was 
some characteristic of a regime that tended to be associated both v.,~th a 
low failure rate and with recommendations for -the mild treatment of 
absconders. This could ha.ppen, for example, if hostel wardens with kind 
hearts were both more likely to take absconders back and to have low 
failure rates. Taking absconders back might encourage aosconding, while 
the kind heart of. the warden right discourage it and these two opposUe 
effects might cancel each other out. If one is to allow for effects of this 
sott, one must consider the effect of a particular sentence on an absconder 
on other potential absconders within the same regime. 

The hypothesis that severe sentences 'on abscondets can deter others can 
be tested against the intervals in time between one absconding and the next. 
On this hypothesis, absconding incidents for which a resident was sent home 
or returned to' the hostel should often be quickly followed by other 
absconding incidents ; absconding incidents for which the absconder received 
a relatively severe sentence should usually be isolated' or the last of a series. 

Followingofit this idea, the research worker used data from the failure 
sample to classify absconding incidents by the type of sentence the absconders 
received. It was then possible to calculate the interval between each 
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absconding and the next one and to say whether this was greater or 
smaller than the "typical" time for the regime that was being considered5, 

Table 30 sets out the resulting data. 

Table 30 

Different Sentellces Related to Time to Next Absconding 

Time to 
Next Abscondil/g 

Greater than median time 
Less than median time 

'rotal 

Source: Failure sample. 

Takell 
Back 

% 
42 48 
46 52 

88 100 

No 
Illstitutional Detelltioll 

Selltellce Centre 
% % 

17 45 8 73 
21 55 3 27 

38 100 il 100 

Oth~r 
Illstitutioll 

% 
33 52 
30 48 

63 100 

As can· be seen from Table 30, the more lenient sentences of taking an 
absconder back or sending him hOme (No Institutional Sentence) tended'to 
be followed by a slightly higher proportion of absconding incidents that follov-., 
closer on the previous absconding than one would expect. Nevertheless, 
the effect is very slight· and a long way from being statistically significant. 

This res).1lt is not perhaps as surprising as it might seem to be. The 
hypothesis that one can. deter rests implicitly on the assumption that a 
would-be offender weighs up the likely gain from his offence, the probability 
of be.ing caught and the probable loss if he !.is. It is very hard to see that 
absconding could be explained by any rational calculation of this sort. TI"e 
absconder is almost certain to be caught; he may be sentenced to bOil'stal or 
approved school training. This seems to outweigh the frob able gain of a 
Weekend's spree with his wage packet6. Absconding, in fact, is not a 
rational activity. Nevertheless, it !l'emains possible that this negative result 
arises from the use of a rather insensitive test on da~a not originally collected 
for this. purpose. The possibility of testing the hypothesis yet more rigorously, 
is being considered by Dr. R. Clarke. Dr. Clarke has already shown that 
caning absconders in· approved schools apparently deters other boys from 
absconding. So far, however, Dr. ClM'ke's results support those reported here. 

10.6 Factors Afteeting B,~abscoDdinl 
These figures might seem to .imply that courts could disregard the {eM's of 

hostel staffs over p'()~~iblli ,affects of a mild. 'Sentence on absconders. For 
two reasf,m .. <& tbkconclusion is not strictly justified by the fact.<l. In tile first 
place, it is likely to be valid only while the courts continue to operate 
within roughly the same limits as they do at present. If ,the court sent home 
all abscon.ders, the numbers of absconders would probably increase. A second 
reason for considering the views of the staff . seriously was discovered 
accidentally, and is connected withAhe failure rate of those who were sent 
back to the hostel. ' 
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absconding and the next one and to say whether this was greater or 
smaller than the "typical" time for the regime that was being considered5• 

Table 30 sets out the resulting data. 

Table 30 

Different Sentences Related to Time to Next Absconding 

No 
Time to Taken Institutional Detelltioll Other 

Next Absconding Back Sent"lIce Centre Institution 
% % % % 

Greater than median time 42 48 17 45 8 73 33 52 
Less than median time 46 52 21 55 3 27 30 48 

Total 88 100 38 100 11 100 63 100 

Source: Failure sample. 

As can ne seen from Table 30, the more lenient sentences of taking an 
absconder back or sending him home (No Institutional Sentence) tended'to 
be followed by a slightly higher proportion of absconding incidents that follow 
closer on the previous absconding than one would expect. Nevertheless, 
the effect is very slight and a long way from being statistically significant. 

This result is not perhaps as surprising as it might seem to be. The 
hypothesis that one can dl'ter rests implicitly on the assumption that a 
wouid·be offender weighs up the likely gain from his offence, the probability 
of being caught and the probable loss if he <is. It is very hard to see that 
absconding could be explained by any rational calculation of this sort. The 
absconder is almost certain to be caught; he may be sentenced to boocstal or 
approved school training. This seems to outweigh the probable gain of a 
weekend's spree with his wage packet6• Absconding, in fact, is not a 
rational activity. Nevertheless, it remains possible that this negative result 
arises from the use of a rather insensitive test on data not originally collected 
for this purpose. The possibility of testing the hypothesis yet more ocigorously 
is being considered by Dr, R, Clarke. Dr. Clarke has already shown that 
caning absconders in approved schools apparently deters othetr boys from 
absconding. So far, however, Dr. Cla,rke's results support those reported here. 

10.6 Factors Mecting Re-ab,Scondina 
These figures might seem to imply that courts could disregard the fears of 

hostel staffs over possible effects of a mild sentence on absconders. For 
two reasons this concl1.lsion is not strictly justified by the facts. In the first 
place, it is likely to be valid only while the courts continue to operate 
within roughly the same limits as they d{) at present. If the court sent home 
all absconders, the numbers of absconders would probably increase. A second 
reason for considering the views of the staff seriously was discovered 
accidentally, and is connected with the failure rate of those who were sent 
back to the t.:>stel. 
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Overall, the failure rates of those who were 'Sent back to the hostel after 
absconding were 53'4% (n=328) in the hostels for younger boys and 59'5% 
(n= 116) in the hostels for older boys. It was noticed. however, that the two 
regimes that took back the highest proportion of absconders also appear::d to 
do best with the absconders they took back, in the sense that a hIgher 
proportion of these" taken-back ., absconders passed out of the hostel success
fully. In order to check on this observation, a "fresh-trouble rate" was 
calculated for the 16 regimes whose failure rates were based ~n at least 100 
probationers. A fresh-trouble rate was defined as the proportIon of abscon
ders taken back to the hostel after their first absconding who subsequently 
absconded or left as the result of offences, Tabh! 31 sets out the relations 
between take-back rate, trouble [ate and fresh·tf()llbk late. 

Table 31 

Take-back Rate, Trouble Rate and Fresh-trouble Rate 

Take-back Rate 
% 
57 (1) 
56 (2) 
55 (3) 
48 (4) 
45 (5) 
44 (6) 
43 (7) 
41 (8) 
39 (9) 
39 (10) 
35 (11) 
34 (12) .. 
30 (13) 
27 (14) 
27 (15) 
22 (16) 

Trouble Rate 
% 
48 (3) 
35 (11) 
42 (8) 
44 (6) 
28 (15) 
49 (2) 
32 (12) 
37 (10) 
29 (14) 
23 (16) 
31 (13) 
49 (1) 
47 (4) 
45 (5) 
43 (7) 
41 (9) 

Fresh·trouble Rate 
% 
49 (14) 
41 (1:5) 
57 (12) 
65 (8) 
64 (9) 
69 (6) 
53 (13) 
57 (11) 
82 (2) 
28 (16) 
75 (4) 
71 (5) 
78 (3) 
86 (1) 
65 (7) 
60 (10) 

Source: Sub·sample of Main sample. 
NOTE: Numbers in brackets represent ranks. Apparently equal percentages given unequal 

ranks are not equal if taken to further places of decimals. 
Take.back Rate v Trouble Rate: Rho=- ·06; df=14; NS. 
Take-back Rate v Fresh-trouble Rate: Rho=-;- ·54; df=14; p< ·05. 
Trouble Rate v Fresh·trouble Rate: Rho= ·31; df=14; NS. 

As can be seen from Table 31, regimes with a high percentage .of bo~s 
getting into trouble at least once also tended to ha~e. more t~ou.ble WIth theIr 
returned absconders. This tendency was not statIsttcally sIgmficant. How
ever, there was a significant tendency for Ifegimes which took back. a 
relatively large proportion of absconders to have less further trouble With 
them. 

One explanation for this finding is suggested by an apparent exception to 
the tendency for Ifegimes with high take-back rates and low trouble rates to 
have low firesh-trouble rates. This regime, which is included in Table 31. had 
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the ninth highest take-back rate, the third lowest trouble \l'ate but tlie highest 
fresh-trouble rate but one, i.e. although the regime was successful with most 
of the residents and prepared to take back many of the absconders, it was very 
unsuccessful with the absconders who were returned. According to the liaison 
officer, the Jrelatively high take-back rate at this regime did not reflect· the 
warden's attitude. The warden, like others, took the view that stern punish
ment deterred offenders a.nd used to announce at supper that the boy who 
absconded last week was now in borstal. This practice was not approved by 
the liaison officer, who even succeeded on one occasion in having two boys 
return to the hostel after the warden had made his announcement. Clearly, 
the warden's attitude to absconding was likely to be Ireflected in his attitUde 
to the two boys !feturned. In a regime where there is not a conflict between 
warden and liaison officer, a warden who feels strongly about absconding may 
persuade the court to return few absconders; absconders who are retUJI'ned 

. may expect to be rejected for a time and so abscond again. This would 
account for the correlation between low take-back :rates and high fresh-trouble 
rates. 

10.7 Age Range 
Hostel wardens and liaison probation officers tend to think that the age 

range of hostels is too wide. They argue that the older boys bully the younger 
or that they corrupt them by boasting of their delinquent and criminal exploits 
-the neighing of the dormitory stallion is not a sound in which the staff of 
probation hostels take pleasure. A wide age range is also said to add to the 
difficulty of treating all residents alike. Older boys are said to need 
different handling and their higher wages and consequent greater savings may 
lead to a sense of injustice among the younger. So some hostel wardens try 
to narrow their hostel's age range il:hrough selection. Is there any evidence 
that this policy is a good one? 

15 years 
16 years 
17 years 
18 years 
19 years+ 

SOl/rce: Main sample. 

Table 32 

Age, Failure Rate and Type of Failure 

N 

930 
1,591 
1.295 
'402 
128 

Faillire Rate 
% 

31·3 
32·6 
35·3 
39·1 
26·6 

Proportion of 
Failures Absconding 

% 
52-3 
63·4 
67·0 
68·2 
70·6 

Table 32 gives the age and failure rates of probationers in the sample. - The 
faHute rate increases gradually with age with tHe exception of those aged 
19 or over, who are a small group taken predominantly from one particularly 
successful hostel. This suggests that older boys are more difficult. The 
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third column shows that the proportion of failures who leave as the result 
of absconding also rises steadily with age. If bullying was the main cr;,Uf;e 
of absconding among younger boys one would have expected the opposite. 

A more detailed analysis took account of the differences in failure rate 
between regimes. The intake of each regime was divided into two groups, of 
older and younger boys. The younger boys were taken to be those aged 15 
to 16.5 at entry in the hostels for younger boys and those aged 16 to 17.11 
at entry in the others. The analysis was carried out only on those regimes 
which took in a statistically satisfactory number in both age groups7, making 21 
regimes in the 15 to 18 age group and eight in the other. Two questions were 
asked. First, are there in fact differences !in seleotion policy over age? Second, 
do these differences matter? 

The data showed c1eady that wardens do differ on whether they prefer to 
select older or younger boys. The percentage of relatively older boys taken 
varied from 31'9% to 62·8% in the 15 to 18 year group of hostels and from 
24% to 60·8% in the 16 to 19 year group of hostels. (X2=61'34; df=20; 
p<'OOI and x2=36'06; df=6; p<'OOl respectively.) . 

Each hostel was then considered separately to see whether the proportion 
of failures was higher among its older or younger boys. This examination 
showed that if there was a relationship between age and success, it was likely 
to be a complex one depending on the hostel to which a boy was sent. Two 
different 15 to 18 year regimes, for example, gave the results set out in 
Table 33. 

Age 

15 to 16·5 
16'6 or 

over 

Total 

Table 33 

The Relationship of Age and Success-a Comparison of 
Two Regimes in the Younger Age Range of Hostels 

Regime A • Regime B 
Failed Succeeded Total Failed Succeeded 

% % % % % 
18 18·8 78 81·3 96 100 22 45'8 26 54'2 

17 37'8 28 62·2 45 100 4 11'1 32 88'9 

35 24·8 106 75·2 141 100 26 30'9 58 69-1 

SOllrce: Sub-sample of Main sample. 

Total 
% 

48 100 

36 . 100 

84 100 

As can be seen from Table 33, it is older boys who do better under Regime 
B and the younger boys who do better under Regime A. Both differences are 
marked. 

The differences between regimes A and B could be due to chance variation 
or to a significant tendency for older boys to do comparatively better in some 
regimes and worse in others. A method for tackling this sort of question has 
been given by NortonS, and a computer programme was written for it by 
Gerald Draper of the unit of Biomathematics at Oxford. The analysis showed 
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that the differences between regimes in the comparative success of older and 
younger boys were too marked to be easily due to chance. This result seems 
both surprising and important: As always, there are two main classes of 
explanaltion; that is, it could depend on either (a) the boys in the regime or 
(b) the staff in charge. 

The result couId be explained if there were a tendency for residents of 
similar age to abscond or offend together; if, for example, an absconding by 
one older boy tended to lead. to an 'Outbreak of absconding among his older 
friends. But data taken from seven regimes9 in the younger age group 
produced no evidence for this process. This explanation seems therefore 
unlikely. 

Only one piece of evidence suggested that differences in the relative 
proportions failing in old and young age groups might arise from factors 

. connected with the boys rather thal1 the Sltaff. One regime showed a change 
over time; among the first half of the qoys taken in, it was the older boys <.:,,,..t .• 

who were more likely to fail; among the second half, it was the younger. The <~ 
difference in the interactions was very highly significant. (l for difference ~ 
in interaction = 11'8; df= 1; p<-OOl.) But 'the evidence is not conclusive, 1 
partly because the regime was exceptional for other reasons-it suffered a 
particularly serious outbreak of homosexuality during the period under :~ 
review-and partly because it will be seen later that wardens change their ~ 

techniques during the course of thfeir regime'
h 

·','::".,A,1~~, 
Evidence that the differences ound mig t be due to the staff is also 1.'1 

difficult to obtain but probably more convincing. Table 34 gives data on 
two regimes which are relevant to this problem. 

Table 34 

Age and Success: A Comparison of Two Regimes 

Age at Regime C Regime D 
Entry Failed Succeeded Total Failed Succeeded TOfai 

% % % % % % 16 to 18 ... 18 38·3 29 61·7 47 100 16 27·1 43 72·9 59 100 18 or over 15 20'S 58 79·5 73 100 25 25'5 73 74·5 98 100 

Total 33 27·5 87 72·5 120 100 41 26'1 116 73·4 157 100 

SOIfI'ce: Sub-sample of Main sample. 

Both regimes ,took similar proportions of boys in ,the 16-17 year age group, 
and both have similar overall success rates, although regime C has compara
tively poor success with its younger boys. The two regimes were in hOSttels 
with different age ranges (16-19 and 17-21 years) but ·the warden of regime 
C was known to prefer the older age group and selected them whenever 
possible. His preference was. justified by his gr~ter success with them. 

Wardens naturally try to select boys wi~h whom they think will do well, 
just as they probably ,try to take baCk those absconders for whom they have a 
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natural sympathy. It might be expectedj therefore, t~lat ward~s with a policy 
of selecting older boys might ,be more Fuccessful WIth them, J';1st as wardens 
who -take back more abscoLders ,tend to. be more succe,ssful. WIth ,!hese. B~t 
although this expectation was coilfirmed with the regIme Just dIscussed, It 
was not found to be generally true. 

Perhaps one should put forward a more complicated explanation. A 
warden may be equally a:t home with older and younger age boys and thus 
equally willing to take ,both ,groups. But he may react strongly tow~rds or 
against a partioular type of role in the hostel, and some roles, particularly 
leadership ones, may more often belong to the older boys. Thus older 
residents may do well or badl~ according ~o .wh,ether the war~en prefers. to 
work with .the inmate leadershIp or keep It ill Its place. ThIS explanatt?n 
would fit well with some 'of the research worker's impressions1oand also WIth 
the fact ,that, contrary to the general rule, the one regime known ,to t,he 
research worker to operate a fully fledged" prefect" system did .better w:th 
its older boys than with its younger ones, However, the explana!lOn remams 
a hypothesis to be tested by further research. 

10.8 Epidemics and Personalities of Warden and Matron 

The analyses that have been described seemed ,to lead more and mor~ ,to 
the conclusion that the crucial factors in any hostel must be the personal1hes 
of the staff, Studies of variables such as size and location had failed I/:? show 
any effect, and even where apparent policy effeots were found, . as WIth age 
range and 1ia1cing back absconders, it ~lways seemed tha~the attltudes of the 
warden must be taken into account ill order to explam t~e results. T~e 
.impression of the research worker was reinforced by the VIews of ,those III 

the field. Again -and again, Liaison probation officers and ot~ers who ~ad 
seen more than one warden in charge of a hostel, emphaSIsed the VItal 
importance of personality. 

Against ,this evidence,there was one awkward fuct, wIDch was t~aIt tw.o 
of the three wardens who had changed hostels had f~ilure rates I?- the:r 
second hostel which differed significantly from those which they had 11l t~eIr 
first. So convinced, however, was the research worker of the overwhe~mg 
impor.tance of personality ,that for a long -time this evidence w.as SImply 
ignored. Nevertheless, rather late in the research an attempt was made to 
discover whether there was a tendency for hostels to go through bad patches 
even during the same regime. In order to test the hypothesis that they did, {?e 
failure rates of the first half of each warden's intake were compared WIth 
the failure rates over the second half. The analysis used the l test and was 
done on 'those regimes which had taken in ·a statistically respectable numb~r 
in the period underobservationll

•· 32 regimes were included in the an~lysls, 
which showed conclusively ·that hostels did go ,through bad patches, m the 
sense that the failure !'ate was someHmes much greater in one half of a 
warden's regime than in ,another and these differences were most unlikely to 
arise through chance, (x2=59'67; df=32 ; p<·OOl.) 

This finding ·threw doubt on some of the assumptions on which the 
research was going forward. It now appeared that hostels were subject to 
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some sort of "epidemic" effect and this could mean that there was, in a 
sense, no reason for the difference in failure rate ·between the various regimes. 
If one school gets measles and another does not, the reason could be a chance 
contact of one boy at his home hut the schools would nevel'theless have very 
different heal-th records. 

But although it was clear that regimes did undergo "epidemics", this 
did not preclude the possibility that the staff could have an effect. For 
example, one could put forward the hypothesis that some regimes were liable 
to longer or more frequent epidemics ,than others and that these differences 
would be due to ,the staff12. Before one can test this hypothesis one must 
try to determine 'the influence of one epidemic on the next. To return to the 
example of a school: a school which suffered two outbreaks of typhoid in 
two consecutive winters might be suspected of lack of health precautions 

. rather than simple misfortune, but befote casting judgment one must try to 
~e!erminr if the two outbreaks were independent. Suspicion might be allayed 
If It could be. shown .that typhoid epidemi<.~s generally smouldered on and thut 
the ,two outbreaks were probably connected. However, if the school had heen 
?losed down and new pupils recruited. one would suspect that the fault lay 
1D the health precautions 1'~,ther than in the infection of one pupil by another. 

This example explains 'the analysis :that was now undertaken. The 
wardens' intakes were divided up into blocks of consecutive admissions in 
such a way that the fact that one block had an unusually high or low number 
of failures provided no evidence that the next block would have an unusually 
high or low number of failures. One can then argue that if some wardens 
tend to have consistently low failure rates in the different" admission blocks ", 
the rl~ason for this is probably to be found in the wardens rather than in the 
spread of a tradition from one block to the next. 

Analysis was concentrated on the 16 regimes whose failure rates were 
based on at least 100 probationers. Only continuous sections of at least 100 
probationers were considered so if a regime took in 20 probationers and 
then closed temporarily, these 20 were excluded from the analysis. The 
intake of these regimes was divided into successive groups of 20, those boys 
who left as being unsuitable being omitted. Counting began with the first 
boy take.n in and the final remainder was ignored, i.e. if a hostel took in 
108 boys, the last 8 were, not considered. The number of failures in each 
gr?up of 20 was counted. thus giving a string of consecutive numbers, as it 
mIght be 7, 5, 9. 7, 4, 8, etc. If the epidemics are of a fairly lasting nature, 
a comparatively high number of failures in the first 20 boys taken in is 
likely to be followed by a comparatively high number in the next 20 and 
so Oll. If, on the other hand, the epidemics are fairly short, a group of 20 
is more likely to conta:l1. the entire epidemic and a tendency for higlJ. numbers 
to be followed by high numbers will be less marked. The stren~·;1:h of the 
tendpncy for a high number of failures to be followed by a high number 
of failures was measured through a serial correhition coefficient which was 
calculated for each of the 16 hostels. The value of these serial correlation 
coefficients ranged from -·57 to +'43 and their pooled value was -,023. 
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This result shows that there was no tendency for a high number of failures 
in the first 20 taken in to be followed by a high number of failures in the 
second 20 and so on. Each successive number of failures can therefore be 
regarded as independent of the preceding one and it is legitimate to use 
ordinary statistical techniques to see if some regimes tend to have a 
consistently higher number of failures per 20 than others. An analysis of 
variance was carried out and showed that this was so. (F=3'13; df=15 
and 115; p<·OOl.) 

From these analyse appeared that the staff in charge do have a very 
important effect. but t.lat at any moment this can be obscured by epidemic 
effects through which a high number of failures can come upon the hostels 
with even the most successful wardens. 

10.9 Summary and Discussion 
Four major points have been argued in the last two chapters .. These are: 

1. Differences in failure rate are not totally explained by differences in 
selection. 

2. The differences depend mainly on rthe staff in charge. 

3. There is some evidence that the staff in charge determine not only 
how many boys fail but also which particular group of boys is most 
likely to fail. 

4. Despite the importance of the staff in charge, other factors can cause 
outbreaks of trouble from time to time. 

Provided point 1 is accepted, points 2 and 4, and to some extent point 3, 
follow directly from th~ statistical calculations. It is therefore worth 
summarising the evidence in favour of point 1. This is: 

1. People are not normally good at picking out future successes and 
failures from information supplied on delinquents. Certainly no 
previous study suggests that differences in selection ability could 
account for differences in failure rate of the order found. .~ 

2. If differences in selection ability accounted for differences in failure 
rate, one would expect wardens to become better with practice. 
This can occur, but it is possible for a warden to do significantly 
worse towards the end of his regime. Similarly, wardens changing 
hostels can do significantly worse even though they take with them 
their selection expertise. 

3. Wardens stated in conversation that selection was "a lucky dip" 
and some stressed that whether a particular boy succeeded depended 
on the state of the hostel when he came. 

4. Events in the hostel can cause absconding to take place. There are 
twice the number of abscondings in months when the warden or 
matron are on 1eave or sick as in months when they are not. 

5. No differences can be found in intake between high and low failure 
rate hostels. 
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6. The most plausible explanation of the fact that hostels differ in their 
success with different age ranges of· boys, and with the absconders 
they take back, is that it depends not on selection but on the 
attitude of the warden. It seems reasonable to suppose that the 
actual number of failures could also depend largely on the warden. 

7. Fjnally, the next ithree chapters will show that a boy's delinquency is 
often very much bound up with the situation existing at the thne at 
his home, and that the type or hostel likely to control delinquents 
seems remarkably similar to the type of home associated with 
absence of delinquency.. The internal consistency of these findings on 
the importance of the primary group adds greatly 11:0 their plausibility. 

For the.se reasons, it seems that differences in failure rate do arise from the 
hostel situation and that these differences relate partly to the attitudes and 

. personalities of the staff in charge and partly to more transient factors, but not 
to more easHy measurable factors such' as size and location. These less 
tangible factors are considered in more detail in the next two chapters of 
the report. 

NOTES 

1. The hostels considered were those which had experienced more than one warden 
in the period under review. The number of boys taken by the regimes in these hostels 
varied from 13 to 254. In order to equalise variances of the failure rates, a random 
sample of 20 was drawn from each regime for which this was possible. A failure 
rate was calculated for each sample and transformed using the arc sin square root 
transformation. Bartlett's test was then used to see' if there was a significant difference 
in the variance of failure rates in the different hostels. Clearly this method wastes a 
lot of data. 

2. The technique used was the Kruskal-WalIis one way analysis of variance. This 
assumes that the variables have equal variance. But it was felt that it was less 
sensitive to inequalities of variance tban a parametric test. 

3. These results are perhaps less surprising when it is remembered that the majority 
of hostel faHnres occur as the result of an absconding. Unfortunately, in the records 
studied no statistics were kept of the number of times a hostel boy offended in 
company with,.a local one. In the memory of the research worker, however, the 
occasions on which a hostel boy was involved with a non-hostel boy were very few 
indeed and were nearly always fights rather than planned delinqUencies. It is therefore 
reasonable to think that the local area is not likely to have a marked -.;ffect on the 
failure rate of the hostel. 

4. For example, wardens l1.a~e said that a dormitory of 13 is difficult to control 
and that a dormitory of four is better than one of three or two. Similarly, they have 
stressed the importance of some area in which the boys can go out and let off steam; 
or of having a hostel in which it is relatively easy for one man to supervise boys 
in different rooms. All these points make obvious sense, but it is clearly unlikely that 
any of them would be sufiicient1y important for it to be picked up in a statistical 
analysis of the sort described. . 

5. i.e. Intervals between abscondings that lequaUed the median were dropped from 
the analysis. 

6. The most common days for absconding are those Qn which t!.e boys rece.ive their 
wages. For 1966 the numbers of absconders on different days were: Monday 15, 
Tuesday 8, Wedne~6ay 9, Thursday 23, Friday 32, Saturday 20, Sunday 6. 

7. Expected value ~ 5 in each cell of a 2 X 2 contingency table. 
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8. Norton, H. W., "Calculation of i for complex contingency tables ", AmericQ/t 
Statistical Association Journal, 1945, pp. 251-258. (Norton's method gives a value of 
x,2 and this was found to be 41·49 ; df= 19 ; p < ·001 for the younger group of hostels 
and 18·41 ; df =7; P < ·025 for the older group of hostels. The high value of the 
')(.2 for the first group depended, however, ·on data drawn from the second regime given 
in Table 32. If this regime was omitted, the value of ·i dropped to 27'92; df=18, 
p < ·1.) 

9. These were the seven regimes in hostels of the 16 to 18 year age group which 
took in at least 100 boys between 1st January 1954 and 30th December 1959. A 
correlation was worked between the ages of boys who absconded on the same day. 
(The ages were transformed to their logarithms to produce a more normal distribu
tion.) The pooled value of the correlations found was negative and non-significant. It 
did not appear that there was any general tendency for boys who absconded on the 
same day to be either older or younger than each other. 

10. For example, at one hostel known to the research worker a particular boy was 
singled out by the warden for criticism. The following warden used the 'same boy, 
allowing him at times to behave almost like a prefect. 

11. Expected value ~ 5 in each cell of 2 X 2 contingency table. 
12. Statistically the problem is that one can no longer use the x2 test to test for 

differences between the regimes. The use of the X2 test in the previous analysis can be 
justified on the grounds that it showed that the assumptions on which it is based did 
not hold, i.e. a high x,2 may mean either there are significant differences or that the 
assumptions of the x2 test were invalid. Either conclusion is important. 
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CHAPTER 11 

Case Studies 
11.1 Introduction 

Statistics are an abstract guide to hostels. Whart: lies behind the statistics 
discussed in the last two chapters? What are the people like who run 
successful hostels? In the course of the research these questions were first 
tackled through case studies and only later more statistically through data 
from the intensive survey. This chapter discusses the three groups of case 
studies. These are: 

(a) Studies of regimes with failure rates of less than 20%. 
(b) Studies of regimes with failure rates of more than 40% .. 
(c) Studies of selected changes over t4ne. 

11.2 Sources of Data 
The general charaoter of the sources is vhe same for all sections. Essentially 

the information came from inspectors' repor.ts, ,interviews bytbe research 
worker and documents kept in the hostels. 

Inspectors' reports were available for all th~ regimes. The inspectors visit 
the hostels approximately once every six months and ,report on their 
hl1pressions of the reghne and on recent important events. Altthough the 
reports vary in content they provide one valuable contemporary source for 
the study of a past regime. 

The interviews were designed to cover the more important aspects of prese:ct 
and past regimes and were held with a variety of people, including the 
wardens themselves, the matrons, liaison officers, members of the committee 
and past assistant wardens. They were hard to evaluate. With past regimes 
there was a tendency for time to simplify both the good and the bad; some 
wardens were cast in an almost neanderthal role, growling down the corridors 
of their cowed hostel and kicking over th~ buckets of thoso washing the 
floor, "just to show who was boss"; others by contrast appeared as uni
formly solid, firm, kindly and understanding, good North country people 
whose walls at Christmas were covered with cards from grateful former 
:esidents: W~th existing ~egirnes the situation was more complex and the 
mformatlOn given seemed to depend on considerations of loyalty, recent dis
agreements and the interviewee's perception of the research worker's role 
and opinions. 

Nevertheless, the interviews drew on the experience of trained social 
workers and others, some of them with nearly 20 years' close experience 
of hostels. No research into hostels could afford to by-pass experience of 
this sott. 

Some of the case studies are partly based on the warden's reports to his 
committee and his progress reports on residents: These give a picture of 
some of the warden's attitudes and also contemporary information on hostel 
events. 
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11.3 Regimes with Low Failure Rates 

Of the 46 regimes which took in boys over the period 1954 to 30th June 
1963 only five had failure rates of less than 20%. Of these five, t:vo are 
known to have gone' through troubled periods before 1954, and If boys 
entering before this date had been considered, their failure rates would ~ave 
been counted as over 20%. But all five regimes clearly had outstandmgly 
low failure rates and are of interest for this reason. 

Regime 1 
The warden of the first regim~ made a definite impression on those who 

knew him: "He was a big, hefty, slow-moving fellow . , . and his wife 
did what he said. He ran a very good hostel. In fact, we went two years 
without any trouble at all. I'm under the impression that he would walk 
up to a boy who was giving trouble and say: 'If you don't ,behave your
self I'll give you a belt round the ear'ole.' If there was any ~m~ of tro':1ble, 
he would stamp on it immediately." Others confirmed this ]mpr~s~IOn: 
"He was the essential authoritarian." Or again: "He was as ngld as 
they come, but with certain good qualities." 

The emphasis that was placed on discipline was in keeping with t.lle 
warden's philosophy. In his reports to the committee, he returned f.re
quently to the importance of " absolute consistency'.' and t~ose attemptmg 
to explain the success of the hostel most often attnbut~ 1~ to the nat~re 
of the discipline. A contemporary report by the prmclpal probation 
officer lays stress on the discipline, the fairness of the staff and the strong 
line taken by the court with offenders. 

But the highly authoritarian regime was viewed with mixed feelings by 
local probation service and committee alike. Conflict arose over the 
warden's refusal to allow the boys to change jobs: "When they came, he 
made them take the work he wanted. I don't think there was very much 
discussion about it. If they left work there was always the question of 
action for a breach. I think the boys saw the works foreman as the 
extension of the hostel authority." Echoes of this conflict appear in the 
inspectors' reports, where it is noted that in one year only one boy left his 
job and the warden is urged to consider each case on its merits. 

The ambivalence of those interviewed towards the strictness of the 
regime tended to be resolved by insistence that the success was temporary 
only: "His breakdown rate after leaving the hostel when this supportive 
discipline was withdrawn was fairly considerable." Or again: "The 
discipline produced a very low failure rate when the boys were there, but 
I think he probably had a high failure rate when they left." In fact no 
very systematic follow-up was made, but one carried out by a temporary 
member of the committee appears to contradict this assertion. 

The warden originally attributed his success to selection and in particu
lar to his refusal to accept approved school boys. However, . the statistics 
produced earlier in the report make it unlikely that this selectivity bas 
quite the efficacy with which he endowed it. When interviewed, the warden 
stated that he exercised selection only in relation to approved school boys 
and that he was quite prepared to accept boys offered him by telephone. 
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The emph~,,!s on discipline might give the impression. that the hostel 
was an essentIally cold place, but the children's inspector felt that'the hostel 
had been run in a homely and efficient way. In part, this impression may 
!1ave. been created by the matron, whose role was stressed by the warden 
10 hIS reports to the committee. Others, too, had a good impression of 
her: "She was a very charming person, notund~11y dominated by her 
husband. He was very much the master in. his own household and I 
think she played along with this. I think the boys saw her as the mother 
figure ,~lthough ~he ~as not sloppy; it would be difficult to find 'anyone 
better. Or agam: She was a lady in every sense of the term." 

. The warden also does not appear as a cold person. The children's 
mspector noted "'a sense of humour" and a "genuine interest in the 
boys". The warden's reports to his committee show an understanding 
of individual boys' difficulties which would nommlly be thouO'ht unchar
acteristi~ of the typical authoritarian. For example, he clea~ly realised 
th~ fe~llllgs of worthlessness that troubled some of the hostel residents. 
~lS reports show one further quality: he obviously enjoyed the activities 
m the hostel and took a pride in it. 

In summary, the regime that operated in this hostel could perhaps be 
best described as paternalist. 

Regime 2 

In~p:ctor's reports give the impression that this regime was quiet and 
restrIctive. The boys were alLowed out on two nights a week, originally 
from 2 to 10 p.m. on Saturday and 2 to 9 p.m. on Sunday and later 
from 2 to 8.55 p.m. on both nights Tihis allowed them out for less ,time 
than in any other regime in the same age range on which information was 
available. 

'Other data also indicate unusual restrictiveness. The residents llad 
standard clothing into which they changed on return" from work and the 
domestic order of the house was. described as very good. This good order 
was bought at a cost and the inspectors noted that there had been over. 
sp~l1djng on cleaning materials. They also noticed with disapproval that 
reSIdents were not allowed to place toothpaste on their toothbrushes and 
!he toothpaste was spread by a member of the staff. They were not 
Impressed by the warden and matron, who, they felt, did not inspire 
confidence either singly or as a team. 

Others, however, had a better impression of the warden. A member 
,.of the c0Il1:mittee remembered him as "very good" and, surprisingly, "less 
of a martl1let than others. He had good control, but with him it was 
more fun, if you see what I mean". A probation officer described him 
as "a big man physically. He was strict, but he was also kind". The 
liaison' officer said of him, "I liked him very much. . He was not a 
martinet, but he was very firm. Most of the lads thought he was a fair 
man.. Their gene.ral .a~ti~ude was one of respect. He was a big man in 
every way. My 1lllpreSSlOn was that he was not very involved with the 
boys." Control; inf~ct, does not seem to have bothered the warden and 
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he was prepared to accept a boy from another hostel where he had caused 
a breakdown in discipline. On one occasion a local gang chased two of 
his boys into the hostel. The gang was stated' to be 50 strong, but 
whatever their numbers the warden went out into the drive to meet them 
and qUickly sent them packing. 

The matron did not play an assertive part in the hostel. One children's 
inspector found her" unimpressive" and another " placid". A third said, 
"She has a good knowledge of the individual boys and a kindly manner 
towards them." The liaison officer described her as, "Matronly. She 
had a friendly approach. She was fairly motherly." This was in line ,,:ith 
his view of the hostel as "fairly warm; much warmer than the precedmg 
regime; the warden had understanding, but it was not a vast under
standing" . 

The general impression ;,s, therefore, of a fair and firm' warden. '."~th 
a large enough personality to control the boys and carry the responslb1~lty 
of the hostel without appe$l-ring ruffled, and with the support of a kmd 
and equable matron. Neither the training programme nor the routi~e t.:an 
be described as particularly imaginative. However, the boys dId not 
abscond. Again the, regime might be described as paternalist. 

Regime 3 

This regime experienced trouble at its beginning. For this reason it is 
discussed twice, both as an example of a regime in which 'an apparent 
ohange took place, and as an example of a regime in which tile number 
of absconders and offenders was very low. 

Again, there seems little doubt that it was outstandingly strict A 
probation inspector had commented that the warden's work was "sound, 
down to earth, and on firn'., well disciplined lines". The liaison officer 
described the discipline as "firm, to say the least", and an examination 
of records kept at the hostel suggests that discipline was much more severe 
than that found elsewhere. The warden described his methods as follows: 
" These boys are .not Grammar School boys. They like to know wher~ they 
are. If I tell a boy he has to do something, that's that-he has to do it." 

The warden. exercised discipline described by one probation oi1icer as 
" demanding ". His progress records on boys show a refusal to accept a 
superficial answer or response. He made this attitude plain in the initial 
interview, in which he questioned the boy on his reasons for gettlng 
into trouble and dealt very roughly with any excuses. The following is a 
typical account: "On speaking to the boy regarding his general behaviour 
at home, he puts a great deal of the blame on his parents, but now that he 
has been removed from them, he feels a little sorry ... It was also obvious 
from conversation that he bas had a great deal of his own way, of which 
he has taken advantage, becoming spoiled and out of control. It was made 
quite clear to him that one of the first things he has to learn is to respect 
authority and to do as he is told without question. He considers himself 
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a sort of tough character, but this outlook, I am sure, will change as time 
passes. There is, no doubt, much good in this youth, but at present, being 
co~pletely adverse to authority, he will require a great deal of supervision, 
gU1dance and discipline to bring out the best in him. This I feel might 
be cultivated through interest in certain sports he likes .. mainly swimming 
and boxing." ' 

The warden's refusal to accept excuses was accompanied by a demand 
that the boys' good behaviour should not be confined to the hostel. 
Finding, for example, that one resident had entered a public house while 
on home leave, he deprived hint of his privileges for three months. Many 
wardens would doubtless feel that a boy on home leave was not subject 
to hostel discipline; in this, as in the very severe nature of the punishment, 
the warden was an exception. 

There were varied assessments of the warden's understanding. A proba
tion inspector wrote: "He has, I think,' a kind heart, but his methods are 
too rigid and he has little understanding of adolescent boys." By contrast, 
a children's inspector wrote: "The warden knows his case histories and 
realises tlte necessity of treating each individually and in ,a different way. 
He shows an amazing lfund of practical psychology and human understand
ing in this." As the success of the regime became apparent, this latter 
judgment tended to prevail. 

The regime was unusual in th0 deliberate use made of the matron. 
Describing her, the children's inspector wrote 1lhat :;he had a keen interest 
in ~he boys and her care for them was not Ilmited to a purely physical 
basts. She seemed to him ,to be matron there in. more titan its purely 
domestic sense and inder>.d the whole unit appeared to approach fairly 
close to a family group pattern. Matron distributed no punishments and, 
according to the liaison officer, sometimes even" shielded the boys from 
the genuine wrath of her husband "1. The case records show that 
institutionalised boys and others who had lacked affection were sometimes 
deliberately singled out for her extra attention. 

This practice of handing over boys to the matron was sometimes 
recommended by a local psychiatrist, who played his part in other ways 
in softening the rigour of the regime. The psychiatnist was very interested 
in the hostel, whioh he visited sometimes as often as four times a week; 
he sawall the boys on admission to the hostel, gave individual psycho
therapy to a few, an< . would also dhat to the boys informally in the 
warden's absence. The .!ersonalities of the warden and psychiatrist clicked. 
As the warden put it: "This psychiatrist was a blunt sort of fellow. He 
really got to know ·the boys. He would say to me, 'back-pedal on hUn', 
or, ' give him a bit of rope' and I would." There is no doubt that the 
psychiatrist gave a great deal of personal support to the warden, and when 
he left the district, was greatly ml<:sed. 

In an interview the warden attributed muoh to the support he recehed 
not only nom the psychiatrist but also from the liaison officer and ;11B 
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committee. The history of relations between the probation service and 
the hostel are, however, described later. 

In summary, the regime presents a picture of s~ict discil?line, enfor~ed 
by a powerf'Jl war~en, but guided by. understandmg. Agam, the regIme 
might perhaps be farrly called paternahst. 

Regime 4 ..' 
Regime 4 is of particular inte~est. ~here 1S eV1dence !hat 1t. was more 

effective than others in prevent1ng delinquency among. 1ts reSIdents a~d 
also-and this accounts for its unusual interest-among Its Old. boys. ThIS 
last feature was first noticed in the background sample, whe~e 1t ,,:as found 
than only 20% of the fifteen first-year survivors from thi~ regune were 
reconvicted in the following two years as ~pposed to 51 % of the 247 
survivors [rom the remaining hostels. ThlS pattern was. checked by 
obtaining reconviction data on all boys entermg hostels 1D the 16-19 
age range and above between 1st July 1961 and 30th June 1963. 

Table 35 compares the admission policy of Regime 4 and others in 
relation to previous convictions. 

Table 35 

Admission Policy in Relation to Previous Offences: 
Regime 4 and other Regimes 

Previolls Others Total 
COllvictions Regime 4 

II % 11 % II % 
21 6 

No Record 8 14 13 5 
11 40 14 46 13 

6 1 23 87 30 100 29 
2 13 

13 23 68 .24 81 24 
3 11. 41 12 14 33 8 4 14 42 15 50 15 

8 S+ 1 2 • 4 1 5 1 
? 

Total 57 100 287 100 344 100 

Source: Reconviction sample. . 
NOTE: ? denotes those cases in which a criminal record waS obtained but thought maccurate 

on internal grounds. 

Table 35 provJdes no evidence th.at the . warden of Regime. 4 was l~~ 
willing than others to accept boys WIth a hlgh number of preVl,!us COllVIC 
tions. If he was unusually selective one would have expected him t~ have 
concentrated on boys with fewer convictions; the faot that he dId not 
do so lends particular interest to Table 36, which shows that, ~ven where 
boys reconvicted in the first year are omitted, the boys from Reg~e 4 were 
significantly less likely ~o be reconvicted in the second and thud years 
than boys from other regImes. 
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Table 36 

Reconviction Rate of Those not Reconvicted in 1st Year 
. Regime 4 and Other Regimes 

2-3 year 
Previous Reconvictions Success 

Convictions 1/ % II % II 

1 or No R,ecord Regime 4 3 21 11 79 14 
Others 8 25 24 75 32 

2 Regime 4 3 33 6 67 9 
Others 17 46 20 54 37 

3 Regime 4 5 42 7 58 12 
Others 14 64 8 36 22 

4 Regime 4 0 0 4 100 4 
Others 6 60 4 40 10 

5 Regime 4 0 0 1 100 1 
Others 11 69 5 31 16 

? Regime 4 1 100 0 0 1 
Others 1 50 1 50 2 

Total Regime 4 12 '29 29 71 41 
Others 57 48 62 52 119 

Grand Total 69 43 91 57 160 

Source: Reconviction sample. 
Amalgamating results by Cochran's procedure z=l'96; p< ·05. 

Description 

Total 
% 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

100 
100 

100 

Pel1ha~s the. n:ost noticeable characteristic of attitudes towards the regime 
was theIr. ambIvalence. There was agreement that the warden was a 
commandmg figure and respected by the boys, but also that he was an 
aw~ard person to deal ~ith and far too involved with his- charges. This 
over-mvolvement w~s belIeved by s?me observers to endanger the warden's 
mental health and It had led to dIsputes with the probation service. 

The regime itself was quite strict. Job-changing was strongly discouraged 
beds were boxed in the mornings, letters censored and the hours out wer~ 
not. generou~; a ./forme: .assistant warden who was disgruntled with the 
regIme descn!'ed It as ngI~. While, however, there was no doubt that the 
warden was m. oha:ge, he was not thought by the liaison officer to relate 
to the boys pr~manly as an authority figure, nor was the regime one that 
would be descnbed as outstandingly consistent. 

The appearance of inconsistency arose from the warden's feeling that it 
~as necessary to concentrate on different boys at different times H' 
mvolvement with selected. individuals was heavy' he would . t .' h IS 1 _ f . .. , m ervlew t em 
a_oile or over an h<;>ur, and he and his wife would take boys away with 
th~m for weekends ~n a cott~ge in the country .. He reacted strongly to 
?emg let down, feelmg sometImes that a particular resident was the best 
m the hostel and at other times that he was the worst. 
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Interviewed by the research worker, the warden gave the impression of 
a powerful but emotional person. He· offered the boys a high degree of 
involvement, but demanded a high standard of behaviour from them. His 
attitude towards stealing was in no way detached. Although intellectually 
he felt that pilfering within the hostel was a matter for hostel discipline, 
his immediate inclination was to turn the offenders over to the police. He 
was far from seeing only the good side of his charges, whose basic attitude 
he described as selfish. 

Some of the hostel customs were unusual. According to the warden and 
liaison officer, there was a system of " grassing", and it was the done thing 
for the boys to tell the warden of other boys who were thinking of breaking 
the law. The warden discouraged t11e residents from keeping company with 
undesirable girls who were described !V} " taggy bits". Any re~ident who saw 
another with a "taggy bit" was expected to inform the warden. Another 
unusual feature was that t.he boys made a number of collections for good 
causes and, according to the warden, even had to be restrained from doing 
this. "They are like four-year-olds who have just learnt how to give. When 
they have learnt they want to go on and on." The hostel residents were 
expected to do more. than passively confornl. Their acceptance of these 
expectatiQns may have followed from the warden's technique, which consisted 
in part of a highly conditional offer of affection. Thus, asked what he would 
do if a boy complained that he had favourites, he said" I would say to him 
, If you behaved yourself you could have tbis affection also.''' And he did 
not see11\ to be content with a superficial response. Some examples may make 
clear what is meant. 

A particularly difficult boy committed some misdemeanour at camp. " I 
took him through each one of his five offences and I showed him how in 
each one he had cruelly damaged someone. He said, 'You do know how to 
huvt people.' I said 'I'm not trying to hurt you, Kevin, I'm trying to 
help you.' Another boy remarked that his father ~ou1d drop dead. I said 
to him, '.When you go to bed tonight, I want you to think how much of all 
that is due to you.' " • 

These examples of straight talking took place within a context of concern 
and the warden liked to demonstrate that his concern did not stop when a 
boy left the hostel. Originally it was his policy to encourage boys from 
poor homes to go into lodgings, but this led to a dispute with the probation 
service. Like other wardens he encouraged those leaving to write or ring 
up, and brought out his concern in interviews. He seemed able to show that 
be wanted the boys to stay out of trouble not only for his sake but for 
their own. . 

"This boy had a very difficult temper. He had controlled it for a long 
time, but a week before he was due to go, he had an outburst. I said, ' Go 
upstairs and wait there.' After half an hour I went up to see him. I said: 
'The on'Ly difference between us, John, is that you don't seem to care what 
happens to you when you leave-I do '."2 

The 'existence of this concern gave point to the threat of its withdrawal, 
which the warden was quite willing to apply. 
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One boy from a diffic~lt home had a strong emotional relationship with 
the warden. but tested thIS by token abscondings which were announced to 
the. warden beforehand, and ended at about 2 a.m. in the local police 
statIOn. The warden dealt with the last such absconding by refusing to talk 
to the. ?o~ for a week, thus bringing about an apology and an effective 
reconcdlatIOn.3 

The matron's part ~ running the hostel was less easy to define. She seemed 
to one o~server volahle. and to another" more reserved than her husband ". 
She. provIded hot-water bottles for the boys, and was particularly vehement 
agam~ the Home Office food allowance. which she felt was unrealistic for 
?row~g boys. The main impression gained by the research worker from an 
mtervIew after she had left was that .she had loved her job. The liaison 
officer felt that she backed up her husband well. 

" In summary. this r~gime could again probably be regarded as paternalist; 
It. was reasonably str1C~ and seemed wa~. It appeared, however. less con. 
sIstent than others which have so far been described. The warden set out 
to challenge some of the more fundamental attitudes of his charges which 
relat.ed not only to the~r behaviour in the hostel but also to their behaviour 
ou!sIde, .and to the faIrly generally accepted code against" grassing". In 
domg tillS he made use of the technique of withdrawal of affection. 

Regime 5 

'LittI~ is known about the tinal regime with a failure rate of 20%. A 
p~obatIo~ officer had a memory of the warden as a kind person and of his 
~Ife as hIghly strung. However, he emphasised that the regime was a long 
tIme ago. 

The only contemporary account available is by a children's inspector who 
though~ the warden. had a good approach to the work and handled the 
boys WIth sympa.thetIc firmness. He seemed to understand their individual 
problems and hIS progress reports indicated a careful study' of each of 
them. The general atmosphere was said to be of friendliness between boys 
and staff. i i 

On further visits. the inspector confirmed this impression. He had no 
doubt that every boy could rely on a kind, sympathetic and fair treatment 
from the warden. who did not seem to suffer fools gladly. The boys 
appeared to know just how far to go. 

The regim~. however. 'does not seem to have been outstandingly strict. 
Th~ succeedmg warden complained that his predecessor had been too 
~eDlent and the inspector was inclined to agree. On his tirst visit, the 
1Dspector remarked that the warden "was not the type to allow liberties 
to be taken, but I would not describe him as a disciplinarian". 

11.4 Regimes with High Failure Rates 

Fifteen regime.s in the J?Criod studied had failure rates of 40% or over. Of 
these, one took III only, s~t~n boys ~nd is omitted for lack of information. 
Three of the others are still ill operation. They also are not diSCussed Th 
outstanding characteristics of the remaining eleven ""'mm"'''' I' ·ti de 

.... 0· "'" were c aSSI e 
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as: breakdown in discipline (two regimes), troubles centred on the matron 
(four regimes), breakdown in warmth (tive regimes). These features are 
the reverse of the paternalist pattern found in the low failure rate regimes. 

11.S· Breakdown in Discipline 
There are two ,types of discipline breakdown in a hostel. The first arises 

from an isolated incident. The boys may refuse to eat their meal and bang 
their knives on ,the table lin detiance of the staff, or decide not to go to work 
and present themselves at. the probation office to complain. Such incidents 
can arise in hostels where the apparent level of discipline iS'very high. The 
second type of discipline breakdown exists in those hostels where poor 
behavliour appears Ito have become a general rule. The re~idents get drunk, 
fight, lie in bed and refuse to go to work, or carve their release dates on 
the dormitory walls. Two of the eleven regimes showed relatively clear 
symptoms of this type of discipline breakdown. 

One such regime was described by a probation officer who had once worked 
in it: "There was a tierce quarrel between the warden and matron and 
assistant warden. The boys used to go upstairs to bed and spit on the staff 
from over the banisters. Everyone thought me odd because I ran upstairs 
after them to, stop them. Even then I couldn't believe that all probation 
hostels were like this." The liaison officer of the hostel had similar views: 
"The warden was a very sick man with a rather sentimental approach to 
the boys"and the matron was on the edge of a nervous breakdown. Together 
they made a slick pair." He also thought the assistant warden "very 
disloyal ". 

In the other hostel, the breakdown in discipline appears to have coincided 
with an attempt to introduce a more relaxed programme. An inspector 
reported on the hostel: "This hostel does not run a fixed routine as is 
customary in most hostels. ActivJties are of an ad, hoc nature and involve 
a fair amount of expeditions to places. of interest. Also involved is a great 
deal of spontaneous discussion and music playing in the hostel itself." 
Later the inspector commented that "the warden and matron show a lively 
interest in their work. There is no doubt that ,their method of running a 
hostel is far harder work than it would be if they .used a tixed programme 
for every evening"., 

As part of a later attempt to apply more standard techniques to the 
types of data being discussed, people who knew a regime were asked to rate 
the actual warden on his similarity to two contrasting tictitious wardens who 
were described for them. The tictitious permissive warden (Warden D) was 
described as follows: 

"Warden D has few rules and is prepared to discuss infringement of 
them and give the boys the benetit of ,the doubt. He feels it better for the 
atmosphere of the hostel to let the occasional slammed door or swear
word pass without comment." 

The person filliDg dn this form on the above regime rated ,the warden as 
very similar to Warnen D and wrote in comment: "The warden went even 
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further than Warden D in permissiveness and tended to become too involved 
in individual boys' problems, t4e result being a total lack of discipline, 
causing acute discomfort to all concerned." 

11.6 Trouble Centred on Matro~ 
The problems of, four regimes appeared to centre on the matron and her 

relations with the warden. In the first of these, iit was clear that the 
matron had taken over the role of disciplinarian and the liaison officer 
described how she used to shout at the boys and how her husband would 
change his mind on matters of discipline on a word from his wife. The 
residents complained bitterly to the liaison officer, who was uncertain what 
to do. 

In the other tl1ree regimes in this group, ~he cause of the trouble was less 
clear. A liaJson officer, commenting on one 'of these, described the 
atmosphere as one of "communicated ap.athy", and the general impression 
gained was of a series of small incidents, each tending to generate other 
incidents and to increase rather than' resolve bad feeling. The warden was 
described as sil:rict and his discipline as "consistent but at the end rather 
desperate". The matron was also sympathetically described, but it was 
clear that her efforts at disciplining the residents antagonised them and her 
husband's attempts to defend her did little to help. 

In two regimes, the warden and matron had problems with their marriage 
which in tum probably affected their behaviour. In one, the matron with
drew almost completely from the hostel' and, according to a temporary 
assistant, only came into iit to shout at the boys for not cleaning the dishes. 
In the other, the warden, possibly in reaction to his matrimonial problems, 
became loud-mouthed and insecure, while the matron became provocative 
towards the boys and obsessional about the house., Neither regime seems 
to have suffered any marked breakdown in discipline. 

11.7 Breakdown in Warmth 
Discipline does not ensure a low failure rate. An inspector visiting one high 

failure rate regime formed a good impression of the hostel. He found 
that a1though the warden and matron were quiet-na:tured people, as also 
was their deputy, they managed to enforce a fairly rigid discipline
more than in any other probation home or hostel he knew. He was, 
however, doubtful about some of .their traditions, such, as no speaking at 
meals, and wondered whether these tipped the balance and caused some 
of the more unsettled boys to abscond. While admiring the clockwork 
way the dom~si/:ic side of !their lives tioked over, and feeling that their 
organised evening activities had much Ito recommend them, he would have 
liked to have seen the ,boys have more opportunity for conversation with 
mature adults on matters which interested them and about which they 
might be expected to know. 

Thus the general impression was of strict discipline but a rather cold 
atmosphere. 'J1hls was confirmed by other observers, and· the warden him
self said thalt he had 110 difficulty in keeping discipline, but that when 
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pressure was on, some boys tended to resolve the tension by absconding. 
According to a liaison officer, the warden rt:ended ,to reject the more difficult 
boys. For example, he would give !/:hem an order out of the comer of 
his mouth and then shout at them if they had not heard. "The discipline 
was of a paternal kind 'and only the boys who accepted whole-hea,ntedly 
the regime at tbe hostel were accepted and allowed a more relaxed discipline. 
The matron was extremely efficient. The whole house was orderly but 
lacked the warmth of adult support." 

The inipression of a somewhat aggressive inconsistency was found much 
more strongly in another regime in this group. The warden of the regime 
felt thalt his methods were justified and taught ,boys that crime did not 
pay. He was very free :in disclIssing them. , 

One of his main aims was to strip the boys of any excuse. He did this 
largely through sarcasm: "I don't want any of ,this guff about being a 
poor, misguided little dltrling. I don't want any excuses about what you've 
done. You're a criminal. ", He backed up this approach with threats: 
"You've got 'a prison up the mad, 'a detention centre down the way. If 
you don't toe ,the line, that's the next port of call for you." He found 
it useful to have ex-approved school and detention centre boys in <the 
hostel, since he could point to their hi&tories in admonishing others. 

He also aimed to induce stress and thought that in this way he could 
teach the boys to handle stressful situations. His chief method was the 
manipulation of uncertainty. Punishments were never for a fixed duration; 
spot checl);s were common; and no boy knew for certain when' or whether 
he could go for home leave. The warden might decide that a resident 
should be kept in but not tell ,him until !ten minutes before he was due 
to go out. No message could the·nbe given to the resident's girl friend. 
"He may cry, he may scream the Place down. They're soft-gutted, these 
boys, but they get over it. That way I treat them like they treat us." 
No one could count on avoiding punishment; one bpy might wash a room 
badly <and' get no punishment; anothe1; would wash it quite well and get 
" something serious ". 

The warden .felt that punishment should be suited to ,the particular 
boy-" each individual has his breaking point "-and was therapeutic. 
The main thing was to find something ahoy had done wrong "which is not 
difficult in ,a place like this" and then punish him in the way most likely 
to cause him to hreak down. He might, for example. cut back the boy's 
pocket money "to the limit". "If he oommits a further offence, that 
proves he has not learnt. If he comes and asks for more money, this 
proves that he has not learnt." If, however, the boy neither asked for 
money nor stole, this proved that he had learnt something. 

While, however; the warden set out systematically to brea,k the confidence 
of the tougher boys, he also tried to build up the confidence of the less 
tough and in this he was believed by the liaison officer to do valuable 
work. The liaison officer in general confirmed the warden's account of 
his regime. While ,the theory on which it was based may be interesting, 
it certainly ,appeared costly in tenrns of reconviction. Of a sample of 38 
boys followed up over a three-year period. 85% were reconvicted. 
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There were three other regimes in this "cold" group. They were 
probably more similar .-to the first regime discussed than ,to the second. 

11.8 Changes over time 

So far the case histories have ,been designed to cast light on the personalities 
and methods that seem to produce high or low failure rate regimes. But 
this is only part of the problem. Failure ,rates can change over -time, even 
though the warden and matron remain the same. The study of these 
changes is in some ways even more important. since if failure rates can 
change, as it were, unexpectedly, it should be possible to produce similar 
changes by design. 

The decision to study changes OVer time l'aises centain problems, because 
it is not easy to determdne when a :regime changed from a good to a bad 
patch. Even if one decides on criteria for identifying Ithese patches, it is 
difficult ,to obtain :infonna<tion on -them. There is a tendency for past 
regimes to be remembered as all good or all bad, and for the more subtle 
nature of changes to have -been forgotten. 

For this reason, the changes to be discussed are not chosen on the basis 
of any particular statistical criterion, but rather because it was clear on 
intuitive grounds that a change did indeed take place. The changes have 
been classified as short or long term. 

11.9 Short Term Changes Dne to Boys 

No one who has talked to hostel staff can doubt that the residents influence 
one another. Fashions arise in the hostel that have nothing to do with any 
activities on the part of the staff. The residents may tattoo themselves, 
adopt new fashions in clothes, take up unlikely sports such as chess or start 
washing their hair once a week. . Some boys may set out to make themselves 
leaders in the hostelS, and a bad atmosphere is often attributed to a particular 
leader or leaders. There can be fashions of bullying, or "borrowing" of 
cigarettes, clothing or money. Epidemics of pilfering can start and cause 
unrest among the probationers and tightening of restrictions by the staff. 
The list of the ways in which the residents are said to influence each other 
could be extended indefinitely, since, as has already been stated. the majority 
of the staff believe that a~ost any type of behaviour is contagious. 

However, while the residents' influence on each other is undoubted, it is 
not clear how far its nature and force depends on the staff. The statistical 
evidence shows that the staff do set limits to the boys' criminal behaviour 
since the incidence of this varies with the staff in charge. Nevertheless, 
most regimes go through bad patohes and these may be explained. as the 
results of bad influences among lhe residents. This explanation would be 
supported by the opinions of the staff, who often attribute unrest to one 
particular boy orgroup of ,boys, and by, other evidence .. It sometimes happens 
that a third of the boys in a hostel are arrested for taking and driving away 
or a house-breaking offence, and. it seems reasonable to think that some, at 
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any rate, of the boys in the group were led astray by the others. Bullying 
sometimes seems a sufficient explanation for an absconding6 and drugs can 
be passed from one resident to another. 

Yet if the residents ao contaminate each other, there is surprisingly little 
statistical evidence of it. As shown in chapter 8, high failure rate regimes 
do not take mOre higb risk probationers than others. Moreover, an analysis 
of data from one regime showed that probationers who arrived when there 
was an above-average number of future failures in the hostel were not 
more likely to fail than others, although if they did abscond they were likely 
to do so after a shorter time7

• Tables 37 and 38 set out the basis for 
these statements. 

Table 37 

Relationship of Failure to Number of Fu~ure Failures in Hostel on Arrival 

Failures ill Hostel 
011 Arrival Failed Succeeded Total 

% % % 
·0' ... 8 53 7 47 15 100 
1' ... 14 29 35 71 49 100 
2 ... 15 47 17 53 32 100 
3 ... 12 43 16 57 28 100 
4 ... 10 43 13 57 23 100 
5 ... 6 55 5 45 11 100 
,6 ... 4 50 4 50 8· 100 
7... 1 100 0 0 1 100 

Total ... 70 42 97 58 167 100 

Source: Sub-sample of Main sample. 

Table 38 

Future Absconders in Residence and Time from Arl'ival to First Absconding 

Future Absconders ill 
Hostel all Bay's Arrival Months After Arrival to Absconding 

o to 2 2+ Total 
% % % 

'0 to 2 9 28 23 72 32 100 
3+ 23 77 7 23 30 100 

'Total 32 52 30 48 62 100 

.x 2=14·61 ;.df=l; p< ·001. 

.Source: Sub-sample of Ma.~n sample. 

Clear qualitative evidence for the bad influence of boys on each other is 
-equally hard to obtain. One incident can serve as an example of the difficulty 
·of disentangling cause and· effect. The warden of one hostel found that the 
majority of his residents had been concerned in homosexual practices. The 
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incident was investigated by two Home Office inspectors, who reported that 
the trouble seemed to have sprung from one or two residents who had had 
previous homosexual experience of one kind or another; one boy in 
particular appeared to have let it be known fairly early that he would be 
party to practices of all sorts-" He bears the stamp of the future male 
prostitute". At the same time, there was in the hostel a couple of strong
willed, well-built bullies of low intelligence who had no compunction about 
taking part in homosexuality and also organising the whole hostel into 
participation and concealment. The inspectors thought that these two 
elements. placed together at a time when the warden was away and the 
assistant warden was weak, formed a situation from which these results 
could arise. 

Should the trouble be traced to the absence of the warden, the weakn~ss 
,of the assistant or the particular combination of boys? If a thermostat 
goes wrong, the boiler may overheat aqd blow up and .it is a matter of 
choice whether the cause is attributed to the defective thermostat or to the 
processes which led to the final explosion. In a similar way, the boys are 
always influencing one another and the crucial variable in controlling the 
process seems to be the staff. 

For these reasons, changes apparently originating with the assistant 
wardens or warden and matron seem the most obvious. Chapter 6 gave 
statistical evidence for the importance of the warden's leave periods and 
times off for sickness. The most dramatic changes seem to occur as the 
result of combinations of misfortunes, rather than single events. 

At one hostel, for example, an assistant warden was stirring up unrest 
among the boys and staff, discussing the warden with boys behind his back 
At the same time, the hostel took in a number of difficult boys from a 
particular part of the country, while the residents were upset because of a 
visit from the police in connection with house-breakings. At this time, the 
warden fell sick and in the general breakdown of discipline some boys who 
had been doing well up to that time deteriorated sharply, so that it was 
finally necessary to close the hostel down. 

11.10 Long Term Changes 

Long terms changes in fl regime often seem to result from similar reasons to 
short term ones; for example, a warden may become seriously ill or the 
mation may have a baby and be unable to play such an active part. At one 
hostel, a marked and fairly long term change had possibly been produced by 
two assistant wardens whose handling of the boys was defective. Thewarden 
and matron of this regime were amazed at the change: "At one time if you 
caught a boy doing wrong, it was a fair cop. Now a great wall of'resentment 
comes between you." 

Two regimes changed in' a particularly intere.sting way since both began 
with high' failure rates and ended with extremely low ones. The first of these 
has already been described in Regime 3. The second had a slightly higher 
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overall failure rate, mainly because it began and, ended dll:ring the p~riod of 
1954 to 1963 and its earlier difficulties were mcluded m calculatmg the 
failure rate. These changes are described below. 

Regime 3 

The liaison probation officer gave a vivid description of the change in this 
regime. Other evidence suppo~ed hi~ story, which-except for some 
minor alterations-can stand as It was gIven. 

" When this warden came to the hostel he immediately started to run. it 
like a unit in the police. l-I'.:: was an intelligent man, as you must be to nse 
to as high a position as he had, but his discipline was, to 'say the least, 
firm. He used to shout and bawl at the boys. Albeit there was an under
current of anxiety which manifested itself every evening. He used. to pace 
about the hostel like a caged beast. Well, after a lot of talkmg. and 
cajoling we got down to talking abo~t this. I said to him,. ' The ;~asls of 
this attitude is that you ar~ apprehenSIve that s,?me of the boys won t come 
in. Well, by the time that you're stalking about, if they're going, they',ve 
gone and your doing this won't alter things. You've got .t~ relax, otherwIse 
when the boys come in you'll be .like a woman gOSSlp~g at ~he street 
,corner. She sees her boy in the mIddle of the road and ImmedIately s.he 
shouts at him and belts him lOne, but it's her own guilt makes her do thIS.' 
Wen so it went on and he began to relax but he still used to lace into 
thos; lads. After he had been at the hostel some time, a relation of his who 
had been a petty officer came to stay in the hostel and he came to see me. 
He said to me 'That boy is doing a wonderful job. He's got these lads 
just where he ~ants them. They w~n't say boo to a goose.'. I said, 'He'll 
learn.' Well, he was doing everythmg wrong and the reactIon was bound 
to come. There were a variety of things that brought things to a head. 
They started repairs in the hostel and this was very uncomfortable for, 
every one. Then one day instead of going to wor~ all the lads came to my 
office. They said that they had to put up with this discomfort and all 
they got was being bullied from Saturday morning to Sunday night. Well, 
I rang him up and said: 'Anything happened at the hostel today?' He 
said, ' I'll say it has. None of the boys has gone to work. I've got all the 
employers ringing me up.' I said, 'I know-they're all here.' Well, I 
couldn't have said anything worse to him. AnyWay, we all went back to 
the hostel and talked it out and the boys appreciated it was a matter of 
mucking in. (The liaison officer here recounted various other incidents, 
including a disagreement over taking a boy back into the hostel.) 

"As tiine went on he began to realise that there might be something 
wrong with his methods. Then he began to ask me~ Then all of a sudden 
I realised that here was a real jeweL In fact I couldn't take him any 
further along the road. I had a pal !it the time, a very clever psychi,atrist. 
We had used him.- Anyway, I suggested that he came over to the hostel, 
and he and the warden became. very friendly .. In fact, in the end he was 
coming over three or four times a week and after he had seen some. of.th,e 
boys,he would have a beer with the warden. Some of the psychIatnst s 
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skill and understanding rubbed off on the warden and a radical change 
took place. The warden, whilst he retained his firm basic disciplirie. 
became more understanding. About two years after, the same relation 
came to spend a week or so in the hostel and he came and saw me. He 
said, 'I'm worried about that boy. He used to have these boys to a T but 
now he's too soft.' I said, ' All the time you thought the place was doing so 
well and the thing was ticking over like a N.A.A.F.I. clock, we had nine 
boys go to borstal.' You see,the atmosphere had completely changed and 
it had hit this former petty officer like somebody clubbed him. 

"From that time on, I don't think a hostel could go better. The needs 
of the boys were catered for. The regime was firm and there was under· 
standing. I think we went for some years with no trouble at all and we 
had some difficult boys." 

" What was the matron like? " 
"The matron was very good. No one of the warden's calibre can 

completely change and I think she intuitively realised this. She used to 
shield the boys from the genuine wrath of her husband." 

"Did the warden shout at the boys when the hostel was going well? " 
"Oh yes, but he used to shout at them for a purpose. Obviously, you've 

got to scold boys. If ~ boy needed a telling off he was able to tell me 
why." 

Regime 6 

The previous case study provided an example of a transition from a cold 
to a warm regime. The following provides an example, of a transition 
from an undisciplined to a disciplined regime. 

It was obvious on statistical grounds that this regime had not always run 
with uniform smoothness, and in fact ,the absconding and offence rate was 
nearly twice as high during the beginning of the regime as it was at the 
end-but impressioniStiically, the contrast was even stronger. Boys' pro
gress records from the earlier period referred to fights, bullying. frequent 
lateness, high job turnover, a kangaroo court, direct defiance of staff and 
even, on one occasion, the refusal of boys to teturn to the hostel when 
asked to do so by the court. By contrast, 'the progress records from the 
later period made dull but encouraging reading. 

The warden took over the hostel at a time when it Was almost full. 
His wife did not join him immediately and for the first three months he 
ran the hostel on his own and without assistant staff. His first changes 
were aimed at relaxing the rules left by the strict but highly successful 
preceding regime. and according to the warden, the boys interpreted this 
as weakness and took advantage of .it. 
Wha~ever the reason, there were a number of abscondings and offences 

and thIS was reflected in the very poor opinion which the committee and 
liaison officer-also a member of the committee-,~f<>rmed of the 'warden. 
The Chairman of the committee suggested to the warden ,that he might 
be better in a children'S home and 'the liaison officer was equally forth· 
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right. A probation inspector commented: "The probation officer is very 
disappointed in the warden and the warden is resentful of the probation 
officer's interference." 

The comments on the regime at this stage contrast sharply with opinions 
formed at a later date. The children's inspeotor thought that the' warden 
and matron were very limited in Ot- ~look 'and abiIity~the latter probably 
due to inexperience. The warden seemed to him small-minded, having 
little breadth or depth of understanding or of cOllvict,ion and unlikely to 
~tablish good or easy relationships with either adults or boys. The 
inspector noted that ·the warden still manifestly felt insecure and was full 
of complaints about his treatment by the liaison officer, the 'chaplain and 
sundry committee members. The matron had 'had to take over the cooking 
on the day of the visit, the cook having failed to tum up, and was 
depressed. Another visitoi' to tbe hostel found the warden "prickly and 
inwardly very insecure". A probation officer described him as "near" 
or " mean" and given ;to running away from trouble. 
But the warden had troubles enough to dismay the most stout-hearted. 
One resident threatened him with a pair of step ladders, and shortly after, 
another involved him in a Wrestling match. The most difficult resident of 
all threatened the warden with a knif,e, was taken to court and subsequently 
returned to 1:he hostel. His prestige rose accordingly and there is a note 
in the warden's records ;that" he causes pandemonium and orders the 
younger boys about, treating them more or less as fags". A student who 
was in, the hostel at the time described how the other residents were 
terrified of this youth, who· was hanging about the hostel and refusing to 
go to work. "Everyone was on edge." The warden himself remembered 
this period as a very black one when discipline was non-existent. 

The end of these troubles was brought about partly by chance. The 
hostel was largely closed down for repairs and the. reduction in numbers 
enabled the warden. to get rid of his more dijTIcult boys and regaiI:t 
control of the others. In building up his numbers he concentrated on 
taking in younger boys, whom he preferTt~d, and he was further helped 
by greatly improved relations between hiunself and th~ liaison officer, 
who resigned from the committee. 

Table 39 

Improvement in Performance in One Regime 

Absconded or Did not Abscond 
Offended 01' Offend Total 

% % 
Admitted up to Shut-down 25 57 19 43 
Admitted after Shut-down 24 28 62 72 

% 
44 100 
86 100 

Total 49 38 81 62 130 100 

x2=9'17; df=l; p<·Ol. 

SOllrce: Pilot study. 
III 
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The turning point can be taken as the ,time when the hostel was -down 
to its smallest number, and tile subsequent improvement is dramatic. 
Table 39 compares the criminal behaviour of those arriving before and 
after this partial shut-down. 

This improvement could certainly not be completely explained by the 
admission of less difficult boys, alt.1.ough this may have contributed. 

The change was reflected in the opinions of those visiting the hosteL 
A probation inspector noted that the warden seemed much more confident, 
happy and unruffled now. He also appeared much happier in his relations 
with the liaison probation officer, whom he regarded as a help and ally 
rather than as a critic as formerly. The children's inspector commented 
that the warden and matron were firmly in control of the 110stel and 
seemed to get a good response from the boys, and at another time he 
remarked on the improved relations between the w~rden and the com
mittee. One probation officer connected with the hostel stressed that the 
boys definitely respected the warden, and the other thought the warden 
"very good ". 

There are, of course, a number of different things that might account for 
this change. There is the breaking of a bad tradition by partially closing 
the hostel and removing the difficult boys; there are the improved relations 
between the warden and the committee and liaison probation officer; there 
is the changed admission policy, by which the warden took younger boys 
with whom he was ibappier. All or any of these things could have caused 
the change. What is more important is that this history, like the one before 
it, shows that the well-being of the hostel does not depend purely on the 
personality of the man in charge, at any rate insofar as personality is 
regarded as some fixed and unalterable thing. 'But it is noticeable that 
when things were going wrong, aU those concerned blamed the warden 
and his alleged. personal defects. Similarly, the warden was himself insecure 
and presumably 11"ss able to provide decisive leadership. He was thus 
deprived of oilupport at the precise moment at which he needed it most. 

11.11 Summary 

Sixteen different regimes have been examined. Of these, five had failure 
rates of less than 20%, eleven, failure rates of over 40%, and two, one of 
which was examined twice, showed marked changes over time. It was found 
that the five low failure' rate regimes could probably be fairly described as 
paternalist. The eleven high failure rate regimes differed sharply from the 
paternalist pattern. Two showed breakdowns in discipline; four, difficulties 
connected with the matron; and five, breakdowns in warmth. The two 
examples of marked changes over time could also be interpreted as different 
sorts of changes towards a more paternalist regime. 

NOTES 

1. Old Testament words such as "wrath" seem appropriate with this kind of warden. 
Describing another, a principal probation officer said: "Awe was something the lads 
experienced." 
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2 This technique of confronting a person with the consequence of his aggressiveness 
is ;ecommended by Hollis, F., Casework: A Psychosocial Therapy, Random Hous~, 
New York, 1964, p. 226. Unfortunately it is not known how often the warden used It 
or what part it played in the success of the regime. 

3. This case was a sUCC~SSi The boy 'stayed out of trouble· on leaving the hostel 
and wrote regularly over a period of two years. In one I~tter se~? ~y~he research 
worker he told the warden of his engagement and thanked hIm for bnngmg peace to 
my mind". 

4. It should be rioted that identifying details have ben altered and confused. Any 
attempt ,to identify a particular regime would almost undoubtedly lead to a wrong 
iden tification. , 

5. At one hostel, for example, the boys had .a rec~rd club, eac~. boy contributing 
sixpence a week and voting for the record of hIS chOIce. In practice, however, there 
was almost unanimous agreement since each boy voted for the recor~ chosen by the 
hostel "leader". Such leaders are sometimes said to . b~ on the SIde of th~ staff, 
although the staff vary in the degree to which they a~e w~llmg to make use ~f thIS. A,~ 
one put it: "If you've got a leader in the hostel, nme times out of ten he s a bully. 

6. In one case, for example, a particular boy was set on by three others on the day 
after his arrival at the hostel. He at once abscor;ded h~me, but was taken back to the 
hostel where he lasted his period without abscondmg agaIll. . 

7. Examination of the distribution of absconders in months shows th~t in I?ost 
regimes this departs from the Poisson distribution that would be expected If the tImes 
at which the boys absconded were independent. Many boys absco.nded on the san;e ~ay 
as another in their hostel, as did 26'/0 of those who absconded 10 1966. There IS a so 
some slight evidence in the data that boys may be more likely to abscon~ on r~turn 
from leave. The influence of the warden's own leave has already been dlscusse . 
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CHAPTER 12 

The IntensiveSarnple: Attitudes, Customs and Failure Rates 

12.1 Introduction 

,The hypothesis that "paternalist" regimes were most likely ,to have low 
failure rates was checked against the data collected in the intensive sample. 

12.2 The Intensive Sample 

The intensive sample contained 16 regimes!, 15 of ~hose wardens llad 
taken up post before 1st July 1964, and one in November 19642• All were 
stilI in cbarge in late summer of 1966, when they were interviewed. 

TIle failure rates calculated for each regime were based on 403 boys placed 
between 1st July 1964 and 30th June 1965. They ranged from 7% to 
70% with an overall rate of 41 %, Wllich was 7 percentage points lligher than 
that found for the period January 1954 to 30th June 1963. They were related 
to data from the staff attitude questiollnaire and to the permissiveness score. 

12.3 Limitations of the Intensive Sample 

There are a number of reasons for treating results on the intensive sample 
with caution. 

1. Th~ in~erpretation of some of the scales in the staff attitude question
naIre IS open to doubt. For example, it is not clear that wardens 
scoring high on the "for authority" scale are necessarily the most 
authoritarian. (See Chapter 8.) 

2. The split half reliabilities of some of the scales on the staff attitude 
questiolmaire are low. (See Appendix 7.) 

3. Some of the regimes studied were behaving in an atypical way in the 
year under review. 

4. The number of tests done means that findings significant at the .05 
level may be due to chance variation. 

, 
By themselves, therefore, the data collected on the :intensive sample are 

no~ cOl~c1usive. They do, however, agree strongly with the impressions 
gamed m the research and, taken together with these impressions, they are of 
considerable interest. 

12.4 Results 

. ~h~ relationships ,between, attitudes and failure rate. were first tested by 
divIdmg the wardens scores mto two groups, those scormg less than the mid
value on a par.ticular scale be;ing called low scor'ers and those scoring more 
high scorerss. The permissiveness score was divided in the same way. Table 40 
compares the average failure rates of high and low scorers. 
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Table 40 

Wardens' Attitude Scores, Permissiveness Scores and Average Failure Rates 

Authority .. . 
Stri-::t.ness .. . 
Control 
Breaking will 
Harshness ... 

Scales 

Forcing independence 
Aggression 
Achievement 
Withholding affection 
Suppression of affect 
Equality ... 
Discussing problems 
Defensiveness 
Authoritarian control 
Punitive diScipline 
Emotional distance 
Equalitarian interaction ... 
Custody orientation 
Permissi veness 

SOl/rce: Intensive sample. 

High Score 
Meal/ Faill/re Rate 

·39 
·42 
'39 
·41 
·40 
'43 
·46 
·42 
·37 
·44 
·39 
'34 
·45 
·40 
·42 
·49 
'37 
'42 
·45 

LolV Score 
Meall Pailure Rate 

·42 
·38 
·4.1 
·40 
·40 
,37 
·36 
·39 
·44 
·35 
·40 
'46 
'35 
'40 
·39 
·31 
·43 
·38 
·36 

The largest difference in Table 40 is that between those scoring high on 
emotional' distance and those scoring low, thtf high scorers ha~jng an average 
failure rate 18 percentage points greater than the low scorers. The differ
ence between these two averages is also the only one that is significant. 
(t=2'15; df=14 ; p<,05)'. This provides some support for the impression 
that wardens who show warmth are likely to have low failure rates. 

A number of sub-scales make up the emotional distance scale and in only 
one of these-the sub-scale" withholding affection "-did those who score high 
on the scale have- a lower avera:ge failure rate than those who scored low. 
There is an interesting suggestion that attitudes favourable to withholding 
affection lead to high failure rates if the warden is emotionally distant, but 
to low failure rates if he favours emotional closeness. The group favouring 
withdrawal of affection is split evenly between those who favour emotional 
distance and those who do not. Table 41 sets out the average failure rates 
of the four groups. There are, of course, four wardens in each group. 

Table 41 

Withdrawal of Affection, Emotional Distance and Average Failure Rate 

High Scorers 
Low Scorers 

Withdrawing Affectioll 

SOl/rce: Intensive sample. 

Emotional Distallce 
High 

Scorers 
% 
52 Failure Rates 
46 

Low 
Scorers 

% 
22 
40 
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Ta!>le 41 suggest~ the hypothesis that withdrawal of affection is an effective 
sanctlOn, bu~ ~nly If .the.re is an underlying basic warmth. There was, how
ev~r, no statIstIcally sIgruficant relationship and the table is given as a possible 
gUIde to future research5• 

So far, .the analysis ha~ provide~ some sUI?port for one half of the paternalist 
h~pothesis only. EmotIOnally dIstant attItudes were associated with high 
faIlure rates, but there was little evidence that strictness was associated with 
low one~. One reas~n for this m~y be that strictness does tend to discourage 
abs.condmg or offendmg but that strict wardens also tend to have other qualities 
Whl~h llave :less gOO? effects. T~ble 42 provides some evidence for this hypo
thesl~. It gl~es the mtercorrelabons of the scales for discussing problems and 
emotIOnal dIstance, the rule permissiveness score and failure rate. 

Table 42 

Correlation Matrix 
Permissiveness, Discussing Problems, Emotional Distance and Failure Rate 

Permissiveness 
Discussing Problems 
Emotional Distance 
Failure Rate 

Source: Intensive sample. 

*=p<-05; **=p<-Ol. 

Permissiveness 

1 
-52* 

-·41 
-32 

Discussing 
Problems 

-52* 
1 

--71')* 
--34 

Emotional Failure 
Distance Rate 
--41 -32 
- -7!'l'* --34 
1 -36 

-36 1 

Emoti?nal di~tanc7' refusal to discuss problems and permissiveness tend to 
be assocIated With hI~hfailu:e rates, although the correlations are not signifi
cant. _ Howeyer, emotlOnal distance and refusal to discuss problems tend to be 
asso.cl~ted With la?k of permissiveness. The effect of combining warmth and 
a _ willingnes~ to dISCUSS problems with strictness can be estimated by holding 
dIfferent vanables steady. Table 43 gives the~elevant results. 

Table 43 

Partial Correlations on Failure Rate: Permissiveness 
Discussing Problems and Emotional. Distance ' 

Permissiveness _.. _._ 
Discussing Problems - __ _ 
Emotional Distance ". 

Source: Intensive sample. 

*=p<'05; **=p<-01. 

Varia'?Jes Held Constallt 

Permissiveness 

- '63** 
'57* 

Di~C!lssilfg 

Problems 

'62* 

--13 

Emotional 
Distallce 

-55 
--13 

If attitudes towards discussing problems and emotional distance are held 
constant, the correlation of permissiveness on failure rate rises to ·62 and ·55 
respectively. Similarly, if permissiveness is held constant, the correlations of 
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discussing problems and emotional distance on failure rate become - '63 
and ,57. This supports the hypothesis that the strict warm hostel is the one 
most likely to have a low failure rate, but also suggests that stricmess and 
warmth are difficult to combine. 

The association of permissiveness and high failure rates may disquiet the 
liberal-minded. A study of the attitude questionnaire filled in by the 14 
matrons suggests one possible explanation for it. None of these matrons' 
scores was significantly correlated with failure rate, but there was a' significant 
correlation between failure rate and a measure of the difference in attitude 
between warden and matron. This" attitude difference score" was the size 
of the difference between the warden's total institutional orientation score and 
the matron's. Table 44 gives the intercorrelations of the attitude difference 
score, the permissiveness score, the emotional distance score and failure rate. 

Table 44 

Correlation Matrix 
Permissiveness, Attitude Difference, Emotional Distance and Failure Rate 

Permissiveness 
Attitude Difference ... 
Emotional Distance 
Failure Rate 

Source: Intensive sample_ 

*p<-05. 

Permissiveness 

1 
-53* 

-'46 
-32 

Attitude 
Difference 

-53* 
1 

--05 
'57* 

Emotional 
Distance 

-·46 
--05 
1 

-42 

Failure 
Rate 

-32 
-57 
-42 

1 

It can be seen from Table 44 that differences in attitude between warden 
and matron are related to failure rate, tlie correlation being ,57. There is also 
a significant correlation of -53 between the permissiveness score and the attitude 
difference score. Table 45 sets out the -partial cor-relations of the attitude 
difference score, the emotional distance score and permissiveness score on 
failure rates_ 

Table 45 

Partial Correlations on Failure Rate of Attitude Difference, 
Emotional Distance and Permissiveness 

Permissiveness __ _ 
Attitude Difference 
Emotional Distance 

Source: Intensive sample. 

*=p< 05; **=p<·Ol. 

Variable Held Constallt 
Attitude 

Permissiveness Difference 

-03 
-50 
-67** -55 

Emotional 
Distallce-

-64* 
-65* 

If attitude difference is held constant, the correlation of permissiveness 
and failure rate vanishes, so it seems that provided the warden and matron 
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are basically agreed in attitude, it does· not matter whether th~ regime is 
permissive or not. This basic agreement, however, seems l~ss likely t? be 
reached in a permissive regime. By contrast, the correla~lOfl: of attItude 
difference and failure rate remains high, although not sIgmficant, even 
when permissiveness is held constant. 

12.5 Results from Principal Component Scores 
As already stated, the reliability of some ?f the scale~ in the attitude 

questionnaire is low. In an effort to obtam more r~hable sca1es t,,:o 
component analyses were carried out6 ; one on the vanous sub-scales m 
the questionnaire (summary scales were not included) and another on the 
items ill the emotional distance scale. f 

None of the first three components in Component Analysis 2 was related 
to failure rate and the components were in any case hard to interpret. 
The present discussion is confined to Component Analysis L Table 46 
sets out the relevant results. ' 

Table 46 

Component Analysis 1: First 3 Components: Loadings 

Authority 
Strictness 
Control, .. 
Will 
Harshness 
Independence 
Aggression 

Scales 

Achievement 
Withholding affection ... 
Suppression of affect .. ' 
Equality 
Discussing problems ... 
Defensiveness .. ' 
Variance accounted for 
Correlation of wardens' scores and failure 

rate ." 

SOl/rce: Intensive sample. 

Compollellt 1 

·38 
-38 
-38 
-30 
-24 
-25 

--13 
-26 
,26 
·25 

-·26 
-,25 

·01 
33,2% 

·15 

Compollenl 2 

·02 
·_·06 

·00 
·02 
']0 
·28 
·52 
·05 

-'35 
'07 
'18 

-·16 
·63 

12·6% 

'39 

Componellt 3 

'14 
'11 

-·12 
-·31 
-·43 
-·31 

·28 
-·16 

·19 
·43 

-·1.6 
-·46 

·09 
11·1 % 

·50 

::/ j. 

The first component' given in Table 46 clearly represents some factor of 
"institutional orientation". Its heaviest loadings are on variables represent
in"g a concern for maintaining authority and its low corre~atio~, ~it~ f~i1ure 
rate confirms the impression that, contrary to belief, mstitutional 
orientation" is not of itself a cause of trouble in a hostel. 

The second component has its highest l?ading on defen.siveness. l~s 
next highest loading is on favourable attItude to aggressIOn, and thIS 
suggests that not all those who say they favour aggression do so. in fact. 
The correlation of ·39 with failure rate is not significant. 

The third component has its highest loadings on discussing problems 
(negative), harshness (negative) and suppression of affect (positive). A 

lIS 

THE INTENSIVE SAMPLE: ATTITUDES, CUSTOMS AND FAILURE RATES 

high scorer on this component would be anxious to avoid discussing 
problems with aprobationer, being tough with him, or letting him show his 
feelings. In short,' he would wish to avoid scenes. The component correlates 
significantly with failure rate (p=·05). This fits well with the research 
worker's impression that the root of a hostel's problem often lay in a 
warden's desire to keep his emotional distance from the probationer, but 
that there were different methods of doing this. The ward~n could keep 
his distance through rigid, cold discipline or he could avoid the probationers 
and let them do what they liked7• 

12.6 Discussion 
Despite 'the reservations given at the beginning of this chapter, the results 

from the intensive sample are sufficiently in keeping with common sense and 
with other data to be worth serious consideration. The following 

j interpretation is suggested. ! A successful probation hostel regime must satisfy two requirements, that 
~ is it must: 
1 (a) Allow feelings and problems to come out into the open (hence the 
j correlation of emotional distance and unwillingness to discuss 
l. problems with failure rate). 

1 (b) See that the boys know where they stand (hence the importance 
t of consistency of attitude between warden and matron and the 
t C9rrelation of permissiveness with failure rate). 

lj As one warden put it, "The problem is to keep them in order without 
scaring them away." i But the correlations suggest th?t it is difficult to combine warmth and 

~
'.I a willingness to discuss problems ' ',th strictness and this in turn suggests 

a fundamental problem that may :feet other methods of treatment as well 
as hostels. A hostel must attempt to deal with the boys' underlying feelings 

, and may, therefore, aim to encourage the expression of these feelings. 
This is presumably easier in a permissive regime. On the other hand, a 
hostel must also try to satisfy the boys' need for security and limits. This 
may be more difficult in a permissive regime. 

Faced with this problem, some wardens may tend toward permissive 
solutions and others toward strict ones. In extreme forms, these may lead 
to the breakdowns in di$cipline or warmth described in the case histories. 
Both. these extreme reactions could be interpreted as devices to avoid 
scenes, either by ensuring that the hostel runs like clockwork and no 
scenes arise, or by trying to avoid stepping on the boys' toes. So the 
interpretation of component 3 as an unwillingness to accept scenes can 
account for its significant correlation with failure rate. 

If this interpretation is correct, a 'study of the case histories indicates 
that the problem is not insoluble. It does seem possible to combine a 
willingness to discuss problems with the imposition of fairly strict limits, 
if the warden is capable of imposing these limits and also has available the 
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innate understanding, training or expert advice to enable him to discuss 
problems with the boys. Such a solution is essentially one of keeping the 
regime strict but increasing the understanding of the warden. 

The correlation of the permissiveness and attitude difference scores suggests 
an alternative theoretical solution, which would consist of keeping the regime 
permissive but trying to secure unity of staff attitudes possibly through group 
discussions. If the staff presented a united and consistent front, they might 
give the residents the sense of knowing where they stand which may be 
lacking in some permissive hostels. 

Taken with other results, the findings do add force t9 the overall picture 
which has been building up. They suggest that hostels likely to have low 
failure rates are those in which the warden is able to combine emotional 
warmth, as found, for example. in a willingness to discuss the boys' prob
lems, with a clear definition of what is expected and an ability to control the 
boys. 

NOTES 

1. Seventeen wardens were contacted, but one declined to co-operate after a 
disagreement with the Home Office. 

I 
I '. 

,,' 

l 
2. In the hostel in which the warden entered in Novemter 1964, the boys entering 

before that date were not considered. 
3. Where a warden's score equalled the median, the division was made into those ji!! 

SC~~~! :::v::::te::e::r::~::ti:~ :~:~~:~ri~~;~:~e tests have been done USing,· 
the transformation p'::::arc sin >/p. This helps to equalise the variance. • ' 

5. An analysis of varianre divided the treatment effect into an emotional distance 
effect, a withdrawal of affection effect and an interaction effect but the interaction 
effect was not significant. (F=3'59; df=l and df",,12 p<'1.) ,~ 

6. These component analyses were done in collaboration with Miss Brenda Chapman I 
of the Home Office Research Unit. I',' 

7. But again, individual wardens who scored high on this component were not " 
always those of whom this seemed to be most true. It is unlikely that the questionnaire 
could be used to make judgments about individuals. 

'~i'>, 
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CHAPTER 13 

Reconviction Inside and Outside the H osteZ 

13.1 Introduction 
This is the last chapter to give fresh empirical findings. It takes its data 

from the background sample, and returns to the hostel system as a whole. It 
gives the overall reconviction rates of the hostels and the different reconviction 
rates of different types of boy. 

The chapter is not an evaluation of hostels, since this would require a com
parison with similar boys who received different treatment. However, it is 
relevant to the overall aims of the hostels, and to the criticisms sometimes 
expressed that hostel residence is too short to provide security for the home
less, or a permanent lodging for those from very bad homes. 

The analysis to be described wlll examine the time at which hostel proba
tioners are reconvicted, i.e. whether they are reconvicted in the hostel or 
later when they leave. The way in which this procedure can cast light on 
the more general characteristics of hostel treatment (over and above the effects 
of differences between wardens) will become clear as the chapter goes on. 
It is hoped that it will ihelp to correct a bias in the report, which has so far 
concentrated on the year in the hostel and the difference between regimes. 
rather than on the subsequent careers of hostel residents, and the general 
differences between the outside community and the hostel environment. 

13.2 Background Factors Considered 
The information available on the background sample covered crin1inal 

history, behaviour and work record, experience of institutions, previous 
history and present home environment. AU these areas have been stated by 
others to be important in predicting adjustment to a probation hostel, 
although, as shown earlier, opinions differ on the relevance of criminal history 
and work record. All factors which had been coded in ,the study were 
analysed against reconviction, within both one and three years of arrival at 
the hostel. 

13.3 Previous Criminal History 
Three factors from the criminal histories of the sample were considered. 

These were whether or not a boy had taken and driven away, whether he had 
been convicted (found guilty) before the age of 11, 'and his number of pre
vious convictions. Taking and driving away was included since it had been 
found to be significantly associated with failure in one of the pilot studies. 
Conviction before the age of 11 was included since some have felt that this 
points against hostel placement. In fact, however, only the number of pre
vious convictions was significantly related to subsequent convictions within 
either one or three years of arrival at the hostel. Table 47 gives the relevant 
data for the background sample and Table 48 for the reconviction sample. 
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Table 47 

Reconvictions Related to Previous Convictions 

Previous COllvictiolls 1st Year 2l1d/3rd year 
Recollvictiolls Recollvictiolls 

II % 11 % 
No record ... 0 0 0 0 

1 ... 35 29 33 39 
2 ... 44 36 38 48 
3 ... 37 46 25 ";8 
4 ... 27 48 20 69 
5+ 23 50 13 57 

Total 166 39 129 49 

Source: Background sample. 
NOTE: 1. One boy died and is omitted. 

2. All percentages are percentages of those at risk. 

Table 48 

Reconvictions Related to Previous Convictions 

Previous Convictions 1st year 2ndJ3rd year 
Recollvictions Recollvictiolls 

% % 
No record 3 14 0 0 

1 18 39 11 39 
2 54 54 20 44 
3 47 58 19 56 
4 27 66 6 44 
5+ 33 66 11 65 
? 2 40 2 67 

Total 184 54 69 43 

Success Total 

11 % 
3 100 3 

52 43 120 
41 33 123 
18 23 80 
9 16 56 

10 22 46 

133 31 428 

Success Total 

% % 
18 86 21 100 
17 37 46 100 
26 26 100 100 
15 19 81 100 

8 20 41 100 
6 12 50 100 
1 20 5 100 

91 27 344 100 

t 
1 -, 
J 
,) 

1 
~ 
i 
11' 
;1 

1 

,~ ,-

~ 

1 __ '·.'·--' 
Source: Reconviction sample. .-
NOTE: 1. Three boys on whom no criminal record was available left the hostel as the result .:~ 

of an absconding or offence and are considered to have been reconvicted. 1 
2. All percentages are based on those at risk. 

Over three years, 68'9% of the background sample and 73'5% of the 
reconviction sample were known to have been convicted of a Home Office 
Standard List Offence or breach of probation which resulted in placement in 
an approved school or borstal. The two samples differ in that a higher pro
portion of the reconviction sample were reconvicted in the first year, a rewlt 
of the high failure rate regimes included in' that sample. Overall, the two ~. 
reconviction rates are similar and seem comparable to those of approved i 
schools and borstals, which are intended fQr more confirmed delinquents. 
Boys with a higher number of previous convictions are more likely to be t 
reconvicted both in the hostel and out of it. : ; 
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13.4 Previous Institutionalisation 
Cooksl and others have held that previous institutional treatment is 

associated with failure in a probation hostel. Four variables coded in the 
background sample were considered relevant to this hypothesis. These were 
whether the boy had ever been in an approved school or borstaJ or detention 
centre, in a children's home, in a special school, or in a maladjusted school. 

Only eight boys were mown to have been in a maladjusted school, and 
although seven of these were reconvicted within three years, the number was 
too small for any conclusion to be drawn. Similarly, four of the six who 
had been in a special school were reconvicted, but again the number was too 
small for any conclusion. 

More interesting are the careers of those who had been in an' approved 
school or borstal or detention centre. There were 39 of these and 44 % were 
reconvicted in the first year as against 39 % of the others. The final 
reconviction rate of 70% was approximately the same as that of the whole 
sample. This finding should be regarded with caution. Hostel wardens 
prefer to avoid approved school and borstal boys and they may take only 
those who have some other compensaoting factor in their background2

• 

As with approved school and borstal boys, hostel staff tend to feel that 
children's home boys are difficult and they have a stereotype of being either 
boot-lickers to the staff or trouble-makers among the residents. Experience 
of a children's home appeared at first sight to be related to reconviction in 
the expected manner, 48% of those with this experience being reconvicted 
in the first year as against 38% of the others. Taken over three years the 
difference narrows to four percentage points, those who had been in a 
children's home being slightly more likely to be reconvicted during the time 

, that they were in a probation hostel. 

13.5 Behaviour 
Information on the boys' behaviour covered their behaviour at home, 

whether they had been judged beyond control or had come voluntarily under 
the supervision of a probation offic~, and whether they had pilfered 01' had 
wandered from home. None of these variables was significantly related to 
1:p.conviction, although the final reconviction rate for wanderers was high-
77 % over the three years-and the figures for pilferers were suggestive, 44 % 
being reconvicted within one year, and 75% within three. 

The relationship' of work record to reconviction is more complicated, since, 
as shown in Appendix 8, it does become an important factor when a boy goes 
into lodgings. Over the whole sample, however, there is no relationship 
between recollviction and the boys' general work record as assessed from 
the court reports, nor between reconviction and whether or not the boy was 
out of work at the time the condition of residence was made. Again, this 
may be due to sampling errors or to the fact that the information used was 
unreliable. It seems unlikely, however;that this can be the whole story. The 
explanation may be that hostels benefit those with poor work records, or 
that those who do not have pOOl' records are sent to the hostel for some other 
equally serious problem, or that the work record is itself a symptom of a 
variety of causes, some predictive of hostel failure and others not. 
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13.6 Unsettled Backgmnnds l 

Cooks found that fairground attendants, hawkers and glpsles did not I' 

settle to hostellife.3 He felt that the reason for this was their previous nomad 
existence. Other wardens expressed similar opinions in interviews. Homeless I 
boys, boys who had at any time lived in lodgings, boys who had slept rough t 

and boys of no fixed addIess were all stated by different wardens to be i 

" runners" or high absconding risks. The reason they gave varied, some 1,', 

believing that homeless boys had gained the habit of withdrawing from 
situations and others that the discomfort and hopeleBshess of their previous 
lives had deprived absconding of its terrors. Monger4 suggests that homeless ! 

boys may have difficulty in forming appropriate relationships in the hostel, 1 
either withdrawing from human contact or making unduly heavy demands 
on the staff. 

RECONVICTION INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE HOSTEL 

Case 6 
Case 6 had three previous convictions. For the first, larceny of a 

pedalcycle, he had been placed on probation for three Yl!ars. For a 
second offence, of ho'Use.breaking, he was sent to an approved school, and 
for a further offence of breaking and entering he was placed on probation. 

The boy was illegitimate and his original home was very unsatisfactory. 
His mother died on his return from approved school and his licence had 
had to be revoked on this account. On licence from approved school, 
he was placed in lodgings, where his landlord at first competed with the 
probation service for his supervision and then rejected him. At the time 
of his <lrrival at the probation hostel he was aged 17, and had just spent 
seven weeks in prison on remand. 

Del,lpite his poor background, his behaviour does not seem to have Five factors examined in the research were relevant to the hypothesis that 
unsettled backgrounds make it difficult for the boys to settle in a probation 
hos,tel. These factors were: whether a boy had ever been separated from 
home for a period of a year or more, not count~ng time spent in approved 
schools ; whether he had ever been in a children's home; whether he had 
ever left home and lived on his own, or joined the Services etc. (" home 
leaver ") ; whether he was homeless at the time of placement; and whether 
he had lived with more than one family. 

caused concern. He left the approved school with a very good report 
1 and since that time had held two jobs, at both of which he was well 
~ spoken of. The probation officer described him at> "an orphan who has 

These factors are all related to reconviction in the first year in the expected 
manner; but only with the variabJe "lived with more than one family" 
is the relationship significant, 47% of such boys being reconvicted in the 
first year as opposed to 35 % of the others. (l=5'08; df= 1; p<·05.) 
Taken over three years, however, the difference between the two groups 
narrows to three percentage points, those who had lived with more than one 
family being significantly more likely to have their reconviction in their 
hoste~ year rather than later. Table 49 sets out the relevant data. 

Table 49 

Year of Reconviction and Experience of More than One Family 

Year of Reconviction 
Year] Yea/'2 Year 3 Total 

% % % % 
Lived with l)lore than 

one family 63 66 25 26 8, 8 96 100 
Others 99 51 69 36 25 13 193 100 

Total 162 56 94 32 33 12 289 100 

Source: Background sample. 
:;.2 for trend=4·84. df=l; p<'05 

;,":.j lacked adult support and has been greatly disturbed by continual rejection 
J by people. he has expected to help him ". In summary, the officer wrote: 
',:\ " A longer period in an institution would cause a deterioration or hardening 
:~_,',' effect. A probation hostel would provide the supervision he needs and 
, equip him for a better start." However, he absconded from the probation 

hostel and was sentenced to borstal training. At the end of 1964 he had 'j not, as far as is known, been reconvicted. 

.! 

•.. ",.:,':",,', The hypothesis that the comparatively poor hostel performance of such 
: boys is due to a desire to test out the hostel should be viewed with caution. 

Boys who have lived with more than one family are significantly less likely 
to come to the hostel direct from a poor home. It will be shown that boys 
from poor homes are apparently made less likely to offend by being in a 

1 hostel. The good performance of these boys in the lhostel will, of course, 
-;, make it appear that other boys do comparatively badly. 

< U.7 Unsatisfactory Families 

Probation hostels are intended for those whose delinquency is related to their 
home background .. The relationship, however, is varied. Delinquency may 
be the cause as well as the result of an unsatisfactory borne, the connection 
may be through heredity, or past stress may have produced a personality 
change which, rather than present stress, is the cause of a boy's offence. 
These distinctions are important since they may help to explain a boy's 
response to a hostel. Cases 7 and 8 illustrate some of the points made above. 

66 % of the failures who had lived with more than one family were , 
reconvicted in the first year as opposed to 51 % of the others. One possible 0" 

explanation is that boys who have lived with more than one family may 
have experienced a number of rejections and may therefore be more likely 

Case 7 

Case 7 had one previous offence-assault with intent to rob-for which 
he was sentenced to a detention centre. The offence for which he arrived 
at a probation hostel was indecent assault. At the time he was 16. to test out the hostel on arrival". Case 6 may stand as an example. 
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Unlike most, this boy had satisfactory parents. His father was hard
working and conscientious, disappointed at the relationship between him
self and his son, and his mother was also described as very concerned. 
Both parents hoped that he would not be sent away. 

The boy was difficult in various ways. He did not get on with his 
brother or invalid uncle, refused to ride in a car which his father had 
bought, and indoors he seldom spoke a completed &,entence. If he gave 
his mother a present, he did it in a very abrupt manner. However, it was 
said that he was trustworthy and often did odd jobs ab~ut the house. 

At the age of 7 he had been referred to the Child Guidance Clinic with 
school behaviour problems. He had been enuretic till the age of 9. At 
present he was stated to be keen on football, and engaged in a body
building course. The only other detail of his behaviour noted was that 
he kept nude photographs under his :pillow. 

A possible explanation for his behaviour was his early history. At 
fifteen months he had been separated from his parents due to the war 
and had contracted scarlet fever, measles and impetigo. His parents 
returned six months later. 

The boy absconded from the hostel and later committed an offence 
while at it. However, he lasted out his twelve months, and is not known 
to have been subsequently reconvicted. 

Case 8 
Case 8 was placed on probation, with a condition of residence, for 

breaking and entering. He bad two previous convictions: larceny, for 
which he was placed on probation for one year, and an offence of 
larceny with taking and driving away, for which he was placed on pro
bation for three years and ordered to attend at an attendance centre. On 
arrival at the hostel he was aged 17. 

His background was unfortunate. His father was away at sea for most 
of the time and his mother was stated to be severely mentallj ill. At the 
time of the offence of breaking and entering he had been missing for one 
week, but his mother had made no enquiries about him. She was stated 
to have no interest in the boy whatsoever. 

At school he had, been amena.ble to discipline and generally satisfactory, 
truthful and honest, but "towards the end he appeared to be unco-opera
tive". As a result of home conditions he was never in, and" mixed with 
the wrong types in public houses, coffee bars etc." Since leaving school 
he had had ten jobs and the probation officer described him as "petulant, 
surly, unhappy, very insecure. really does not know what he wants in 
life, is certaiiUy not a leader". This boy lasted out his' time in a probation 
hostel and was reconvicted in his second yeatl' away from it. 
On comparing these two cases, some int~resting features emerge. First, 

whereas the behaviour of Case 8, might be seen in part as the reaction to all 
unsatisfactory home, Case 7, whose home is also rather unsatisfactory, 
appears to have played a part in making it so. This does not mean that 
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Case 7's early unfortunate history had nothing to do with his present 
behaviour, but rather that, in assessing the impact of environment, a clear 
distinction should be made between present and past environment. The 
second point of interest is that whereas Case 8 did not commit an offence 
in the hostel, but did so on his !l'eturn to his original environment, Case 7 
offended at the hostel but not subsequently. Are these two cases indicative 
of any general pattern? 

13.8 Definition of Unsatisfactory Family 

It was recognised early in the study that delinquency might be a cause 
as well as the result of an unsatisfactory home and an attempt was made to 
isolate features of home background that 'would normally be thought unsatis
factory, but which would not usually be thought to result from a boy's 
behaviour. The first pilot study covered 131 consecutive cases taken into 
a 15 to 18 year hostel, and in this study two aspects of the home were 
particularly considered. These were absence of adequate masculine control, 
and presence of c1ear symptoms of social breakdown in other members 
(unsatisfactory family)6. The actual instructions used for coding these two 
concepts were: 

Unsatisfactory Family 

I A delinquent is coded as having an unsatisfactory family7 if there are any 
j of the following signs: 

! (a) .There is a marital situation leading to actual fights, separation, pro-
i longed non-speaking, etc. 

i (b) Family is referred to as a problem family (children in care for neglect, 

~,l'., etc.). 
, (c) There is a mental history in either parent, who is receiving treatment 
:l and at home. 
1 . (d) There is actual malicious or aggressive behaviour from either parent 
~ to pa:obationer (e.g. father assaults him, sets traps for him, mother 
!l on probation for neglect, having thrown him out, etc. Do not count 
'l! financial stress). 
~ (e) He has a criminal family (any member with criminal conviction). 

i;1 • N.B. Avoid counting cases where boy is said to be unhappy at home 
);, and nO.rea~l)n is given or it is suggested that unhappiness is the result 
¥ of his behaviour. 
~ 

~ Inadequate Masculine Control 

i A boy is coded as having inadequate masculine control if his home shows 
: i any of the following signs: 
il~ (a) "Father" is dead, absent, 60 plus, 25 m~nus (e.g. older brother, etc.), 
! chronic invalid, mentally hospitalised or under treatment, chronically 
'i .. , out of work, away at sea or in the Army. "Father" means father or 
~ substitute. 

i (b) Probation officer comments on father's indulgence, indifference or 
:& ineffectiveness. 
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(c) The boy is out of work and making no efforts, and probation officer 
comments on lack of push from parents. 
N.B. Avoid counting cases where boy is out of control in some sense 
and none of the above reasons is given. 

On the basis of these definitions, the cases were divided into four groups. 
These were: 

Class AI-Those who have an unsatisfactory family but not absence of 
masculine control. 

Class A2-Those who have an unsatisfactory family and absence of 
masculine control. 

Class B-Those who have absence of masculine control but not an 
unsatisfactory family. 

Class C-The <remainder. 
These classes were then analysed against a criterions which was taken ~s 

the commission of an offence or an absconding while at the hostel. Table 50 
sets out the results of this analysis. 

Table 50 

Home Background and Adjustment to Hostel 

Absconded or 
Class Offellded Others Total 

% % % 
Al 2 17 10 83 12 100 
A2 8 32 17 68 25 100 
B 10 24 32 76 42 100 
C ... 30 59 21 41 51 100 

Total 50 38 80 62 130 100 

Source: Pilot study. 
X2=14·76; df=2j p<·OOl 
• (AI and A2 Amalgamated). 

Classes Al, A2 and B can aU be said to have environmental problems and! 
only 25'3% of the boys in these classes absconded or offended a~ opposed .J 
to 59 Db of the remainder. At the time this analysis was first made, It was felt 1 

that i~ would provide a powerful predictor of success in a hostel. However, 1 
the variable" inadequate masculine control" was not significantly related to 
the criterion used in any of the subsequent pilot studies, nor was a modified 
version of this variable significantly related to reconviction in the main study9. 

13.9 Subsequent Pilot Studies 'tiP 

The' three subsequent pilots10, however, all showed a consistent relation 
between the variable "unsatisfactory family" and the criterion. These M 
studies were done on hostels covering different age-groups and with widely .. 
differing failure rates, and this gave rise to' confidence that the relationship 
was a real one. Table 51 shows the relationship found between this variable 
and absconding or committing an offence while at the hostel. 
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Table 51 

Unsatisfactory Family and Adjustment to Hostel 

HOSTEL 2 HOSTEL 3 HOSTEL 4 
Absconded Absconded Absconded 

or Otlters 10lal or Otlters Total or 
Offended 

% 
Offended 

% 
Offel/ded 

% % % % 
Unsatisfactory family 2 11 17 89 19 100 8 27 22 73 30 lOa 11 
OUler 20 26 57 74 77 100 21 39 33 61 54 100 23 

Total ... 22 23 74 77 96 100 29 35 55 65 84 100 34 

Source: Pilot studies, amalgamating the results by Cochran'S procedure. 
z=2· 267 (p< . 02 one-tailed test). 

13.10 Data from Background Sample 

% 
44 
62 

55 

Others 

."( ,. 
14 56 
14 38 

28 45 

To/al 

~ 
25 100 
37 100 

62 100 

Data from the background sample make it possible to examine wh~t 
happens to boys from unsatisfactory families when they leave the hostel. 
Table 52 sets out the relevant data. In this table alcoholic· parents are 
included as a criterion of an unsatisfactory family. ' 

Table 52 

Unsatisfactory Family and Year of Reconviction 

Year of Recollviction Not 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 recollvicted Total 

% % % % % 
Unsatisfactory family ... 43 35 28 23 16 13 36 29 123 100 
Others ... 1]9 41 67 23 17 6 88 30 291 100 
Total 162 39 95 23 33 8 124 30 414 100 

Source: Background sample. 
Considering those reconvicted: X2 for trend=4'76j df=l j p< ·05. 

" . 
Taken over three years, the reconviction rates of those from unsatisfactory 

families and the others are almost the same, being 71 % and 70 % respec
tivelyll. As can be seen, however, a lower percentage of those from poor 
families were reconvicted in their first year in the hostel, an equal percentage 
in their first year away from it and a higher percentage in their second year 
away from it. The difference between the two trends is significant. 

Considering those who survived the hostel period but were reconvicted 
in years two, and three, there was a significant tendency for those from 
unsatisfactory families to be reconvicted in ye.nr three rather than in year two 
(X2=3'93 ; df=l ; p<,05). 

The fact that, taken oyer three years, the reconviction rates are the same 
for those from unsatisfactory families as for the others suggests that the 
former may benefit more from their time jn the hostel, but that their resistance 
is gradualJy worn away on their return. 

These findings are supported when those boys ill whose case the probation 
officer emphasised the importance of removal from home are compared with 
the remainder. 
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Table 53 
Year of Failure, Removal from Home Group and Others 

Year of Recollvictioll Not 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Reconvicted Total 

% % % % % 
Removal emphasised ... 63 32 51 26 20 10 lJ1 31 195 100 
Removal not emphasised 99 45 44 20 13 6 63 29 219 100 

Total 162 39 95 23 33 8 124 30 414 100 

Source: Background sample. 
Considering those reconvicted:;.:2 for trend=8·06; df=1; p<·005. 

32 % of those whose removal from home is stressed were reconvicted in 
the first year as opposed to 45 % of the others. This difference is significant 
Cl=7'2; df=l; p<,OJ.), Again, however, the final reconvdction figures 
for the two groups are much the same,. being 69% for one group and 71 % 
for the other. 

There is a highly significant tendency for reconvictions among the removal 
from home group to take place in years two and three. The table therefore 
provides evidence that probation officers can pick out those whose delin· 
quencies are particularly connected with their homes, and that the officers' 
opinion that these boys will do better away from home is justified, at least 
in the short run. 

Theoretically, it still remains possible that the comparatively good 
performance in the hostel of boys whose removal from home is emphasised 
is due to something in the hostel that makes the others more likely to fail. 
It is important to find out whether the first class did better than they would 
have done if left in their homes, or the second class worse than they would 
have done if left in their homes. For this, it is necess~ry to compare both 
classes with a sample who, did not go to hostels. For this purpose, a random 
sample of probationers which excluded those sent to hostels was used. The 
sample was aged 17 to 21 and was placed on probation in 195812

• 

The overall reconviction rate of the probation sample was 42·9% over 
three years1S

• Table 54 compares the percentage recoP'ricted in the first year, 
the percentage of first year survivors who were reconvicted in the second year 
and the percentage of those surviving the first and second year who were 
reconvicted in the third. 

Table 54 
Variation in Reconviction Rate by Year 

Probation sample (n = 520) ... 
Background sample A (n=219) 
Background sample B (n=195) 

Reconviction Rate 
Year 1 Year 2· Year 3 

% % % 
22'7 15·4 11·4 
45'2 36·7 17'1 
32.3 38·6 24·7 

Source: Probation and Background samples. 
NOTE 1. Backgro1lnd sample A are those in whose cases removal from home was 

not emphasised. Background sample B are the remainder. 
NOTB 2. All percentages are based on numbers at risk. 
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The yearly reconviction rate of the probation sample and the hostel sample 
whose removal from home was not emphasised declined over the three years 
This decline occurs in almost all samples of offenders, and is partly due to 
the fact that the worst risks are weeded out earlier. This trend, however, 
is temporarily reversed in -the case of the hostel group whose removal from 
home was emphasised. In the second year, -the reconviction rate of this group 
rises by six percentage points instead of falling by nine or seven percentage ' 
points as does that of the others. Taken with the other findings, this result 
strongly suggests that those whose removal ,from home 'was emphasised were 
less likely to be reconvicted in the hostel than they would have been if they 
had remained at home. 

13.11 Summary and Discussion 
Three groups of findings stand out in this chapter; these are the high 

reconviction rate, the comparatively poor performance in the hostel of those 
who have lived with more than one family, and the ability of the hostels 
to contain those from poor homes. The last of these findings may explain 
the second. 

The high reconviction rate may arise either from the poor quality of the 
boys sent to the hostels, or the hostels' poor performance with them, or both. 
At first sight it might seem ithalt: the reconviction rate was due to the hostels' 
poor performance. However, it is becoming clear in as yet unpublished 
research in the probation project that in some cases probation officers' 
judgments do predict reconviction better than does the number of previous 
convictions. Boys sent to probation hostels are all selected for factors such 
as poor homes and bad work records which are known to be related to 
probability of reconviction, and it would certainly be impossible to evaluate 
probation hostels by using base expectancies relying on age and previous 
convictions. One cannot, therefore, assume that hostel reconviction rates 
compare badly with, say, Ithose of approve~ schools. However, the high 
reconviction rate is unsatisfactory on any assumption since probation hostels 
are not intended for confirmed delinquents. 

Boys who have lived with more than one family do comparatively poorly 
while in the hostel, and Appendix 8 produces some evidence that they are 
morely likely to be reconvioted if they return home. instead of going to 
lodgings. This suggests that homeless boys may be unable to tolerate the 
close personal relations found in a hostel or a family group. Certainly the 
findings do not support the view expressed in 'some books on casework that 
every effort should always be made to effect reconcilirutions and enable 
homeless boys to return home. More detailed research on these matters 
might be of considerable value to probation officers who must make treatment 
plans for homeless offenders. 

The ability of hostels to contain boys from poor homes will come as no 
surprise Ito those who have worked in the field. The fact that children from 
poor backgrounds cause little trouble in reception homes has been noted by 
LewisH and was stated to be true in maladjusted schools by Jonesl5

, who 
also cites evidence from France in support of his view. The existence of 
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environmental offenders has been raised as a practical problem of after-care 
for probation hostels by COOkS16 and Grygier1i', for maladjusted schools by 
WillS18 and for approved schools by Williams19 and Scot120. In relation to 
sending approved sl,;nool boys to sea, it has recently been discussed by 
Clarke21. It is hoped that the provision of statistical evidence may encourage 
the search for a solution. 

NOTES 

1. Cooks, R. A. F., Home Office Approved Probation Hostels, Justice of the Peace, 
1956. 

2. Wardens are wary of those with approved school and borstal experience, not 
only because they feel that they are likely to fail but also because they feel that 
they cause difficulty in the hostel. They are said to be institutionally experienced, 
capable of "ducking out of training" and liable to callS';: trouble behind the scenes 
and to become heroes of the other boys. 

3. Cooks, R. A. F., op. cit. 
4. Monger, M., Casework in' Probation, London, Butterworths, 1964, p.182. 

5. Cf. Stott, D., Saving Children from Delinquency, University of London Press, 
1952, p. 121. 

'6. It is not denied that some of the families coded as unsatisfactory on the criteria 
which follow may have become so as the result of the delinquent concerned. For 
example, marital discord may arise over a delinquent's behaviour and cease when he 
is removed. However, such cases seem to be the exception. 

7. The word" family" in the definitions given above refers to the fru:.1ily unit with 
which the probati.oner was living at the time of the offence resulting.in hostel placement. 
Family unit included relatives, foster parents and friends of the family, but did not 
include lodgings or hostels. If he was in lodgings or a hostel or on the run at the 
time of his offence, family referred to the last family unit with which he was living. 
The situation at home was considered to be the situation as at the time he committed 
the offence or at the last time he was there. Homeless probationers, that is probationers 
who had not been living at home for at least a month and who were unable to return 
to their homes, could not be counted as having an unsatisfactory family or as having 
inadequate masculine control. 

8. This criterion was the one used in all the pilot studies. It has certain advantages 
from a statistical point of view since it makes the number of unsuccessful cases more 
nearly equal to the number of successful ones. It was not possible to use it on the 
main sample due to lack of relevant information. 

9. In one regime studied, boys ,with inadequate masculine control did worse than 
others, thus suggesting a possible' interaction effect. 

10. The hostels in the four pilot studies were chosen becaus.! they had available sets 
of records. The details were as follows: ' 

Hostel 1 131 consecutive records. 1 case missing. 15-18 age range. 

Hostel 2 96 consecutive records. No cases missing. 15-18 age range. 

Hostel 3 84 consecutive records. 5 cases missing. 16-19 age range. 

Hostel 4 62 records. Unknown number missing. 16-19 age range. 
In each hostei. the records were taken from one regime only. There was no reason 

to suppose that the presence or absence of the attribute "unsatisfactory family" was 
related to presence or absence of a record and therefore no reason to suppose that 
the missing cases biased the oresult. The first two sets of records were coded by J. D. 
Moffett, a trained probation officer, formerly of Watford Probation Office, and the 
next two by Erica O'Leary, a research colleague. All coding was done without 
knowledge of the result. 
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11. Satisfactory records could not be obtained on 14 ~o~s. In Tabl: 52. as in 
subsequent ones, these 14 are omitted. This causes reconvlctlon rate to rIse slightly. 

12. Mrs. Simon's data, Home Office Research Unit. 
13. This difference in .the reconviction rate between the probation and the hostel 

sample raises difficulties, if one wishes to compare them. If a group of 100 offenders 
had a 90% chance of reconviction in anyone year, then 90 would be exp~ted to 
fail in the first year and only 9 in the second. If, on the other hand, the eqUlyalent 
risk was only 10%, then 10 would be expected to fail in the first y~~r a~d 9 III the 
second.. This difference in the relative proportion of offende.rs ~aillllg ill the first 
and second year would arise simply from the different levels of nsk m the two samples. 

14. Lewis, H., Deprived Children: The Mersham Experiment; A Social alld Clinical 
Stlldy, Oxford University Press, 1954, p.S1. 

15. Jones, H., Reluctant Rebels, Tavistock Publications, 1960, p.76. 

16. Cooks, R. A. F., op. cit. 
17. Spencer, J. C. and Grygier, T., "The Probation Hostel in England ", Foclls, 

November 1952, p.19. 
18. Wills, D., Throw ,'!..,ay Thy Rod, London, Gollancz Ltd., 1960, p.157. 

1!t .• WiIliams, P. E., "Post-Release Hostel ", Approved School Gazette, January 1~66, 
p.415. 

20. Scott, P. D., " Approved School Success Rates ", British JOllmal of Criminology, 
Vol. 4, No.6, October 1964. 

21. Clarke, R. V. G., "Success Rates of H.M.S. Formidable ", Approved School 
Gazette, December 1965, p.369. 
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CHAPTER 14 

Summary and Discussion 
14.1 Introduction 

The main findings have been given. This chapter summarises the argument 
and then discusses some of its possible theoretical and practical implications. 

14.2 Summary 

The research began with a literature survey which highlighted the vital 
importance of the warden, and the problems of recruiting staff, and selecting 
the right boys for hostels. Some writers traced these difficulties to uncertainty 
about the aims behind hostels; no one knew whether they were training 
institutions or homes, so no one could d,ecide which probationers should' be 
sent to them. how long they should stay, or how much money should be 
spent on the staff. 

The origins of this uncertainty are historical. Probation hostels were first 
c'onceived as "homes ". bllit later the Probation Hostel Rules laid down that 
they were to be training institutions. and this use seems to be foremost in the 
minds of probation officers and courts. 69 % of the reports 1n the background 
sample stressed the training that hostels provide, and onlylA % the support. 
Other reasons for recomm'ending hostel placement indJJged the importance 
of moving the offenders from home (52% of the sample). homelessness (16% 
of the sample) and poor localities (12% of the sample). 

These reasons relate to the boys' backgrounds and characteristics. The 
residenrts were younger than the age range of hostels would lead one to 
expect. Most had already been on probation. but they were unlikely to 
have as many convictions as a boy entering an approved school, borstal, 
or detention centre. Their homes were generally bad and sometimes very 
bad; only 15 % could be rated as good. Information on their behaviour 
was frequently thought to be, sketchy, but, even so, 23% were known to have 
pilfered, 17% to have wandered from home, and 53% to have been very 
troublesome at home or in the places where they. were living. 38 % had 
work records assessed as bad or very bad, and 36% were believed to spend 
their leisure purposelessl~ or in bad company. 

The boys must have presented the courts with a dilemma. They could 
not be left at home; their homes were too bad or they themselves too 
recalcitrant; yet they were too young or too difficult to be placed in lodgings, 
and they had not committed enough offences to justify approved school or 
borstal. Hostels provided a solution to this dilemma. They avoided the 
stigma of approved schools and borstals, removed the boy from home, and 
provided the desired control. 

Hostels are asked by the courts to train some difficult adolescents and 
this is doubtless partly responsible f,Qr .the strict discipline found in the 
hostel system. At 10 of the 16 regimes in the intensive survey the boys 
could not turn on the television without permission; three-weekly haircuts 
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were demanded in all bllit one, and time out was usually limited to three 
nights a week. A general emphasis on religion, work and the constructiv~ 
use of leisure was backed by sanctions and sensible advice. However, any 
general picture of the .hostels is misleading, since they: v~ry widely with the 
wardens in charge, and some wardens are more permlS!':1ve than others. 

The wardens face the stressful task of controlling some 20 heterogeneous 
probationers, and, for- a variety of reasons, th~y do n~t always r~ceive 
adequate support from the committee, probatIOn servIce and aSSIstant 
wardens. 

The wardens and liaison probation officers differ in training, role, status and 
responsibility. The warden has responsibility for the hostel as a whole and 
the probation officer for individual members in it. Conflicts tend to occur 
over absconders when the warden wishes the liaison officer to take a stronger 
line to deter others. If there are more abscondings, differences of opinioI] 
tend to increase, depriving the warden of suppom when he needs it most. 

Most wardens get on with their committees, but also tend to regard the' 
members as non-professional people not equipped to offer them advice. The 
committee is often ignorant of what is happening in the hostel and has 
difficulty in providing the sort of guidance and support that are thought 
essential in other forms of social work. 

The strains on the warden and matron are made worse by lack of holiday 
and free weekends. They are reluctant to leave the hostel in charge of their 
assistants-even when they have them. (The average number of abscondings 
doubled in months when warden or matron were away.) Wardens in the 
intensive sample rated 53 % of their past assistants as unsatisfactory or very 
unsatisfactory .. A fumher survey showed that assistants were often young 
and probably inexperienced, and that an estimated 50% left within seven 
months. . 

In the face of these strains, the wardens hold attitudes that are similar to 
those found in other disciplinary institutions, but their reactions vary, and 
the strains themselves are more severe at some times than others. There are 
striking variations in the results achieved. Under different wardens. the 
number of boys leaving as the result of an absconding or offence ranged 
from 13'5% to 78'5%. These" failure rates" were highly correlated with the 
proportion reconvicted within one year of entering the hostels. However, with 
the exception of one regime, the differences in behaviour seemed limited to 
the period the boys spent in the hostel. The differences were n~t exp~a~ed 
by selection, nor by hostel factors such as age range, area. comnnttee, lIaIson 

. probation officer, or the polky of the local court. Severe seilitences on 
absconders did not apparently act as a deterrent. 

At first sight all depended on the warden's personality. This seemed to 
determine not only the number of boys failing but also the type of boy most 
likely to fail. 

Under some wardens, older boys were more likely to fail. and under others, 
younger. Some wardens took back few absconders. of whom most failed: 
others took back more absconders and had better success with them. But 
contrary 10 general belief, the warden did not account for all, and even given 
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the same warden, the failure rate could change sharply over time. The evidence 
suggests that in the long run the warden determines the success rate of the 
hostel; in the short run, the most successful warden may be caught in 
circumstances he cannot control. 

The statistics were supplemented by case studies, and these suggested that 
successful regimes showed a common pattern; the discipline was strict but the 
warden was kind, had an understanding of the boys' problems and was well 
supported by his wife. In unsuccessful regimes. the discipline was ineffective 
or harsh, or the warden ill-supported by his wife. The one regime which 
seemed to affect boys after they left was run by a warden who was heavily 
involved with the boys, was prepared to withdraw his affection and refused to 
accept a superficial response. 

The intensive sample was used to make statistical tests of the hypotheses 
arising from the case studies. In this sample, wardens with non-permissive 
regimes were likely to have low failure rates, but were also likely to express 
the emotionally distant a:ttitudes and unwillingness to discuss problems 
associated with lack of success. As in the case studies, it was the rather 
unusual combination of strictness and warmth that seemed mast likely to be 
effective. There was, however, evidence that permissiveness did not cause 
high failure rates directly but rather through its association with differences 
in attitude between warden and matron. 

These findings suggested the hypothesis that hostel boys need the know
ledge that they are liked, and a clear definition of what they must do to keep 
this liking. 

A component analysis of the scores on the staff attitude questionnaire 
suggested the further hypothesis that this is most likely to be so if the warden 
is not afraid of emotional confrontations. The warden can avoid these scenes 
by imposing a cold distant regime or by refusing to stand up to the boys. 
Both these tactics seem to be associated with high failure rates. 

The backgrounds of hostel boys, the common features of hostel treatment 
and the variations between hostels produce the overall results. At first sight, 
these are not encouraging. In two large samples, approximately seven out of 
ten boys were reconvicted within three years of entering the hostel. Their 
chances of reconviction rose with their number of previous convictions, but 
the times at which they were likely to be reconvicted varied with their home 
background. Homeless ,boys were more likely to be reconvicted while they 
were in the hostel. Boys from unsatisfactory families were less likely 
to be reconvicted in the hostels than on return home; it did seem I1:hat the 
hostels contained these boys, providing them with at least one year in which 
their lives were not jagged and full of stress. 

14.3 Theoretical Implications of Research: Importance 0.£ Environment 
Action to remedy social ills should be based 'On a sound theory. One 

must, therefore, examine the theoretical implications of the research before 
any possible practical applications. As suggested in the first chapter, these 
theoretical implications are mainly concerned with the effect of the environ
ment on delinquency, and with the problems of running small institutions. 
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There are great variations in the reconviction rates of boys while they are in· 
different-regimes, but similar variations are not found among those who have 
left the regimes. Boys from poor homes are comparatively less likely to 
offend in a hostel and comparatively more likely to offend on their return 
home. These findings are two sides of the same coin; both emphasise the 
impol1tance of the delinquent's immediate environment or "primary group" 
rather t1!an !his past history. This conclusion is similar to that of Hartshorne 
and May! who reported that cheating, lying and stealing among school 
classes depended more on the group and the teacher with whom the child 
found himself than upon any characteristic of the child himself. 

If the primary group is so important, the next question to ask is what 
characteristics of the group tend to encourage or inhibit delinquency. Here 
again the present research is in keeping with other findings which emphasise ' 
the importance of the adults in the group rather than the other members. The 
McCords\ for example, have shown that a child's chance of becoming 
delinquent depends more on his family than his neighbourhood. Similarly, a 
prob&tioner's chance of failing in a probation hostel depends on the warden 
and not apparently on the other probationers he finds there3

• 

Moreover, there is a striking similarity between the hostels and the families 
that seem most likely to discourage delinquency. Thus Davies4 found that 
easily the most important family factors in the successful avoidance of further 
trouble are that the father should be "firm but kindly" (or even overstrict), 
and that there should be mutual warinth and affection between him and his 
son. He also found that lack of family cohesiveness was highly associated 
with reconviction:- Davies' findings on the family are similar to those of the 
McCords5 and Robins6

• It is not, therefore, surprising that strict but kindly 
wardens seem likely to achieve the best results or that agree~ent in attitude 
between warden and matron is so important. 

However, the findings of I\:he present research on the importance of the 
primary group in causing delinquency are not in conflict with other findings 
on the importance of personality; rather they suggest a simple method of 
approaching the diagnosis of delinquents. If a delinquent comes from a 
home which is disordered for reasons outside his control, he may be regarded 
as a prima facie "environmental offender ", 'and there are grounds for 
thinking that he will be less likely to offend away from home and that he 
may even derive some temporary benefit from being removed. Delinquents 
from good homes may be suspected of having more serious personality 
problems', 

The main justification for a typology of this sort must be its relevance to 
treatment, and it seems likely that environmental offenders do have different 
treatment needs. However. it is also important to relate the typology to 
other treatment typologies. for example the inter-personal maturity classi
fication used in much Californdan researoh or the classification based on 
Eysenck's model of personality. 

However, the present research also suggests a 1imitation on the current 
quest for a few simple types of offenders who are best allocated to a few 
simple types of treatment. The research has suggested that a warden's 
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performance wiih absconders or older boys depends on his attitude towards 
them. Although data are lacking, the research worker's impression was 
that this finding could be generalised and that some wardens are, for 
example, particularly good (or bad) at dealing with aggressive, homeless, 
deprived or long-haired youths. If research confirms this suggestion, it will 
mean that the matching of client and worker must take account not only 
of a few underlying variables, but also of the varied prejudices, sympathies. 
likes and dislikes of each individual officer. 

14.4 Theoretical Relevance of Findings on the Hostels as Institutions 
. Perhaps the most striking characteristic of the hostels is their variability. 

Different wardens :have very different success rates, and even given the same I 

warden, the success rate can change sharply over time. These findings are 
. clearly important for administrators, since they imply that the hostels· could 

be :thore effective than at present. They are. however, even more interesting 
from a theoretical point of view and may help to correct the sociological 
theories which give too great a place to the social structure of an institution 
and the psychological theories which give too great a place to the personalities 
of those who run them. Both types of theory are dangerous. On the one 
theory; one can only remedy the defects of an institution by radically altering 
its nature, 'and on the other, by removing the. man in charge. 

The claim' that this research should modify some sociological theory might 
be viewed with scepticism. This scepticism should be lessened if it can be 
seen ,that the data had some unusual advantages. The Home Office HI 
returns provided a statistical measure of morale which was available for a 
considerable number of institution::; and a period of over nine years. By 
contrast, many of the best known analyses of prisons and mental hospitals 
are based on studies of one or Itwo institutions carried out over a com
paratively brief period of time. This procedure is often illuminating but 
always dangerous. In his search for a satisfying fueory, the research worker 
may claim that his observations in one institution are explained by some 
general principle which in turn implies that all similar places must share 
the same faults. . 

Thus many sociological analyses of penal institutions are gloomy; they 
describe their defects in graphic terms and then go on to show by analysis 
that they could not be' other than they are. polskye, for example, saw 
"Cottage Six" as a pecking order of roles whose essentially exploiting 
charaoter would remain whatever the character of those who filled :them. 
The staff had little choice; they could condone the system, or fight it and 
lose control9. 

No one could study probation hostels and fail to be impressed by the 
acuteness of some of Polsky's insights. NeveJ.1theless, -the present research 
seems in direct contradiction to his overriding emphasis on inmates rather 
than staff. The atmosphere of a hostel depends not on the boys but on the 
staff. and whereas some wardens may collude with the inmate leadership, 
it seems possible that others may attack it without necessarily losing control. 
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-
The relative success of the older boys in a hostel seems to depend on the 
attitude of the warden towards them and this in tum may reflect rug" 
attitude to the inmat~ leadership. 

Support for these findings comes from studir,s by Jesness, and by Street 
and his colleagues. J esness'slO impression at Fricot ranch was that: "The 
conclusion drawn by some that a special delinquent subculture exists which 
acts to sabotage treatment does not seem well established . . . the kind or 
quality of influence which the subculture exerts depends primarily on the 
attitudes and actions of the staff." Similarly Streetll ~md his colleagues 
asserted 'that the behaviour of different types of boy depended on the 
attitudes of the staff towards them. "Background attributes apparently take 
on their primary significance through the emphases and interpretations staff 
personnel give to them, and the staff behaviour towards the inmate that 
follows from these perceptions." In relation to the present argument, it is 
important that Jesness was involved with his institution for more than five 
years. while Street and his colleagues studied more than one institution. One 
may perhaps expect that studies of one institution over a shori period will 
emphasise the importance of the inmates while research carried out in more 
than one. institution or in the same insiitution over a long period of time . 
will emphasise .the importance of the staff. 

Despite sociological theory, social workers, laymen and administrators are 
often little concerned with rthe problems of social structure. Their common
sense view is that hostels depend on the personalities of those who rlli'1 them 
and that as these petsonalities vary, so must the hostels. As has been seen, 
this view is near the truth. but it is none the less a dangerous one; it assumes 
that the warden can be judged apart from the situation which he faces ; 
that a bad situation must be caused by an inherently bad warden; and 
that there is probably very little to be done about it. The statistical 
evidence and case studies presented in the report have shown that this 
is not so. 

A complete theory must avoid the defects of both the extreme sociological 
position, that all depends on: tlle structure of the institution, and tlle 
"psychological view", that all depends On the institution's head. It must 
take more account of the way in which a leader's personality can change 
the social situation and yet in its tum be influenced by it. Such a theory 
might be help~ by a study of probation hostels. 

Analyses of the hostel situation must begin with the apparent dependence 
of the hostel on the warden and matron-abscondings double in montlls 
when the warden or matron is absent. This dependence leads to instability, 
for the warden may Ifall sick or leave; his wife may have a baby, tire of 
the hostel and worry her husband; unreliable assistants or particularly 
recalcitrant boys may deify him, lower his status and sap his morale. Such 
accidents may be temporary, but if trouble starts, it is hard to stop. If ·the 
warden increases his punishments, he may be seen as harsh; if he lowers 
them, as weak; if he does neither, as nagging and ineffective. A drop in 
the morale of one member of the hostel inevitably affects the others. Outsiders 
seeing absconding increase may blame the warden and make matters worse, 
or try to help and be suspected as snoopers. 
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This analysis leaves a place for the warden's personality-since some 
wardens will respond differently than others to these stresses-but also for 
other factors such as chance, the relations of the hostel with its environment 
and the inter-relationships within it. A warden of a hostel that is going 
through a bad. patch may feel threatened, and so withdraw and allow 
discipline to collapse, or react aggressively and destroy :his relationship 
with the boys. His actions are therefore both the cause and the result of 
the social situation. An action's meaning also val1ies with the situation and 
a decision to ignore a breach of the rules may be seen as weakness in one 
hostel and kindness in another. 

14.5 Long Term Effect of Institutional Training 
The observation that the meaning of an action depends on the situation 

. in which it takes place, may help to explain the finding of the research that 
criminal behaviour seems highly specific to particular situations, and that 
boys who have learned to work and behave in a law-abiding way at the 
hostel may often get into trouble on return home. If criminal behaviour 
meallS different things in different places, a hoy who learns to behave in 
ihe hostel may be learning not to stay out of trouble in general, but only 
to please the warden or to accomplish some other goal which is relevant to 
the hostel and not to his life outside. 

If this analysis is acepted, it further highlights the basic problem of 
penology, which is that of ensuring that the response the staff are able to 
achieve with inmates in the institution is carried over on their return to 
the community. It has often been assumed that this aim is best achieved 
by permissive treatment since only permissive regimes could allow an 
inmate to express his true nature and thus make his underlying problems 
available for treatment. The present research casts some doubt on a blind 
adherence to permissive methods and an alternative solution may lie in 
refusing to allow the inmate to compartmentaIise his thinking. He must, 
perhaps, be made to see that his life within the institution is not so different 
from We outside and that lessons learned during his period oil' residence 
can be applied elsewhere. At the moment, penology may be accepting a 
fallacy similar to that of the educational psychologists who believed that 
exercising the mind on Latin inevitably .fitted it for yet more arduous 
intellectual tasks. It is no more certain' that producing good behaviour in 
an institution will ensure 'good behaviour outside. 

Obviously it is vital to develop a fonn of institutional treatment which 
can be expected to produce lasting personality changes in 'those exposed 
to it. Only one regime seemed more able to do this than others. The 
warden of this regime appeared remarkable for the degree ofbls involvement, 
his use of withdrawal of affection and the scope of his demaillds. One regime 
cannot serve as the basis for a theory but may provide the basis for 
hypotheses. 

Such a set of hypotheses might be that institutional treatment intended 
to produce changes in behaviour outside the institution' would be effective if: 

(a) The subject olf the resident's attitudes and behaviour at home were 
sI?ecifically brought up and related to his behaviour in thp. .iu~titution 
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and to the consequenc(!s it brought on him (i.e. if it were not enough 
for the resident to get by by learning to behave well in the 
institution). 

(b) Strong disapproval was expressed of the attitudes and behaviour it 
was desired to change. 

(c) The client depended on the emotional support of those who expressed 
the disapproval. 

(d) The client was offered other ways of maintaining his self-respect 
and solving his problems, and was given a chance to practice them. 

This set of hypotheses must, however, be tested by further research before 
confidence can be placed in it. 

14.6 Practical Implications for Probation Officers 

Treatment of delinquents may be ainled at altering their personality so 
that they are better able to survive a stressful situation, or at altering the 
situation so that they have fewer problems to survive. Most probation 
officers will, of course, combine both these goals, but perhaps the main 
practical implication of the resean~h is to emphasise the vital importance of 
work on the environment . 

The research suggests a problem common to both main methods of dealing 
with juvenile deliquenyy, institu,tj,onal treatment and treatment in the open 
through probation. Both concentrate their attention on the individual 
delinquent and so far have paid little attention to the problem of working 
with the delinquent's social environment and In particular with his family. 
There seems little reason to ·think that probation officers r~lying on individual 
interviews with probationers apart from their families will be more success
ful <in preventing delinquency than their colleagues who have concentrated on 
the hostel resident rather than the hostel. 

This pessimistic view is supported by other reCent research. Robins12, for 
example, writes: "That casework methods neither effectively prevent 
delinquency nor have a 'delayed effect' 'on adult anti-social behaviour has 
been attested to by the Washington project and the original Cambridge
Somerville project and its follow-up. Since neither 'sok' individual case
work methods nor the' stern' alternatives of expUlsion or institutionalisation 
seem to prevent ,the persistence of anti-social patterns in highly anti-social 
children, we apparently need to develop new techniques". 

Clearly, the present research cannot suggest any specific new techniques, 
but it can point to areas which it might be profitable to explore. The 
research has produced some evidence that institutional treatment can benefit 
delinquents from very poor families but that this improvement is likely to be 
eroded un· their return home. One need would, therefore, seem to be ,to 
develop ,techniques for working with the delinquent's family while he is 
away from it. . It may even be necessary to remove the delinquent from 
a very unsatisfactory family and provide him with a substitute home until 
such 'lime as ihe is ready to move out on his own. 
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Turning to delinquents whom it is not necessary to remove from home, it 
should be recognised that the probation officers are not always aiming at 
producing fundamental changes in their clients and they may be content if 
they can contain rthem until they grow out of their delinquent phase. Here 
the research gives no encouragement to those who would contain their clients 
through permissive methods. Permissive wardens were less able to contain 
their residents than strict wardens and no more able rto produce long-term 
change. This again is in keeping with research by Robins, the McCords and 
Zola, and Davies13 all of whom have shown that, in delinquent samples, 
discipline which is firm or even over-strict is associated with the avoidance 
of further trouble. 

Probation officers who wish to control their clients face the problem of 
lack of information. They may not know what their probationers do in 
their leisure hours, what time they come in, or how they are behaving at 
work. There are difficulties in finding out and further difficulties in <talci.ng 
action if misbehaviour does come to light. Only those in immediate contact 
with the probationer can apply the type of firm, consistent control that 
appears necessary, and this control is most naturally provided by the 
delinquent's family. This fact is a further argument for working with the 
family as a whole rather than with the individual delinquent. The pressure 
of work, the conditions of the probation order and the traditions of ,the 
service all combine to make probation officers reluctant to work with the 
family. The present research suggests that these officers may be cutting 
themselves off from their best opportunities for constructive workH

• 

In a similar way, the reseach suggests that the liaison officer of a hostel 
should concentrate on being a consultant to the warden and less on the 
individual residents. Jdeally, of course, no conflict between these two roles 
would occur, but in practice lit does and the officer is less likely to solve 
it successfully if he is over-involved with individual residents. This does 
not mean that ,the liaison officer should necessarily agree with the warden
he would not be so helpful to him if he did-only that there must be no 
doubt of his support. 

14.7 Practical Implications for Probation Hostels 

The problem of the proper role of the liaison officer is only part of the 
more general problem of how the staff of probation hostels should be 
recruited, supported and supervised, and this in turn :!s part of the yet more 
general problem of the treatment of residential staff i..'\ similar insllitutions. 
The research has shown that ,the sys,tem for supervising; hostels does not work 
well. It has not, however, examined the question of whether any other 
system (for example, closer control by local· authorities or the state) would 
work better. What is necessary is to make a careful analysis of the aims of the 
hostels and what these imply in terms of the type of boys who should be 
selected, and the type of staff needed and their requirements for training, sup
port, supervision and career structure. It will probably be found that it is 
easier to meet these requirements in some systems than in others. 
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At the moment. there are problems in the administration of the system. 
The small number of hostels means that the central government may be 
involved with decisions that are of a lower level than is appropriate. It 
has also tended to place the responsibility for improving the hostels on out
side committees. These committees have had no responsibility for carrying 
out their decisions and no statistical evidence on which to base them. As a 
result, their recommendations have sometimes been hesitant or inconsistent. 
It is still uncertain what the hostels are trying to do or whose duty it is to 
check that they do it. So no one is responsible for collecting routine informa
tion on variations between hostels, staff training or turnover, the background 
chara,cteristics of the boys or their final reconviction rates. Without such 
routine information it is difficult to evaluate schemes for improving hostels, 
even where these schemes exist. . 

The crucial administrative problem is stalling. The original theory that 
hostels were simple, informal homes implied that :the warden and matron 
must be married and justified a low salary. It is therefore difficult to recruit 
trained staff who require higher salaries and a oareer structureY Ambitious 
assistants who wish to stay in hostels must synchronise their marriage and 
promotion and there ,are no higher posts to which a warden can move .. 
~t lis hard to select the $ltaff since they come from outside the system 
and there are often no grounds before th:y take the job for knowing if 
they can do it. Once in post, the wardens are unlikely to receive more 
than two weeks' training. They are not subject to supervision in the 
sense ,that this is normally understood in s09ial w01,'k, and on statistical 
grounds :it seems that the committees have libtle, if ,any, affect on their 
performance. If wardens are lLllsatisfactory this may not be realised and 
they may not be helped. It is not possible to move them sideways to jobs 
for which they are better fitted and it is unpalatable to saok them: they 
give much ,to their job, tht?yare usually middle-aged, and if sacked, they 
lose not only their job but also their house. 

Any changes that do take place should be aimed first at the problems 
of recruiting and supporting staff. This is partly a matter of improvdng 
conditions of pay and service ,and partly of seeing that .the staffs' other 
needs are met. Hostel staff should be in touch with three sorts of people; 
administrators 'who will arrange relief staff and negotiate their financial 
requests, detaohed experts with whom they oan discuss the problems they 
meet in thek job, and friends who will remind rthem of life outside the 
hostel. They must also be able to meet each other, undergo training and 
feel that they are part of a service which the community values. Some 
progress is being made ;towards these goals but more remains to be done. 

In the long run some basic decisions mllst ,be taken. Are hostels to be 
training institutions, therapeutic hostels such as "Northways "l6, or informal 
community-based homes in which an environmental offender can stay till 
he is ready to leave? What type of organisa,tion' is appropriate to each of 
these hostels and which do we want? 
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Administration, University of Chicago, 1964, p.23. 
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Treatment, Russell Sage Foundation, New York, 1962. 

9. This view of the staff may be grounded on a more general t.'icor-j of leadership. 
Homans wrote, ". . . the leader gets his power only by conforming more closely 
than anyone else to the norms of the group. He is not the most but the least 
free person within it" (Homans, G. C., The Human Group, Routledge and Kegan 
Paul, 1965, p. 149.) If so, there is little that the staff leader of a delinquent group 
can do but conform or go urider. The present data may tlIerefore be a partial 
refutation of Homans' thesis. 

10. Jesness, C., The Fricot Ranch Study, California Department of the Youth 
Authority, Research Report 47, 1965, p. 26. 

11. Street, D., Vintner, R., Perrow, C., Organisation for Treatment. Collier-Macmillan, 
1966, p. 220. 

12. Robins, op. cit., p. 219. 
13. Robins, .. ). cit., McCords and Zola, op. cit., Davies, op. cit. 

14. F?,r a su?gestion o~ ho:" to do t~is see Thorne, G. L., Tharp, R. G., Wetzel, 
R. J., BehaVIOur ModIfication Techmques: New Tools for Probation Officers" 
Federal. Probation, June 1967. For other suggestions and a very large bibliography 
see: Satir, V., Conjoint Family Therapy, Science and Behaviour Books, Inc., 1967. 

1.5. There was no evidence,that wardens who had been trained on Central Training 
Council Courses or had been probation officers were more successful than others. 
At the very least, proposals for training must be linked to proposals for career 
structure and pay. Otherwise those trained for probation hostels will be attracted 
elsewhere by higher pay. 

16. The hostel described by Miller, D., in Growth to Freedom, Tavistock Publications 
]%~ . , 
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APPENDIX 1 

Reasons fo1' Turnove1' among Assistant Staff 

The high turnover of assistant wardens is a serious problem and it became 
one of the aims of the l'esearch to determine the reasons for it. Two sets of 
data could have provided relevant information: the data on age and turnover 
of assistants (see chapter 6), and the interviews with assistant staff at hostels 
in the intensive survey. 

The data on turnover of assistants could be used to test the hypotheses that 
the ,tumover was due to long 'hours, or diffi.culties~th discipline. If the 
turnover was due to long hours, one would expect it to be highest in those 
hostels with an establishment of one assistant only, since in these hostels the 
number of hours worked is greater. If it were due to difficulties with discipline, 
one would expect it to be greatest among the younger assistants, and also to 
be greater in "older" hostels (age range 16-19, 17-21 years), whose residents 
are said by wardens who have worked in both' types of hostel to be more 
recalcitrant. The only one of these hypotheses supported at the 5 % level of 
statistical significance was that the turnover in "older" hostels would be greater· 
than the turnover in "younger" ones. Table 55 compares the number of 
assistants leaving in different months ih both types of hostel. The figures are 
estimates as explained in chapter 6. 

Table 55 

Number of Assistants Leaving in relation to 
Length of Stay and Age Group of Hostels 

Number Leaving 
Lel/gth of Stay 

MOl/fhs " Younger" Hostels 
1-3 13 
4-6 14 
7-9 10 

10-12 5 
13-15 2 
16-18 6 
19-21 2 
22+ 17 

Total... 69 

Source: Assistant warden sample. 

" Older" Hostels , 
16 
19 
12 
2 

13 
2 
2 
4 

70 

Total 
29 
33 
22 
7 

15 
8 
4 

21 

139 

Kolomogorov Smirnov onc-tailed test ;.:2=8'55; clf=2; p< ·05. 

25 % of those in the "younger" hostels were still in post after 21 months 
as opposed to only 6 % of those in the " older" ones; the hypothesis that difficul
ties in discipline may account for some of the turnover, therefore, receives some 
support. On the other hand, younger assistants did not have a higher turnover 
than older ones. Hostels with two assistants did tend to have a lower turn
over than those with one, but the differences were not statistically significant. 
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Chapter 6 showed that hostels have difficulty in recruiting assistants. This 
in itself is evidence that the job does not compare well with others, and this 
is confirmed by the steady rate at which assistants leave. 

Table 56 

Leaving Rate of Assistants 

Month 

1st 
4th 
7th 

10th 
13th 
16th 
19th 
22nd 

Number Remaining at 
Beginning of MOllth 

139 
110 
77 
55 
48 
33 
25 
21 

Source: Assistant warden sample. 

Expected Number 
Remaillillg 

139 
104 
78 
59 
44 
33 
25 
18 

Expected number calculated on formula E (x)n + 1 = . 75E (x)n' 

The expected numbers in Table 56 were calculated on the basis that irrespec
tive of how long they had stayed approximately 25% of a given group of 
assistant wardens would leave within the next 3 months. This assumption 
does not hold after the 22nd month because a few exceptional assistants stay for 
a very long time. The most common month for leaving is the second, but 
slightly fewel" assistants leave in the first 3 months than would be expected. In 
general, the theoretical and the actual dist~ibution are very similar. This sug
gests that from the moment they come, assistants are prepared to take up posts 
more to their liking and these present themselves at a more. or less constant 
rate. 

Thus the- picture given by the data on turnover was that while there was 
some evidence that discipline difficulties and possibly long hours were causes of 
turnover, a more important reason might be that many assistants looked on 
their position in the hostel as essentially a stop gap or temporary measure while 
they waited for something better. This picture can be compared with that 
obtained from interviews. 

Assistant wardens were jnterviewed at 17 hostels intended for the intensive 
survey. The total establirihment of assistants at these hostels was 32 and at 
the time of the interview three assistants were on leave and one hostel was 
short on establishment. Two assistants were interviewed but not included in 
the analysis, one because he had been in post only two days and one because 
he was a temporary assistant brought in to cover for another who was sick. 
One assistant was acting as temporary warden and was included. Altogether 
27 interviews were included in the analysis. 

The assistants may be taken as a representative sample of those who are in 
post at anyone time, but not necessarily of those who enter hostels. If 
unsatisfactory assistants stay in the hostels for a shorter length of time, then a 
method of selecting a· sample which takes the assistants in a hostel at a certain 
date gives a greater chaTtce of interviewing long stay satisfactory assistants. But 
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REASONS FOR TURNOVER AMONG ASSISTANT STAFF 

the data presented earlier suggest that it is to some extent a matter of chance 
when an assistant leaves,· so the bias may not matter as much as might be 
expected. The numbers are small, but they are probably large enough to cover 
most of the problems which come up, if not to give an estimate of their frequency. 

The interview schedule for assistants is given in appendix 6. It was piloted 
by Hugh Barr, a trained probation officer formerly attached to the probation 
research project, who also completed the first 11 interviews. In these inter
views a collection of 10 possible problems were given to the assistants and they 
were asked to sort ,them into order of severity. Analysis using these cards was 
confined to 20 cases1• As far as possible the interviews were taken down 
verbatim. 

The 27 assistants interviewed were classified into two groups, one of 11 who 
undertook the job as something essentially desirable in itself and one of 16 who 
undertook the job either as a stepping stone to other jobs or as a method of 
finding out whether they were suited to social work. Some assistants in the 
second group were aiming at a definite profession such as probation or child 
care, but others were more vague; for example, they might see the hostel as a 
"transition to social work", or emphasise reasons for leaving their last job 
rather than for taking their present one. Assistants not included in the second 
group were automatically placed in the first. Two assistants who hoped to stay 
in the probation hostel service as wardens were also included in the first group 
but one who hoped to return to it after training was not. The two groups 
will be discussed separately. 

Those who looked on the job as desirable in itself were older than the others, 
with an average age of 38 as opposed to 26; significantly more likely to have 
done paid social work before, six of the 11 having had some such experience as 
opposed to one of the other 16 (Fisher exact test p<'005) ; and more likely to be 
or have been married or to be engaged. 

Some hostels are providing married quarters for assistants, so the married 
assistants were an interesting if very small group. Of the three interviewed, one 
lived in the town and spent some of his duty nights in the hostel, one went 
home on his weekends off, his wife living some way away, and one had 
married quarters in the hostel. They were shorter of money than others since 
the salary scale is designed for single men living in. One said he would have 
to move quickly; he could stand a year of training with low salary now, but 
not later when his wife left work; besides, "although she is not one for keeping 
up with the Joneses, she deserves a decent standard of living". 

Those in the first group who were not married were often philosophical 
bachelors with few ties and religious or other reasons for wishing to help young 
people. Some had undertaken poorly paid jobs in the past and were prepared 
to accept the low salary; two had pensions and one said that he would not 
have been able to take up the job if he had not. One complained that he could 
not be seconded for training and another that it Wfl& difficult to find out what 
was going on in other hostels or meet other assistants. Taken as a whole, the 
group who saw the job as desirable in itself were more concerne~ with the 
salary and career prospects than were those who had joined for experience. 
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One of the latter, who had decided to go into approved school work, put it 
this way: "The work is marvellous experience. You can see all types of boys 
and there's the work angle and parents and the probation side." 

The second group could again be divided into two: one group of 10 containing 
those who had joined the hostels with a clear idea of preparing themselves for 
some other profession, and one of six who had joined to find out- about themselves 
or social work in general (as one assistant put it, as a" tentative poke "). The 
first group usually lacked the age or educational qualifications for their relevant 
courses, but one was supporting a relative and felt that he could not afford the 
course. Some of these assistants were now worried that they were in a blind 
aIley and one expressed his "desperate" need for training, which he felt 
unlikely to get. 

The last 20 assistants interviewed were given a pack of shuffled cards, each 
containing the name of one problem that might occur in their jobs, and asked 
to place these in order with the greatest problem first, the second next and so 
on. Nine of these problems were taken from the list used by Monsky2 in her 
survey of the turnover of staff in children's homes, and the problem "career 
prospects" was added. Two assistants did not attempt the task, saying that 
they had no problems, two could give only one problem (pay in one case, 
domestic work in the other) and one only two (pay and career prospects). The 
analysis was done on the number of first, second and third rankings a problem 
received. Table 57 sets out the results of this analysis. 

, 
Table 57 

Assistants' Ordering of-Different Problems 

Ranking 
Overall 

Problem Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 
Pay 5 3 0 1 
Friends ... 3 3 3 2 
Career prospects 4 1 1 3 
Hours ... 1 3 3 4 
Paper work " 1 2 2 5 
Domestic work 1 2 1 6 
Accommodation 1 1 2 7 
Privacy ... 1 0 2 8 
Staff relations 0 1 1 9= 
Difficult boys ... ••• J 1 0 0 9= 

NOTE. Ranks are based on allotting scores of 3 for 1, 2 for 2 and 1 for 3. Total interviewed 
20, not all completing task. 

Half the "first mentions" were given to the "conditions of service" factors 
of pay and career prospects. Of the nine assistants who had originally intended 
to stay permanently, seven gave a ranking of 1, 2 or 3 to either payor career 
prospects ;of the other two, one had no complaints at all and the other only 
complained of domestic work. Of the 11 other assistants, only four gave a 
ranking of 1, 2 or, 3 to either payor career prospects. Of those, two had found 
they liked, the work and woald !have liked to have had a chance to ~ecome 
w&rdens. One had definite plans for leaving, but he too 'had enjoyed his time 
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and was only leaving because of the pay. One had no other complaints but felt 
that he would like some more money. There was therefore some evidence that 
those who would like to stay are hampered by the poor pay and prospects but 
that those who have never intended to stay are not. . 

But Table 57 should be regarded with caution. Both interviewers felt that it 
was difficult to gain much of an impression of the assistants' relations with 
other staff or with the boys, and they were reluctant to probe. 

The assistants normally agreed that the boys had tried them out when they 
first came, but it is not easy to admit to anxieties about controlling boys, 
particularly to an interviewer wh.o is similar in age and to some extent in 
experience. 

Thus, only seven assistants admitted to worries about discipline and one of 
these spoke of them as a thing of the past. They tended to discuss these 
problems in a roundabout way, either relating them entirely to the boys, "The 
boys don't like you. To them you're a sort of screw," or speaking of their 
youth, "I suppose you thought I was one of the boys." One assistant gave 
perhaps ,the clearest statement of the difficult position of the young assistant: 
"I have to be very careful. I can't shout at t.~emor give them purushments. 
The other assistant can do that., If I did that they'd probably turn round and 
laugh at me. Later perhaps, but not yet." He said that when he had gained 
experience he would move to social work with younger boys as he found 
this group a "bit of a strain". In his list of problems, powever, he placed 
paper work first and difficult boys sixth, although paper work was not one 
of his normal duties. Another said that he used to be anxious and worry at 
night about what the next day would bring, but he ruso said that he used to 
keep it to himself and it was only later that he came to appreciate that he 
was a member of a team. Younger assistants, who probably experience 
more discipline difficulties than older ones, [!lso scored significantly higher 
on defensiveness in the attitude questionnaire and this bears out the interviewers' 
impression that some assistants denied difficulties, either to themselves, or, 
more probably and reasonably, to the interviewers. ' 

The other difficulties em be dealt with more briefly. It was surprising that 
paper work attracted any response as a difficulty. Assistants generally do 
little of it, and its occasional mention in the first three· problems may be due 
to their academic wordes. Accommodation varies greatly with the hostel 
and was rarely mentioned in 'the interview itself, although lack of a staff 
sitting-room was brought up at one hostel. Domestic work bad taken some 
assistants by surprise and one in particular felt that it was not in keeping 
with his professional status. Privacy was a problem for those with girl 
friends; they found. it difficult to bring !them into the hostel, and if the girl 
herself lived in a hostel they were restricted to park benches, cafes, cinemas 
and other public places. As one assistant put it: "If one was contemplating 
matrimony, it would be dreadful." 

The difficulty in miling friends is related to the long bours, for the 
assistant is usually working when others are free. He is also in the hostel for 
long periods of the day when little is going on,' and some complained of 
boredom. One interview gives a reasonably typical picture. 
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"The first three months were dreadful. I had no liking for the town, 
mainly (because of) its physical characteristics. The people were friendly, 
different from where I come fwm. I don't go in to the town much. I spent 
quite a lot of my time in my quarters reading, listening to records. Then 
there's a family I was introduced <to after my arrival and I have a friend in 
the town hall. I travel a bit round the local countryside but it's a solitary 
sor.t of existence going out by myself most of the time. I've no alternative. 
I'm quite envious of other people. Occasionally it would be nice to go out 
for a drink when one wanted to and one can't say to a person, 'I'll meet you 
for a drink on Thursday af,ternoon.' It's easy ,to get into a rut . .. One gets 
moods. It comes in phases. One's never really at a loose end, but sometimes I 
wish the boys were in the hostel during the day . " I enjoy the little occasions 
that happen; abscondings add spice to it." 

Assistants arrive in a strange town and some, even after a lo.ng time in the 
hostel, had no local friends but spent their free time in cinemas, public 
libraries or walking round the park by themselves. "I've no friends. The 
boys are no good. You can't say to a boy: 'Come into my room, Nick, and 
have a na,tter '." The two assistants may be widely separated in age or 
experience; they cannot go out together since when one is off duty, the other 
is usually not. Wardens differ in the degree to which they take assistants into 
their family: in any case they are in charge and normally much older than 
the assistant. Before. a stranger, at any ra:te, relations were usually formal, 
if friendly, and each addressed the other as "Mr". 

Unlike new teachers or prob!Ltion officers, assistant wardens are not able 
to spend the evening wi,th people unrelated to ,their work, nor can they 
select their friends in the hostel and relieve their feelings about bosses or 
clients by flippant talk, in-jokes or other forms of mutual support. Life may 
easily appear drear, and incidents such as absconding may serve to relieve 

,the feeling of boredom and the vague resentment. It need not be the acute, 
easily definable problems that (:ause the trouble, but simply the fact of being 
in ,the hostel: "Last day off I got well away. I went on a mystery tour and 
for one afternoon I forgot all about the hostel. When I came back I wasn't 
on duty till four next day, but as soon as I stepped through. the door I might 
as well have been on duty." 

So far, the emphasis has been on the problems of assistants, for the purpose 
of ,the interviews was to find out why they leave. But the interviews did not 
give an impression of acute discontent. Some assistants like ,their job, or 
p!llrts of it, such as the activities or the relationships with the boys; certainly the 
interviews alone would IDOt ,give the impression that the turnover is as great as 
it is, or that assistants !life as unsllltisfactory as they rure said to be. 

The interviews should be a:egrurded with caution, but tlbey suggest that the 
turnover has different causes. ThoGe who look for perma:nent posts may find 
tJhat !\!hey lU"ebetter off :in approved sChools or remand homes, where they have 
better pay, status, and chances of promotion, as well as aln easier time if 'they 
lU"e manied. < Those who look for experience may find a lack of anything 
positive in: ,the environment !Lnd so feel that they are learning ,nothing or rure 
in a blind alley. 
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NOTES 

fir;t !~~~uf~e~e\~~~t of the main research worker one card was omitted from the 

ill~;li~o~:~~~/~:t' ~~~~:~1e~f 1~gJ~a;:;:~:;01~2~Sid~tiak llomcgfjifol' Children. All 
ment Social Survey, 1963. or 1e ome ceo The Govern-
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APPENDIX 2 

Absconding and Criminality 
The assumption ,has been that "failure rate" is a suitable measure of the 

incidence of delinquency in a hostel. This depends on the assumption that it is 
reasonable to treat absconding as an offence. Tables 58, 59 and 60 are 'relevant 
to whether this assumption is justified. 11hey show that the majority of failures 
in the main sample were absconders and that absconders in the failure sample 
were more likely to be reconvicted again than those who left the hostel as a 
result of a further offence. 

Table 61 is added for interest. It gives the reconviction ~rates for the different 
forms of treatment given to the failure sample. The period at risk was taken 
to be three years from date of leaving the hostel fDr those receiving probation, a 
fine, 'or an attendance centre 'order; three years plus length Df sentence for those 
receiving a detention centre 'order; fuur and a half years f,or those sent itO' 'approved 
school or borstal; and three years plus estimated seb:;,lce fOI[ those sent to 
prison. 

Ag,· of Entry 

15-15.1 L .. 
15-16.5 ... 
16.6-16.11 
17-17.11, .. 

Total 

Source: Main sample. 

Age of Entry 

16-16.5 ... 
16.5-16.11 
17-17.11. .. 
18-18.11 .. . 
19-20.11 .. . 

Total 

Source: Main sample. 
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Table 58 

Age Related to Reason for Leaving 
15-17, 15-18 Year Group of Hostels 

Left Left Absconded 
Recharged Absconded blit SlIcceetled 

SlIcceeded 
% % % % 

139 15 152 16 31 3 608 64 
71 II 135 20 34 5 414 62 
71 11 134 21 39 G 399 61 
95 1I 206 23 52 G 517 58 

376 12 627 20 156 1,938 61 

Table 59 

Age Related to Reason for Leaving 
16-19, 17-21 Year Group of Hostels 

Left Left Absconded 
Recharged Absconded blit Succeeded 

Succeeded 
% % % % 

23 17 21 15 5 ~ 85 62 
25 IS 39 24 4 2 92 56 
56 13 100 23 13 3 256 58 
50 12 107 26 20 • 5 225 54 
10 8 24 18 G 5 88 67 

164 13 291 23 48 4 746 58 

Left 
U/lsufto.b;e Total 

% % 
17 2 947 100 
II 2 GG5 100 
12 2 655 100 
21 2 891 100 

61 2 3,158 100 

Left 
Ullsllitable Total 

% % 
3 2 137 100 
5 3 165 100 

15 3 440 100 
12 3 414 100 

4 3 132 100 

39 1,288 100 

. 
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Table 60 

Reconviction Related to Reason for Failure in Hostels 

Reason /0/' Failure Reconvicted Not Total' 
Reconvicted 

Absconded no offence known 
% % % 

Absconded and offended 97 71 39 29 136 100 
Offended only ... 106 77 32 23 138 100 84 63 50 37 134 100 
Total ... 

287 70 121 29 408 100 
SOl/rce: Failure sample. 

Table 61 
Hostel "F 'I " 

al ures . ~ Penalty Received Related to Subsequent Reconviction 

Penalty Received 
Number 

Probation/Fine % 
Attendance centre 104 26 
Approved school 1 0 
Detention centre 104 26 
Borstal 34 8 
Prison 140 34 
Not known 7 2 

18 4 
Total ... 

408 100 

Source: Failure sample. 

Reconviction 
Rate 
% 
76 

100 
76 
70 
70 
86 
0 

70 
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APPENDIX 3 
Failure Rates and Regionalisation . 

. . alised nor is there any. officIal 'attem,pt 
Probation hostels are not O~C1<l'lly 1'eglOn parti~ular distance f.rom their .hor:n

es
. 

to ensure that boys go to. hostels ~~:~hildren's homes and ot!her insh!utlOns In 
this the hostels Me different f l'ly ties by considering the dIstance ' . d t preserve am 

where an attempt IS rna e .0" e when placing him. . 
of the institution from the chIld shorn . me disagreement on the lmport-

Ii . fficers there IS so 'd k' Amo
ng the staff and alson 0, th t they try to avOl ta 109 

, S wardens say a ttl ance of distance from hom~. orne fi d that these boys are slower to se e 
boys from long distances SlOce theYh~our, food and dress differ from one pa~t 
down Wage.;rates, accents, senses of h d'fferences Me said to add to a boy s 
of th~ country .to the other and all suc

t
. 11 'point is that home leave may be 

" lin A further prac Ica 
difficultIes 10 sett g. f the fare is very high. 
difficult to arrange where the cost 0 • 1 taking a boy trom within 30 

In contr2..>t to this, most wrurdens try ~o aV:l~s drift back to their old home 
miles of his home, thinking either that t ese

l 
bOys with them or that they tend 

',. d t ke other hoste 0 'di h se 
haunts and aSS~CHli1:e~:m a. , d to treat the hostel as a .boar ng ou . 
to not take theIr tralOl11g sen~usly an

f 
home is therefore of' lnterest. 

The question Of the effect of dlstance.rom 'f b ys taken from any particular 
1 ted in order -to see 1 0 , f th ' l1hree amlyses were com

p
; d t have failure rates above or belo~ that of e 

distance from the hostel ten e Th~ analyses covered the effeot of di~tance rQm 
regime to which they went. d' miles the effect of havlOg a court 
court of origin to hostel as ~~asurethel~ostel ~nd the effect of having a court 
of origin in the same town. or Cl Y th

as 
hostel. The definition of re?ion was the 

"~ 

. 

of origirt in the same lfeglOn as e. 1 Comparisons 1n Probatton1• 

same as that used in Trends and Reglona d' always the distance from court 
h di t ce measure IS . t' It will be noticed that t e. s an bich data are available, but examma Ion 

of origin. This is the only ~I~tan:o~~ ~ways the same as distance fr~m town. of f ase 
records shows that It IS a . ~.' t d to those regunes whIch 

o c . th nalysls was reSuIlC e T bI 
origin. For reasons of tlme, e a 1954 and 31st December 1959. a e 
took in at least 100 b~ys b~tween 1st Januarr ori in of a boy to the area of the 
63 sets out the relatIonshIp of the area 0 g 
hostel to whioh he went. 

" Table 62 

Area of Origin and Area of Hostel 

Hostel Area Area o/Origin 
South London Midland North Total 

and Wales 

South 187 89 76 39 391 
London 68 102 17 49 236 
Midland 
North 175 106 172 412 865 

Total 430 297 265 500 1,492 

Source: Main sample. 
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FAILURE RATES .AND REGIONALISATION 

As can be seen, there is a marked trend for hostels to .regionalise their intake. 
Boys from the Southern Region make up 29 % of the total admission but 48 % of 
the boys in the Southern hostels. The comparable figures for London are 20% 
and 43% and for the North 34% and 48%. No Midland hostel took 100 boys
or mOTe in the r:eriod under review, but an analysis of one Midland hostel gave a similar pictUre. 

In order to see Whether distance from home does have an effect, it is necessary 
to allow for the differing regime failure rates by calculating their expected 
failure rMes. Tbis is easily done. If the North, for example, sent 20 boys 
to Southern hostels, 10 to a regime with a 50% failure rate and 10 to a, 
regime with a 10% failure rate, the expected number of failures would be 
lOX·5+lOx·1=6. If, for example, 20 failed, this Would be evidence 
that boys a long way from home were more likely to fail. This method of 
calculating expected failure rates Was applied to the data in Table 62, and 
Table 63 sets out the expected number of failures compared With the actual number of failures. 

Table 63 

Actual Number of Failures Compared with Expected Number 
Analysis by Area of Hostel and Court of Origin 

Hostel Area 
·Area o/Cow·t o/Origin 

South London Midland North 
and Wales South Actual 

73 43 27 22 
South Expected 

78 35 34 18 
Londoll Actual 

27 41 8 11 
London Expected 

26 39 6 16 
North Actual 

54 38 66 137 
North Expected 

57 39 60 139 
SOl/rce: Main sample. 

Total 

165 
165 
87 
87 

295 
295 

As can be seen from Table 63, there is no evidence of any general tendency 
for distance from home to make any difference to whether or not a boy com
pletes his period in a hostel. This result was confirmed when a similar analysis 
Was completed on distance in miles between the court of brigin and the hostel 
and also when an attempt Was made to see whether boys with a local court of 
origin did worse in a hostel than' boys froIll further aWay. One regime made a 
definite policy of taking boys from its local area. This regime tOok in 78 cases 
from local courts. The failure rate among these cases Was 33 %, as 0ppo$ed to 
37% for the other cases. The hypothesis that local cases are more likely tQ 
get irl.to trouble than those from far away was not, therefore, confirmed. 

Th;; analysis does not anSWer the question of Whether boys taken from lOcal 
areas may not caUSe difficulties in other ways and it is said by hostel wardens 
that they do. For example, it is said that tbe fact that a local boy can go home 
causes unrest among the others. Similarly, t!:J.e analysis does not take into 
account the possibility that boys taken from a local area may find it easier to 
adjust When leaving the hostel. The concept of a probation hostel as a place 
in which boys are Supported while they meet ami adjust to the families and 
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. th h tel is not however, one which has so 
jobs they will return. to on lelav~ng d e °t least re~ove one objection to such 
far found favour. The ana YSIS oes a 
an idea. 

NOTE 

, E Trends and Regional Comparisons 
1. Barr, H. and 0 Lear~,. ., f" London" are used in that study. 

H M S 0 1966. Two defimtlOns 0 . . 
is 'defi~ed' as the Metropolitan Police Dlstnct. 
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APPENDIX 4 

Failure Rates and Admission Policy 
Should a hostel run down its numbers when a new warden takes over? Most 

committees attempt to reduce the numbers in a hostel when a new warden 
arrives. A full hostel is said to be more difficult to discipline than one with 
fewer boys, and in addition, there,. is the fact that the new warden will almost 
ailtomatically be compared unfavourably with his predecessor. If he is permissive 
by comparison, he may be thought weak; if he is authoritarian by comparison, 
he may be thought harsh. On the other hand, a warden who takes over an 
empty hostel must build up his numbers rapidly. Since those boys who abscond 
normally do so within three months of arriving, this means that the warden 
will have a large number of potential absconders in the hostel at the same time. 
It will also present him with certain practical problems in finding jobs. Inevitably, 
however, wardens must sometimes bunch their intakes, and wardens have some
times to take over with full hostels. Can one use these facts to determine the 
right policy? 

The analysis to be described dealt only with those regimes which had started 
during the period under review and which had taken in at least 40 boys. A 
disadvantage ratio was calculated which was defined as follows: 

failure rate of first 20 intake 
Disadvantage Ratio= f '1 aJt f .., tak . 'al ure 1" e 0 rema:mmg In e 

By defining the disadvantage ratio in this way, it was hoped to overcome the 
difficulty that different regimes had different failure rates. If a warden has 
half the failure rate among his first. intake that he has among his remaining 
intake, the disadvantage ratio will be '5. If he has twice the failure rate among 
his first 20 intake, the disadvantage ratio will be 2. If wardens taking over full 
or empty hostels are faced with peculiar difficulties in establishing a tradition, 
one would ~xpect that such wardens would have a higher average disadvantage 
ratio than otli~rs. Table 64 sets' out the disadvantage ratios analysed by numbers 
in the hostel on the warden's arrival. 

Table 64 

Disadvantage Ratios and Numbers in Hostel on Warden's Arrival 

Disadvall/{lge Ratios 

Number of residents on warden'S arrival 0-4 5-8 9-12 13-16 17-21 
1·93 1'25 ·54 ·83 2·26 
1'22 ·59 1·44 ·67 1·6 
1·83 1'28* ·88 ·59 ·83 
2'08 ·86 1·00 
2·00 2·33 

'98 
·80 

Average 1·55 1·04 1 ·21 ·70 1·42 

Source: Main sample. 
• Took only 39 boys. 
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. . . 1.26 which illustrates the difficulty that 
The average disadvantage ratio IS d't.' However there does not appear 

. tablishing a trac 1 1011. , 
wardens can have m es . ul dmission policy to payoff better 
to be a definite tendency for any partlc ar a " 

than any other. 

" 
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APPENDIX S 

Methodological Considerations in Background Survey 

This survey raises three main methodological questions. These are: 

1. How representative was the sample? 

2. Is any bias introduced by'the use of different types of record and how 
accurate are the f"'cords? 

3. How reliable was the coding? 

These problems will be discussed in order. 

Representativeness 

There is no reason to suppose the sample is not representative. The only 
measure available for comparing.rthe samp1e with boys ,taken in other years is 
the percentage of the sample known to leave as the result of an absconding, or 
an offence. This can be compared with the overall percentage for the intake in the 
years 1954 to mid-1963 and for the intake in 1964. From neither of these 
figures does the sample percentage differ by as much as two per cent. 

One unusual characteristic of the sample is that older boys in it do significantly 
better than younger. This finding is not discussed in the text since it is certainly 
not the effeet of age by itself but rather of the better performance of those 
hostels that took older boys in the year mid-1960 to 1961. Any possible bias 
that was introduced by this was de~lt with by breaking the hostels up into 
reconviction rate groups and considering the effect of important factors within 
these three groups. 

Problems Connected with Records 

Table 66 gives details of the records collected on the sample. 

The best source of information was considered to be the current court report. 
Those boys on whom this report was available were compared against the others 
in terms of reconviction and it was found that the first year reconviction 
rate was 42% for this group and 32% for the others. This difference was not 
significant. The rthree yea.r :reconviction mtes were 70% and 68 % ['espectively . 
The two gCoups were compared for the incidence of each background factor. The 
only significant difference found was in the incidence of the reason " recommended 
on the ground of removal from home". Fifty~two per cent of ,those for whom the 
reports were available were coded as being sent to hostels fer this reason :but only 
35 % of the others, and this difference is significant. However, since those on 
whom probation officer reports were availaJble did relatively worse in hostelS than 
the ,others, the fact that Ithe l'emovaJi trom home group did better in the hostels 
cannot be explained on the gl'ounds tha:t >they were relatively more likely to have 
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a prob3Jtion report. No other signific3Jllt Olf remalfkable differences we~e found 
and !there is no reason to think that .the use of different 801'ts of record bIases any 

result claimed. 

Table 65 

Records Used in Coding Background Study 

Current court report 
Current Part A 
Letter to warden 

Records 

Child care officer report 
Non-current court report 
Non-current Part A .. . 
Remand home report .. . 
psychiatrist report . . . . .. 
Criminal Record Office record 
Approved school report 
School report ... 
Record of supervision (Part C) 
Police antecedents 
Letter from past warden 
Hostel record ... 

Number 
315 

33 
21 
11 
63 

1 
9 

21 
359 

1 
5 
3 
3 
1 
1 

Accuracy of Records 
, Since little difference was found in the information ~vailable on thos~ with 
and without probation reports, this section will be mamly concer~ed WIth .the 
accuracy of the probation reports. Typically, these are concerned with the saltent 
factors of a situation and not with the presentation of standard and comprehen
sive information. For iliis reason, many research workers would be wary . of 
them. However, ilieir value as research data depends on the use to WhICh 
iliey are put and ilie strength of the claims which are based on th~m. The 
accuracy of ilie information iliey present also differs between one varIable and 
anoilier, and will therefore be discussed under the relevant sub-groups of 

variables. 
, 

Information on Criminal Record 

Information' on previous and subsequent, convictions was sought both from 
the Criminal Record Office and the probation offices local to ~b~ courts. at 
which the boys were convicted. There is no reason to think that thl',; InformatIOn 

is inaccurate in any important respect. /' 

Home Background Information 
Mest probation reports contain details of the ,home surJ"oundmgs, and where a 

boy is likely to be removed from home, such de!ails ar~ cle~,rly ~kely to be 
particularly relevant. The variables iliat were conSIdered III the; co~mg (marked 
marital discord etc.) are those which most probation officers//consider relevant 
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and it is not likely iliat the .officers knew of them and omitted them. There is 
of course, ~oom. for variations in the degree of marital discord that officer~ 
~ould conSIder Important and in some cases marital discord may have, been 
hidden .. For iliese reasons, variables such as marital discord were only coded 
where It seemed that they were so obvious that anyone must have noticed 
them. 

Background History 

It is not certain how accurate the information on background histo~y is. 
Probably :nost p~obation officers would consider it relevant that a prC':'ationer 
?ad been lD a chIldren's home or had left home. However, it is p':vbable iliat 
In some cases these facts were not known or were not mentioned and the 
pr~portion of probationers to whom they applied is theref;:,re probably unde:r
estimated. 

Behaviour 

It is likely iliat th~ information on items falling under this heading is the 
least accurate. Pilfering and wandering, for example, may have been concealed 
from the probation officer by the parents, or the' officer may not have felt it 
;relevant to mention them. It is just possible, though unlikely, that this fact 
would acco"U~t for ilie relationship iliat was found between pilfering and maternal 
de~rivation since the. officers may have been more inclined to mention pilfering 
where the~'e was a history of maternal deprivation. Information on the proba
tioner's behaviour outside the home was probably lacking in many cases boili 
to th~ boy's pare~ts and tq t~e probation officer. An interesting and disappointing 
fact IS ilie scarCIty of the mformation available on work record, since it was 
often, impossible to discover wheilier or not ilie boy was out of work at the 
tim.;: he came befOl'e the court. In general, figures derived from a study of the 
~t;>ports WOUld.; understate the incidence of problems in ilie sample. For example, 
It seems certa~n' that· at '!~a~t 24 % of the boys pilfered, but the true figme must 
be some way above this. ' 

Reasons ,I 

prob~~~Jh o~cer reports are ilie basis on which ilie decision is made to place 
a probatIOner lD a hostd. The data they provide on ilie reasons for this are 
the~efore particularly good and any problem lies in the reliability of the 
codmg'rather than ilie data on which it is based. 

Coding 

, The decision to code probation reports transferred to the research workers 
!he . d~fficult~es that are often faced by field workers asked to descl'ibe a complex 
mdIVldual In terms of a few simple research categories. Although t'1e fact 
!hat, the data were standardised centrally by one person rather than by individuals 
In the field gave certain advantages, it also raised certain problems, pa.rticularly 
of reliability and validity. 
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The problem of reliability is essentially that of trying to acquire definitions 
which leave no doubt as to whether or not a. particular category should be 
applied to an individual. Two different methods of definition were used. These 
were: 

1. The use of lists, i.e. definition by enumeration. 

2. The use of open-ended definitions, that is, definitions which left more 
to the coders' discretion in deciding whether a particular item fell under 
them or not. 

The defect of the first method was that it tended to .result in cases being 
marked as not conforming to a certain definition when it was clearly desirable 
that they should be marked as conforming to it. For example, the use of a 
list to define "difficult behaviour" meant that cases where the probationer 
had clearly been difficult over a long time· had to be marked as not showing 
difficult behaviour if the office- was not specific on the nature of this behaviour. 
On the other hand, the instruction to the coder simply to, code a boy as showing 
difficult behaviour or not was clearly undesirably vague. Neither of the two 
methods was therefore completely satisfactory. 

The actual coding was carried out by Erica O'Leary, a trained psychologist, 
who coded the last two pilot studies and the main study, discussing doubtful 
points with the research worker. By the time of the main study, it is probable 
that the two workers were reasonably agreed on the meaning of the definitions 
employed. However, it is not claimed that the problem of reliability Was 
completely solved. 

Under the definition of validity adopted here, the evidence for the validity 
of a concept is the fact that objects falling under that concept can be shown 
to be systematically related to objects fal1ing under other concepts. In this 
case, therefore, the problem of the validity of the coding is essentially the problem 
of whether relationships discovered in the data were put there as the result of 
the coding. For example, the findings that those with poor work records were 
sent to hostels for training is in part invalidated, since the coder may have been 
influenced by the poor work record in assessing the reason for placement as 
" training". Doubts of this sort are particularly relevant in relation to the findings 
on the environmental offender since it might be felt that knowledge of subsequent 
results unconsciously influenced the coder in making her classifications. The 
main safeguard against this was that in both the main study and the pilot study 
all codings were carried out without a knowledge of the subsequent success or 
otherwise of the boys whose records were being coded. There is, therefore, no 
reason to think that the findings on the environmental offender are invalidated in 
this way. 

Summary 

In summary, it is not claimed that probation reports provide information 
that is comparable to that collected in more standard ways. On the other hand, 
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there is no reason to su ' th . 
following purposes: ppose e mformation collected cannot be used for the 

1. To provide an adequate picture of th" 
ent h t" e reasons 
. er ~s elS and" the way in which thE 
mformatIon. .y are 

. . 
for which probationers 
related to bac~ground 

2. To "pr~vide a conservative test of the . 
probatIoner presents severe probf hypothesis that a typical hostel 

lems. 
3. To provide evidence relevant to til 

offender. ~ e existence of' an environmental 

. fIn ad~ition, it is claimed that the sample is 
\Q ormation on reconviction rate is accurate. representative and that the 
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APPENDIX 6 

Instruments Used in Research 

All instruments used in' the research are given in full. However, .<;o~e 
parts of them were thought unsuitable for use. The intervi~w guide used wIth 
hostel wardens was originally intended to produce a varIety of scores, but 
only those finally included in the J;ule permissiveness score were ~houg~t to 
be satisfactory. The interview was begun in a very free way and the mtervlewer 
then checked back to make sure that all the points had been covered. 

The" probation hostel research questionnaire" was given to wardens, .matrons, 
rutd liaison officers. The highest correlation between wardens' ratmgs and 
liaison officer's ratings was ·33 (on question. 2). The instrument was therefore 

considered unreliable. 

The contents of this appendix are: 
1. Coding instructions for background sample. 

2. Interview guide used with wardens. 
3. Probation hostel research questionnaire. 

4. Interview schedule for assistant wardens. 

5. Jesness staff attitude questionnaire. 

6. HI return. 

Coding Instructions for Background Sample 

1. Age on Admittance 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20, 21 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
o 

Criminal History 
2. Offence for which Condition of Residence Made. Ig~ofi~ offences ta~en 

into c~nsideration. If there was more than one charge, code that for WhICh 
the condition was made. If this does not distinguish, code in orc:er as below. 

Breaking and entering with or without larceny, shop-bre~kin~, pavilion
br~aking, burglary, sacrilege, possession of house-breakmg Implements 

by night 
Aggravated simple and minor larceny, stealing, ( cciving, unla:nful posses

sion, suspected person, conversion ... 

Take and drive away, including larceny of petrol 

Fraud, forgery, false pretences ." 
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INSTRUMENTS USED IN RESEARCI:l 

Any sex offence, including sexual assault 

Violence against the person, any non-sexual assault, robbery, carrying 
offensive weapons, attempted suicide, causing an affray, fighting" 

, threatening behaviour, violence against property, malicious or wilful 
damage, breach of the peace, disorderly or insulting behaviour, 
drunkenness, offences under the Vagrancy Act, arson and discharging 

4 

firearms 5 
Breaches of probation or amending orders .,. 6 

Other (mostly Road Traffic Act ''offences, e.g. no lights on bicycle, etc.) 7 

3. Pattern of Offences at Time of Condition (including actual offence for which 
condition made). Consider categories 0 to 3 above as dishonest offences, 
categories 5 and 7 as'- anti-social. Consider all charges including those .taken 
into consideration. 

CODE: 

O. mixed dishonest, anti-social" sex. 

1. mixed disho~est, anti-social. 

2. mixed dishonest, sex. 

3. dishonest. 

4. mixed anti-social, sex. 

5. anti-social. 

6. sex. 

4. Pattern of Dishonest Offences at Time of Condition. Combined larceny 
and fraud under the category of larceny. 

o. larceny, house-breaking, T.n.A. 

1. larceny, house-breaking. 

2. larceny, T.D.A. 

3. Iar~eny. 

4. T.D.A. house-breaking. 

5. T.D.A. 

6. house-breaking. 

7. anti-social or sex offences only. 

NOT!.. House-breaking offences during the course ,of which larceny was 
committed are to be counted as house-breaking only. 

5. Actual Number of Convictions at Time of Placement. Count separate dates 
implying separate bouts of offending. Do not count as separate (a) several 
charges in the same date; (b) several appearances all related to the same prose
cution. Code actual number 1 to 8 (8 equals 8 or more, 9 equals no information). 

6. Age Last Birthday at Date of First Offence. Code actual number leDs 10. 
o equals 10 or less. 20 equals X. 
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HOST.ELS FOR PROBATIONERS 

Institutionalisation 

7. If ever in Detention Centre, Approved School, Borstal or Prison other than 
on Remand. Omit approve~ school orders repealed in under one month. 

1. Yes. 
2. No. 

8. Known to hape been in a Maladjusted School.-

1. Yes. 
2. No. 

9. Khown to have beell in a Special School: 

1. Yes. 

2. No. 

Behaviour 

10. lIas been Adjudged Beyond Control or been under Voluntary Supervision 
of Probation Officer. 

O. neither. 
1. vohmtary supervision. 
2. beyond control. 

11. Behaviour Problem. Tills refers to behaviour at home and in institutions 
such as hostels. It includes stealing from borne, staying out all night or keeping 
very late hours, running away from home, leaving home after quarrelling with
out telling a parent, threatening or assaulting parents, refusing to work or 
contribute to home where tills 'brings boy into definite conflict with parents, 
piling up hire purchase and refusing to pay, destructiveness, definite bullying of 
siblings, definite deceitfulness; all cases where parents have consulted a social 
worker or psychiatrist over their son's behaviour and, it is not said if this was 
frivolous; all cases such as those involving drink or drugs where son's anti-social 
behaviour outside the home brings him into conflict with parents. Include cases 
in which it is clear that the son has been extremely difficult but it is not specified 
how. 

O. no evidence. 
1. evidence other than wandering. 
2. evidence of wan"lering. 

12. Pilfering. 

O. no evidence. 
1. has stolen in small amounts (less than £2 from home or house in which 

he was staying; necessary that stealing should be alone). 

13. Bad Behaviour in lnstitution~ 

O. no evidence. 
1. evidence of poor behaviour other than absconding. 
2. evidence of absconding. 
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INSTRUMENTS USED IN RESEARCH 

14. Social Problems. 

O. no evidence. 

J. officer emph~sises area, companions or activities of probationer. 
15. Work Problem. 

3 d fi "t 1 . e Iii eq bad work record (0\ " b rer SIX JO s· 
vel'y strong emphasis in report). ' out of work for six months' , 

2. emphasis on bad record. 

1. no mention as good or bad. 
O. mentioned as good. 

C. not applicable (straight from school). 

16. Out of Work at Time of Offence. 
O. definitely not. ' 

1. Dot known. 

2. definitely yes. 

Background History. 

17. Homeless. Probationer had n t Ii " 
either he was unwilling to return t hio ved at home for at least a month and 
There should. be no relations Wi~h s :aren~s or the~ are unwilling to have him. 
willi,ng to return or permanent friend ~ °tmh e had lived and to whom he was 

s m e same class. 
1. yes. 
2. no. 

.18. Home Leaver. Has left home and worked' • 
fair. Appears to have moy d d h at sea, 10 the Services or in a 

d e roun t e country hold' d'ff . rna e a definite attempt to r h' ,mg 1 erent Jobs, has 
lYe on IS own and has done so 

1. yes . 
2. no 

19. Has Lived with More l 0 
been dOmiciled with on t tan. Ile Family (i.e. haD not always definitely 

, e parent or his or her natural successor) 
1. yes . , 
2. no 

20. Has Nevel' been Sepal' t d f 
as the result of placement in a e rom Home for More than One Year (except 

an approved school) 
O. yes 
1. no 

21. Family with Whom Last Living 

1. father and mother 
2. father / step-mother 
3. father alone 
4. mother/step-father 
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HOSTELS FOR PROBATIONERS 

5. mother alone 
6. foster or adoptive parents 
7. female relative or female foster parent 
8. male and female relatives 
9. grandparent(s) 
X. 0 ther 

22. Inadequate Masculine Control. (a) Father or substitute, 25 or less, 60 or 
over, chroni~ "invalid/disabled or undergoing mental treatment, chronically out 
of work, away at sea or in the Army or dead; or (b) the boy was perpetually 
out of work and no parent was prepared to push him. 

1. yes 
2. no 

23. Unsatisfactory Family. Family means family uIDi with whom last living. 
It includes relatives but not landladies, etc.' Living implies that it was intended 
to be a permanent arrangement. A family is said to be unsatisfactory if (a) there 
was a marital situation leading to actual fights, prolonged non-speaking, either 
leaving home or consulting social worker (not simply "tension"); (b) family 
was generally considered a problem family ~;!hildren in care for neglect, etc.); 
(c) there was a mental history in either parent who was receiving treatment at 
home; (d) there was actual malicious behaviour from either parent towards 
the probationer (father assaults him, sets traps for him, mother on probation for 
neglect, etc.); (e) other members had criminal convictions; (f) either parent was 
an alcoholic. 

1. yes 
2. no 

24. Marital D;~c()rd 

1. yes 
2. no 

25. Criminal Family 

1. yes 
. 2. no 

26. Presumptive Mother Problem. Has a m'llicious mother, no mother, step
mother who is not specifically said to be kind to him, over-protective mother. 

1. yes 
2. no 

27. Presumptive Father Problem. Boy is said to resent father strongly. 
Include step-father cases where this is not specifically denied to be a problem. 

1. yes 
2. no 

28. Global Assessment 

1. actively stressful home 
2. indifferent, neglectful; no discipline in home 
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3. tension, conflict, black sheep 
4. good 
5. not applicable, lodgings, homeless, etc. 
6. not known . 

Reason Inferred for Placement 

29. Removal from Home 
1. yes 
2. no 

30. Removal from Environment 
1. yes 
2. no 

31. Namelessness 
1. yes 
2. no 

32. Discipline, Standards, Training, Work 
1. yes 
2. no 

33. Interest, Support, Care, Understanding 
i. yes 
2. no 

34. Other (i.e. reason cannot be inferred from above but other reason given) 
1. yes 
2. no " 

35. Not Applicable (i.e. no report) 
1. yes 
2. no 

36. Not Inferrable 

1. yes 
2. no 

37. Hostel Result 

1. success 
2. absconded but successful 
3. offended but successful 
4. absconded and offended but successful 
5. left absconded 
6. left recharged 
7. left unsuitable 
8. left absconded and recharged 
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H.OSTELS FOR PROBATIONERS 

38. Final Result 

1. complete. success . f esulting in fine or discharge only) 
2. minor failure (cpnVIC Ion r . 
3. any other conviction . . If in approved school or borstal. 
4. non-standard-list conviction resU iDg 

. G' de used with Wardens in Intensive Survey 
InterView U1 

1. General Account 

2. Wardell 
Previous relevant experience 

Last job 

3. Matron 
Previous relevant experience 

Last job 

Conditions for Permission to Challge Work 
Yes No 

4. 1 2 
Can't get on with foreman or workmates 1 2 
Accused of stealing 1 2 
Offer of job with more pay 1 2 
Finds work heavy but physicaJly capable 

General attitude on work 
Yes No 

5. Type of Dress Allowed 1 2 
14" trouser bottoms 1 2 

pointed shoes 1 2 
Jeans to go out 1 2 
Three-weekly haircuts 1 2 

Buckle belts . 1 2 
Special hostei clothing 1 2 
No lapels on jackets 

Yes. No 

6. Leisure ' noi on standard pro-
More than'three boys 1 2 

gramme 1 2 
No laces in town out of bounds . . 1 2 

. P 1 ut of bounds without permiSSion 
Private louses 0 

Yes No 

7. Hostel Customs 1 2 
Usc TV without permissio~ . 1 2 
Use wireless without permlsslO.n . 1 2 
Use dormitories without j,>':-rmlsslOn . . 1 2 
Use games equipment with~~t perl~ISSIOn 1 2 J. 

Use showers without permiSSion . 1 2 
Use n10re than one room ~n free eveomgs 1 2 
Allowed photographs outSide lockers 1 2 
Allowed pinups 
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8. Time 
Time out on Saturday 
Time out on Sun$y 
~ormal nUmb?1 allowed out on privilege night 
Time expect~d in on privilege night 

9. Routine Yes No N/A 
Fixed routine in morning 1 2 3 
Fixed routine on returning 1 2 3 

10. Spoiling Yes No D/K 
Boys' foo~ fads allowed 1 2 3 
Boys given individual assistance with mending 1 2 3 
Enuretics not to wash own sheets , 1 2 3 
Boys request help with letter writing 1 2 3 

11. Relation with Probation Service ... Yes No ,. D/K 
Did probation service stand in at weekends? 1 2 3 
Was there consultation over admission? 1 2 3 
Did probation service stand in over leaves? 1 2 3 

D/K Has probation service compla,ined to Home 
3 Office? 1 2 3 
3 Were there continual differences over court 
3 proceedings? 1 2 3 
3 Did warden complain to his committee? 1 2 3 

:Oid warden spel),k well of his probation officer 
to I~ommittee? 1 2 3 

N/A 
3 12. SUPervision Yes No D/K 
3 Regularly allowed to look for work on own 1 2 3 
3 Washing and teeth clea,ning checked daily 1 2 3 
3 As far ~s possible supervised on outside visits, 
3 ~tc. 1 2 3 
3 ~tters ~nsored 1 2 3 
3 :M9re than four allowed in rooms unsupervised 1 2 3 

D/K 13. Paternalism Yes No D/K 
Advice on girifl,'iends if not asked 1 2 3 

3 All boys have·home leave if possible 1 2 3 

3 Pocket money not all at once 1 2 3 

3 Shoes inspected ior holes 1 2 3 
~oys required t9 writ~ home at set times 1 2 3 

N/A 
14. /Jisfance Warden 3 Yes No D/K 

3 Eat with boys at all evening meals 1 2 3 

3 Eat witl1 bOYfJ at some evening meaJ'!/Sunday 

3 lunch 1 2 3 

3 S~t wit\l boys regularly on hostel nights 1 2 3 

3 Qo camping with boys J 2 3 

3 Go to' ttt~tre.etc .• with boys 1 2 3 

3 Other particut~r r~ea~i(:m,!ll event 1 2 3 
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Yes No D/K 
15. Distance Matron 

Eat with boys at all evening meals 1 2 3 

.:i:L ............ " . 

, ..... 2' 3 
Eat with boys at .some mea~s . 

.1 

i; 2 3 
Sit with boys regularly on hostel mghts I' 2 3 
Other recreational participation 

1 2 3 
Go on expeditions with boys 

1 2 3 
Welcome boys in kitchen 

Yes No D/K 
16. Correct behaviour 1 2 3 

Dumb insolence always corrected 
1 2 3 

'Apologies for accidental. sl~mmin~ of door .. 
Expect:Doys to stand up If talking to warden 

1 2 3 
standing up 

of warden sharply Any swearing in hearing 2 3 
reprimanded 

1 

17. Punishment ..' 
Usual punishment for 30 minu!es lateness. 
Usual punishment ,for abscondltlg . 

Probation Hostel Research Questionnaire 

Hostel .............................................................. . 

Warden .......................................................... .. 

Respcindent ................ : ............ : ............................ . 

Official position ........................ : ........................... . 

Ref. No ... 0 •• 
0

.: •••••••• , ••• ~ ••• ~ ••••••••• , •• ~ •••• " t •••••••• 0

0 

•••••• 0. 

Introduction ::. . 
. . . we are asking you to describe the methods used by the 

In ,fu.is questlOnna1!e. b h t I . We would like to emphasise that ·this 
d nd matron tn the a ove os e. .. .. . '1 b 

:~:;at~on will be 'completely confidential to . ih~ research statI, and
b 

WI l:o~a; 
. that could identify an individual hostel, or memer 0 s . 

used 1U any w,ay . . d d atrons the information 'will only be .collected 
In the case of ~ervtng w~r ens an m : " '.' '. . . 
with their :permission. . -,: ,. .. 

In order to allow for differences of judgment we are tr~~~hto ~et. thIS kq~~~l~~~ 
nairefilled in In'dependently by different people. We wo " . ere ore. as; 

to dlscuss it. '." . 
. . t t d' cover some of the important 

This questiohnaire represents an attemp 0 . IS . . 1'k ly different 
. hh t I 'ay differ fromeacl:i other. ' If, as seems 1 e , 

~~:!s V:~~ SUi~:b~es:~ different types of boy, understand~g. s~chdifferences 
is an:: essential'step towards further progress, :~nd .yO~~.:~ssl~~anceVlUlbe very 
helpful to this .end. ;. I,'j: r, '; . ;, ." • ,.' . 

In 

INSTRUMBNTl> USED IN RESEA.RCH 

Instructions' . 

In this questionnaire we describe a series of imaginary wardens and matrons 
with contrasting methods. We call these wardens A, B, C, etc. and, ask you to 
indicate how closely' the methods of the real warden of the above hostel resemble 
in spirit, though not neces~a~iJ;r in detai~, those of one or other ?f the imaginary 
wardens we have contrasted. We do thIs also for matrons anp In both cas~s we 
use a scale as shown below. 

Warden Smith (say) 

Warden A : Warden B 

If you feel that Mr. Smith's methods correspond very closely to those of one 
or other of the imaginary wardens described you would tick as follows, tpe 
tick being closest to the warden resembled 

Warden A : V 

Warden A : 

Warden Smith -

or 

Warden Smith 

~ ......... . 
, .. : .Wanien B 

:V Warden B 

If you feel that Mr. Smith's methods correspond fairly closely to one or other 
of the methods c~scribed, you would tick as follows: 

Warden Smith 

Warden A : : Warden B 

Warden A : .: V : Warden B 

If you feel. that Mr. Smith's methods represent almost exactly a middle path' 
you would tick as follows: 

Warden A : 

Warden Smith 

:y : Warden B 

Please put one tick only in each scale, and please ensure that you do .tickeach 
scale. Under each scale we have placed a space for any comments, doubts or 
qualifications which you may wish to raise. .Please feel free to use them. 

Part 1: Warden 

1. Warden Ais·a warden who feels that he should ,be with the boys 'as much 
as he possibly can. He eats with <them at :the same ·taple, sits with them in 
the evenings, .goes on expeditions with ,them. >takes rpaait in all sUpeI'Visory duties 
that involve contact· with them, and in many of the training progromme events. 

Warden B· feels that a warden loses ·effectiveness by being too much with the 
boys. He does not eat with them and GlS far as poss1ble uses his assistants for 
supervisory duties Hjs main contaICts with the boys rure in his office and at :fixed 
times. 
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HOSTELS FOR PROBATIONERS . 

A mid-point might ,be :represented ,by a warden who ll'eIi~ on normal· ~uper
visory duties to bring him into contact wlifih the boys but did not go out of his way 

to encoU(l"age other contacts. 

Please tick as described above: 

Warden .. 
Wan!oo A: Warden B 

Commen,ts: 
2. Warden C ,is a waQ"den who believes that the standt.rd of ?ehaviou~ dem~nd~ 

in the hostel must be vef1Y clearly definedaiIld enforced }')1 all tunes This applies ~ 
'small matters as wen as in big. Any slipping in dresS!, language, or ,z-espect wIll 
immediately be brought home to the boy who commits it. 

Warden D has ft les and is prepared to discuss infringements of them and 
give tile boys the ,beneh .' the doubt. He' feels that it is ,better !for the atmos,Phere 
of the hostel to let the ,,,ccasional slammed door or SWeaT word pass WIthout 

comment. 
A mid-point might ·be a wrurden who strictly enforced 'l"u~es on ~?vjous 

breaches of discipline such as lateness ·but did not concern hImself wHh less 
blatant maJtters such as a particulalr boy's lmtidiness. 

Please tick as described above: 
Warden 

Warden C: 
Warden D 

Comments : 
3. Warden E ,believes thaJt it is impol'tartt to use any opportunity .~ deal. wjtJ~ 

a boy's problems, attitudes and ~haviour whether or not these are lInI?edIately 

rele¥aJIlIt to his ,behaviour in the hostel. As a matt/x of co~rse ~e WIll. try to 
arrange family reconciliations, have per~onal mte::views or .dISCUSSI.Ons WIth ~~ 
boy on his attitudes or religious beliefs and mvolve himself m the boy.,. 

resettlement. 

Warden F ,believes iliat j,n general it is dangerous a~d ~called fo~ :0 raise 
issues 'Outside ,the boy's adjustmeIllt to the hostel. He Will dI~OUrage VISIts from 
p3lt'oots or direct discussion. -of a boy's ,problems between 'himself and the boy. 
His contact~\ willi the boys will be mainly as a group. 

A mid~point between these -two pooitio?s might be a .warden who was qu~te: 
willing to deal with personal problern,3 ~f they we:.e directly referred to him. 
bntpI'eferred not to take the initiativ~ Itl ifaising them. 

Please tick as above: 
Warden 

Walden E: 
Warden F 

Comments : 
4~ Wa.rden H ·believes that firm putiishmellt tends ,to ~revent further ~r?ubJ~ 

both with the culprit and with other boys. ~:ie may depnve a boy of prlVllege:s 
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for folM' w.!eks ,fo(l" ,breacheS of hostel diScipline such·as 30 minutes. lateness (at 
night) Md !USe punishments of similar strictness.· . 

Warden I makes no use of any punishment at all except for niaj6r offences such 
as absconding.' .. 

A mid-position might be a 'WaTden who generally punished half hour lateness 
with one week's gating. 

Please tick as above; 

~Narden 

Warden H: :- Warden I 

Comments ; 
Part Z: Matron 

5. Matrbn A spends as much time as possiBle with <the boys. Sbe sits with 
them, goes· shopping with them, and allows them to hang around in the kitchen 
when she is*ere. 

Mabron B concentrates 'fUore on4.he administrative s:de of her work. She does 
not allow the boys in the kitchen unless they have specific tasks to'diiand' does 
not eat with the boys. She feels that ,this encoura.ges abeHerand more Ifespectiul 
attitude among the boys. 

A mid-point might be a matron who Il'elied on her official duties for her contacts 
with the boys and neitlier 'actively sought them out nor discouraged them. 

Please tick as above: 

MaJtron 

Matron A: MaMon B 

Comments : 
6. Matron C ,believe,; strongly in keeping the· boys up to the mark in the 

peliormance of their hostel duties. Many of her contacts with the boys are 
in r.'~I1:t1ectiOill with their cleaning duties and she' feels that this is an important 
pay~ 'D1 theM: ,training. 

Matri.m D does not bcli~ve that such duties are of great importance and as 
tar as possible she <tries to see that ,the ,boys do not perform \them. Where 
they do pel'foffil Itbem she is not very meticulous in checking them. 

A mid··point might be a matron who did not ·believe that cleaning duties had any 
particularly:good effect on the boys but did not go out of her way to see that 
they had f!S.few as possible. 

Please tick as above; 

Matron 

Matron C: M3Jtron D 

Comments : 
7. Matron E is prepared to spoil tbe boys a bit even when their demands 

are. inconsiderafe. She will get them !ate dinners with inadequate notice,cater 
for their food fads and give 'them extra blankets if theycompJliin of the cold. 
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no I)'F,ELS FOR.PR.OBATIONERS· . 

Matron F feels·tha.t to spoil·the boys may'give rise ,to a.dependent relations~iP 
hicb is not helpful when the boys .return home.~h~ discourages. requests. or 

~~pa.thY and is ghvery~uick 'tOthSf~! :::ys~~n~o~d s:t:~gb~~:,l:~~ ~o:s b:!t s;:e~ 
he IS Ill. Althou un\.\ernea 
that it is a good thing to show this too much. . ' 

A mid-position might be a matron who will give sympath~ if asked, but feels 
it is better not to encourage such demands among the boys. 

Ma.tron 

Matron E 
Matron F 

Comments: 
Schedule for Interview with Hostel Assistant Wardens 

Name 

Numb,~r of monohs in hostel 

L~st job-duration-residential: 

Hostel Age 

1. How did you come to apply for this job? 

Who told you, advert, etc.? ' 
What i~terested you? (Effects of previous job-institutional?-family back

grotmd, attitudes, beliefs.) 
Flow did you view the job? (Stepping stone, something to try, permanent 

post, etc.) 

How long did you anticipate staying? 

2. How did yoU actually find itwhen you got here? 

Same! different from expected. How? 

How did yOU fi~d conditions at work? What good/bad? 

(Probe: hours, .discipline, etc.) 

What kind of relationship with boys? Why? . , 
Discipline. 

What kind of relationsnip wifih other staff? 

3. What are your present plans1 

If leaving: Why? When? Any plans.? If '{acancy tomorrow? 

If staying: Wby? What is like~y to affect when you leave? 

4. Card sort. 

S:.:Whafhours ~f;dntylast wee~?; 
,What hours of qilty for previous three weekends? 

i: 1: 

, . 
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6. Use of leisure: At/away from hostel. 

If away: Where? Entertainment;, organisations, pursuits. 

Relationships outside of hostel: peers, girls, parents, others. 

7. Jesness. 

lliTRODUCTORY NOTE 
This is a questionnaire which was devisep to cover the opinions of residential 

staff working in America. Each hostel will receive four copies of it and we 
should be very grateful if the warden, the matron and the two assistant wardens 
could fill it in independently, and then return it 10 us"in Ithe stamped addressed 
envelopes provided. It is very important to us that thel' do not discuss the 
questionnaire before completing it, althougn of course we shoUld be very willing 
for them to do this afterwards. 

We should like to emphasise that this is not a test in which. there are right and 
wrong answers, and it is not in any sense intended to . catch the staff ont. The 
answers wiII be co~pletely confide~tial to the research staff. 

We hope that staff already know that in no sense do they have to fill in this 
questionnaire. By doing so, however, 1hey will be helping us in our efforts 
towards understanding hostels, and we hope that all staff will in fact complete it. 
Suah co-operation will be greatly appreciated. 

One final point. This is 'the first time that this questionnaire has been used 
in England. Any comments you have on any aspect of it will be welcome. 

Stall Opinion Survey 
On the following pages are 143 items designed to determine staff opinion on a 
number of issues, some of which are specific to this setting and others which are 
more general. There are, of courst:, no right or wrong answers to the statements. 
As a matter of· fact, there is considerable disagreement about most of the issues 
which are raised, . '.. .-

Please make your opinion known on each item, even though there may be a 
few .on which you feel in doubt,or others. where you might wish, to qualify 
you. answer. It is better to respond' to the items quickly and, spontaneously 
rather than to deliberate over the answers for very long. To indicate your 
response, merely circle the position on the six-pojnt scale which most closely 
reflects your' reaction' to the : statement. Please fill in:. the iIlfor)l1atio.p: requested 
below. . , 

N'AME: " .. r •••••• • ";'" ,'10 .J~. ,', ..... -0 ," •• , •• ; •••• I.';' ... ~. ~. ;... <,: 

DATE ..................... : .............. ' 

·AGE ... ,' ... ;; .. ~.:;.; .... : .. '.:., " '.' .. .. 

HOSTEL ..... , ......... , .• : ..... : ...... ; ...... ~ ........... , ......... . 
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.. 

-3 Disagree very much 
-:-2 Disagree pretty much 
-1 Disagree a little 

1 Agree a little 
2 Agree pretty much 
3 Agree very much 

1. Boys should be allowed to gripe about hostel rules. 
--,-,3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

. 2. A good staff member should shelter the boys from life's little difficulties. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

3. Some children are so bad that they must be taught to fear adults for their own 

good. ' 
-3 -2 -1 23 

4. punishing a boy immediately for getting into mischief is the best way to stop it. 
-3 ,.-2 -1 1 2 3 

5. It is much easier to interact and play with boys than it is to maintain good control. 

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

6. Staff should adjust to boys somewhat, rather than always expecting ,the boys to 

adjust to them. 
-3 -2 -1 2 3 

7. Boys who are trouble makers have most likely been spanked too much. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

8. There are so many things a boy has to learn in life that there is no excuse 

for his sitting around with time on pis. hands. 
-3 -2 -1 2 3 

9. A boy should be taught to avoid fighting except in extreme instances. 
-3 -2 -1 '1 2 3 

10. A boy will be> grateful later on, for strict training now. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

11. The ide>a of pirmissiveness has no place in the rehabilitation of the kind of 

boys we have here. 
-3 -2 -1 2 3 

12. Working alone 'and without help is often a very satisfying experience for a boy. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

13. A boy who can keep calm on the surface no matter what happens, will do well 

in life. 
-3 -2 -1 . 1 2 3 

14. The bOyf: $hould be taught to enjoy what they have and not expect to get much 

more. 
,-2 -1 1 2 ·3 

3 
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15. Individual counselling sh ld h ., , au ave pnonty over recreational activities. 
~3 --2 -1,' 1 2 3 

16. Boys must often be taught to do certain things by just being left on th . . --3' :Ir own . 
-2 -1 1 2 3 

,.17. S~ff should ask for the boys' 0 inions a3l ' • 
thmg which directly concerns them is ~ing dedd~d~ke them lOto account when some-

, . -3 --2:""1 1 2' 3 

18. A staff member should do hi b . -care. ,s est to aVOid disappointments for the boys in his 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

19. It is frequently necessary to drive the behave. mischief out. of a child before he will 

--3 --2 -1 1 2 3 

20. If children refuse to obey they should be spanked for it. 
__ -2 --1 1 2 3 , > 3 

21. It is better to trick a bo . t d~' . that .insist on his, doing it. y 111 ,0 omg somethmg he doesn't want to do, ratl: ' 

--3 -2 --1 2 3 

22. Sometimes it is necessary' f de ' to get his rights. or a war n to stand up to his committee in order to 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

23. Staff must earn the respect of their b~ys by the way they act. ' 
-3 --2 -1 1 2 3 

24. Physical punishment makes a ch'ld f ' can happen to a child. I ear adults and this is the worst tiling that 

-3 --2 -1 1 2 3 

25. Boys who don't try ha d f .' things. r or succe~ WIll fee! later on that they missed out on 

-3 -2 -1 2,3 

26. A boy who makes a mess should clean it up himself. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

27. Boys should be allowed to see the matron whenever they ~ant to. 
:-3 --2' -1. 1 2 3 

28. A boy should be taught to co t th' h ' is in trouble.' ,me, 0 e, ostel staff rather than to fight when he 

. .:. --3 -2 -1 . 1 2 3 
29. There IS' nothmg that. upsets a person more than a bunch of noisy kids 

·-3' -2 -'-,-1 1 2 3 . 

30. Strict discipline develops a fine, strong cha'rac~er. 
-3 --2 -1' 1 2 3 

31. It is the staff's duty to see: to it that the ·boy· s do wh' at tl·· k' , . • '. ley now IS best. 
-3 -.1 -11 2 3 
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32. Too much affection will make a boy a softie. 
~3,-2 -1 1 2 3 

33. Most of the problems a boy lias will go away by themselves if they are left alone. 
.. -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

34. A boy should be taught never tadepend on others for anything he can do himself. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

35. A boy should never be allowed to curse the staff. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

36. A boy will do better if .he learns that showing hurt feelings just makes things 

worse. 
-3 -2 -1 2 3 

37. A boy ~.hould not be pampered by help from staff with chores. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

38. A boy has a right to his own point of view and should be allowed to express it. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

39. A boy should be protected from jobs which might be too tiring or hard for him. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

40. A wise staff mewher will teach a boy early just who is boss. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

41. Spanking a boy immediately when he is cross and nagging is better than letting 
him get into the habit of acting like that. 

--3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

42.80ys this age ll1'e too immature to profit from talking about their problems. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

43. What children don't know won't :.turt them. 
-3 --2 -1 1 2 3 

44. A boy who loses a comb or some such article should be taught a lesson by 

letting him go without it for a time. , 
-3 -2'" -1 1 2 3 

45. In recreation it is much more important for these boys to enjoy themseives 

than it is far ~'1em to learn skills. 
_3 -2 -1 Z 3 

46. Boys too often are asked to do all the compr<\,inising and adjusting. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

47. Spanking a child makes it impOl.'Siblefor him to love and respect his parent5. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

48. It is good for a boy to have lots of attention. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

49. There is .no good excuse far one boy hittWt;: a!1(}ther. 
-3 -2 ...-1 1 :i. 3 
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50. There is no excusing someone who upsets the confidence a child has in the hostel 
staff's way of doing things. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

51. It is no wond~r men reach their 
work they run right into problems. 

boiling point when as snon as they come to 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 , 
52. The boys here Can learn more and benefit !rom organised, structured games 

than from free play. 

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

53. Children who are held' to firm' rules grow up to be the best 'adults. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

54. There always must be a boss and in the hostel that person should be the warden. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

55. Boys who are taught· never to be satisfied with what they have done are the 
ones who get ahead. 

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

56. Most of these boys have too much confidence, rather than too little. 
-3 .. ,-2 ~1 1 2 3 

57. It is poor policy to encourage boys to pester you with all their little upsets. 
-3 -2 -1' 1 2 3 

58. Boys should be trained to be independent by leaving them entirely alone to do 
their own work. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

59. The boys' ideas should be seriously considered in making hostel decisions. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

60. Many boys need some of the natural meanness taken out of them by force. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

61. If you aren't careful from ·the start, most of the boys will think they can get 
away with anything. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

62. Military drill is helpful in teaching self-control. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

63. A wise parent will hesitate before whipping a child to teach him to change his 
ways. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

64. ,There are some things which JUSt can't be settled by a mild discussion: 
-3 -2 ~1 1 2 3 

65. As much as is. reasonable, a staffinembi:r should try to treat a boy as aii equal' 
with himself. .... .,... " 

'"-3 -2 -1 . 1 2 3 
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66. Most good staff members would neve!: even consider striking a boy' for bad 
behaviour. 

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 
~ 

67. If the boys know the staff like 
they are told without a fuss. 

them and are always for them, they do what 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

68. Boys should all be encouraged to learn to box. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

69. Being permissive with these kids is like asking for trouble. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

70. It's best for the boys if they never get started wondering whether the staff's 
views are right or not. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

71. There will be times when any staff member gets to the point where he feels 
he can't stand his group a. moment longer. 

-:-3 -2 -1 2 3 

72. Most children should have stricter discipline than they get. 
-3 -2 -I 1 2 3 

73. The hostel in which the structure is clear and the limits tight is best for 
everyone. 

-3 -1 2 3 

74. If wardens and assistant wardens have fun with the boys in their care the boys 
are more apt'to take their advice. 

-3 -2 -1 I 2 3 

75. "Matter of fact" treatment of boys is better than letting them see how you 
feel about things. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

. 76. Staff who allow the boys to get the idea that other people will often help them 
Just encourage them to become failures. 

-3 --2 ~ -1 2 3 

77. When a boy is in trouble he oLght to know he won't be punished for talking about 
it with the hostel staff. 

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

78. It is sometimes necessaJ:Y for a parent to break the child's will. 
-3 -2: -1 1 2 3 

79. Boys who are always breaking rules will remember them after a good whipping. 
-3 -2 -1 1. 2 3 

80 .. With these boys a wiee;staff member will establish firm control before trying to 
act fnendly. . . '. 

-3 . -2 -I 1 2 3 
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81. There is no reason for hostel staff to have their own way all the time, any 
more than for the boys to have their own way all the time. 

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

82. Spanking a child should be avoided by all means because it may break the 
child's spirit. 

.-3 -2 ---;1 3 

83. The best way to get a boy to behave is to make him feel he j, •• wanted and 
needed. 

-3 -2 -1 2 . 3 

84. It is very bad policy to let a boy begin to have doubts about what the hostel 
staff have told him. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

85. A man may need~to blow his top at the boys, once in a while, just to clear the 
~a~ . 

-3 -2 -I 2 3 

86. Boys are actually happier under strict training. 
-3 -1 -1 1 2 3 

87. The trouble with giving attention to boys' l'roblems is that they usually want 
to take advantage of you. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

88. Boys in a hostel must be taught to jump to~an order immediately. 
-3 -2 -1 I 2 3 

89. The best attitude for a boy to l.::arn is to take things as they are. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

90. When in doubt about interfering, it is best to tell a boy to fight his own battl'~~, 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

91. Group punishment never needs to be used with'boys this age. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

92. The boys should be encouraged to express their opinions about anything which 
involves them. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

93. It is actually easier to run a well-controlled, disciplined hostel than it is to 
form close relationships with the boys. 

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

94. Many children, like horses, must be .broken in order to be trained. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

95. Children who lie to staff should be punished so that they will stop it. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

96. Trying to be completely honest with the boys here is just doing things the hard' 
way. 

-3 -2 --I 2 3 
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97. The biggest problem in a hostel is maintaining control. 
-3 -2 ~1 1 2 3 

9S. Wardens should treat the boys with as much consideration and respect as they 
show to other staff. -

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

99. Only a cruel person would use physical punishment on a boy. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

100. Group pressure should never be used for control, even though a boy is way 
out of line. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

101. One of the main goals of treatment in an institution like this is to teach boys 
to respect authority. 

-3 -2 2 3 

102. Most of the boys could benefit fTom much more sympathy than they are 
given. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

103. A person who thinks he can maintain control of a group without strict limits 
will soon learn differently. 

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

104. Hostel staffs who are soft with the boys will never be respected by them. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

105. Boys should be taught to hit back if someone their size hits them. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

106. A boy should never question the orders of hostel staff. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

107. Strict discipline is essential for the training of children. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

lOS. Hostel staff who give their boys a lot of affection without being careful about 
it may find that the boys don't mature as they should. 

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

109. Stalf members who start a boy talking about his worries don't realize it is 
usually better to just leave well enough alone. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

110. You should never let a boy get the idea that what he is doing is good enough, 
because then he won't tryhardel'. 

-3 -2 -:1 1 2 3 

111. IIostelsth,at have probl,elIls in control are, usually those. in- which the boys 
don't know theitplace. 

-3 -2' -'"1 2 3 

_ 'H2.;:A.;,per&on'-can be, -;en:he1pful' to a boy by teaching him how to keep from 
showing it'when he is boiling inside. 

-3 -2 ---1 2 3 
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113. A boy who grows up with the ic1ea he will have to do almost everything for 
himself gets much farther in life. ' • • 

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

114. Hostel life is better if the warden makes the boys feel they are free to say what 
they are thinking about anything. . . . 

.\ 

-3 -2 -1 2 3' 

115. Staff should try to prevent most of the difficulties which make a -boy unhappy.· 
-3 -2. -1 1 2 3 

116. If a boy isn't really trying, he should not be rewarded. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

117, A good spanking now and then never hurt any child. 

-;;;3 -2 -1 1 2, 3 

118. A boy deserves to be punished when he talks back to his parents .. 

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

119. A boy who cheeks a staff member should never be allowed to get away with it. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

120. It actually seems that a knowledge of psychological theory is of very little 
help in dealing with groups of boys. . 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

121. If you aren't firm with a group of boys they will almost always tend ,to get 
out of control. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

122. A boy who never learns to fight will never really mature. 

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

123. It seems rather silly to give a home leave to a boy who has not worked hard 
for it. 

-3 -2 -1 1 ' 2 3 

124. Boys like the ones here are too often treated with kid gloves in ways that do 
not do them any good. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

125. A good child doesn't fight with other children. 

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

126. Parents should respect the wishes of children just as much as they expect 
children to respect their wishes. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

127. A boy's trust in the warden si).ould be' &afeguar~ed, beHer by not h!lving so 
many people with different ideas talking to him. 

-3 -2 -1 ' 1 2 . 3 

12S. Boys ,should be allowed to disagree ~vith staff if th~y feel;their own ideas are' 
better. ... "" . , ' . " 

• _ ... n ._ 

-3-2 ., -1· 1·· 2 \. 3 
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129. Firm enforcement of rules never really hurts a child. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

130. The ideal hostel is one in which it is clear to all that the warden is in charge, 
and not the boys. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

131. Staff should be'playful rather than dignified with the boys. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

132. Tend.:r treatment of boys should be kept within limits, if the boys are to 
develop properly. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

133. It would be a mistake to allow a boy to disagree with a staff member in the 
presence of other boys. 

-3 -2 -1 . 1 2 3 

134. To keep from getting into trouble, a boy should have a healthy fear of adults. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

135. A good spanking is often the only way to convince children you mean it when 
you tell them something. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

136. Boys have a right to an explanation when the staff asks them to do something. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

137. It is better for a boy to be a little too ready to fight than to be unwilling. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

138. It is natural for a staff member to blow his top when the boys are demanding 
and selfish, 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

139. Staff members who enjoy playing games with their boys usually have more 
trouble with them. 

-3 -2 -1 2 3 

140. If you let the boys talk about their troubles, they end up complaining even more. 
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 

141, In dealing with these boys, its best to leave theory alone and face the many 
problems with common sense . 

. -3 -2 -1 2 3 

. I'42. It ·is best.to reserve the '.tJe of praise for those tillles when a boy really tries 
his best. . . . 

-3 -2 -1 23 

143. A staff member who wants to maintain discipline will have a:much easier time 
if he avoids playing with the boys. 

-3 -2 -I . 2 3 
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(949041/14) 

HOME OFFICE 

NAME OF APPROVED 

FormHl: 

PROBATION HOSTEL OR HOME ... ~., ..................................................... .. 

RETURN FOR THE MONTH ENDED ..................................................... . 

I. NUMBER OF RESIDENTS ON LAST DAY OF THE MONTH 

(a) Probation cases 

(b~ Supervision cases 

(c) Other residents 

(d) Total 

II. VACANCIES 
(e) Places promised 

(I) Existing vacancies not already promised 

(g) Places not already promised which arelikely 
to become available in the next 6 weeks 

III. PARTICULARS OF RESIDENTS ADMITTED DURING THE MONTH (Illsert "IIiI" 

if appropriate. Include ill Part V readmissions a/tel' absconding) 

Name of Date of 
Type of Court court order 

Name case: (a), Period of 
(surname first Date of (b) or (c) Date of residence 

in block birth in item 1 admission prescribed (If not under supervision 
letters) above (months) of a probation officer, 

give instead name of 
placing authority) 

, 
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IV. PARTICULARS OF RESIDENTS WHOSE PERIOD OF RESIDENCE HAS llEEN 
EXTENDED DURING THE MONTH (II/sert "nil" if appropriate) 

I 
Type orcas.,): 

Name (a), (b) or (e) Date to which period 
(surname first jn block letters) in item 1 above has been extended 

I. By the court . , 

. 

II. With the authority of the Secretary of State (~ule 10. Approved Probation Hostel 
and Home Rules, 1949) 

V. PARTICULARS OF RESIDENTS OTHER THAN ABSCONDERS WHO LEFT 
DURING THE MONTH (Illsert "/lil" if appropriate) 

Circumstances: 
Name Type of case: (e.g., period expired; Destination: 

(Surname first (a), (b) or (c) Date of re-charged; residence e.g. home, lodgings, 
in bIo.:,:lr in item 1 leaving requirement cancelled army, approved 
let~ers) overleaf by court for good school, etc. 

progress; ,entered 
H.M. forces). 

-

J,88 
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VI. PARTICULARS OF RESIDENTS WHO ABSCONDED, OR RETURNED FROM 
ABSCONDING, DUR~NG THE MONT~ (For the purposes of this retllrn, residents 
absent for less tha/l 24 hours without leave should 1I0t be recorded as abscollders) 
(Insert "/Iii" if appropriate) • 

-
Name Type of C"se: 

(Surname first in (a), (b) or (c) Whether absconded 
.block letters) in item 1 or returned Date 

overleaf 

-

I -
I certify that the informatioll given above records all changes duriJlg the mOllth. 

REMARKS (if any) 

Date ...................................... . Signed ................................................ ........... . 

Wardell 

THIS RETURN SHOULD BE COMPLETED TO SHOW THE POSITION ON THE LAST 
DAY OF EACH MONTH AND SHOULD BE DESPATCHED TO THE HOME OFFICE 
ON THAT DAY 
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APPENDIX 7 
Fur~her Data on Staff AttitudeJJuestionnaire 

This appendix is designed for those who may wish to use the staff attitude 
questionnaire in further research. Tables are based on replies from the 16 
wardens and 29 assistant wardens only. Table 66 gives the split half reliabilities 
of the scales and summary scales, and "compares them with the test retest 
correlations obtained by Jesness on 49 supervisors at Fricot ranch. Jesness 
measured this stability over a two year period. Table 67 gives the intercorrelations 
between the 13 subscales. Jesness1 gives a similar table' and also includes the 
summary scales and a shortened version of the California F test. 

Table 66 

Split Half Reliabilities of Scales in Staff Attitude Questionnaire 
Compared with Test-Retest Stability Found in Fricot Ranch Study 

For Authority 
For Strictness 
For Control 
For Breaking the Will 
For Harshness 
For Forcing Independence 
For Aggression ... 
For Achievement 
Withholding Affection ... 
Suppression of Affection ... 
For Equality 
For Discussing Problems 
Defensiveness 
Authoritarian Control ... 
Punitive Discipline 
Emotional Distance 
Equalitarian Interaction 
Custody Orientation 

Source: Intensive sample. 

Split-Half 
Correlations 

(11=45) 

·71 
·58 
'45 
·22 
'59 
·52 
'15 
·34 
·23 
·17 
·69 
·20 
:31 
'78 
'69 
'35 
·58 
'86 

NOTE: These are" raw" correlation coefficients. 

Test-Retest 
Correlations 

(11=49) 

·78 
·73 
·35 

• ·32 
·48 
·62 
·41 
·73 
'46 
·58 
·65 
·67 
'41 
·73 
·55 
·67 
·73 
·78 
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fi Authority Strictness I 
Authority ... ... ... 1·000 0·637 
Strictness ... ... '" 0·637 1·000 
Contl,"ol ... ... '" 0'469 0'615 
Breaking Will ... ... 0'419 0·424 
Harshness ... .. - .. - 0'278 0'237 
Forcing Independence -.. 0·407 0-224 
Aggression .. - -.. -0-191 -0-219 
Achievement .. - ... 0'333 0·449 
Withholding Affection .. - 0-409 0-443 
Suppression of Affection .. _ 0-566 0·400 
Equality -_. .. - ... -0-275 -0-423 
Discussing Problems -.. -0-383 -0·326 
Defensiveness -.. .. - -0-008 0·015 

Source: Intensive sample. n=45_ 

Table 

Inter-correlation Matrix for Scales 

Breaking Illdepen-
Control Will Harshness dence 

0·469 0·419 0·278 0·407 
0,.615 0·424 0·237 0'224 
1·000 0·452 0·278 0'518 
0·452 1·000 0·501 0'372 
0·278 0·501 1-000 0·442 
0-518 0-372 0'442 HJOO 

-0-236 -0-103 -0-075 -·0-157 
0·444 0-369 0-321 0·114 
0-366 0-160 0-146 0-108 
.0-176 0-,212 0'078 0-129 

-0-522 -0,218 -0-201 -0-073 
-0'-320 -0'141 -0-139 . -0-227 

0-021 0-161 -0-122 0-222 

FURTHER DATA .ON STAFF ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE 

67 

on Staff Attitude Questionnaire 

Achieve- Withholding Suppression Discussing Defensive-
Aggression ment Affection of Affect Equality Problems ness 

....:0·191 0-333 0-409 0-566 -0-275 -0·383 -0·008 
-0-219 0-449 0·443 0-400 -0-423 -0-326 0-015 
-0-236 0-444 0-366 0·176 -0-522 -0-320 0-021 
-0·103 0-369 0·160_ 0·212 -0·218 -0-141 0-161 
-0-075 0-321 0-146 0·078 -0-201 -0·139 -0·122 
-0-157 0-114 0-108 0-129 -0-073 -0-227 0·222 

1·000 -0-112 -0·350 -0-023 0-054 -0-135 0·390 
-0-112 I-O~~ 0·073 0·214 -0·220 -0-140 -0-002 
-0,350 0·073 1·000 0-322 -0-311 -0·234 -0-170 
-0·023 0·214 0·322 I-DOD -0-071 -0-436 0·042 

0-054 -0,220 -0-311 -0·071 1·000 0·461 0·210 
-0-13~ -0,140 -0,234 -0·436 0·461 1·000 -0,104 

0·390 --0·002 -0·170 Q,042 
I 

0-210 -0,104 j-OOO 
- I 

1. Jesness, C_ F., The Frieot Ranch SlIIdy. California Department of Youth Authority Research 
Report 47, 1965. . 
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APPENDIX 8 

Background Factors affecting Success in Lodgings 

The findings 0., the impol1tance of home environment raise the' problem of 
disposal on leaving the hostel. Should a boy from a poor home be returned 
to his home or should he be placed in lodgings? This problem has been discussed 
in relation to a junior approved school by Craft1, who found on following up 
60 boys that those Who returned home were signific<Lntly more likely to be 
reconvicted or recommitted than those who went into logings. He suggested that 
a possible explanation was· that the boys who returned home often went to the 
.schools in the neighbourhoods from which they were convicted and were at a 
disadvantage compared with the" lodgings group ". 

"It is clear that despite the impressive quality of care, years of training and 
careful consideration as to discharge placement, the youths still retained a 
personality fault sufficient to permit a relapse into delinquency of stress and if, 
as one was often bound, they were placed back into the very family environment 
which had at least contributed to the faulty developrnent, then one might not be 
surprised at the frequency of relapse". Craft also noted that two of the five 
reconvictions and one of the two recommittals that occurred among those going 
into lodgings took place shortly after the boys concerned had returned home. 

Hostel wardens and liaison officers, however, are not generally enthusiastic 
that a boy should enter lodgings on leaving the hostel: the practice may make 
it more difficult to find a job for the boy's successor in the hostel and if repeated 
may lead to the formation of a colony of hostel boys, who are thought likely to 
exert a bad influence. In addition, wardens feel that although boys are often 
eager to go into lodgings, they are ill-equipped to deal with the problems that 
these present. They fail to get themselves up in the morning, to manage their 
laundry or to feed themselves properly; they miss the noise, company and 
comfort of the hostel and antagonise their landladies; in the end they commit 
further offences or drift back to their former towns. This, at any rate, appears 
to be the general impression, but some wardens encourage their boys to find 
lodgings if they feel that their homes are unsatisfactory. 

By use of the HI hostel returns it was possible to distinguish those boys 
who went into lodgings from the others. Little is known about the destinations 
of these others, some of whom may have gone into lodgings in their home 
town, joined relatives or taken work away from home. However, an unsystematic 
reading of hostel records strongly suggests that most of these boys do in fact go 
home. Table 68 gives the destination of the background sample, excluding those 
who left the hostel as the result of an absconding or offence. 

19% of those on Whom the returns had been completed were known to go into 
lodgings. Do these boys do better or Worse than the others? In examining this 
question, all boys who committed an offence 'before leaving the hostel were 

, omitted (whether or not they'left as a result) as were those who left as the result 
of an absconding. Those whose destination was not known were assumed not 
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Lodgings .. , 
Others 

, Not known 

Total 

Table 68 

Destination on Leaving Hostel' 

% 
57 19·2 

228 76·8 
12 4 

297 100 

Source: Background sample. 

to. have gone into lodgings. These decisions left 247 boys, 53 of whom were 
known to go into lodgings on leaving the hostel. Tab!e 69 compares the subse
quent careers of the two groups. 

Lodgings 
Elsewhere 

Total ... 

.Table.69 

Dest,ination Related to Reconviction 

Reconvicted 
% 

21 40 
113 58 

134 54 

Not Reconvicted 
% 

32 60 
81 42 

113 46 

Source: Background sample. 
X2=5·S2; df=l; p< ·05 

Total 

5:3 
194, 

247 

So probationers in the background sample who went into lodgings were 
significantly less likely to be reconvicted than those going elsewhere. This finding 
seemed to be of importance and was therefore checked on the reconviction 
sample. In this second analysis aU those reconvicted in the first year were omitted. 
Table 70 sets out the results. 

". Table 70 

Destination Related to Reconviction 

Reconvicted Not Reconvicted 

Lodgings 
Elsewhere 

26 
43 

% 
53 
39 

23 
68 

Total ... 69 43 91 

Source: Reconviction sample. 
r.=2·84;df=1; N.S. 

% 
47 
61 

57 

Total 

49 
111 

160 
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HOSTELS FOR PROBATIONERS 

In contrast to the background sample, those members of the reconviction 
sample who went into lodgings were more likely to be rec<?nvicted than those 
going elsewhere. This difference in interactions between the two groups is 
significant (l for difference in interaction=8'23 ; df=l ;p<·Ol). There is no 
obvious explanation for 1he'difference, which casts some doubt on the validity of 
the further a'lalyses done on the background sample. Some of these analyses, 
however, were suggestive and are given below. 

One factor which showed an interesting relationship to success was work 
record. For the purposes of analysis this was dichotomised into poor or bad on 
the one hand, and good or no information on the other. Boys who bad entered 
the bostel straight from scbool and therefore had no work record' were omitted 
from the analysis. Table 71 sets out the relationships obtained. 

Tabl(l71 

Work Record and Post-hostel Residence in relation to Subsequent Reconvictions 

Lodgings 
Not 

Work Record Reconvicted Reconvicted 
% % 

Bad or poor ... " 12 67 6 33 
Good or N/K 9 27 24 73 

Total ... 21 41 30 59 

SOllrce: Background sample. 
Corrected2X2=5'93; df=l; p<'05 

Total 
% 

18 100 
33 100 

51 100 

Others 
Not 

Reconvicted Recollvicted Total 
% % % 

43 57 33 43 76 100 
67 60 44 40 111 100 

110 59 77 41 187 100 

Corrected ,,2='10;df=1; N.S. 

67% of those who went into lodgings with bad or poor work records were 
reconvicted 'as against 27 % of those willi good work :records or 110 mention of 
their work records. On the other hand, those with. bad or poor work records did 
slightly better than rthe others it they went home. On tl1ese data, the hypothesis 
that the relationship of work record to reconviction is .the same in lodgings as it 
is at home would be .rejected (l for difference in interaction=7'11; df=l ; 
p<·Ol). This, perhaps, is not a surprising result, since failure to draw wages is 
a less serious matter where the most likely result is a family row than it is where 
the most likely result is ejection from iodgings. Nevertheless, it is not a result 
which was predicted and this finding should therefore be viewed with caution. 

It was felt likely that those Whose removal from home had been particularly 
stressed in the reports would also do better in lodgings. In fact, however, only 
14 of these boys appeared to be placed in lodgings as opposed to 104 who went 
elsewhere. Of .these 14, eight failed, as did ~8, of the remaining 104. The recon
viction rate among those in this group who went into "lodgings· was therefore 
virtually the same as the reconviction rate of those who presumably went home 
and although the numbers. were small, there Was clearly no evidence that lodgings 
were a particularly satisfactory solution for this group. 

One interesting finding related to .those who' had left home at some time before 
tgey entered the probation hostel. . Not' surprisingly, members of this group were 
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likely to go into lodgings, providing 43 % of those known to do so as against 
16% of the others. Those" home Ie avers ", however, who entered lodgings did 
significantly better than those who did not. Table 72 sets out the relationship 
of destination and reconviction in this group. 

Table 72 

Destination related to Reconviction among Home Leavers 

Destination Recollvicted 
% 

Lodgings 9 41 
Elsewhere 23 74 

Total 32 60 

SOllrce: Background sample. 
Corrected X2=4·65; df=1; p<·05 

Not Reconvicted Total 
% 

13 59 22 
8 26 31 

21 40 53 

41 % of the home leavers Who went into lodgings were reconvicted, as opposed 
to 74% of those who went elsewhere. This finding could be given a variety of 
interpretations; for example, some boys. might signify their dissatisfaction with, 
their homes by leaving them and committing offences on their return, or those who 
go into lodgings may be more stable than those who go elsewhere. 

Before leaving these findings one warning should be repeated .• The results 
were not expected and must be checked on further samples b('fore confidence 
can be placed in them. 

NOTES 

1. Craft, M., Tell Studies into Psychopathic Personality, John Wright and Son, 1965; 
pp. 91-92. 

2. As the numbers are small, Yates' correction has been applied to these'l although 
this has not been the general practice elsewhere in the report. 
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APPENDIX 9 
! 

Recent Developments-An Account by the Probation atzd 
A/ter-Cate Departmcnt of the Homc Office 

Since the survey on which the Report is based. was undertaken there have 
been developments in n number of directions which, while not necessarily 
jnvillidating any of tbe general conclusions reacIled, alter (he picture of the hostels 
which it portrays. 

1. Staff Salaries and Hours of Dllty 

.Salaries hnve been substantially improved. The salary scales for wardens and 
\TI'\trons are now identical with those of housemastel'S and matrons of approved 
$e1\001s. A separate scale has been introduced for deputy Wardens which $ub
Iltanlially overlaps the wardens' scnlc, whHe Ule assistnnt wardens' scale has also 
been similarly improved. Together, Ule salary scales for assistant, qeputy and 
warden now also span the probation officers' scale-and indeed arc more. 
favoul'able at the wardens' maximum. It has been I\greed that hours of duty 
ShQuld be reduced to 45 n week nne! that aU staff should have one and a half 
da¥s off duty each week with, wl1ere possible, a long weekend each month. 
Some. progress l1as already been made towards this goal by the altel'ntion of 
duty rotlls, the employment of part-time relief staff and the employment of eledcal 
staff to relieve the supervisory stnff of some of the burdens of accounting and 
adminislration. 

2. Accommodation 

The general stundard of accommodation for staff 1111s been much improved 
in the last few years. AIUlQ~t aU of the hostels noW provide a self-contained three 
bedroom tlnit Witil lounge/d~ning room, ldtchen and bathroom for the warden 
und a similar two bedroom unit for the deputy. The newCl' hostels include 
self-catering facilities for the assistant warden and, in some cases, a separate 
sitting room and bedroom, The l'emuining hostels will be brought up to this 
standard as opportunity offers. 

3. Training for Staff 

Wherever possible wardens are now appointed sufficiently far in advance 
to enable them to take the 12 months Residential Child Care Course arranged 
by tlle Central Training CO\lllcil in Child Care. All newly appointed wardens are 
additionally given a one n,onth familiarisation phtcement with an experienced 
warden and. a month's placement with the probation service to learn something 
of the background to their work. 

Existing wardens are encouraged to take the full residential child care training 
and several have now done so. Staff of all grades are additionally encouraged 
to take the day release or the three months residential courses being arranged 
by local authorities for their residential child care staff, and the possibility of 
providing joint training for staffs of probation and after care hostels is being 
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explored. Nearly half of the wardens of boys' hostels now_poss~ss·a recognised 
qualification or are in process of acquiring one. 

Regular day conferences of wardens, . liaison probation officers and members 
of managing committees .are being held on a regional basis at roughly four-· 
monthly intervals. These are doing much to improve relationships between 
wardens and liaison ollicers and the understanding of managing committees as 
to their role. They are also helping to secure more uniformity of pra.ctice. 
Longer, residential conferences arc now being introduced to enable participants 
to explore problems at greater depth than is generally possible in one day. 

4. Hostel Regimes 

Hostels have been encouraged to develop mo(e permlSSlVe and outward
looking regimes, partly through the training now being provided, and in particular 
through the regional group conferences, which are always attended by Home 
Office representatives, and partly through the selection of wardens. It is now 
generally the practice to itwite a Home Office inspector to attend selection 
committee meetings when the appointment of a new warden is being considered. 

Specifically, the aim has been to reduce the number and variety of compulsory 
chores residents are expected to undertake to a level commensurate wHh the 
fact. that they are paying for their boa·rd and lodging at a rate not very ditIctent 
rrom whrut they would pay in lodgings or an ordinary hostel. Leisure activities 
are being directed away from the regimented hostel-centred basis towards com
munity participation on an indiVidual basis in the light of individual needs and 
responsibilities. Uniform" hostel dress" has been discouraged in favout: of 
individual purchase as required, with reasonable freedom of choice. In the 
older age group hostels, residents are allowed increasing freedom to handle 
and dispose of their earnings-ultimately merely paying over to the staff their 

. maintenance charge. This is usually coupled with a greater measure of freedom 
to come and go as the resident· pleases and to participate in any remaining 
11Ostel-organised activities on a voluntary basis. 

TIle more widespread introduction of regular staff "'meetings, usually attended 
by the liaison probation officer, and in a number of cases assisted by a consultant 
psychiatrist, has encouraged staff to think more deeply about the problems 
presented by the residents and has helped them to meet tnese problems in a 
constructive way. 

5. Children and YOl/ng Persons Act 1969 

When the Bill comes into effect it wilJ no longer be possible for the courts 
to make probation or supervision orders with a requirement of residence in a 
probation hostel in the case of young persons under 17 years of age. This 
reduction in the age range covered by the probation hostels will produce more 
homogeneous groups, but since the groups will be older and arc unlikely 
to respond to a highly structured regime, progress towards more open and 
permissive organisations will be accelerated. The reduction in the number of 
places required for the older groups will mean that hostels will not be able to 
be as selective as they have been in the past when demand for places exceeded 
supply and greater risks will have to be accepted, 
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